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PAO Good afternoon welcome to the STS-9 postlanding
press conference. Our participants this afternoon are. To my
immediate left. Dr. Burton I. Edelson, Associated Administrator,

Sf« fS<:?^ !P?f® Science and Application, NASA Headquarters. Tohis left is Lt. c?..n. James A. Abrahamson, Associated
Administrator, office of Space Plight NASA Headquarters. To
General's Abraharason's left is Mr. Michelle Benieau, Director ofESA Space Transportation. And we will start our remarks with
General Abrahamson.

ABRAHAMSON First of all, I guess, I assume that there is
nobody that doesn't think that this was a fabulous mission, at
least that's the way l do and although it did prove one thing.We, you know, we have many scientific firsts that came out of
this mission and Burt and Michelle Benjeau will talk about that a
little bit, but we also have one that has been proven time and
time again, and that's that the level of uncertainty in the
Universe is a constant. So when you have a fabulous mission
there's always got to be someplace where a little uncertaintycmm in. But, I'd like not to focus, frankly, on that and I'm
sure you'll want to get some better fuel for the particular
problemb^at the end of the mission. But I think in general, what
we saw this time, was just a fabulous success, first of ail for
international cooperation, and that means cooperation in
development kinds of prograuns. Secondly for the tremendous start
for the science and operational phase of this Spacelab program.
So the international cooperative part of Spacelab is not stopping
at all, it's really now going into a new phase and if you were
able to ask each of the scientists who participated in this
program as inyestigators, and saw Just how happy they are about
1!?? ?®!? ^^®y'Y® gotten and some of the exciting things so far, I
think that you'xl all understand that what we really have is
something absolutely new in the science. Space Science
activity. And I think it's been said many ways, but if I tried
to say it as simply as I can, what we have is a laboratory that
we've proven can work and work extremely well. And what we have
done is that we have mixed the very best of unique set of
conamunications in space along with a capability on the ground so
we have mixed together the introlects of the investigators, who
have worked for years and dedicated themselves to this mission
and their instruments and their specific endeavors. And the
astronauts who again have trained for years with these people and
are in a position then to best what's happening, and happening in
realtime. And by doing that, they can get the most from these
experiments. Now you saw a demonstrations of scxnetimes we had a
scientific objective, we got data and as a result of that data,
and seeing what was happening in realtime, we were able to
exploit and focus in and get new data, or to capitalize on
something unique that was happening. In other cases we did some
dramatic repairs, and I hope in particular, I hope that shows
again, between the cooperation between the air was the camera,
and that's been described, but again I hope you keep in mind just
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what really happened here, I saw on the ground and worked with
some of the astronauts that developed the ground procedures for
finding a way to solve what we thought was the camera problem.
And it was very clear, it's a very large magazine that goes into
that camera about like that, and it's a rather complex mechanism
with springs and threads and various kinds of things and of
course the problem was to be able to repair that in space in
absolute darkness* And that's the part when the people work the
procedures on the ground, transmitted those to the astronauts
themttlves and then th^ into the sleeping area and did it
entirely by feel and corrected the problem. And 1 think you all
knew that the Principal Investigator was so delighted that he got
maay oft hts shots afterwards and then preseat^^^^^ to the crew a,
what was his greatest gift actually, and that was an opportunity
to take additional shots of the Earth that they thought were
important:. So I think that's a lovely example of the repore that
developed fcetween the ground crew and the air and what can come
out of that kind of operation. So it's, what we've done, is
we've demonstrated that this kind of laboratory can work, tying
all of these people together, in a very complex communication
network and in the process conduct just the most richly varied
science menu that we have ever seen before, and I'll leave the
rest of that to them. Just a few figures here, just to kind of,
obviously we went, you know, a little over 167 orbits, 4 million
miles on the Columbia, remember it's been out of service for some
time, it was modified so that we could updato it partially, and
by doing that insure that we could effectively put the Spacelab
in and be ready for this mission. So it was out nearly a year.
Any time you take an airplane or a complex vehicle such as this
out of service for a period of time, you expect that there are
going to be nagging types of problems, but this job was done
extremely well and we only had, although acme of them (garble) we
traumatic, we only had 28 problem reports. And that's on the
order of magnitude of what we had with the Challenger with the
last mission. The Spacelab which was truly, lovely surprise, it
came through 10 years of development, 10 years of intensive
reviews so that we could come up with a vehicle that just
performed magnificantly. We had a couple of nagging problems,
such as our remote access unit, this is the unit that provides an
interface into the group of experiments you probably are familar
with it as the RAU--21. And we worked hard to work our way around
them. In fact we made some 31 software patches and we did a lot
of definition with temperature work and so we could understand
when the problem would occur and how to work around it. But
outside a few of those kinds of small things and clearly some of
getting complex experiments working in the beginning, what we had
was a new vehicle that had approximately a dozen problems
reports. That's incredible, that's just something that's just
unexpected, for something as complex as this. And we are just
delighted because again, it shows the quality of our partnership
program. Our TDRS, you know that we all had a lot of trouble and
we've been concerned as that's kind of been going along. That
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turned out to be, in the clutch here over 98% of the time, the
TORS was available and that started before the mission with our
jest with getting ready for the countdown. So we had two orbits
where we had some significant problems, but all the rest of the
time it was basically available, only two significant outages
themselves. I think it was just a fabulous performance, now I
haven I t really mentioned the crew, because I think more than
anything, the crew showed us just what a professional and
discipline crew can really do. The 24 hour operation again, one
of our roost important demonstration and it was very clear that
the crew could do that, do it effectively and just maintain that
work pace for an extended mission, with the difficulties that
came on today, John and certain members of the crew were up
nearly 24 hours, as near as we can tell, we don't know exactally
how well he slept the night before. Nonetheless, that was a
perfect landing out there, just a f 2W thousand feet from the, we
don't know yet exactally here, but from the nominal touchdown
point about a 10,000 foot roll out, that's what it looks
basically like from our preliminary looks at the machine. So we
had a magnificant crew, I know it was a great mission. Tonight
is the Chron, congradulations to the Chronical.

Well not to me, thank you.

PAO I think most appropriate to get some reaction from
ESA at this point, Michelle?
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MICHELLE Yes, Abe, I will explain the point of view and the
feeliiif of update in ESA (fafMe) • It is not stifficient to say
that we are pleased and all satisfied with the flifht* I am sure
that from all (garble) so lucky to participate to this operation
here and to this flifht* It will be certainly the inost^ g
event in their life. As you know it was not simple at all, we
(garble) it is a first year, he was a first in (garble) as in man
in space here* It was decided 10 years ago ar^ the walk was a
hard walk, fortunately the industry, the European industry
involved, (garble) we are very very good and make excellent
work. This mission should give to us, and it is very encouraging
for us that the Spacelab is c^erationa flight.
It was not so (garble) before* (Garble) of difliculty we get in
the flight wtre extremely smalli very low, very low and small as
expected* 1 think that it is for the industry we
participating of that and for the ESA/NASA group mission a very
good thing . We are proud and happy to deliver to NASA a valuaole
space (garble) . Fur th is a (garble) • tf he knows that it was
decided before the flight that half the payload will be American
run, half the payload will be a European one. For the European
part, it was 1.4 (garble) and representing of the note 24 major
experieitces, 56 small experiences, and about 110 scientific
groups, scientific - - 110 scientific groups working all together
for the mission (garble). It was six fields, Europe was working
in the six field, and it was a very, very important one* One
miss ion in which one few expe r iences were coord i nattd and working
suppof ting all the (garble) . We get (garble) a very acceptable
(garble) present that of that attitude, certainly superior to 80
- 90 percent, probably closer of 95* I share what Geanna Bomson
said, the crtM was extremely very fine crew* I was very lucky to
be invited by the crew to share their last lunch before the
flight and I was very impressed unto the fact that it was not six
men, but it was a team, and it*s her« that during every other
phases of the mission, the fact that it was a team was extremely
Qlme to anyone* It *s clear, also, that the whole of tht ortw
was not exactly the same as the past missions* They were obliged
to operate the experience onboard. In seven cases, the operated
more of 30 experiences simultaneously, and they have, as Geanna
Bomson said, be obliged to repeat certain of them and they were
successful for all of them except one, and they established a
very fruitful dialog between them and the ground. It is the
first time when I attend so excellent and good dialog between
them. At this point for me, is to prove and prove the interest
of manned space* It*s sure that in «rtmanned space, $at<w*atic
flights, robotic flights, we cannot get these (garble). I also
give my appreciation for the performance made by NASA itself*
The Orbiter and TORS for the flight were nominal in (garble).
Every one of the NASA centers from f|y point ^^^^o^^^ view, are fully
oprational and make a very good excellent (garble). I was
appreciating too, it was not only during the flight but before
the flight and during the flight, the excellent (garble) of
coopration be twen ESA and (garble) every step. And i would
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achitvt trojn Cgarblt) tm days for the (giirblt) too. it it cleat
that for us Euro^tani tht future is twiC€t two thiiifs here. The
first one is to make good use of the Spacelab. This investment
#as tuite imsKirtant one he think that ne have the
advantage to make good use of this^ Probably, decision will be
made during the next month foe that here and I hope that we will
make a large use of the shuttle (garble) * There's g<iMad^^ p^
that if one day, and I hope that it will be not too far from
here# to long # I hope that we could (gar bleK# a new Joint
(garble) with very ambitious goalSi and it will be my last word,
Spacelab is far as achievement i she's (garble) of 10 years of
work that I wish that it will be also (garble),

ASiAaAllSOii Before I pass it to 3urt| to talk really aN>ut the
science achievementSf we're searching for a perspective here and
I don't want to overlook, and I think that it's important that
you all fully appreciate the rest of the team* I mentioned the
flight crew themselves « It started also as a team effort t of
course, all tha way back through the beginning of the program,
and a cooperative one between Europe and NASA, but I think for
the flight itself, please don't remember, don't forget rather,
that we had, we started at Kennedy with sc«*e problems, we had a
team at Kennedy that had to roll out twicer and yet they
maintained a schedule and processed the vehicle perfectly for our
launch and they're standing by out here tonight to get it ready
to take it back* iiopefully, no later than itonday. And again,
they have done |ust yeoman service in terms of that job* In
terms of this flight, we didn't only, obviously, have 24-hr a day
kind of operation in the air, we had it on the ground, and at
Johnson t we had people from all over NASA and the scientists from
outside of {iASA# but in particular now, I'd like to call
attention to the flight directors, the flight control team, the
people that were making them work, and behind them, the group of
contractors who are providing additional support* particularly
today, Jerry Griffin, the center director at Johnson, offered a
perspective* He said that the way the whole team was working our
problem today made him think back to B<Mm of the real challenges
that the Apollo program and the Mercury and the Gemini had* Said
it really made him feel gcKid because he saw that that team was
not only still there but more polished and more oiled than
before, so, this whole thing is a very human program. It always
bothers me when we talk about technology like it's made up of
cc^pute^s and eguat ions ai^ natural laws* It's not, it's people,
and it's people making things happen* In science, 0rt Edei^^

EiJitiSOli Well, I'm very pitased to follow up on the splendid
remarks of Abe and Michellef my colleagues in this venture. This
is my first shuttle landing and I'm as excited and thrilled as
I'm sure anyone in this room is to have seen that bird land*
It's just * - it was a great surprise to me. I didn't real isse

how it would come in and how it would land and how much my heart
would pound watching it. Of course, I was particularly thrilled
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to know Of the accomplishments that went on onboard and I'd like
to make some comments about scientific achievments. I'm not

going to, by any means/ try to run down every inatrument and
every item that we had. I'm going to make sc»ie generalized
reiRitrks, and 1 think we'll have a question and answer p«rio<'

afterwards where we can pull that together. I think that I would
echo the sentiments of my colleagues by saying that it was very
much a team effort, and the fact that it was an internatlonl team
effort makes it really a stupendious accomplishment. we*re very
pleased with the success of the mission. I think that it is, the
first thing to say is that this was a very successful mission in

showing what the space shuttle could do for science in its

capability and its very extreme flexibility, we did get, in many
of our scientific experiments, many major findings, which, of
course, we'll be reviewing and subjecting to scrutiny over the
coming months and publishing and presenting in scientific
journals and its symposium, but the findings and the nature of

the findings are there, in atmospheric physics, and in astronomy,
aitd in plasma physics, and in microgravity science, and in life
science. I think we've demonstrated some things that ifany of us
have been talking abcut for a long time but it was heartening to
see the demonstration of the role of man in space that many of us
have thought about, talked about, and analyzed from a theoretical
jjoint of view for such a long time, to see it implemented and
accomplished. I think that the point I would make here is that
we've shown that there is a real purpose, a need, and the
capability of the scientists In space. We had two mission
specialists, we had two payload specialists, each of those were
PHD's, scientists. They were not merely mechanics or adjusters
or manipulators in some minor degree. They were behaving as
scientists, performing scentific experiments in space.
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EDSliSON It was equally iniitortant but just a slightly
different point to sho.f that people, these same four individuals
were able to make repairs, to make adjustments, to make
modifications to experiments and to the procedures in space the
way they were to adapt to it. It was suprising I think to all of
us how much energy there turned out to be between the scientific
instruments and between the scientist. The earth-space
interaction between the scientist, the Pi's, principle
invest ifators and other experimentalists on the ground with t>.e
seientist in space in this interaction and the realtime changing
modifications altering, interpreting and revising the scientific
experiments as they wers going through them is very exciting and
opens up many possibilities that we've thought about but never
realized before. We were involved in a real system
demonstration, as I mentioned the experimenters on the ground in
the POCC, the payload operation center and the scientist in
ispace. This was a team represented by the three of us up here.
It was the Space Shuttle, it was the Spacelab itselft, the
pressuriaed module and the pallet that carried instruments behind
it in th^ payload bay. And it was the set of instruments that
were inside the module and on the pallet, all working together in
an overall system including the TORS satellite. I'm sure many of
you have seen descriptions of how it worked and to think for a
moment that the Shuttle in orbit going around the earth roughly
every hour and a half was providing a great amount of data back
from the SpaGe Shuttle through our radio link to the tracking and
data relay satellite and then down to earth at our major
receiving center, at White Sands, New Mexico. And then by a
domestic communication satellite to the Johnson Space Plight
Center and also incidentally to the Goddard Space Flight Center
where it was analysed and utilized and then the return path had
to go back over the domestic satellite, back to the tracking and
data relay satellite to the Spacelab in orbit. And it had been a
troublesome system before, we really only had a partial test with
the, for the STS-8 mission and also with a LANDSAT satellite.
And then they hadn't been very successful. In fact, we had
otten individual transmission rate no higher than about 80% and
n this mission, as they've mentioned we got something like 98.5%

of continuity of service through TDRS. A really remarkable
achievement with a system which we, had been troubling us for
sometime In which we were continually adjusting right up to the
moment of launch and then, as a matter of fact, slightly
afterwards. I think that this very large system Involving
Shuttle, Spacelab, the instruments, the TORS system, the people
in orbit and the people on the ground at various NASA centers and
in Europe and all the contractors involved. It's an enormous
achievement and it seems striking to me that this was done on an
International basis. I can't think offhand and I would assert
that this has got to be the greatest international single
scientific and engineering achievement that has ever been
achieved. So I think we've got scwae really there, now as far as
the scienoe is concerned, in the various areas of science, I
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think we've made major general achievements of great
iignieicance. 2 thunk in two areas in life science and
microgravity science , we have really created new scientific
fields. I think that there have« from now on, those are going to
be and will be, I'm sure of it, recognized new fields of
science. We, there have been incidental experiments in those
fields before but and they were'nt trivial, but they were small
short tine and very limited in their capability or their scope.
In both of these two areas with the IS life science experiments
that we've carried on during this and the 30 microgravity science
experiments, we have a wide ranging scientific scope and we've
really created two new scientific fields. In the area of space
plasma physics, we've done soinething very significant and we've
entered into an experimental area of active plasma physics where
we use for example in the SBPAC experiment which some of you
followed. He, using it, an ionic accelerator, an electron
accelerator, we injected charge particles into space and
depending upon the attitude of the Space shuttle and the
correspo » u nn tic lines of force in the earth's magnetic
field and so- :alled magnetosphere, we were able to provide beams
that spiraled or that branched one way or that shotted or crooked
plume out another way. It was thrilling of course to sit there
in the payload operation center at Johnson and see the whole
Space Shuttle light up in many colors and this big plume come out
and light everything up and it was exciting and thrilling. But
the idea that contrary to past experiments where we had done
passive (garble) measurements from Spacecraft with small limited
instruments. In this case, with some fairly large and powerful
instruments were up there perturbing the environment and
measuring u.ie results. And incidentally, that indicates this
energy because we had planned to observe this with two
instruments. We actually were able to bring as many as five
different instruments to bear on observing the space plasma
physics experiment. In the other areas, in astronomy, in earth
observation, in atmospheric physics and we had experiments in all
of those, which are all well established areas of space
scientist, we showed something else and that is that extremely
worth while, science can be done in short periods of times and in
this case, on a 10 day mission carrying very large and very
powerful and very heavy instruments with lots of power, I mean
lots of capability. And we for example, the imaging spectrometer
instrument is a mammoth instrument, an extremely powerful
instrument, a kind of an instrument which would as principle
investigator Dr. Marsha Torr said, "would do credit to any
laboratory on the ground to be able to take this marvelous
scientific instrument with a great capability of going from
infrared all the way through the optical to the ultraviolet and
make these continous across the electromagnetic spectro
observations is just a really great move capability. I think
we've been able to take these large instruments and of course,
the other factor which is not unimportant in big science now days
is that this is a very cost effective way of doing it. We have
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flown these instruments, many of these instruments will be
modified to some extent and flown again and again and again, we
have other spacelab missions planned. The next one for example
we will be, next time we'll use the module; we'll be with
Spacelab 3 which will be dedicated to life science and
microgravity science in November, a year from now, November,
1984, We will, one thing we will never do again, we'll never
have a mission as complicated as this one with as many different
experiments. It is not as efficient as^ I'm glad we did and we
proved a great deal; it is as not as efficient as it would have
been if we had a dedicated mission to or.ly one branch of
science. For example, the astronomy observations obviously point
up away from the earth and I guess you have to be careful about
saying up in space, away from the earth and the earth
observation mission will want to point down and you can't do
them at the same time so there were about 200 separate maneuvers
in order to do that. But all of that is new and it's all good
science but we have a number of future missions, I wouldn't be at
all surprised, in fact I'm sure, we'll get a lot of clamouring
for the scientific c<mmunity to fly in space in the future. I

think I'll end it on that thought and that is, that this mission
has been so successful ...
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fhat^S;.!!
«o«ld«;t b« at all surprised, in fact i »m sure

to ^w ii
^^"^ scientific community

!L J" »P«f« in m future. I think I • 11 end on that thought

Sroved'^L Lnv^fehi*;.! JiJ^J''^^** successful and it hasproved so many thi IC S about tne role of man , t ability

tSaf w« fnfiiL^f'fi f*^**
science in so many space science f ields

iiiL!! n^*** a community of
Jf:f *f® separate experimental scientific teaisnere, I think we ve got 72 teams of scientists now in this world.

f2vlrf£f;^JL?"^^*'^ f*^*^**"' ^" Canada, who have had afavorable experience in spac« science. And they'll be advacants
^??f^if;«°^«'«=« they will be interested in and all these
?^iK?4*.f?'^?*=* ''^^^ ^'^^^ I' I'll »<3d' not <garble)

^^'^ 1««^ '"aior step in spacewhich IS the s^dce station program for which NASA is planning as

in tL S^J^S^^nH^^iJ^w ^
^J^"'*

those of us who are interestedin the program and who have been planning and thinking about theprogram are very much heartened now that we really have anopportunity to accomplish a great deal in this area. Thank you.

s^. ^
Okay^great, that you. Let's start the questionings

now, hear from Dryden, if you will please wait for the mike,
t^J^lrJ^^ and affiliation and then we'll go on to the other

yo?k iim^s!
^^'^^ ^^^^^'^ ''ith John Wellford, New

ISn^^.K j****^*- >fi9ht here, (garble) do you feel thatyou had the confidence to attempt the landlna tcdav. even thmmhyou apparently didn't really unSerstand the problem!
^

ABRAHAMSON The key was the development of the strategy as wewent ahead. When we had the first computer failure, 1 franklyremember, there are 5 computer redundant, general purpose

ShSrihif: \^f^^^
of not any great concert: However,

?1 *® a relationship clearly between the first one and

»^rif,lt tJtf then the right things to do and the proper thing

SJ the iai^ iiS^^hf .

, And that's an old test pilot rull

wheJe'vou arS*i^^^!^^^ VQU just kind ofscop wnere you are and tHen see if you can back slowly out ofIt. So that was the first part of the problem, however, as wewere troubleshooting that and when we had the failure of the

rrfifl,?****"?*"'*"! ^^^^'^ became, that showed that there was
LfiI!« *®*®J°", ^ concerned with. So given that

one tSifhartSe'hi^hlJ^/f^'.t'*^'
the least risk, solutioS aSd

2h!i. 2f^,^?? Ht^t^^ priority was to excellerate going into
^^n^!l i^^*?"^ ^ ^^^^ ««ant, was rather than
?S2 J°

^""^^
J? '^^^ understand what happened, whilethe computers were configured for essentially onorblt and ori.-

f^?«^^' "^•'^ ^'^ operations. We sHfJSd gears ea^IHr
iS^?d bf^'u^i^T' fJ^

'^^'^ computers In thi way Ult ILywould be used during the reentry phase, the OPS 3 portion. We
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strafcini ! reentry, and when we did that, that

«1 rf!vL iir*^ r «n ««ly look at the, whether not

wouirii^SSftSiii"??!^"^ ^f^'^^i computer problen. tSat
?ealiv^ a^SJfi^^^^'^^J "^"^^^ mission. So it was
Jhfi L! changing the strategy and then once withthat changed strategy, gaining the confidence as we did some of
mSde^^iiX dSiSfJJ"/^'*' f^** operatiSning in the ?p| 3mode, and doing that in preparation to decend itself.

w^re^Sfated?
aaauaption then that ail those problems

JSf^7^^?^ well we found some relationships and we» re notabsolutely sure, I think it's a little premature, in somS casesyou know, the natural thing is, there is a time ielaJionship sothat^aays thar you just have to look there to say tharthey^rereiated. On the other hand as we look through aXd as we gai

J

e^nu?!I!°!J^
getting computer dumps primarly of the secondcomputer and anal iaing what we saw there and we did find some

were clearly transient kinds of problems
?hf ^ ?r iff®5

''^ fact looked and satisfied ourself
li? J5L did not have those kinds of problems that

2hen 2?Jif*2f®.i?
pcocess. But, you know, obviouslyWhen these kinds of things occur together there's a very hiah

SofkSii^«L^2;' S^"'?^ * "l*ted eveSt! But we donot know enough about to say for sure that that's the case yetJohn, you can be sure we're going to look at it very carefully,

Wyat
t

^ Andershore (C3S News) For Mr . Edelson. You know, i

t

throughout the mission that everyone was, in the
clearly excited about this. I guess myquestion is, is there anything about the mission that you could

"^'^ ^^^'^y street should know about,should care about. Outside of the scientific community?

BOELSON
^ Well, that's a question I really didn't prepare

^ ^ ^^^^ answer the question without offending any
Sf^Jtf"^*''

^"'^
°l

community. I'd, I don't think thire's anyparticular area that had an exclusivity on finding, it seems tome that the most significant area of work is in the LifeSciences. Where we first got the great body, for the first time

f^JJl^f^'^"^^ infopation on this, the things that we were
i« !4«k!**^^^"* ^® adaptation to space and of course what's going

d?sfu?2tiSn^J%^r'^?r;J^^"* ^'^'f*
interested in the veslibSfar

rif!.^*®^.*'^.'^®' ^" interested in in the fluidshifts in the body, we're interested in calcisum lost in bones
t? ^f«tr^®®

in the cardio vascular system and so in like that.It isn t as if we discovered, I think what you'd like roe to say
IS that we discovered a brand new thing that we never knew aboutbefore. Some statements were made like that during the flightand I m reluctant to repeat them here because the scientificcommunity is sort of interested in analyzing the results over a
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long period Of tiine. in the life science area, as you know we»ve
got a baseline over many months before they report it. So for
any particular phenomena measure baseline. Then in space for 10

«J^^^«5^fL^«!
some changes and then after they landed, from now

A ^ they'll be under closi scrutiAy. At the
end oc that time we'll have an enormous amount of knowledge for
the very first time about adaptation to space and we will alsohave a great deal of information on the normal human response to
the l-g field. Abe has underlined some things here for me
J*JJ;«u^rMT^°^* that I could read here, but
I think I'll not, l have one, let me just go down one list of
things here, it's interesting that just before the end of themission we went through the, what amounts to the 38 scientific
teams and we asked each principal investigator to rate his ownresults as completely or highly successful and incidently some ofthem rate it as more than 100% because they got more then theyexpected, in astronomy and solar physics of the 6 experiments inthat row, everyone of them was in the highly or completely
successful, same goes for plasma physics, 6 experiments allhighly or completely successful. In atmospheric physics andEarth observation, 5 out of 6 highly succeasful, the $th one wasthe radar which burned out his transmitter. We think it was thetraveling wave tube that failed. So they just got half the
results of^radiometric results. In Life Sciences, IS successful

?aftially successful, and in material
?! * '^-^ilities, the ISOL thermo furnace, the radianfurnace, the mirror furnace and the physics facility we got 3 out

«f f2 ^^tl't f f**?*^
highly or completely successfulout Of 38, the remaining 3 were partially successful. I don'tthink I can be (garble)

.
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We have a g«««tion back here

.

ROBERT BRAZEI.LE (NBC) For General Abcaha«»on. How serious wanthe computer problem and when do you think you're going to knowwhat happened and do you think it'll - - pafticula?ly how 8e?iSu«
xs your assessment of does your assessment of how serious it
U^f ?*5^« J

, changed by the fact that the second c<Maputernumber 2 failed when the nosegear touched the ground.

"^'J 5*"^* P**^"'- ^9*^"' remember we've gotfive redundant computers here. The way it would be serious,
obviously, and we won't know this until we really begin to lookinto It, is If there was the kind of a problem that would ripplethrough all of the set. And that's what, of course, our initial

??J5f«; f^J* ^ '*« confidence that byreading out and by looking at c^Miputer dumps, particulary on 2and 3, and understood that 2 had a transi^t pKitomenan and 3 didnot, then we felt much better about that. Oh, there's clearly a
I don't want to minimize that, but as some are fond

p^obui? * '

SfiJff:^! ^ f** y**!f
^^^^^ P«oPl« at will have acomplete understanding of wh*»t happened.

ABRAHAMSOH ifs very hard to predict. Bob. Obvio«aly; a keypart of it is how much is really retained now in the computermemories and we are going to have to go in and look at the
particulary on number I because on QWC I, we think thatthat may well be a hardware failure and that takes extensiveanalysis. It's going to be a matter of weeks. Bob.

BRAZELLE You don't think there's any chance that it could beso bad that you would delay subsequent scheduling.

ABRAHAMSON We have no indication for that now, no.

Let* a take a guestlon back here.

failure «f -K^^iiii
of all aaneral, could you comment on the

l^A il r
computer, as he mentioned, what actually happenedand if I could extend the computer Question a bit further, was

lltii frL*"*"""®'!!
the safety of the astronauts? Thatseems to be - - when people hear about failures in space, whenpeople are stranded, all these things come to mind. Was thereany (garble)?

surely, there is always concern and we want our ohilosoohv is

SSnroStinr'^w!*^: mission and thiS wS^^^^
«i ^^^^^^ ^""^ in one of thesekinds of conditions where, yes we have potentially a disaster out
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th«ce. As much as some people like to have that in order to have
it in the news, we were just flat not in that kind of
c<widition. We are going to be very careful, obviously, and we
were, and I mentioned, in terms of the problem, we don't really
know yet, but what we did know is that we had a strategy and that
strategy showed us that we had a safe way to return.

PAO Please use the mike.

How about the computer failing upon touchdown, did
that take place*

ABRAHAMSON Ves it did, but I don't know anymore about it
except that there was some kind of failure in there.

With one computer, or - «

ABRAHAMSON It was number 2 that failed. It was the one that
had transients in it.

The one that failed didn't come back - —

ABRAHAMSON Yes.

PAO We'll take the questions. Gentleman in the red
shirt, you got a question?

HERB ROSEN (Mitchell Publications) Mr. Benjeau, you said that
your European future is keyed to two things, one was making good
use of the Spacelab and the other was a new joint venture, which
I didn't quite understand. Would you elaborate on that?

BENJEAU Yes I could elaborate a little on that. First
(garble) for the future use of the Spacelab. At that time, what
is sure that it will be, I think, it now (garble) 85. The flight
is called Gl, it is a German flight, German flight pa? 3 by the
(garble) and for which one ESA will have at the (garble) about
the third (garble), one third of the payload including the sled
which was initially planned for the (garble) on flight, but for
which one for reason of weight during the flight, it was decided
to shift to the (garble) flight. As of this flight, it will be
quite (garble) and it will be for the second time, Europe
(garble) manned experimenter onboard in the crew. Then we would
have the (garble) flight during few flight in 84 and 85, four
experiments were excepted by ESA and NASA (garble) as strongly
impacted by the delay of the flight from September to November.
No (garble) observation. As of the real flight, two flight in 84
and 85, and for the present time, it is all what is decided, we
have some idea of (garble) that we would have flight
participating, for example, in the international microgravity
lab. We were (garble) for which one we disagreed at that time
between the (garble) ESA mentioned member state, what could be
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th« Ifittrtst of that # and t hopt that wt will afttr th^ success
of the prtstnt fllfht decide to use more the Shuttle Spacelab
(facble) • It is for the first point • For the second point, it
is (garble) to the space station that I have in mind. It is sure
that if and when NASA would decide to make space station, it will
be sure that we will be interested in (garble) and in ESA to
cooperate in this so important joint venture. I don't when, I

don*t know in which percentage, I don't know for which it is lot
of problem for which one that we make from few months a lot of
(garble), but it may be few decision in 84 or in 85i or in 86 I

don't know. It is a view, that at that time we think that the
best way for operting the space station is to make a
complimentary cooperation with you.

PAO The gentleman right here.

HARK BBRBACK (United Press International) Gen* Abrahamson, I

realize you folks only had time to give the Orbiter a very
cursory examination, but I'm wondering what the condition of it

ABRAHAMSON On a preliminary basis, it really looks very
fine. As I mentioned, probably after each flight, I really like
used spacecraf t

.

PAO Do we have any further questions from Dryden?
Okay, if not, we'll now go to the Johnson Space Center in Houston
and take guestions^^^^f^^

PAO Craig.

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week) For Abe. Abe, do you believe
that the performance of both the Orbiter and the Spacelab on this
flight helps make a stronger argument for NASA to develop an
extended Orbiter capability?

ABRAHAMSON Well, we're studying that, Craig. I think the real
question, surely, it does show that the capability is there and
we can get a great deal out of it. Just how much you can build
on an extended capability depends on starting out with an
objective right from the start to do that. For example, we
perhaps, and we had additional time on this mission, we could
have gotten another day or so, but each day, the scientific
return would have probably gotten a little less. The marginal
return would have been less, so we would have been looking
economically and from every way of looking at it, as a kind of a
diminishing situation. If there were a longer capability Orbiter
that were developed, it would offer us an earlier opportunity to
look at long term things, but those long term kinds of
investigations, there hasn't been a good definition of that yet
at this point in time. That's why I think it's both important
that we study not only the capability of the Orbiter to do that
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but just how it is that User's would be able to use such a things
and those answers aren't in, Craig,

PAO Lady back here^

SUE BUTLER I don't think we heard, but were they able to
penetrate the blackout during reentry and communicate with TDRS?

AiRAHiy4S0fl lie only expected to^^^^^^ to penetrate through
and get some additional TORS data on the order of about 2 min of
extra data as you went through, and I think we are somewhere near
that in our calculation, I don't think that we clearly have a
way yet defined that we can get through the blackout periods*
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ABRAHAMSON Pt .. i ips with something, some better antennas or
some more signal strength available at the satellite, we could go
further, but we only got a couple of extra minutes as I could
tell and that's very preliminary.

Dave Dooling, the Huntsville Times.

DOOLING Abe, excuse me, Abe, when all this got started back
early this morning, did I understand John Young correctly to
indicate that those two thruster firings seemed to be unusally
hard?

ABRAHAMSON He did indicate that. And we did investigate that,
remember there are several things that go on, one is we had not
used the large primary thrusters for a long time now during the
mission so in that since obviously that, that was a capability.
There may have been something that was in terms of a little
larger thrust but we couldn't find it in that we didn't have an
extended period, they were the standard 80 second period of
firing, at least that's what the preliminary analysis showed and
we don't have any other indication. Now, of course what John
indicated is an important part of our investigation so we're
going to go back and look at that and use those inputs as we try
and figure out what did happen. But on a preliminary basis, we
did not see things on the ground that would really say, ah ha
here's something that, that we've all pointed to that begins to
look at where this thing came about, or where the problem got
generated.

DOOLING Okay, and what I was driving at there was, if there
was a possibility perhaps that that particular thruster had a,
some sort of hardstart (garble) imbalance and might have sent a
transient g-load through the airframe and perhaps knocked
something loose in the GPC to cause that hardware failure. And
apparently set it up so that you don't have the second failure
when the nose wheel came down.

ABRAHAMSON Ciiviously, that's always a potential, and as I say
we can only speculate at this point and we'll certainly follow up
the observations that the crew made in our investigation. But I
don't have any specific thing that points to it at this point.

PAO Gentlemen over here, name and affiliation please.

Doug Miller, with KTRH. General Abrahamson, you
indicated just a little bit earlier that some erroneous
information if I understood you correctly, had been fed into the
computer, can you give us some indication of what you know so far
about what went wrong? Can you give us just a rundown of what is
apparent at this point?
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ABRAHAMSON Ves, in computer number 1, and that's the one we
were operating in* in the orbital operation^ we had the kind of a
failure where we could not reinitialize the machine* That
suffesta what we have often called a hard failure, weaning a
irreversable software failure or a hardware item that failed
itself, and again we won't know what that is until later on and
after i#e get a chance to kind of dissect the problem* In
cG^nputer number 2, we had a transient , %^ know that because in
our data dumps , we saw that certain addresses were chanfed and
were changed in one readout and in a later , in another readout
they were not* It was a traiisient character # and they were
spread through different portions of the memory all reflecting
back to one what we call a software page and again we don^t know
the specifics of that, if that's induced by a hardwikte transient
failure or something else but those are the only things that we
know about in the orbital phase of the mission.

MII#I#ER Okayi one final point, is there any relationship as
far as you can tell so far by the popping and the banging that
was heard earlier in this mission, t^^t problems we' ve heard
today, and finally can you elaborate just a bit on your thoughts
about the possil^ility what your thinking is on perhaps hov
this might effect the schedule for future aiftsions^

A3RAHAMS0N One would not expect that the popping and banging
was related to this, the popping and banging is what one expects
in a thermal test, remember we had it on the first four flights,
we had some long heat soaks and some long cold soaks, and the
crew's heard that and everybody kind of got use to that, well
that's what we were doing on this flight, primarily for the
spacelab* so it was those noises and vibrations that wert going
down through the shift, were related to that, I think its highly
unlikely although I guess anything is a possibility that that was
related to the computer problem* Again depending on what that
computer problem really is, that's, I don't see anything yet that
would tell us we shouldn't continue to work for our next
flight* So we're going to just hustle out and try to do that*
Avionics problems are sometimes, they have a shorter half life
than some of the other kinds of problems that we've had, in that
you can go if you find that its a transient problem, you can go
change components rather quickly and in addition you can make
software corrections, so I, I would hope that certainly whatever
we fine, that we probably have a high probability of maintaining
our flight schedule*

PAO That's all the questions here***

I understand that's all the questions we have
Houston, moving on across the country, we'll go to the Kennedy
Space Center in Florida.
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Frankie Sender from Today. Just one question, at
th€ rislt of ptovofeing other extended discussion on this, is there
any indication that we^ve learned anything new on the human
system and microgravity, that the Soviet Union hasn't already
learned in their extensive (garble) program*

ASftAttAMSON That*s a hard question to answer, because we don't
have complete information on the Soviet program, but there never
has, to our knowledge, there's never been nearly as comprehensive
a program as we've had on this mission. We had as I mention
these 4 facilities all of which were exercised with multiple
samples, we had lubrication experiment and technology and we have
gained a wealth of knowledge in that area that we don't believe
the Soviets have even touched* I think the answer to your
question is a positive one that yes, we've gathered a great deal
of inf^ ; n C4 K have many findings ntmm of which have exciting
potential for fu.ure processing in space or for use on the ground
and with no indication that the Soviets have done anything at all
that is as comprehensive or across the board as what we've
done* Is that a scientific way of saying, you think we're ahead

EOEIiSOfI I think we're, I think this particular mission has
put us very far ahead, very far ahead indeed*

It seems that in the field of material processing
in space, with the information that I get at that time it was one
first, it was the first time that it was floating (garble) in
space* It was the first time when the operation was made and
with information that we get, then the operation was ricessful*
But it is quite difficult to say more*

Gary Ballenoff, from WCPX TV* I'll rephase
(garble) Anders earlier question to General Abrahamson* We
understand that the science went well, but to put it another way,
why should the average person on the street in tondon or in
Orlando, or in Dallas or anywhere else, be particularly excited
about this particular mission?

ABRAHAMSON I would really perfer to let Burt or Michelle
answer that because that's really in their area. Let me see if I

can kind of reduce it to human terms* When a scientist who is a

leading expert in the world on, in a particular discipline, comes
out and says even though he had a less opportunity to get all his
data because of the time of year, that we went, and I'm speaking
now of the gentlemen who was working on the gross spectrometer,
and says, my gosh I can write at least 7 wonderful papers here, I

think the man on the street, even though they may not know what
the gross spectrometer means, that means that this man who has
dedicated his life to an important scientific discipline has come
to the conclusion that this flight was worthwhile and the
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investment of many years in that instrument will pay off not only

for hiro but foe all his colleges. That's got to mean something.

And that's all the questions from the Kennedy Space

Center, we will come back here to Dryden and if there's any

further questions? There appear to be, okay. Okay the gentlemen

in the blue shirt.

Yes, I'm Phil Carso with the space Calendar, I'd

like to know about the TDRS, I understand that because we only

had one to begin with, we lost a good bit of data or had to

record it and then it was with some problems during the flight,

how did it actually affect the flight? Did we lose any data and

are you going to replace it?
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ABRAHAMSON Well, as I indicated in terms of avail ibility and
remember this was planned avail ibility, if we had had the second
TORS in orbit, we wuld have been really had nearly around the
world coverage in each case and what I believe and Burt, I'd like
to ask you to add to this, but I believe what that meant, I don't
think that we lost data as such what we lost were opportunities
to have the scientist working again in real time and having full
real time access to both the astronauts and the data. Now,
because we had such well trained people and they had planned so
long and hard for this mission, I don't think it was a major
impact because thty work so well together, on the otherhand, it
could have been a very significant loss and in that sense I think
that the TORS really did a great job for being one and having
several hardware failures. Burt would you like to add to that.

EDELSON Well, what I was going to say is that originally
what we planned to have two TORS in orbit and that would have
given us iM>ce coverage. However, we knew we were only going to
have one TDRS quite a long time ago and since the middle of last
spring, we are planning on having only one TORS, and so we
arranged our timeline accordingly, it complicated the timeline a
great deal and there were m>xe orbital maneuvers to reposition
the spacecraft and some of the observations were shorter period
of time than we will, we would of liked. However, all
instruments weren't affected and we have high data rate recorder
onboard, some of the experiments had a good deal of interaction
with the ground and some had no reaction, interaction with the
ground and scMne had moderate. It worked out extremely well, we
would have been pleased to have both in orbit but I would say
that it did not have the, any adverse effect of any magnitude on
it. with regard to that length of time in orbit, which Abe
addressed before, from the science point of view, we were
delighted to have 9 days and the fact that we got a bonus 10th
day was wonderful for us. We would of course like to have had an
11th day or a 12th day but what we really showed in this mission
is that for a period like 10 days, we can get an enormous amount
of data and there are many observations for eKarople, solar
observations of solar size mology and so on where the period of
observation is such that you can get a complete set of data on
much of it in a short period of time. And so I'll keep the
pressure on Abe to try and extend it a little bit, the, its
really the giant step that we need and that is the ability to
make scientific observations and conduct scientific experiments
for a very long period of time in space, measured from months to
years so that although I think its somewhat extended its day of
the spaceshuttle in orbit, well be desirable, it will never
replace what we hope to get with the spacestat ion, which is very
long periods of time in space so that we can make observations
over annual cycles and make complete sky surveys and so on.
(garble)

.
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....what I would say is that the high data tape
recorder was planned as a backup of the two TDRS in (garble). As
of the £act that it was decided to make the (garble) fly only
with one is necessary to the high data rate recorder to be a
backup during half, half, half one orbit, half (garble). And so
it was eventful (garble) view of the high data rate recorder was
a very, very, bad (garble) view here. Fortunantly, It's duration
was only a little more (garble). We were (garble) about 1 to 2
percent of loss of the data (garble) and in the 10 (garble).

Okay, we'd like to take two more questions and then
rap it up, right here.

Ves, Gen. Abrahamson, why was it so important to so
quickly (garble) the four scientist today? And what test will
they be undergoing?

ABRiUiAMSON Well its not because we had something to hide.
Unless the doctors are really planning something quite diabolical
in which I don't think, I was going through some of their
equipment although some of it looks diabolical and it doesn't
fall in that category, I think. I think their attentions are
honorable. Maybe you should answer that^^^

The answer is very simple, and that we want to^^^^g^

a baaeline data on recovery from aero gravity. We, the idea we
had is that we take the two mission specialist, the two payload
specialist and, and put them immediately, (garble) them into, and
start making tests. It was our idea, in fact, they were suppose
to have come down to the middeck, lie down and rest until they
could, leave the, leave the spacecraft and then we thought it
would be a good idea to put them on stretches and carry them down
and put them in the ambulance and whip them over there without
any exposure at all, because the idea would be to make all these
medical tests on them immediately. The thought was that that
wouldn't look to good to have these guys come out on a stretcher,
so they walked down, but as you can see we got them in the van
right away and layed them down in the van and took them right
over to the very large vestibular facility that we have here and
we're subjecting them to many kinds of tests, (garble) teats
where they move back and forth and the spinning globe test and
testing, and obviously blood test and fluid (garble) check, and
cardiovascular test and so on. It isn't really known whether the
real adaption of various body functions take place over minutes
or hours or days, and so they will be under close surveillance
for 7 days. They won't be in there all that time in fact on the
fourth day their going to come out and do some flying and then go
back in again, but that's the reason because in order to make the
inorbit test valid we have to reestablish the baseline on the
ground.

Okay, lets take the last question over here.
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Yes, this for the General. Early In the mission we
saw sosne of the ccewmembers become irritated in the tradition of
Skylab, Skylab 4 and Apollo 1, was the work load In the early
part of the mission a factor to the crew feeling like their being
pushed too hard?

ABRAHAMSOei First of all, I think that again people have
focused wrongly on this issue. It's, certainly there was a
workload problem and I think the crew held up magnificantly in
that process but I think what you saw happening was, we just
indicated earlier that this whole mission, one of the wonderful
things about it is that their is this close oommunciation between
the ground, many scientist on the ground and th« crew and
whenever you're attempting to coiMBunicate particularly with
people whom may not be quite as use to doing the task that's
going on, then there are difficulities in communication and X

don't, you know I think you ought to be focusing on the
irribility, I think what people were trying to do was to
accomplish that cooimunicationB and get it straight and where it
was a problem to get it straighten up quickly. And that's the
real issue. ¥ou know lets not focus on the style and lets focus
on the substance, and the substance was that out of that
communication came just a marvelous new operating mode in space,
for man in space and for science.

Okay, thank you and good night.
END OF TAPE
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briefing at the Aems Dryilen Fli^jht Rer.Cr^rch
Facility. Tho eleven o'clock v;cal:hcr hrioCing inoicaked tnc
weather for toynorrov;'s landing vull bo clear v?ith no pioble^.s.
Winds will be litjht and the tempc::raturc is orctdicted to bo <2
degrees. Lake tod 17 Is priine £or tho .lundlng still. When we
get to the quections^ please reaie'iaber to v;ait for the mikuc and
9ive UE your name and atfiliation. vath today , v;e tiavc Dr,
Robert Clark, Baselinf: Data Collection "i'c-jjt niana^:;::r, Dr, iJ'i;rry

Ho.auiO'^:k^ Spaoolab 1 NASA Life Sciences Project Scientist "^iiid 1^

ESh, Dr. Allen- Bensoni Co--invostigator on th'^ 201 Jr.ic^ and
Sciences Invest i9atxons from RAb* FarniborouQh Inj^tir.ute of
Aviation Medicina, Dr. Clatkt

CLARK Good morning # we'd like to describe for you today
tho activities that will take place in the life ?3ciences baseline
data collection facility here at Dryden^ This v/ill bv^ ac hV 1 1

V

involving the mission si^ocialist and the payload :.pocialijl that
will start very quickly, appr o^irrately 1 hour after ldndin<:j,
Theae tests that we* 11 bo doin^ in the bai:3line collection
facility will involve the MS*s and PS*s are raention'-d ani \*ill
take place on approxiBiately 2 3 tests of th.^ life ;;clencer,
exparimonta that are onboard Spacelab 1. There are 16 total, 7
oi those are ESA experiments and 9, pardon me, 9 are E3A
experiments and 7 are U^S* exper iir^entr^ and of thone^ there are 11
that involve human test subjects* Five of those are NASA and 6
are BSA. The facility test that vdll take place, 23 ter.ta that
will take place on the crew and the baseline data collection
facility. It is located here at Dryden, it*t> about 5,000 i^quare
feet in sizB* These tests will vary from appro>;iirtataly 10
minutes to an hour and 15 minutes each. There are 14 of ther;o
tcsco that are accomplished preflight, inflight, ctncl poBtfiiglit
and 9 that are done pre and postfliyht only. There arc te^ts
involving tiie vestibular ;5ystem ana measuring tho body's
equilibrium system. Tho test involving blood work, venous
pressure measurement, ballistocardiograp'ay , the aioasurcjiieut of
the body* 3 recoil from the pui-nping of the heart and there *s mar^r.

discrimination and physiological monitoring of EEG and KKG or
sleep monitoring that is for the mQ that«s done inflight. These
tests that will be done postfliyht will otcirt approxin'.^tely as I
nteiitioned about 1 hour after landing and there will be
appro::imately 9 hours of testing on the mission :;pociaiist, one.
Bob Parker, payload specialist 1, Ulf Keibold. There will be
approximately 12 hours of testing on landing day on Owen Garriott
and on Byron Lichtenborg. The preflight raeasurements were made
in 5 difCercnl- test periods. Preflight at 120, 90, 60, 40, and
10 days preflight and the purpose of tnat testing was to raeasure
the baseline of the crew or the normal renponse of the crow on
these various 23 tests. The inflight measurements measure how
thcva tests behave in aero g and how adaptation to zoto g takes
pierce and the postf light tests will be :j.easaring the readaptatioa
to earth gravity. The readaptation timoo of the various
pararaeters, soiae of them may be as short as minutes, some of them
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may be as long as clays. So the scric-s :>f tests f-hat t.ake^ plac
postf light will be done on landincj dj>y 1, day 2, day 4, day 6 and

day 7 after landiiu^. There is alt;o v.o'\e KC135 :^ero gravity
aircraft Cll^htr. that will take places oa t!)c third day ntter
landing th.;t will ir.eaauro the crew's raot ion sickness
sufjcepi; ibi lity to those flights. The opetcition of tlx* C^-cillty

during this testing, it requires about 60 poople fc^ thn
operation of tho facility. There i;-. .some suiv-n t people, there
are central facilities in there that . will ;-,ef and thorc'n al^-o

investigators from the United Stntcfj, Canada, Eriglrnid, Scotland,
Federal Republic of Gorinany, Belgiu:i', France nnd Italy. We have

some film that's on video tape now ol the activities on these
various tests. This film wap takeji at appro::iraately 60 days
preflight on the tenting tl^.at v?e've done there and we'd like to

go to that and show you sorce of the te.^ts. lie. une tv;o I'acilities

for the baseline collection, on© is the Dryd._.n dispensary and the

other iu tho baseline data collection facility itself. In order

to roiniroj;io rcadaptntion of the ctev; r;ftor landing, when they're
laoving between thene facilities, uo will be Moving thnu on
gernie". and alao between ter.ts vjhcn there's a slight b>:oc.k, they

will be placed on gornies in order to uiinin.i::e rcadeptation. It

was Byron Lichtenbei-q , the United t-tatos paylOfid npecialist from

MIT, that you sav; on" the g.-rney. This in Dr. Michael l.Ciwpton who

is the alternate p£.yload i^pacialisc frcx University of California
at Berkeley. There are blood dravai to take place in the

dispenaary and there are coveral invcat igatorn v.'ith the nories of

blood experiments. There are two U.S. invcot (gators for

experir^ent 103, Dr. Carolyn Leach fro;;> NASA Johnson Space
Center. And experir»ent ibs. Dr. Voss frci. the Univcc.oity oi:

Illinois. The two European experimentr., e;:periaent 21 and

exT>ariiiiOnt 29, the principle invent i^jator ir. Dr. Katl Kirsch from

tne Preien University of Borlyn of the Federal Republic of

Germany. Dr. Kirsch is measuring harnones in the blood, he is

also doing this venour. preiicure meaaucoitient . The raoasureraont of

the venouo presGure is a reflection of the central venoas

pressure as you can see the crewman is in v.'hat's called a

ar.ni/down table so that there's no pressure around the arm that
would restrict that flow. Another er.perimcnt that's done in the

disensary is tho eKperiment 028, bi.llif'tocardiography

eKperiraent. This is Dr. Byron Liahtenberg again. ThiB
experiment measures the recoil of the body that is caur.cd by the

piiTOping of the heart. In zero g, you raay have seen tho inflight

video, the crewman is suspended in the uuddle of the Spacelab, he

is wearing acceleroraeters on the backpack that you saw there and

they're measuring the acceleration forces to the body that is

caused by the pumping of the heart. In one g, this is ir.eaRured

only in two dimensions. It's measured while the crewman is at

rest and also while the ccev;man is exercised to raise the heart

rate. Also thev're measuring respiratory function during this

exercise and during a portion of the te..t. This is Dr. Rosideaux

and Dr. Pronde from the University of Roroe.
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One of the central fc?c:jlitic3 in the BOCr* itself is

a laboratory slecl. This provides lin.^ar acceleration to the
crewinaa and it is primarily for invo^:t igatinr^ the ro^suonse of the
otolith organs or the ishtiones to linear accelorat ion* '£ho

responses are the eye nioveuionts that can bo neen and tlvc^:;'vatloas .

eye rotations^ v;cMl de^>cI:i^Je thosu u little bit mor^. fully when
v/e get to the individual e/pc-riment s , Each of the three
experiments that use tha clcd use a heliaet in v;hich tljo nubjccc's
head is r<^:;tr caiiiod. This is Dr. Lichtenberg in the sled* The ^

is also a joystick present in which hv.^ can indicate the direction
that he senses that he is moving. The 35mm cc-nera tha^, raeords ;

the eye movements foe the 102 MIT experiment The MIT
experiraent, the principle investigator is Di* Larry Yaung frarfi

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

YOUNG This sled r.et various acceleration profiles. It's
approxiiitately 30 feet long and in that short acceleration period,
can achieve speeds of about 17 feet per second. There is also
for the 102 experiment, a closed loop threshold test in which the
sled is moved in various random profi3.es and the 'crew:nan by u^ing
the joystick is asked to knoll out that motion. It^s a detection
of linear threshold perception.
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0!^^''-jV:: Thoy J'^ave Cr4;n::»i\:) jtiacHz ln^->s that ha^^e to bo charigec3
bviJ^(ii) fro v<4rifK!s runs on Uie 3S:..ii cc^r^ota. The caraora tr.'-^vnaur

tho *'^yu r: .'-^-uonts rv.ith on c; ho!:i2onr.al plane and also there is
rotcttion:.! i;ot:oti oi the eyes cis thvfV ace stlnijlatod by the
va^ric/jc .;: Ibulcu' crv-ariP. . 'riiei*':-^ cicc.il eLutioaS go up to
aL^out ^/lO oZ a cj cccrel eru " ioA forcv. If you rtoticed, there's an
A^^^:!:ic^, ) r ! o.j o^: tl'- r.lad ti 1 thc-ro. There v:i 11 , of
coac:^.ii hj n flKj i'r.ui tlie ::\'o:/ral lo-^public oT Gennany v,'hcr» Dr
M e r bo Id i . : n t h o s 3. e cl •

Thii: ir> the I'/l'/iCi- th:. t*r. usr^d v;ith the niiropcan
vcstlbu.l eyp.-'.-ii.U'tVu . The ]>ircpf-^ v^^^^^t ibulru: oxporimont is
experiu'ehl: 201* T-.i; Priiv:;i.,-/i. Inv^^^'' tig.^tor iz Dc . Uri von
Bauj-'gac tea fro;,i tiio Uui v* icv oC VAleu^ Federal Republic of
Geriaar'V* Thev h...vv^ oln'tcM video ca^'^ara that raecisur t!ie eye
mov.!^icnt, and fch^ai th,ul car, b:t r.ca;;::. r v ;j by usiag tlie cOL^puter ized
v^^Xiiior* uf that r-^i.jrial. In thi::: liaij-aot; they liavo the KOG
cl'iCtrotK.-. i:Dr :iv::a.\''ar i hq tli-c? aiectrir:al stimulus to tho nuscl^es
in^tiU' a-j. Vha;.' a^. sc have a vid'.o r^utturn that is produced.
This i;; aa ayatttarioa^; that's nausea ;v a caloraic exper iiucrit where
taay put \, a-r.; air in one e.-.t and coal air in tac othor, ard it
proauc-a: Y:,^iO cva.^ i. 'J^'*-^:T..-^a . That*s the trace of th<-* nya l:agnour>
tait yoa a^w on tha:. a on tru oaci 1 J i::c:ope , They have thic video
ca:i:?ora in thara aja'^.),. a^; yirj vcva aee, Di" , Parker, vho ia the
^.iaaic^ r^;?ial3at v^- 1 che r'-d Shifc* Vou caa i-.>ee the electrodes
there oa aU; forahaaJ £or thj eleel:ro-oaH3l^ircla•.m^ or ECO* This
is Dr, Ulf Morbold, tli:- European p;.yload Specialia.t. Vlsis
particular test ia Bh?DD, or Benson" Linear Thceciiold Detection
ix:vice, a cxperirriont developed by Dr , Benson here on my far left,
ctnd they* re r.i^-^aaur ing the linear threahold in several axes on the
crevimen. This iz a miniGlea or raicroaled. It hac very lo\; g
acceleraaion forces aad the crevanan is aaked to indicate with the
svaitch when he .senaes motion and the direction of that motion,
Protoeol for the teat is mach like a hearing tea.t v;here you have
decreasiraj til the crewman senses the loss of threshold and
increai^iaj til he doea senae the thresh'>ld. It was done in the
forv.'ard axio originally, and then thir; upright ar.ls. In space
jargan, that was the X-axis first raid the Z-axin was just
parfornied, and the Y-axis v;i;il be accoiaplished here as 5>oon as
they rotata the chair aroraid.

You'll not be able to aee the motion of the sled.
It's a very slight amount of very gradual acc .iteration and this
particular device haa ear bearing surfcices in order to get the
sinoothneas that is needed. This is nr. Michael Lampton who is
the subject, the US alternate pay.load specialist. This is a
rotating chair which is part of the ground invest igat iona and
used by the Massachusetts Inatitute of Technology. Co-
investigator who is also the test opciater here' is Chuck Oman
from MIT. This measures the EOG , or the electrical imputs to the
eye movement. The chair is rotated and that stinulates the semi-»
circular canals within the inner ear and you will see some rapid
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eye iriovcMent associated with that. That will be rocordoO by tuo
EOG electiodes. The rotating chair is moved up to about 30
revolutions per jainute caul then thR broakb are applied and you
v^/ill get tcipid cyo movoracni after th-^t. Tho head ii^ then pit::aed
forward which tends to dciuip this ropid eye movement in a so
called nyctagmous dumoin-j oxperimont. This in Bob prakor again
putting on EOG electrodes v^\ith Dr, Ronson. ****his iz cmo'jher
measuroncnt called angular VOP, or: vestibule i o^valo rcfJox in
vjhich the body iis rotated, not only on cent'i^r hi^t off center on
tliis rotatint, OLtvice. There is a video camera insir-o the helmet
that measures the eye movcL^ent. There's also EOG electrodes and
there is also accelerometec s that lacasure the motion of input.
The eye movements are in respon^je to the various input^;' that tho
vestibilar organtj receive, both the otolith organs and the rjejui-

circular canal* This is Ulf iMerbold being fitted in another
helmet for the Eufopern 20} experxnent. This prirticular tost is
the optokinetic test. They have :i c^aiuera in; ido aynin^ a video
camera I they have a video tube in v:hich an iin^gt^ if> projected and
the eye vnll try to Collov; that iiiiagc* There's alGO
acceleroKKiters in the helrv.et. Tliet^'s also hOG elotrodos and
hc't^ standing on a platforui that cc resists of a r-^erieL of load
cells r.o goes through various bCi':iy mo^^emeirv:s and the responses
to all those moverjents by the eyec and the ot':>lith orcj^ns is
measured. This is the dr^tk pattern that you Fce on the is wh-it

the cr<jv;:Aen sees and tho!i they are measurino the re->pr?nse of t\\2

eye on the other camera. Sonc of the data are recorded, BOG data
is recorded, and the accel eromcter data -"re recorded on a strip
chart recorder. This is Dr. Byron Lichtcnborg , again, being
fitted with electrodes on his leg. This is a' precursor to the
experiment 104 test which is the Koffhian reflex expcr ii=;ent . A
electrode is applied in the leg, a needle electrode applies a
very suall electrical current as a stimulus and then the EMG or
Electroirdogram respvonse is made in the shape of the waves, tv;o

types of waves indicate the response to that electrical shock.
This has been shov;n and to change in zero g based on KC13 5 flight
data. Also there v/ere some measurements made in flight of this
and v;ill be measured postf light also. This shock is applied
while the crewman is dropping off a T«handle under various
acceleration modes. The crewman is being accelerated at 1 g by
earth's gravity. The targets that you see there are there in
order to record the movement of tlie body with high speed motion
picture photography. Preflight, this experiment is also
accojiiolished on the ground using the laboratory sled as the
acceleration force at various levels. Same basic measurement is

made. The electrical shock is applied in the response and the
Hoffman reflexes is measured in response to that shock. This is
the 102 hop and drop experiment. Crew investigator is Dr.

Douglas Watt from Magille University. They're measuring the
electrical input to the muscles on the leg, the EMG, under a
controlled condition, a controlled movement which is stepping off
of the platform on to the pad and then measuring the EMG during
hopping. This experiment is accomplished inflight and also STS-9
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during droppinrj. The copnter ba'i.anc^s thA/ hivje thore reouc-?r^
the fall rate Cor purpor.os of the portion of the ground tcr.t.
The Inflight ezporiment has buncjio cordi; that pull, yive tlio

acceleration l:orcc to the cr^-vjauiiu Thoac arc juvc in threo
difierent scln. you can achieve accelerations at .3.6 in 1
I^et jiio see I HIT posture platform v.'hich r,ioar;ures the Iv^g mur.clp
electrical emotivity and this is inet'xureu durijiri a :;udden tilt oE
the posture platform. Another type of r;eanuremcnt on a po*:-ture
platform, thv*. is in CMporimont 104 ponture platform, e>:perir*eul:
104 is Dr. Mx.^Ier Kesch.ke v/ho is co-irjver ^: j qator f:or this portion
of it. Dr. David Anderr:o:i of the University ol: Michigan. br*
Reschke is with the tiASA Johnacn Space Cantor • And the muccic
response, the E.MG response of the leg in rnoaDured.

* ii k
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This is Ov;:*n Garriot V the Mi:..^:ir*n Hp-j i.'l on the

Blue Shift putti'icj in contact, lenco. vrlth ocial ri^>:rkin:|G on

them prior to doiiig a to::t on c. to\:itinci rcr.i-* Thl: Is an

infliqht r^xperi'i jnt , woVre doing pr--- and p'v^ tf licj}:t h-vre. The:

aome was rotated, the ey^-i totat^cs <:on-\.'h:.t in orUer tr^ track the

visual field and the body containii ci since of: motion front this.

A 35 mm camera i:: photoa^:^-'hing the novcnenl.^-^ of the eves. Dr.

Geirriott is, his head is tj::ed by nrann of a bite hoard daring

that exp-i:imo:t. That experiment Is done ^/hcn a perron is

standing up dir-ct and tnor- is :.l.::;:> t'nc: r.-pplyiTig d<^ which Dr •

Parker is preparing for Lest in hor:-. i^oth or the^.o dorre

experiinents are part of the 102 r:cric>-^ of i^vuer imcnb.> rrom MIT.

Doing so:no f in.J." ad justmontr. thorcj on the supplyincj dc^.e. This
is Dr. Young fro:a MIT, the Principal Investi nation or the 102

series of experiiUonLs. Data are taken with G;:rip ci)arcj-s and

also recorded ovx FM tape recorder Cor the £.ap.ply dc:'.o. In just a

second here you can see tho flashes or tho c:a\;:ora and then the

dome V7ill start to rotate. This is the DU'arenoss o£ :>or^ition

experimrrnt, Dr. Garniott in the subject, th- coinvont ^ r;a tor f rou;

one of tv;Or is Dr. Ken Money from 'cno D^:^fc-?nc.c Canadian Institute

of Environmental iSodicine. Tnis i:^ a neruvn. o of the

disorientation that tiie crevatien r;:iy o::r:or icfrrce in zr^ro-n. Part
of inflight protocol that takes p.laco during the day and also one

when the crew:rien first v.'akes up in order to ;;»easure th-a

disorientation that the subject a.ay hc;ve. Tha rod arid frame

experiir^cnt fro: MIT^ the subject is in a darkened roo:;i, a series

of rods that are in foria of a square are positioned at various
angles and the crewman is asked to line up a central rod so it's
at true vertical. Also there *s a balance being tested^ it's

called reels and (garble) e>:per iuiont • This is Michael Lampton
perforniing the mass discr iii ination oxoerinent, the principal
investiqator is Dr. Helen Ross frova University of Sterling of

Scotland. The crewman is asked to compare various sets of those

balls, as far as tlie mass is concerned there's only about a one
gram difference between some of thei^e, and is asked to compare
them. This measurement is a measure of weight, v;hea you're in

one gravity, when you're in zero gravity it's a measure of
mass. The day is recorded on a card, this test was performed
inflight by the Mission Specialist, the Payload Specialist and
also Brewster Shaw performed this experiment inflight. This is

Dr. VJubbo Ockols the alternate Payload Specialist from Europe.

Wubbo is beinp fitted with EEG electrodes by Dr. Ovin Kudense the

coinvestigator on the experiment. The experiment principal
investigator is Perry Green and Frank Stote from England. BEG
electrodes are being applied here, there are also, this is done
for sleep recording inflight and this is the pre- and postflight
measurements associated with that. During the day inflight this

physiological tape recorder, for the O30 experiment is used to,

for the measurements. Th^re is one experiment that wo didn't
photograph, it's part of the 201 vectibular experiment, which is

a dark lab and tilt table. We neglected to make that measurement
but it was rather dark to make the measurements anyway. Okay
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we*d like to, to ny irnT.ocllate IcCt in nr. J-rry noroiT^lck frcm KVvf.A
Johnson fjyace Contor^ if ho bar. cviy ccnnnient-u

iIOM;aCK I th.ink that the only corimont th-^^t I 'a li ke to iriako
at thin tirae is that for the majority of tiic? life rjcicnces
invesigations tho Icuiding of the Shattle vc^hiclo to;^orrov; will
represcsrc only about 2/3 oi the total inspc^^ted dat^ of
collectioiu And a.s Dr. Clark poini:cJ out^, it'b critical to morrt
of the life sciences invustigat ionr: t' rollc^ct data, r)c>f;t f 1 ight'
here at Dryden in order to character j ro^idr -station to l«g* I
can probcibiy add uiore to that later but that'L all thai: I would
add at this point.

Okay, Dr. Allen Benson.

BEJNSON Ho, I V7aa goi)iq to niMylicizc tho point thctt the
data collected both pre- and nostfliylit is jusc as iiup^rtant aa
the data collected in fligth and neglect tho activiti(?s here,
v;ould be to neglect a major part of the raisnion itself.

Okay, are there any questions froia the aduicnce^
please raise your hand. Front rov7, John Wolf Cord ^ Nov; York
Times.

WOiuFFORD llov? ra-e they going to be transported over to this
facility? And could you tell us v;here the facility is?

BENSON The facility is located across from the Dryden
despensory. They will be transported...

Where's the Dryden despensory?

BENSON ...it*s to the west of us about 300, maybe 400
yards. The transportation of the crev.>, the crew when they come
out of the Orbiter will walk over to the veliicles that are
available, the crew astrovans, there will be tv7o this time, and
the crew will lay dov;n in those vans, the purpose of tho laying
down is to minimize the readantation, and they \^7ill be
transported laying down in those vans to the Dryden despcnsory.
After the, that is the, a precursor to the blood experiments,
where they do the blood draw, there must be a 30 minute wait time
before the starting of the blood experiments. Some of the crew
physicals will also be accomplished in this same time period.
They will then after the completion of the blood work and the
crew physicals start in the baseline data collection activities
of the other baseline data collection activities, other then tho
blood. The Ballisto Cardiography is in the depensory, the other
experiments are over across the street in the BDCF. They will be
moved from the depensory to the BDCF on gurnies when there are
long periods of time or long distances to move, we will have them
horizontal to minimise the adaptation.
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WOLFFOi^D h guiney is a stretchar on wheels?

BENSON Yeah.

Dr. Hommick, could you explain, you racntioned how
importfmi: these vjorc, thc;^j rather uncorafor table looking
experimc=jnts, and v/eoks mot:: of tht.ia. Could you cxpl.^in in a
nontCH-::hnical v;ay, exactally why they're important anC< l.ov; it is
that they're -:oing to contribute to the knov;3c:dge that you've
been getting E'rom SpacelcJ>?

HOMMICK The majority of the exper iaientr: that wore
highlighted in the Cilm, dealt witl) vestibular physiology, or
space laotioL sickness. hr> you probibly kno.;, jjpv^.ce motion
si^ kncsn, or what we nov; call space motion adciptationr; syndrome
is a bioriicdical problem that has prc-.c-nted it.sclf to u^.: for a
number of years now, we still don*t fully understand tho cause;^;
of this syndrome or do v^e have totally effective counL 'jc-measur es
for it. It's our hope that with the deta thit are bning
collected with the set of: cxperirnen'cs that you sav/ highlighted in
the film, that v^e will gain more innight into tlio mecliaaiGms or
tlie ediology underlying space motion sickner.s, and tno:'i being
able to apply some of that information to a solution to the
problem.

Dr. Clark? I understand that most of these
experiments are in vain of pure science. You're looking 5;.imply
for statistical data on those individerals, but can you give us an
idea of how this might apply to medicine in general nome time in
the future. We've gotten so many other products in innovations
from the space program, but how can Spacelab and these medical
experiments effect the general public medical facilities and so
on in the future?

* * *
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CLARK All of the same iiK-chanir- that are bc:*lng moasurcci
hece cLTo, the measut: civ^i.^A^z ar^^i cJipplicnhie to grouricl ]^^ciL*ed hiocion
sickness and ground bacc^d problejruj with the ventibu'L'tr syr.tcvjTi* I

would rather like, Jerry Hamiuock if you don't mind aiupliLied that
some what.

HAMMOCK Well the only thincj that I miqht add to that is not
only are the dc^ta or rauch of the d.-^ita v:e*re collcct.uig should be
applicable to dealing not only vnth ir- Ion sicknesi:^ during
spaceflight but alno on the ground, hut alot of inore
sophisticated rr.oasureraent techniques are being developed both in
measurement and analysis of responnes that should go a long v/ay

in terms of dealing v,uth similar problem?: v?ith disequilibrium and
motion sickness and man on Earth*

Can I, I'd like to (garble)

(garble) that the techniques used for particularly
recording eye raoveiaents and the analysis of eye movement
recordings have already found their way into clinical research
and examinations of patients v/ith ear, no:;.e^ and throat
disorders* So there v/as already covered the long time its taken
before this^ these e>:p::r iments have got off the ground* Then
they have already found application and ate being used (garble)
at a few centers. Particularly not necossc.ry recording eye
movements but it has provided a big importance to the analysis,
computer analysis of the eye movements.

Yes, next question please*

I didn't quite understand the (garble) of (garble)
posture platform test, or the idea behind it, do we have some
reason to believe that people's posture changes after so many
days in weightlessness*

I'll comment briefly and then Dr. Brown, or Dr.
(garble) may v^ant to add to it. Yes, most diffently, we observed
all the way back to the Apollo crewmen I guess that when crev;men
return from some period of time in weightlessness, there is a

(garble) or postural disequilibrium that's manifested in how they
walk. This was shov;n even more dramatically following the long
duration Skylab missions when crowm*:?n had some difficulty
maintaining balance particulary with eyes closed for up to 10
days per flight, some of the measurements that you saw in this
film are intended to better understand the (garble) underlining
the postural adjustments that occur in v;eightlessness and the
readjustments that occur on return to 1-g.

(garble)

Since the balance, yes* Yes.
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But it^5 not only the r>cnr.o of b:;lnnce it^^ how they

deal with cult ivat lorus of balance, its cv>^jr tainly , Kur.^^ioii

experiraeaLn have sho-^ and the Fronch have shov?n that if, if you
v;ouId po:-c a srucill d istur b^Mice in the v:c:y in v^hi.-h the cccv:ruGn

react to that, having been e>:po5jed mouify his oaltrinz oT motor

activity in the wuiglVclecs environi.i:rrnt , then thin inference is

hOv'.' he bfihuvQi> on return to the 1-g cnvironracnt nnf! beca^nr^^

interested in how lonq it tctkcr; for the rcv-ida}>tr c Ion to this
fc-rnilio.r onvironment, how lonj that t:i'*r.;: place. In aclJiv^.on .

•'^

posture can I also a(j3 that at the 201 c::per iir.entfj ^li^o lookintj

at posture merely tlie visiu:^! vestibular interactions, such as

their thote putting in a visu.il stimulons thc>t's cceatc:; a

illusion or moveiu-'int and looking at the postural ad juiUjii-nts that

occur to tl.at kind of stiniuloua*

PAO John Brooks, KFV^B News.

BROOKS For Dr. Clark* Are those, loo!:i)ig at that filrrt,

are ther.o tests particalary stroscful on the a.Ttronautri, is there
any danc^Qcr to the health from the r-;p>f>r ivucnts themselevc'r> , and

have you got any coraplaint.s to this ty.:>o of rigorous procedure?

CLARK We have gone though a r^cri-^s of thc^ tents pref light

with tests days on the order of 10 to 12 hours, the te^tB are
rigorous test*, however, the crev; has been in fine cpirit^s throuqh
all of this and these tents have all boon revieu'cd through both
the ESA iTicdical board, and through tiu; asc medical board to

ensure that there's nothing harmful v/ith the tests* It is a long
day, it is quite tiring to do these te^to but there *& nothing
harmful about them.

BROOKS Will there be a opportunity for , will they be In

complete isolation or will there be an opportunity for their

^

families to see the four astronauts who will be in thin testing
procedure?

CLARK The^ during the testing itself, there cannot be any
interruptions because it upsets the niea'-urements , however , there
is a slight break I believe I had pvrntion might have a schedule
on that one, they will be able to visit their fcimilies during Lho
dispensary activitie?:.

PAO Okay, if there are no more questions at Dryden,
we'll go to Johnson Space Center for questions* Are there any
more questions here at Dryden?

Jerry had a couple of comnents here aboi t (garble)

.

And also for the other members of the crew?

Repeat your question^ please.
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Alriqhti this is Jeff Lovonv;of: Ih with Tlno
Mcigoizinn. Will one of you toll me hov/ long t';i:j as^ior c: lont of
po.st flioht tests will tciko Cor the ]\'jyl<>ad Sorrcialist, the
cumulative length of time and also for the other mcTabcrs of the

The total araonnt of tiiia of there tcGtinqi th'^

initial test vnll t^!:o p] : ::e on lonv'ling day, d^.y 1, 2, 4, 6, and
7 BO it will be 8 oriyz fro:^ landing r-/ when tho te^rt are
complete. There ia alp.o another tc^l: on R plu:^ 14 Coy that is

currently schcdul^i^d in order to ensuro that all of the pararaetcr
have returned to their pref light beiGeline. So, one w^^dk and one
day for the initial series and then ono day, one v;e^^k later.

Do you have a Collowup?

LEVENIVvOKTH IS there no dintinctiou then between different
members of the crew, ate they all going to bo terrted eqiiDily?

• •.like to tour the fcoilitier, we* 11 bo happy to

take you on a tour after this and tliank you very rruch*.

END OF TAPE
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'p'\C Good aTternoon, we*r:e here to clrf;':M-.r: 11 = 0 Cururo
Spaoolah jair>sIor:i: IhcU: arc coir.inQ oiu' woy in tlie next, few
years* For thono of you join inn ur; on r^A^*A r>ol<x^^ r X. v\''«uld

direct yo^u; attenliou to Kooni 135 in Blc^j 2^ \^har^ tl;i:. brjeCin^j

is ho^irvj held. With is Mr. Mike SACidcr dJ.r<?ctor of l/ui Spacolah
filigbl- diviaicn at N^\SA he idquar te?*s . Mi!;e I'll lot you go ahcvcl

cind the future evcr.ts and progra:i5f>,

fv^NDl^^'. As this mlGGion no\^ com to it's lant r.tages v;c*re

sponiinq a fev; minutcb looking to the long torin. V7c have been
working c:nu v/aiting for this shuttle opportunity to do science In

space: for a long time, thcfo have been n;any different discipline^
cireas involved in preparing expeciiricnts • v:hc4t I'd like to do is

skip ov^i: the ninsions in the near term, talk a little bit about
our' phi a: :>phy in putting riij:>sion tcricther Cor the nor/c decade
really, and then open it up for quest ion.s» Le^ me talk a littlo
bit al)out the philof^phy beliind Spac-aab One. It was originally
intended to provide a test of the Spc^celab itself, And the ber.h

v;ay to test Spacelab is to drive it with a lot of experiments,
exper iiiK^iits that utilikie the full breath of capeibili lies thcit t^^?

Space J /:b ha:> to offer. We also intended to pick experiments in a

large nuraber of different discipline areas. Both to giveo thor>e

noaibcri: of the science cdn-^unity in those discipline ar as a

tasce o£ what the Spacelab and the shuttle system together can
do, to CIO further investigations in their areas. As v.ell as,
ia:jko sure that v;e had in fact exercised that 5iystem to it*s
fullc^vt extent. The kind of tests that astronomers v;ould put the
systeiii lo are really very different than the tests tl at material
science coraraunity would put the system to* So, by f>electing a

rao.lti-"disciplinary flight, we gave a large number of people
access to space in this first flight. And at the sarie time made
very sure that all the various aspects of capabilities that the
Stjacclab had when (garble) exercised. And I think in trying to
put thir; miss5on together we ran into considerab3e difficulties
timelxning fundamentally contr adictary kind of dispcipline
requirements. For e:<ample, astronmers wanted to look into dark
deep space, people with experiments from the atmosphere and the
Earth," of course wanted to have the cargo bay pointed down toward
the Earth. The material science disciplines wasn't that
important to them where they were pointed. But, it v;as very
important that the shuttle be stable and there be very few
vibrations, and be a very low g environment. Those are very
difficult contradictions to all fall into one single timeline.
And it \;a3 a massive job, and I think a lot of credit goes to the
people wiio mananged to pull this complex mission off. In the
future ho.;ever, I think our eyes are going to be turning toward
single discipline missions. And if I could have the first
cliart. A discipline lab by definition is a mission that is
focused on one, or at the most two of the various disciplines
tliat we have flown so far. In some cases the disciplines in fact
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,.rj: .t::t^i:- , loi >li: , ft on the p''>i.nl: of view of rosonrcc^'^-

ii.w-ri i r/ra*':tio. i^i f c; Gci.own:.\s, crv.l riatCirlal prooer^sinq are

r,.,:»„\tr^;: ^ cvir- i^rr,r^ ^ ']c>\- oi: crouton th:^ c>th..^r does not, Oao uses

.1 lo': o: r;! ir'M. dor-.s not. So oliviounly, v;hore v;e can
co.-N^jv: v'l -'lirv'"'.: ^- ^* ^v^il.l, bu I: f:or t';e i»oat part, the eruplv.isio

\\>i\ul h.- o.i slncjlo (: i r/l j r.\- ionr, , One thiivj that*s very

u' -^Cui i.ybE^:rvj,. [ori Ih.^.t by fiyinvj a nuiaber of differc^nl

i li-.trrui^vu: .looking t-ic. s^i-uO su.bject or the sa:no phenomena
fru;:i a va^'icty oi l:n:]'\ ez if you will, you get a lot more drta .nd

a rauch b.^t ivu'*^ viev; of: wh^;- v/e»re rncasnrinq. And no v;e v/ould hope
to f:ly j trirr/.-Mit s t!;::t view the atmo^phr^re OL' view the Earth, or

viev/ c^'^l':^ycl'l objcv:::: throiujh a variety ot frequencies or v;lth a

variety ai C r.ru^euc^ technique'':;* \:e proposed that from mission to
uii;:->ion, il^u:.:? i ab.^rc.'coL i os, t!K;:ic^ dincipline laboratories, grow

c.n;l evolv'j^ ]>ut in a coatrollcu v^.y, at a frontrolied rate.

}•.>::) --ri Tic-i-i^'o \ou.''-ci I'lO'- \yj 9iven iuj.:t a single fliglit^ but vKX>ld

have .u:co.v.. to a nu.-;;)c.M; of d if recent flight oppor tunt ios , have

the- cpp-r>::t-.i:ni ty to ovclx^o as ne.v inforrnacion about hov;^that

i n:-.tra:.- t t c'^r/r tor: in the cnvlron.uent ir: brought te) light.

S.i;-i l::ii\lv the scicnr.Ira.s begin to an:;lyx(; their data, they

will qvt* iij.; h:rv/ to aooly that or related infrtr uitiont , to

5X>lvinq tr.e purticuT.:^r jn'oblcrn l.nc:ir addreGf.;ing. Wo v;ould also

ho;-:: to e;:labli^*h in-.u-):nrar>nt-^: that vjill be fairly easy build

i.*;i.truLi:::iLr, thac ai'?/ fairly oany to modify and upgrade as v/e get

n'^v? idea:- for inakinq :v.:anarcn\onb^ . This mission v^^as very tight

on ivar.'iin-s. You notice on hc;v^ although the tiraelining activity
orecced::o pace, it nevertheless v;ar> a real challenge to take

into aocoun'/all the constraints associated with pov;cr, with crew
tirre to p.a::? chang r^, and by leaving working room if you will/ in

the variona resource di men^^ionf*, power weight, crew time. I

think v;e*ro going to find those it^ifrisions a lot more efficient and

a lot easier to put together. And finally, rather than returning

then do\/n to Cape Kennedy, and coiapletely disasseiTibly them, we

hope to liave the inntrumentM (garble) fundamentally remain
attached to the Spacelab compsOnents, then bring them back through

the asr.jnbly line as new instruraents are created, and there by

growing tlie-.e discipline laboratories. Only the early concepts
of the progran^ waB tliat you completely take apart Spacelab One
for exauvple, put the Spacelab components back on the shelf for

their next ca]!, and send all the instruments back to the Pis,

all the cableri, mission (garble) equipnu^^nt and so on. Put that

back in r.tov;age. VJell, the change of philosphy of here has

suggested we should try to leave as much of that together as

posoiblr:. And, in fact the pallet that has flov/n now on Spacelab
One, will be the heart of a mission called the Environmental
Observation Mission, v;hich will fly in the middle of 1985. So,

we're going to be, I think, saving a good deal of time and effort

by keeping as mach of this equipment assembled as possible. By
evolving one coul(3 j:nagine a sequence of events where missions
grow, got new instruments, added capability and finally that
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co3 loci:.lc>n^ or rcJatod c*>': Icct i^Mi v*:: inr Otr^-^^^^'v in r^'.
"

envirofinent of ti;e f»pr:.r' nrauxorw !''y •'"r*:!:" I .-^i

pircsur.ie Lo 3^iy that plu 'u; c'l.Ucri Cc/ Sp;iC' 's -. w har^^^;^" r .:tiu-n i v

getting bolte^i to h r.;;ac„:' ^--tatlc:!*:, hut i.^y'' cc*;'- that l/v.-

kind or laborator ior^ LImV. \'-^ vmuh-: i>? couir, -n fc.ct

very v;v\ll end up In thn iy^'doo nliii^cn eriV i -tV:; ..--nt , iu t:i.e Ic-ij

tun. nzxt slidr. Kow tP'> " is prol^.Poly tiv/ c?'. u t I ' u 1 1 1:o to

spond nM.;.st of: uhr tl-rc. o:; tvj i rui-l'L'ato t^r:^ ;'.:^-.t;l: oi' i h''-

dinciplino l^^^orr.tor icr. . Over thr IdcJz tv^:^ y:;.-' -'r^ ^

identified Hc^hio 11 di£i:c.s*:'r^nl: col i -c J.on'.i ..q:^: p:v-- at rJi^.t focu'^r

on particular nciontiflc >i icciprMVu: or ur:.::; of stucly,. and
think v;hat you Mcii\t to get out of UUr; chr.rt, rath.^^ t;Mri iTialzirio

a point of coiactly whoi ocA-h mi r,:-. '•^i i^; f:lv;-'j- '^J'^^- thoira^ is

that these 3 -^b^^r^. tor ion v;ill ref'ly ^t r:jci^'^;.-r int^irvnli-

.

SpacolaD sciencos jabor.'tory whiu-h oa ^nny nr-'Jfe7*:r carr I.o^P

Spacelah 4, v/il.l ily i ;j j.593 acj.-s:!;^. in iiZf .::'<'-:n in So^ .-r.l^ty-;

hope vjould be even to roouce the iutcyrvai b.:-: thc^'';^ tlicjhtn,

so' fundamentally, the nc^r^e or r^aalcd cqol^.^cac sioln v;ill fly : nd

refly and that way v;e will ^ro^^:, o r^tiv r f...- c-ju ip.^^^Mit lo evolve

keep teams -of peoplo to^jetlier, anr yet aLio'N^ nc^w inv*' Ligntion.^

to be accomplinhod v; ith tho.-;e labo.- ,M:or ic'j; * {crnrblc) as an

example of a fcirly near term misr^ion v.ull be flov/n Xi.

conjunction with (garble) conet, fi.rr.;t flicVj': of {gat !)lc) will r>e

in March of 86, and then follovjr.d in r hoct order of cibcjl: 8 la^m^'h

intervals v;ith the secofid and third fli^lit^. }t*s qirite por,^ ibie

there vnlX be more, it dupeuds very hvach on vrheit th-^- h-cience

coramunity discovers v:itl*i those p.,ri,icular in.: ti: amentr; . And I'll

be going down through zc-^o of the::o x>\7loi<dz a little hit^

later • Spacelab One, you see here cluDteied vn.th f^pac-:^ Utb tv:o

and three, as the mult i^-dlccipline miznioni)r again thor:e payloada

were designed, to try to qive a variety oC disciplines ciccesj^ to

space, in the fairly nov; term. But v;e find it is not a

particularly co?t effective way of puttinq the payloadr togeth

Instruuients from these tierce missions will in fact bo placed and

flown multiple tines, in cach of the unique di:.;cipline unique

laboratories, I think I*d like to spend a niohient talking about

the very next mission that will be coming up» The shuttle radar

laboratory is flying in late August of next year,

***
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ii.;^.r)l:ta,;^ tr^- us a]^.l.. T^ie n::;; vuxyjc
' ion .if t', r Spcvci:>j^.a!'i

ixitor Si'^^J. ^] at) 'Sr v;i 1 1 h't^ SK'y::izb 2. i\:;'zc^ 5:0 ;, ^-,y,; r^:. r;r cc-^l thr.t:

Sp^ic^la)"' y aAii 3 net*:: :}.witc:lied in' trie i:.an 1 f G.rl' , lt^<i the s.econvl

o£ the Lent and chec\c?al: iiilghce of: the Spaae:U.i!;> ^:yst,e^u. you
recall Su.ic.'rJ.nb 1, v;.4L1 a doui>'iw* L:odLi;» , \illh a jv.-.!rL t^hju^ .

Space 1 a 1 > 2 is 3 } j a 1 1 e t u , c , s j a ao t li ..^ i. v e r y 1 b t o a' „ i n r i^n a ^'i t
,

on • t h

S;>v-cie:l ata:u;jLuro. Thr^ key fa^iaj.*:- oT lljia np'^a;.la>a v:i,ll. l>a thf^

in^;t»' a?u*' -a-'- pr!ntin(| ay^taru very hlah ac^aaa:*y^ high a

prcci»saon, pointing ayalarrri^ t':at v?iJ.l r*:jint: atauC la,aleafa:a-^cn ^ in
this ca:;e they will he Lval.ut La^lcacoyea, lca*>*' I.a-^ ul: thi) raaew

This is a co:aplicat:a;l sywUe.u Vliat naaa xa in taeJv^ably in CartPany
and in t'*? final liurioc coiapon.^hc of: tho .Spaca.'! :^> ay-^tca to be
develop'..- '1 . ^'hat'a due to be ealivtacad au: Ca-;"a> l.emiPtdv about a

yc:ai and 1/2 i:ro:Ti now So t he ?pcKe;3 -.a 2 lai r..^
a'. .^a will t!K.:n fill

up the (^nt ire cai:'jO h.-iy , ;v'ol;ably be <aata. tra-{.\I:aaj clu. rere;,.,,.>" ii^a..ic

of Spac^-^lab 2 ia the size ol: trie inatr anient at ic)ii Ajivolvaa^* // On
of the inal:niru:;nta foi oa'-^a-rple the cc..j'-alc ray detector^ will juat
barely fit invid^^^ tha envaVep o.l t'v- c\^a'qG bay, it 'a a huao
device ab.aat, shc;a-:ci lika aa'cgg, ra/;--"^ ij faal: r);,rj!N- anri 13 feet
widCt It*s un very j ::tpr osa i v^-^ lookiavi iaat5aaa..a'-i t . TharO'avill •

also be aa^i X-ray tclaaco}'a a-va'aujiiic] c.:\ it*o oa-a ^jiip.bala ro you* 11
see thia' tcloGCopc nodding i>>,a':: cind forth. Thciaa*a a separate
infared telescO)>o^ it's of great iivtercat to the aatroa<\ay
ccr.iiiiuni ty , Find oat hou the ^huttl^a cavi bo a:ved for irararcd
obscrvcil j.cr.s » Tec!"inically the iniarea teXcacopea. are coole^l doan
using liquid heliuin and poasiMy if th?-- shuttle onviroamont isn't
suitable^ r.u9}it <^nd up chae.pinc; or accaa i ilati .19 Jot of ozfajs in
the vicinity' of the shuttle^ ao thia Gcie!ir<:^s comTuuni t i ctr. Wciy

of experimenting with the various dirMenaiona and cvjvvabi lit les of
the shuttle^ to ncc vduat kind of i nva at icationr. are Fuii table fur
it. There are alno the first test fli<jht of the P,jloo. you
recall the discuaaion of this rui3C>ion of the coKiputor :^:yr.teni

onboard the Spacelab . The Ealoo is cabout a tclephr>ne booth size
enclosure/ in*^ which the three computecaa (garble) preosuK i2:ed

raodule ace contained. The saiae computoirrv will cerve as
experiiaent where there is no pressurizixl modulo. We fly them
instead in this pressurized container that's been nicknamed
Egloo. Finally after that, in lato 198b, we'll br> flying the

Space life science laboratory. It'r; the first flight had been in

previous iaaninfest, called Spacelab 4. There are soiae 20

investigations, 25 investigations there. In various aspects,
changes in human physolooy^ what you saw Drs. Young and von
Baumgarten, and their colleagues doing in this jnission will be
done in spades on the Spacelife science laboratory in addition to
a variety of that other investigation looking at plant growth.
And specifically making use of animals as analogs for hunans.

One other raission which I think deserves mention, is the 7.STR0

mission. Or the (garble) manisfest, ASTRO will be really our
first atterapt and a very rapid turnaround reflights. The PI*s
won't have uiuch change to calibrate their instruments,
instruments will be landed, brought back to the assembly area at



the Cc.'p'"^^ ba^v;^!r';ly Cl *^ ..''-o ^^p. '^:f»:. i . r;/' 'tur-': !ic;:vl:

di£for*^ul I;ina, }. c<nu C Ik-.vj* the li-:-'-; ( .s-i'j.e) 'j'o

internet i i n cr^/ ' lub v;il.l !..-; <lor.>\^ h"iVO

r.yscctn coj, lectin. ol;" e>i; - r 5 --.an ts !^v;'^>''a a:: r-:- ':er l-,* I sclen'.-'v-

Irboracory oi; > v^fc tlv^!: i:o bc^ it'/f,.: o 1 '.q \.\f. net Ltr;r c';'">^-it

hov7 Lj do .r,\:iter i c;l r:2.V'^' -nl-... in It: - low fii"-;;..

on fligiii: 7, vo.i gu^*; it ..r la^ v -: v-l.^Le h:>-, on t;-p" r-;;^':'ci 'j1

structure* :.cieiiC^^r, laborato.ry, alj^'o v'l.ijbic », '.>/iuJ '-^

i
tue

raclar ;Uih',>,-aLor y '! 1 b:* :vi,nj\o ii-'llc^i.^ '-.^iL;; rr^n ;;ry -ii Vi, tl'jr?t.

than lUi/cJus t/o-i -iil^at i.^r l.j.c c cj.: • ^:l.J^,t-s Ov ;r ha.\v c„^: the Ccir^/o

bay. (-jarb'Ie) ol.) '.(:; r v::r • ''.Lsiiio-i wilT h-.: p/illct:'^ tvjo

pallets buc.aio-j s.w-rtTiX (vC tli<? cx;>. I'it.s J'i. S}>ac.c; 1 vrlll

bo roflcA.T* on c:-v.:t r;.i sr. i o.*> . (?* ^ ' --) v.., .;.'0 i:y c'.:Tl-'r i cv;./

oC the Sj;'e':ial r:-;. ;^Jt•c^:^. : rl:i'ji<?.r t::^ f:hc o^r- that 5:' -.^--^^-.^r *:-r:cl t.h

matnii::.! ^{ai(:nv:c ?LCib:>^eKl^^*y^/ . Nc-::^: vi- ;v;:r:.-yli [>3v.a:'»0t vr^- are iK^y^

in th^j early f;tr,-.y:}r. ol: c;< r i^nincj •; r > :::.olar t-^j'. icaj. t ^' u:r:-c>p.^ . 1 ;;

v;ill be- a uoriic.-.o d u;:.r:f' r/."> m tao c:-r ly S'O*';^^ v;ith VriiX

telcscojio \-''^'J..i., ablt* reault rc.^;. 1 i? j"c oa u'aa lyj' ^ f ?:o;nav;aoro

between 50 and hO k ilOairM: jj: f..v^o• And il'^; foil. \ \\'x':. at t'iM:

Hcale^ very funtia ratal j^rc :osr.o:.i 1,1 l.he \t.iif'^LKix o£ cmi.u'^v fr*"^M

tlio iritt-r\or Oi: ;'Jh-) i;u^i, or-': to Lh:^ ooler J*:.;i/'.:s, t:-i'u- [vlacc*

The shutr/le hinh e}usN;iy ^a*'«.-xO phyf;ii\: 1 abora y vn,.ll l.>3 a
collectiu;i of iatyu^ a.ro.; >: r.y/ ii. ..1:; r.. :i;t:r.: , a:^,ciin 1:. in a fai.iy
ncv; field, in S.y^.a'.q .sciciir;.: :u)d th.'^'j*:: a Ic-t of nev, inaa^ of
about dc t;.sctor::i and in:^ tr uraonts . 'j'ai'r; v\\\lJ. ba the ta;:!: bad fov
thoao ins!:i:aiar-!n:.x^ , Spac:>',' plr^aiaa l.uo ^-ill bo flyirsg in 1938, th-.':

will inciudo the SHPAG in.: I: j: unent ^: yoi: inv^i flyir?^ oa Spacala'>
1 , pi u H a numbo r o f o t!i r: : j >: pa r i a a t s . i r> c: 3 u 1 i i j r a r : i o
transmitter v;ith rai antcavKi sor.i^^ Isf^O iiaters ri.O!.'! tip Lo tip.
This case (garble) radio fiaqucncy aaaroy to ^lau^ulac^ Lhe pla:a\"i

on the inacjaetic ficij.ci environment ri.a.^uiua tVia r:;inttN^. pliuttlc
infarori teJ^scopo, pocoi;>lv canuidicc for a free flyor, qivon a
startling resulfcri frcn li'Ay, The ciarrently rtill uiv.litachod
shuttle payload. This i:: a ona uA\'\er, tel er:cop;i: it'?.; about
almost



at t}) • ^'*^Pf t;-^. 1:: la^-"^'* ::^:*^k:'^-v'

ciirj t^li) I on a i:L« ^.-n -'"i Jhul.*:!:: i^. '.y i , t'ris ir, Oi-^e iT,-i:or

and in tM.n c:y-' ,
(cj:ir:blc) v^val-:- b'.: u^^na to .loo:< at r_

;
ciL:ic

olj-^cr^^^ ^/herc* '..^S wau a :>ucvcy I.-^s^/i rjuL to t^y vr^'-': ;..;p tuo

tel Of^.^^ oC thcr. r-nt a Ti;---Lcr: ^.n (\^:.^y^\:oi w'iJ-ju will tat--^

up halt:' the cu-uo bay uuvl ai: i v.l;, it'i: Tir^t rliohh v>ill b-

coii^^ticth'ioo v?5th !!()v;*»e*n v-y^.r-ir^ni . So ju.'.c c:.p oCt' Lais very

bri.'-f toLir of o-jr y>l<:'r.- Co;: the tr.c.n.r-, th:.t tV • nhnttl.-^

with tb-i Spac;c.^-J'^ cuvl tlv- :-:;iac..:l^:> err "ino;: •..
. '.ull by:

^

a tool to

Orbiv.J. iKji c..;-' 'dlity «j//.''i:al I..:.-' c..;::,'-;h.; l > y to ^ i .^r^Cv? .
^v^i

lenrn- an a^./^-''^*. ? ot of j ^.r. ckm i;;>i:: :'i;':"..t.or-K I'.i v>'e

havo t l.-ai ncri all the lc.s.;';ar. th:::: c ^^o yel- to he l.sn-jicd. IV/

uslncj t;rLa ver / c:.:t,v_;l>le f.le.xle.le Cyi.c^\-- I trri.n:; liavo

opportuititier. co build -'k; ckov; an': try rui/: chxuq- rjvl r-cUl

further In ter.te: of ojf' :b u> abcn^'c Ins iir ee-a
:
c nod

inve.^ tierit lonn* 7ilr:o ic you 3ookc-'^ at tiie,'. n-mifeivt ye.n sfiv; tbet

there irere Many . a.uny flie'hts, in taot, t^e. the lel:e BO* 3 v^^

cnder; ue with* .e 11 to :^ f:lic]h.t5 I'-e^* v<. ar: uf fjign J L h-^ant

scientilic paylo:.:h;, T'naC^i; a ra):c op;,v.r t u ! :y fo:-: y^iyloaclt^ jx^:

larcjC end i.s c.-p:^ble ar-: \ iri/.Ui'e.ae.ntn* And fiiie'. //; dnruee a

period in tiiTie when N^Hs-^ heen't b':e..i huild.b\e too iv.errv free

flyore. v/e v/ill heve cin opeoctunity to qiv'O oai:e to a vcery

Gciciitinic discipline ar'(/.,e: that hove beaiic: lly not l-een getting

the d ita they would like to be cjctliny*

PAO Okay, thanic you Mi!;t:. OI:ay we'll take qncf:ticus

here in Houston. P.arne and afiilietion plcnoe*

DAVi!) DOOLIUG (liuntcville Tivnes) 1*11 let you take a long
^

drink. One of the - there's a lot of. ambitiour. hare:.: re and

invGHLigations laid out there but one of things that hat: emerged
frou my talking v;ith principle iiives tigato:::; and specially in the

survey' that Bob Paste did is that NASA on Spucelab 1 treated the

scientist r esr:entially air space contract (garble) ouying a piece

of hardv;are built to a certain specification, rather than

researches troja v/hom tlioy v/ore nnicharung a line of iiivestigat ion

and v;ho were ar: vitally intorentcd in misFPlon nuccesn as NASA
was, in fact the rescarchecs v;ill probably be hoard i/iore by a

science failure than NASA v;ould. This ir; bound to be a bacic
philor:opliical change for NASA, How has the pace report been
accepted, how aggressive is NASA going to be in trying to

accommodate some of the criticisras the Pi's had.



Mar^^h:^]] Sp;^^<^ I'li^jhl C^-\\:oi , i.:;/'' .Hir.. >i (•'/.nr., in

how \N^'j au* iniv-rv-'inc v/,ihh tl'.:' I. •^v^\-'l: , M:c f:ryi;/.! lo

go ir.nA a VaoCx.' thut h:'r I^-f;A v>l rjn;; r •

' " .\Vm,.u v Mio
inveF'.^ io :U-0'':i-i to a T;r)-.\:' tiK^t :: 'how ^^J u';^?'-'*^, ;:'i;':t ^/".'U In

putting y-^^^" i nsv: r U:.V').'- IojoMk-t c.:.iJ ' j . H'^rif-r:. v a qrc'vU

deal of au."^: ir. '.o:v::c urcj.j.c'I -d tCi r.r.c- in.^-; '*

-^^
.L''>j. or* ! ^''.::'.:'"-:Iaij 3..

Also to the i; \>cn tiw,- on • i ;^ v tiiin!' '-h.: : ' i

trying to do i': ..^V ; r: and ^: : rcti^ --^--^ c::;*.:;at iv.)- \::.-'re noir.'

about" it givir/j iheui c' irAn-jl'j cor f ^ir- , on(n.^'*^-:r v^!;o ) r:

respi") ii.)lo ^ v.rt^'s roil iu } i I'c j to ^'^'i ; r\' !:c 'cU •

invci;l'..i9ation f.Xy on t].- fJiuttl.--. ilo J l^'^-^k 'J - i :\x Uytc^^-:.
^

will f^'ee a rathi-r: m^4ri. dl I: f er c.iicc Ov^.;r t-... n^^xL T'I>j'^' J.u

V7aa one ol: tho Ic^ornin:) f^x'ooti^^ncc^z of do yo;5 i -i^.^ i: l.^cc ^citil!

that many people.

If there aca any ol:!ie:, i5| I:'1-0c.mj:jc: I havv; v^hole

bunch.

PAO ' Go ahead and fojJ.o^A' up, D^^ve,

Okay, v;-ll it's uot e:;^H/..ly u folio.: iu> bo', -/n the r ylorr^l

of opportunity carrioir. hr^s t])o (:^i*:";<?i- l^-^^.^ nirr. t'> Abr .^h^. .
..r^ i

oft ice yet on hitchhiker and th'; Ccr\iat 5*raj'^-wic '\.y'\c -^/ul

Opportunity Carrier an'J you d' :-^'}'y:::ci i v/i r-,:-: lo.:t^i irui-.:'j

it out a little; oit of hov: tho L;c;ii^-co v:oir;c.t }>p - for

these bt^tweon these m.ir;^ions bo Si-. /v:l:-;;:» t'*.o fjvtuv::,iy

special.

SANDER The order vjao still ncrdin^j v;:iv::a I c:,ViC dov.'n c^.nu

I'm not aware of v;hethor they've haa ti^-r? to acti^al^' ti^t tha.t

out, I believe tlie exp.'Ctation fully i r tV-,/.: j t 'v' ll out

here in very short orck-r. Vlo vrould s^:c» the p.'.yIo:'.1 opooituaitv

carrier a:r. an ongoinc; ou^^or tuni ty . E::ch of: the ::oicrco

discipline officers I'thli^k v;ill treat it clightly uisrcrently b^t

typically the rrtechanism v;ou3cI bo to sct):\ owt a cl'^rit: collc.uju^

letter, it's calledr v;hich then provi^Io;. :m entrre :^nto the K^S^
system for proposals for experiavints to 1 ly in thij.> carrier.

PAO Any other questions before Dave bonin.s to

monopolize* 01 y, go ahead and monopolize, Dave*

Okay, with ref lying the Spacelab 1 Pallet in BS as

the first of tho EOM's series, what impact is tliat going to have

on Space Plasnva Lab. Is that going to drav; down on the resource-

for it and push it back? Will building th<^ air tight boxes

actually give you a head start to\s^ards S-'O or what.
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tlui*: ti;.;0 rJc/lc, oui: .-...v^jl: \.:;:: sJ'-d to 1^. i l

cincl 1 ol: r^. r.;-. nim li

to e..)!!'^. Tuv r..,-Ou--;:' .^.l I e " l*.:-'-: ' ' P'^>-*

j-a:i:: .tt- a nn, of ^ci ,Vj oi: :;r (hiiv.r; .::*r*;^ d'^";,,. 'kc

ckv.^u c^\^*itin-;;(M»-'- -".^^Ji, nol: doing :.lriuv"-. \:.-v. '..o cio c-.?vl vn'y

to i:^Ci:::p€ to.jcs.h^r Ulic r t ''^vJaLC'J 'to d/ijkj -t l 'ih^-r . !»' o u./

pic-r.o;;r (ijaibij.:) .nifjsion in ordo/ l;o flv r..vy c::.rji':^i: 'Ju^a vj<v

planned

»

VJitli rr::»-rrl to £i::/::rO; you rot Lb.:^.'- n.i-hLs there,

they v^^vri su'--):r ^^ to \,:-oa thi.-^ vms Sv ill ^:hL: 0:.:-' :i rr.mci, Xi-

wa^-. ;,.u:vOi:.-? to b«; u t.i.ivjlit of arlro so:n'..r. i -v;* b-fo)v- hi--)

tht-r; -itjr {q.-n;blo) v;a:: noiug to 'jo int'> on;v.:rLi ^''-'
' ^V^^

cicacr. J aGti'o J;yr.icr;, i^ov.^ I ju-.t ^ee ch i LIv-ec: hio;.!,y :]v^cl \cr: ::*-d

mis-;o:/:. Wrrit is l-.iivj.u:d ir- ha:, the budy.t cjo^.o vV-^y lor tlv:

roriigiits or vh:/:?

Sn:,:;r/;i? T:.o i;cf .1 x^l- ''^^ th'-.v-.-l.v^-; c-.r- very i.-c/i .i bairg^;in.

V.\-i fovr.- that rctlioli^'" ^-^"^ -'^^ .>.M-<::ent of the

co.;.l. of the ori^iiivii ;x-vlo:o3 ann t ;,ully expjct th'^i tiiuj

drnv;.^ no.:r tho number of flighLh: o5: astror- will got r^lookiNi at

aoa). but rinhl: t.ow o.i I-a. ar> th'., a:;tio: -hy- ^ cs d-^ir.'oa ia

coiv.N'nvjd. f-^AHA iIcoOqu.'*L-tcrs, th-.l: par t
Id..: lar r>et O'^

o'i ri-r ntr. a>.d i^.o o.. n.^rits about 3 flights anc'i I think yo.i

l;no;., w:iics to v^o'll h:.va to v;/^it to .s-e r.ov,e rc^^nl t:j before

that v:ill gel rc-exan In-:^'!

.

PAD Dave, lets cut to KSC and v;e .can coiuq back* Go

ahead KSC.

R1:G 'ixiwililhh (BBC) First of all will you vr^roiaise even if you

don*t fly thcvii In sequence, you .'vo't ronarae the Spacclab 2 and

3?

SiXAin.iR It's not our intention to tonnme then at all. It's

confuting enotjgh to have them out ot order bat if Buddonly

Spacclab 2 co;;.o3 a module mir,sioa and Spacelab 3 becomes a pallet

mission, it v;ill be more confuting than over*

TURL^CLL Can you tell rae vjill tiie all future Spacelab

fliglitc land hero at the Cape or will the heavisit ones still have

to go to Edv;ards?

SAtlOBH I believe its the intention to have Edwards

(garble)* It has a contingency landing site and all the Shuttle

flights have a primary site, the Kennedy Space Center.
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PA'

J

Ok, b&ck {:'. Iloasfcov., bo Core oo ini o wU^ctlon

j/j',.., and I thm's you.r li;: .ViOU .-. pi:.:.^.- .:l7 ('.\:u a.:... <, . ..mt,

do-::;i.'t it?

SAii^'i-:i<-' Yes, to a cjce^t extent . Yoox vjclcouio to try to

maK'.- 'OiT^^ copico.

p^.,-, II; v.'c can roirox LliO;--o v;e viX:, but va' b-:vvo cvwio

hai.'i ''JtG avai3;.ble in the- ivjildinrj 2 l^o'.r. Coafccr. Jv^\-.^^, did you

JUI.:;;.- WSr'MAN ('iBC) Mi.kf^, couir?. you su;n up briefly, I moan brioC

v,ii,'!i tiie accor. '.j U i;h~icnc;:. ot tVix;; f;;_^acel'ib.

gy, ,,•;> vjo have been putting 3 isto tcjother for the 3.a<5t. 2

di'V-'-
'^'-^•1 louc]or^t ShuttJ'? aii.'-.r;icn todatc, itr. certainly

b'.' a't-ho Inryoijt number "oC invciifcj.ojtor;.:; ever pool.:a together lor

avf '\i\ scieivcc fliqht, its been tho luajcL.-:. nunb.-t of diaciol iri...s

th't't have evor coor^li ri;> tod their ;;.clivit>cc on a r-inyic flinht,

aivl .iicmo with tliat fjo th-o nu:iibcr o!; in:-;i:i: up-nts . Cortamly
umJ'T the lifil of accoh,Pli:JhinG5)tfc l think it hay got to be n<:lcl--d

to the var ious disoovo r ies oov.o to l-Icht i\s the data get

an,!y;ced. I think this in the firr.t mission whore v.'c'vc had such

an i nt-on;:ive interaction betvjec^n 5c i ent i .'itrj on the groui'id and tho

Cj-.-w on board. And I think that's been a ro. l accoiVii'l ishment.

A, iliat its v.'orked out so well, and b, that we've demonstrated

(cjrnbLe) by a cicientist v;ith hia extra pair o£ hands on orbit,

BEiJwi'AM Seconds question. What do those success mean for

the luture.

gy^.,,,,..|. As you way be aware, Oulen, the science community

hi"-. h<'en Gomov.'hat divided about tho value of man in the loop in

doh' i
science. A lot of; people u'erc looking at Spacelab 1 to r:ee

wh. iti-'r in fact it would be a successful nii s.-^-ion . I think that-

th-- Vinds of repairs that were done on orbit, the interraction

belev-'^ri the scientist on the groun, I hope has demonstrated that



^KV':ZBS B!r»rn-M.iG p34jd ,:i2/0?/r.3 ,01:0,0 p:.n ~\>nm: ^

its n v-ry pOv/-:c':Ml \?.y tc Co i:\:iny <'^]:'f^ : '-n'- tyjx":
inveri' ioru%. And l" v:o TKiI hoyc tn.il in tr:v f^it^-' ^

- /hapc
there i.ioht Ivc: ev-,ii groair-.r i nl:c-r cr:. I" ui ur-rh.j \ » .r'j a t<r)U

BKiv->"/\;i An:'. lAt:t\y T c\.?; 1 rj.r;.o of thu).-:r r;J.
" r ,cul I

frcnii vvu*(*k to v/uv'; aiio ru^^.a«l^ t:o inutii':,. Di^j y^^u over thin
first £llcjhc v;ouju l;e .^o i:-\jci:(^tii^L\i \

.

ShKU.'t. I didn't. In fact X • vo ro.;v;ont :,d r.nJ 3'./-- had
otl-v:;.^ p'^'Ople hc'7c; c:o:v".icnt-:d i;i tlv:» coi' r i dor s ^ hi.'l v/ put
tocjO a scri;-'i: for hov; thir; rai:';rii>n cculd co'-/ tcxjett'-r

in oor !iio-U: opti:ai '-hi v-H^ vA:>idld iievoi t/,r^'e v»Lili';*n d-^'..*;i

ncxiv., i cto CjU-.j'd t!ii.H Tc i" i, i cul r i'li j'tt. t-N i/i -
" ptj be." It Wv,'>

abco} iTi c- :-:/ firh'i" rr^'o. Iv-:.'];c: ju.>t :d:: />olir:c:i y d.jj. -I'^^.M-.^.d.

PAO Davv.i^ we*vc got 20 lainL'tea.

DAVi:> DOOI.fNG (Ih:nst\^-j I.^- 'J'imos) VJ'-ll that ouqhL to c il-c caro o^:

the Tv^^t o^' thc:r;i. One potential dijciplin?i Ir:-; th^it v.^:.i:.;n't up
there on the chcM t v;a:j tho fJunlcJj, tn? terlini;:: of tiii.' f?pace1»il» 2

solar tclc.»bcopos bookod i:or 'So* D:>s.i.» ir)c:vnd to turn t'):;t:

into a diiHtipli-^c Jnb Lh:>t v;ill nicely till i,i that oop bctv;t^*on

then PTid V7l)cn :»r/Up: opcJc telescope t'r.:cor',C3 ^V;iilabl':> . And jtur :

impoi: c . ; t to t b e r*. c: i e n t i I. , wou J d t i s bocc> m ct n -i 1 1 or. n 1

fciciliwy with ir..aediate aca^u^z to tt:: data foi. ?;olv^r cc.ii.uini ty
rather ti)an continring to be ix clu.ster Oi. inr:ti: uinejiCL^ tirst to
tho Pirincipla Inve::; tigator :> v;ho initictted thc^m?

S7vNDER Let lae ta!;e them one at a tirae. 7er^/ thici is
specif ica}y intond<ic; to be a fill in, if you vill. 1'hcy're very
capable inotrurneiits of course on their own right. But with the
fact thct the aolar opticul teler.cone has nov; slipped several
yearfj do/jn into the early 'SO's, we hope that Sunlab vr'll be a
source of data for the ccv.Anuinity at largo. Thoxte vjili be for tlie
follow-on fliglits of Sunlab, an anounceirient of oppvjrlunity whicli
will call for Guc3t Investigators, The follov; on flights for
Astro V7ill be treated tho 3cune way. And thin v;ay invei.t igator

s

other than the Principle Investigator who built the instrument
can get access to, specify requireiaents for, and obtain data for
his o.;n ixze for a year froM these instruments.

DOOLIKG Ok, to make sure I understood* I missed a word
there at the start. "Ifou do hope to have annual or 18 i'rionth

whatever, ref .lights of Sunlab between the Sunlab flight and SOT.

SANDERS We would expect Sunlab to be a continuing series of
flights. How many remains to be deterrained, would be very much a
function of what the science community proposes and suggests.

PAO That*s it we will adjourn, thank you.
END 01? TAPE
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PAO Good morning • Change-of-Shi£t Briefing with
offgoing Flight Directoir Larry Bourgeois, Larry, why don't you
taka it from there and then we'll go to press questions.

BOURGEOIS Okay. Good morning. The flight is again, as I

reported yesterday, the same thing. Progressing nominally.
Everything's looking fine. Our cryo margins and propellant
margins are still excellent. We're in excellent shape. The
primary activities my team had tl.is m^.ning were reviewing and
uplinking the entry messages. This morning we have uplinked all
of the required entry messages for landing with the exception of

one which is the final message wo send up. And most of the data
on that message is based on weather conditions at the landing
site so we have essentially completed all of the entry planning
activity. Entry tomorrow, tomorrow morning is planned at
Edv;ards. Landing time would be 9 days, 23 hours, 58 minutes, 51
seconds which is 9:50. Approximately 9:59 central standard
time. Weather at Edwards looks good. Predicted to have
scattered clouds - 3 layers of scattered clouds but good
visibility and light variable wind?:. And that's basically all I

have to say. Any questions?

PAO Wait for the mike please, Sue. Sue (garble) back
here.

SUE (garble) Would you please repeat these numbers about 9

days, 23 hours?

BOURGEOIS Okay, certainly. The landing time is 9 days, 23

hours, 58 minutes, 51 seconds. Central standard time it's

9:58:51f 9:59:51, excuse me.

PAO Mark Kramer, CBS.

MARK KRAMER (CBS) Can I trouble you for somemore numbers? Do
you have entry interface, rather do you have deorbit burn, entry
interface, begin blackout, exit blackout and all that stuff?

BOURGEOIS I've got deorbit burn time is 9 days, 23 hours, 1

minute even MET.

KRAMER Burn time?

BOURGEOIS Burn time is 2 minutes, 34.3 seconds. Terry do you
have those other numbers?

PAO I brought over the entry elapse time table and
Brian Welch has it and ought to be able to xerox it. It's kind
of dim but it does have all the begin and the blackout.
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KRAMER Okay. And I guess the final question is v/ith the
increased duration of the mission, hov/ does that shift the ground
track* Are they some degrees further west on a parallel track?

BOURGEOIS Just looking at it this morning it looks like it»s
basically the same ground track essentially t In factf he
crosses, we sent up a message this morning which told John he
crosses the (garble) pretty much at the same point he v;ould have
nominally, nominally in the mission*

PAO You need some of these numbers off of this entry
interface time 9 days, 23s27:58. Begin blackout: 9:23:30:32»
End blackout: 9j23:45:52» Let's see what else do you need here.

Can you give them in central standard? Do have
them in central standard?

PAO Not on this table but it's simple enough to figure
if you just sit down and go from landing time and back up. Need
velocities, altitudes but anyhow we can get this xeroxed for

everybody if you need it. Okay, next question back over here,
Yes, okay.

MIKE MECHAM (Gannett News Service) There *s some confusion as to

exactly where it does cross. The press kit is talking about like
San Diego. Now I understand it's really north of Los Angeles.
Is that correct?

BOURGEOIS I was thinking of San Diego as fairly far south.
1^11 have to find that out for you because I*m not exactly
certain.

MECHAM Yes I would like you to give us a city of some kind
that ...

PAO Craig Covault, Aviation Week.

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week) Larry, some additional entry
numbers. Do you have the crossrange?

BOURGEOIS Yes, crossrange is 318.

COVAULT And do you know what the crossrange would have been
on the normal end of mission if you hadn't extended?

BOURGEOIS No, I don't. I don't but I can get that.

COVAULT Okay perhaps someother numbers there. Do you have
your roll reversal numbers?

BOURGEOIS Sure don't.
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COVAULT Ana a third one, as far an you know are all the

flight test maneuvers still to be included.

BOURGEOIS Yes.

COVAULT With no conflicts on the roll reversal.

BOURGEOIS AS far as I know all the details are predicted. I

will confirm that after this conferen.'c.

PAO Okay, front row up here.

PETE SPOTTS (Christian Science Monitor) As long as we're

playing the numbers game, a couple of trivia questions.^ After

Columbia lands, can you give me the total number of orbits it

will have completed and the number of nautical miles it will have

traveled?

BOURGEOIS No I can't. I don't know off the top of my head.

PAO You can take the number of orbits and in the STS-8

press Kit we had a table in there giving the average altitude and

the orbit and gave the circumference. You multiply that out and

it'll give you kind of rough mileage. Mark Kramer. Or let's go

to Carlos and then back to Mark.

CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle) Larry, any.nore comments from

the crew as far as the rattling, rolling, thumping, groaning that

was going on during the hot and cold test.

BOURGEOIS I've heard no more comments since yesterday when I

left here. I don't know if they had any last n-'.ght while I was

off shift but it appears to have settled out.

BYARS Anything else on the 2 hertz or whatever it was

oscillations.

BOURGEOIS The oscillation, we saw a coincidence with the

noises. No. No additional oscillations.

BYARS Since the Shuttle is bringing back a heavier

payload than I think it has brought back in the past. I don't

believe you've ever had a landing weight approaching this.

Correct me if I'm wrong. Will the entry and the landing itself

be different if not to us, to them? That is will they fly the

Spacecraft in a different fashion than they would have if it were

35,000 pounds lighter or is it essentially the same thing with

the computer taking or making up for the additional weight.
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B0URGI30IS Basically^ the entry is the came as it has been for

other landings. I believe with this heavier weight they go into

a steeper glide, a shallow glide slope what they call the heavy
weight glide slope.

BYARS What is that number?

BOURGEOIS I think it*s 17 degrees which is a little more
shallow than ho nominal 19.

PAO Second row back there,

GARY SCHWEITZER (CNN) I*m counting back time and allowing for

stowage time and I assume the science agenda really has to stop

about what 6 tonight?

BOURGEOIS This next shift coming on will basically complete

the science objectives if I remember correctly and I belive that

handover is somewhere 5 to 6 tonight I believe so* I think
you're probably very close to being correct. Plus or minus an

hour I would guess.

PAO Craig Covault.

COVAULT Larryi are you familiar with an attempt whether or

not they're going to try and penetrate blackout with TDRS.

Perhaps try and intercept the Orbiter with a TDRS (garble).

BOURGEOIS They will try to acquire with TDRS. I suspect that

we will try to acquire throughout blackout but I don't think

we're expecting to be able to.

COVAULT On STS-8f the idea before TDRS went down was to

point to a point in the entry since they could not actively track
because the vehicle was changing its orbit essentially every

second as it came in. Do you know what mach altitude regime

they're going to try and penetrate?

BOURGEOIS In fact I think I've got the time. I know the time

they're going to do it but I'm not sure I've got the altitude.
9:43 expected AOS of TDRS and have TDRS basically through landing

if required.

COVAULT But you^ this entry has far less comm than any

previous shuttle entry. I believe you don't see the burn at

all. You don't really see them until after TDRS LOS.

BOURGEOIS That's right. Deorbit ignition to TDRS.

COVAULT And you'll give them a go for the deorbit burn over

Madrid even though TDRS is working?
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BOURGEOIS i don^t know how Gary Gary Coen is the Entry
Flight Director and I don't knov; where ho* s giving his final
go. If he*s going to wait till TDRS LOS or if he's doing it at
Madrid*

PAD Okay I let's go to Cologne for a few questions*

COLOGNE-PORZ You answered our questions. Thanks a lot.

PAO Okay^ let's go to Kennedy then*
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PAO Okay, lets go to Kennedy then.

REG TURNELL (BBC) We may have (garble) but we had to drop

out. Can you give us the actual landing v/eight and weather how

much this is heavier than any previous shuttle landing. Did you

get that?

BOURGEOIS Yes, I'm looking to see if I got the landing

weight. Okay, the landing weight is ^"^e,694 pounds and the

actual previous heavist weight, I do not recall what the maximum

weight was, but I believe it was, I'd rather not speculate, I m

not sure what the previous landing weight was. We can certainly

find that out though.

PAO Are you through? Back to Houston. Craig.

COVALT Again, on your landing weight I wanted to reconfirm

you said 228,694, Larry?

BOURGEOIS That's correct,

COVALT Prelaunch they were predicting 221 (garble)?

BOURGEOIS A little bit (garble).

COVALT Is that pre —
BOURGEOIS I'll tell you I'm ready off of a display here and I

believe I'm giving you the deorbit rate, not the landing rate and

I'm not sure if that's the landing rate here. Let me check

something. I'm going to have to confirm that because the weight

I did give you was an error. That was a deorbit weight, the

weight after the deorbiting mission.

COVALT Yes, so they burned down a lot of RCS and OMS?

BOURGEOIS Yes, they will be significantly lighter than that.

PAO Looks like STS-4 was the heavest at landing at

209,500 prior to this one and a note trom Steve Nesbitt on the

console said that coast crossing is just south of Santa Cruis

Island crossing the coast just midway between L.A. and Santa

Barbara. But we're (garble) directly over (garble) and then to

Lancaster overflies, Edwards makes a left turn to runway 17. Any

further questions in the back here?

LEE DIE (LA TIMES) Why is that different than what we were

told preflight briefing? What accounts for that change? We were

told it would be coming in over San Diego and that's quite a ways

North of —
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PAO
launch.

BOURGEOIS

The preflight briefing was based on October 28

That v^ould explain it*

PAO And coming out of - this is a day later also to,
coming out of a different orbit. Mike Mecham.

MIKE MECflAM Can you give us
the 4 mission scientist after
hibernation immediately? How

some time just to v;ha t happens
the landing. Do they go into
does that work?

to

BOURGEOIS As I understand they will v;alk out of the vehicle
and be transported to (garble) at Edwards at which ^ime they will
be placing a protocol a complete there, there experimental
(garble) . And the details of specifically what happens to them
during that time frame, the mission manager would have to answer
it.

KRAMER IS the plan manning the opportunity tomorrow the
next to the last for that day at Edwards or is it the last for
that day at Edwards?

BOURGEOIS It's the only opportunity for that day.

KRAMER It's the only one.

BOURGEOIS Well the only ascending opportunity in Edwards that
day. There was one earlier with inadequate lighting at Edwards.

KRAMER So this is the only good one that day and —
BOURGEOIS This is the only good one that day. There is a

descending opportunity later in the a^ter but nominally we plan
to land on ascending opportunity. But in the afternoon there is

a descending pass where the track is descending towards the
equator v;hich we could land if we wanted to.

KRAMER Why - is there an automatic reason why ascending is
better than descending. Is there a matter of cross range in
these particular orbits?

BOURGEOIS Ascending is better primarily because the delta V
is less even though we got excellent margin we actually do have
the capability to do a descending landing but the ascending is
preferrable because of the delta v and I also think its
preferrable because there's less chance of gusting winds
developing at Edwards in the afternoon, in the morning.
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PAO I hate to be this adept, but I'm curious* But why
is the delta v diffarent for ascending versus descending. Does
it get to a matter of cross range? That particular (garble)

•

BOURGEOIS That's probably a function of the geometry of the
orbit. If you think of the orbiter boing inertially fixed and
your earth rolls under it, in the morning the position of Edv/ards
relative to the orbit is different than it is in the afternoon
because you'i- intersecting Edwards at a different point,
inertially in the orbit.

BOURGEOIS

(Garble)

.

No,

JULES BERGMANN (ABC) Larry, if the v;eather is unacceptable
tomorrow and the reason I got here late was on the other channel
I just heard CAPCOM read up the current weather to Brewster Shaw
and describing his 3 scattered layers of 10 17 25 or 7 10 and 25
and visibility of 7 miles, he said, is that going to be any
better tomorrow and they said, no we don't think so,

BOURGEOIS That's the predicted v;ord. There v;as 3 scattered
layers and good visibility at 25 12 and 05,

BERGMANN My question is, if you have to wait till Friday to
land, is the weather to be forecast to be better, the same, or
what?

BOURGEOIS The weather forecast for Friday is essentially the
same as the forecast for Thursday*

BERGMANN

BOURGEOIS

BERGMANN

BOURGEOIS

PAO
that one.

Is there an opportunity to land at Edwards friday?

Yes there is.

On what REV?

I don't have the REV maneuver.

And 16, the one we're going in on it would be about

BOURGEOIS Oh, Terry, your so smart. You should be a flight
director. And anybody else here while we pitching the lebony
here.

BOURGEOIS

Lebony did you say?

Yes, okay. Thank you very much.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Good morning again , good morning again ladies and

gentlemen, we're going to talk Spacelab now, I almost feel like

Johnny Carson when I say this is the last science briefing for

Spacelab 1, Where here with Dr, Rick Chappcll, Spacelab 1

Mission Scientist and Dr. Karl Knott, ESA Project Scientist, and

1*11 let Rick start.

RICK CHAPPELL We wanted to change our agenda just a bit this

morning. Let me tell you want we want to work through. First a

very brief discussion of the last two shifts and then we^d li^-^

to give you a very brief synopsis of the science results and each
one of the disciplines without any detail and then we can
certainly answer questions on those • Then each of us would like
to make a closing remark when we get to the end of the synopsis
of the science results, so let me start, ask Karl to start with

the next to the last shift. Karl.

KARL KNOTT Okay, yesterdays blue shift was fairly light on the

crew. I think they deserve this after the very hard work during
the previous days. Byron Lichtenberg spent most of the shift, as

you have probably all have seen on TV, helping the fluid physics
investigators to add to their science basically and rerun a few
runs where they still had questions. Owen was not heard of for
sometime so I guess he was busy with ham radio for sometime, but

later on he came back very strongly and supported the, a couple
of the plasma physics investigations in a very helpful way.

PICPAP, SEPAC and other diagnostic experiments had very good runs

toward the end of yesterdays shift. Then unattended experiments,
there was a couple of successful runs of the microwave experiment
which operated in its passive mode, or it's designated targets

and the x-ray spectrometer from the astromony facility which

fortunately can work in day light, got a good number of

opportunities which they took care of. So all in all it run very

well in a fairly relaxed atmosphere and was as we can, vtry
successful. I think that is all I wanted to say, but very
briefly on yesterdays shift.

CHAPPELL In the next shift, let me point out that we have
gone into a slightly different mode of operations for this
additional day, which has been most interesting. Since it was a

bonus day for everyone, we have sort of shared the bonus, we
worked to share to bonus with the crew and we've have gone
through for example once we have blocked out the first cut at the
time line, that was sent up to the crew, and they made comments
on the things that they would like to do, and some other things
they'd like to try, and maybe gave us little indication of their
priority, based on both things they have enjoyed doing so far,
and the things the scientifically they found to be important in
the early days of the mission, that they felt they could get more
very significant information on it. So we then got a feedback
from the crew and we approached this shift as a, with a sort of a
shopping list concept. We had blocked out approximate areas, we
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blocked out thf» attitudes because that needs to be done ahead of

time. But then we sort of blocked out general areas for the crew

and then we just interacted with them, see the things they wanted

to do, work with them to fit their desires into, desires of the

investigators and it's been a very interesting sort of a free

flow of operations. By free flowing I mean unplanned but 3ust

more relaxed then the previous ones. We did a number of, a

couple vestibular experiments, the linear threshhold and chloric

experiment t'^'^.t Dr. von Baumgarten talked about with us

yesterday. We've did a number of, the crew used up the rest of

the metric camera film, with photographing perdominally the

United States and Europe, I think in fact it was entirely the

United States and Europe. A couple of passes of the east

coast. We did fluid physics module work, another run of the

vestibular, the other vestibular experiment 102. Tnere doing,

they've ccwjpleted a run on the third vestibular experiment 104 as

you may know the adaptation is very important issue, so this

extra day gives yet another measurement of their adaptation and

it was important for that reason. We did some more, the crew did

the roaster discrimination experiment again, experiment 25. Then

they had one, that I found most interesting, that Larry Young

suggested, that came from some, it was based on some indication

results that came from Skylab. In that mission a number of the

crewmen talked about the help that they got in as far as

stability and all, the vestibular type stability with having a

strong vertical, local vertical to depend up. You may remember

that Skylab was oriented so that in the workshop part of the

cylinder, the vertical was along the axis of the cylinder, but

when you went up in the multiple darking adapter, which was where

the AT and telescope was run, the vertical was sideways. And a

number of the crewmen mentioned sometimes the conflict that they

would feel in moving from one vertical region into, just going

through a door, and then having the vertical be in a different

direction. So Larry Young worked with Byron Lichtenberg to do,

to have him conduct a, you know the Spacelab is set up very
strongly with the vertical in one direction, there's a floor and

a ceiling and the racks, it's very clear the way the vertical is

and so Larry had Byron do the enough of the same task, 3 or 4

different times. Once upside down, using, he was working with an

oscilloscope, so he had him be upside down next to the racks and

worked on it, then he worked on it in the ceiling, and I believe

he did one run on the floor, but he did 3 different runs, ]ust

for, Byron then to record his sensations, how that sort of folded

into his feeling of orientation. I thought that was a very

interesting one. And there will be probably several experiments

over the remainder of this extra day, that are in that category

of things that you would have done if you'd had time, and now

having the time to get a little extra scientific information.

Let me switch now to giving you a quick synopsis of some of the

preliminary science results. And I have to say, that the

magnitude in terms of just numbers of results, that Karl and I

will talk about is limited by nature because we've, most, many of
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the people don't have their data down yet, no one can't take ju.^.t

these preliminary result^s and draw conclusionn about th^- 5»yccer,o
of the mission scientifically. One can get indicatioar. from the
things the scientist have neen in quick look, that we've got a
tremendous number of significant results. But the real extent of
that won't become known until they get their samples back. And
in the case of life science, which in the firnt one I will talk
about, you don't reaxly know until you*ve gotten in many of these
experiments, ten of them in fact have gone through the base line
data coilect-.vn activity and have gotten there samples back from
on Orbit. So there will be much more that is not, that we don't
cover in the next few minutes. Let me start, from man himself
and work outward to^ through out the universe and so we'll start
with life science. They, I'm sure, you've been follovang all the
vestibular things and there is about 15 different experiments in
life sciences. Some of the results that appear from the quick
look to be significant, are the following; first, the rotating
dome experiment, which was experiment 102, Larr Youngs,
experiment, has indicated that there is an increase reliance upon
vision, for establishing your orientation in space. So what he
has done in the dome is to have, use the can a rolling of the
phenomenon of watching the dots. And then compare their sense of
rotation as, when they are floating free and when they are
bungeed down and doing this can a rolling exoeriment. And he
finds that there's a very strong increase in the reliance of what
the eyes are telling you and this would also be, could be
connected to the sense of the local vertical in establishing your
orientation, as oppose to your vestibular organ or your
appropriate septive or your, the nerves in your muscles that tell
you your position. Secondly, Larry has fields, based on the week
that he has done, that the space has adaptation syndromes studies
suggest that you can do mildly provocative testing, that, that's
a practical thing to do on the crew and that it does not really
interfere with a normal crew operations. This is to say that one
can anticipate doing further life sciences investigation using
the crew members as we have done here without significantly
affecting their performance for the rest of the mission.
Thirdly, as Dr. von Baumgarten talked about yesterday, there's
been a number of experiments that were successfully performed,
which help to better understand the physological mechanism of
what we talked about is chloric stagment. Which is a special
process that takes place in (garble) when you put a temperature
differential on it, and Dr. von Baumgarten talked extensively
about that yesterday.
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CHAP PELL We fciuiid, as v^ar; cilso mentioned a couple days ago,
that the (cjacble) funyus grov/ih sfiows lluit in the case of that
organism that the 24 hours (garble) rf^/thm growth that it nhows
on^ Earth, in maintained in microgravi ty , v/hich indicates that the
stiirmlus for this growth in probably endogenous or wichin the
organism itself as oppo:;0d to induced by subtle changes in the
environment. So thono ar-i some o£ the ju^^t vary preliminary
roiiults in life sciences, hi)Hin, thor*e that could be determined
by initial 1* /\^s at the data without the complete evaluation
being done on the crew until they get back* So let's switch next
to material sciences, Karl*

KNOTT Okay, Material Science, as Rick quickly pointed
out, the in ostigators have so far only seen, have basically only
seen the tip of the iceberg of their results, only a few quick
look at selective results, or I think what we are reporting on
here, and that is true for all (garble) they have just seen the

tip oC the iceberg, and it takes several months or even years of

studies to really evaluate the results they have obtained in all
detail and depths. And this is particularly true for material
science* I think material science has not even seen the tip of

the iceberg, I think the iceberg is corapletely under water for

them. So, the only ones who have seen something are the fluid

physics people, the fluid physics scientists, they have had a lot

of real-time TV, and TV debriefings from the crew, they have
discussed with the crew, and they have already obtained a few

results* Therfore, for the non-fluid physics material science, I

just would like to give you a few figures on what has been
achieved. In the isothermal heating facility for example, we

have 11 out of 22 samples processed, that's because this facility
went down about halfway in it's operational program. The
gradient heating facility processed 15 out of 15 planned samples,
the mirror heating facility had 4 experiments planned, of which 2

were completely done, and 2 were about half done, so we achieved
about only half of the processing time* It remains to be seen

what can be learned out of these samples. From the long duration
experiments, 3 out of 3 have not yet been completed because some
of them are still running, but it*s sure already now that 3 out
of 3 will be completed. And, other facilities like these high
temperature thermostat and the (garble) high vacuum facility
worked very well, As far as the fluid physics module is

concerned, I think you all witnessed when professer Napolitano
for the first time saw the famous marangoni convection in space,
it was in fact the first time that this phenomena was
demonstrated, was observed vias recorded, and I'm sure that if the

high speed of these processes will be available after th*^

mission, that the marangoni effect can also be quantified* For

the first time, we have really seen fluid physics behavior in a

closed containers, both the scheduled experiments of Dr* yreeburg
and a number of add on science enhancement experiments which were
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is this omiGsion in the upper atmosphere that you find on the day
side of the Earth. The orbit now being in full sun^ the orbit's
sampling a great number of latitudes and she said the (garble)
and then was able to do a complete latitude scan all the way
around the Earth with simultaneous altitude and spectral
information over the entire spectral range from 1000 (garble) to
13000 (garble) and that will be an encyclopedia of information
that has never been seen on the chemistry and dynamics of the
upper atmosp\'^re. She also in the course of her observations
obtained the first broad band spectrum of day glow from 300
(garble) in the ultra violet all the way to 12, 800 (garble) in
the infrared, at very good spectral resolution as you saw
yesterday in the plot that we had. And she has through the
number of observations during this week obtained a data base for
detailed assessment of the shuttle environment for optical remote
sensing in the visible and ultra-violet and near infrared*
Because her instrument looks throughout that spectral range she
can see in certain orientations the emissions that come from the
gases that are near the shuttle, or that come from the shuttle
itself* So, give us once she is able to analyze the data
indications of what the shuttle environment is like for future
optical measurements* The glow spectrometer is observed C02 in
the (garble) very high up in the (garble) as well as water and
methane in the mesaphere the first observation of those
constituents at that high an altitude* They've also made
detailed measurements on nitric oxide and nitrous dioxide, carbon
monoxide, and HCl, all of which contribute to middle altitude
chemistry, if you are trying to understand what causes the
creation and destruction of ozone in the stratsophere, those are
important species to understand in the chemical balance* We've
the discovery of (garble) in the upper atmosphere and the 100 to
150 kilometer range, which is we talked about early in the week,
gives you a way of measuring the way gas is difused up through
the atmosphere, and we've had interplanetery measurements of lime
and alpha that were made just in the operations today, and those
measurements can be used to get an idea of the (garble) hydrogen
or the flow direction of the (garble) hydrogen and then you can
use the orientation of the Earth and the Sun and the absorption
of this neutral hydrogen by these solar wind protons through
charge exchange to get information on mass flow out of the sun,
which is an extremely interesting experiment, and with the theory
being or the early observations indicating that there seems to be
a lower mass flow out of the poles of the sun, than out of the
(garble) regions* Those measurements came, the determination of
relative mass flow, came from a spacecraft about 5 years ago, and
now we've repeated the measurement with the idea of seeing how
solar cycle varations effect the mass flow out of the sun* So,
that ' s a very interesting set of observations that (garble) has
carried out. I think Karl, I guess you'll move further out with
space plasma physics*
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CHAPPELL •.. in the flow direction of the instellar hydrogen
and then you can use the orientation of the Earth and Sun and the
absorption of this neutral hydrogen by the solar wind protons
through charge exchange to get information on the mass flow out
of the sun which is an extremely interesting experiment with the
theory being the early observation indicating that there seems to
be a lower mass flov; out of the poles of the sun than out of the
equatorial region. Those measurements came, that determination
of relative u.ass flow came from a spacecraft of about 5 years ago
and now we've repeated the measurement with the idea of seeing
how solar cycle variations effect the mass flow out of the sun,
so that's a very interesting set of observations that Dr» Bertoe
has carried out. Karl, I guess you'll move farther out with
space plasma physics then.

KNOTT Okay, very quickly, a summary on the observations
carried out in plasma physics. This is (garble) in which in fact
(garble) the tip of the iceberg and they had numerous results
from quite. a number of passes, passes done. Investigations into
plasma physics was done by an assemble of 4 experiments
basically, it was a SEPAC experiment, it was the PICPAB
experiment, both being active, being able to stimulate the
environment with ION beam, electron beam and with MPD hard jets,
plasma blops released into the plasma and they are supported by
their own diagnostic instrumentation, but moreover by the
electron spectrometer which has very high observation
capabilities and by the low light level TV of the AEPI
instrument. So these group of investigations worked very, very
closely together and looked into the following areas. Shuttle
charging, electrical stuffing charging of the Shuttle and
discharging of the Shuttle, certainly it was (garble) on this
one, in this area have been obtained even though (garble) results
are not yet available. They looked into the phenomena like the
so called plasma rate which is generated by the Shuttle. I think
we have never had an object of this style of magnitude moving, at
least not an official object, this magnitude moving toward the
ionisphere sweeping out quite significantly the plasma which is
in it's way creating a plasma wake which can lead to all times
instabilities and uneven charge distributions of (garble) Shuttle
so this has been thoroughly investigated by this group of
experiments. Then the - I think the main basic plasma physics
aim of these investigations was to study how does the environment
react to stimulation by an electron beam or by an ion beam or by
(garble) plasma in the ionesphere or by an (garble) of a neutral
gas plume into the ionesphere and the cause of these experiments.
Professor (garble) pointed out already yesterday the phenomena of
plasma beam discharge has been observed and plasma blops, plasma
bobblutes, you could call them, or plasma enhancement have been
generated in the ionesphere but also plasma (garble) have been
generated. If at least, for example, a neutral gas, a certain
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amount of neutral gas into the ionesphere you created a kind of a

hole, an ionization hole in the ionesphere and how does this
actually happen and what (garble) would be has been studied by

this assemble of experiments. The electron spectrometer has made
very, very nicely 25 measurements of the effect how electrons
which I omitted, by the electron (garble) from the Shuttle.
However , this triggers the return of a quite different population
different in energy and also pitch angle returning to the

Shuttle. Anc this is in the phenomena which gives information
about basic plasma physics (garble) perhaps (garble) particle
interaction phenomena but in any case the mechanism, the basic
plasma mechanism which accelerates these electron population back
to the Shuttle, so very interesting it was out in this area it

can be obtained. The investigators stated unanimously that the

combination of Spacelab, Shuttle, and their different instruments
was a real was operated as a real plasma laboratory and that was
not only because the operational mode of the instruments could be

changed to change request relatively easy, but also the attitude
of the Shuttle other changes could be made in almost real time,
they just ask for different attitudes with respect to the

magnectic field and this could be implemented. That was a very
important factor for this discipline was that the planned
inclination of the orbit was achieved. The plasma investigators
towards the mission preparation phase always made a very, very
strong point and said we would like to have at least 57 degrees
in latitude and we are hoping that the Shuttle (garble) was

sufficient to reach this latitude, it was the first time in fact

that Shuttle reached this kind of high inclination, in fact it

was achieved and this allowed the plasma physics investigations
to carry out investigations into natural aurora phenomena at high
geomagnetic latitudes, so let me make it very, very clear to you

what the plasma physics community tried to do on the Shuttle.
The environments to which the Shuttle is flying is perfectly
known as the ionosphere and plasma density, plasma temperature,
and composition and so on, this is well understood, has been
investigated by (garble) and has been inve^^tigated by low flying
satellites, however, what was not understood yet, are these
different interactions (garble) which I just described the
reaction of a new environment to a known stimulus injected into
it and these will give us insite into basic plasma physics
(garble). So all in all the plasma physics community is quite
happy with the achievements. They had plenty of operational
opportunities, they had many, many more than they had planned,
the flexibility which was shown by the (garble) and by the MCC
was very helpful in supporting these investigations. So plasma
physics team is extremely happy with the observational
opportunities the Shuttle and Spacelab combination gave them over
the last few days.

CHAPPELL Okay, finally moving outward from the Earth in
solar physics and astronomy, we carried out absolute measurement
of the solar constant to very high accuracy as well as the solar
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believe they have had an unprecedented success in the repair of
science equipment. That is not to say that everything on board
broke down, but those things which did, those parts of facilities
that did have problems wore fixed. The flash camera, the high
data rate recorder, the metric camera, the isolthermal heating
facility sample jammed, the nvirror heating facility, the video
camera, and the sunflower experiment , bubbles out of the fluid
physics module, and all the way down to the crew being able to
occasionally glance out the window to make sure the Shuttle was
closed or a protective device was closed on an instrument as xV,
say as the Shuttle was moving toward a solar pointing • So all of
these sorts of things have shown the success of the on board
science crew* We've watched a smooth operation of a very
comprehensive payload. We*'^e seen science done around the clock,
around the world that had never been before. And its an
operation that involves close inter ract air-to-ground with
replanning constantly going on to follow the science developments
as we learn early in the mission to be able to respond to that^
And the amount of changing and modifying to respond to results
that we have in the^e 10 days has been really astounding • I

think that if you ask the question has Spacelab proven itself as
a multidisciplinary spaceborn laboratory, the answer is very
self-evident* I would I guess choose to answer that with a story
that happened this morning in the science planning group
meeting. The material sciences group and the life sciences group
were talking about how great the Spacelab had done for them as a
micro-gravity environment and were glowing over how well the crew
had done in both repairing problems that some of their
experiments had had, and in improvising new experiments. Byron
Lichtenberg had improvised an entirely new fluid physics module
experiment this morning or late yesterday afternoon, I guess it
was. And seeming, almost in a jeolous way, one of the
atmospheric scientist who was sitting in the back of the room,
raised his hand and said, "Hey wait a minute, don* t forget about
Spacelab as an observing platform for atmospheric physics." And
one of the space plasma guys said, "Wait a minute, don't forget
about Spacelab as base from which to do accurate
experimentation. " Almost a competition to say how well a
Spacelab had done for each of their disciplines. I think that is
very clear that it is doing a great job. You have to be excited
about the new capability that Spacelab offers . I think it will
open tremendous new opportunities for space science, and it*s
very clear to me that with Spacelab and Shuttle the excitement
has just begun* I guess we'll stop and take questions.

PAO Ok, we'll take questions here in Houston. Dave
Dooling.

DAVE DOOLING (Huntsville Times) First off Rick, it sounds like
your lending a new definition to Shuttle glow with the reaction
of the scientist. One area that on the VFI side, the
verification flight side that Spacelab was meant to tackle, was
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the human factor side and crew operations. And we heard and

perhaps picked up, whether we should have about Parker sounding

off to the ground at times. Do you in CIC feel that maybe at

times the crew has been unduly loaded with tasks because, perhaps

for a lack of tv or perhaps they don't r.ay I'm free now, your not

fully aware at times that, about how much work they are doing

because they have seemed to ba pretty busy. Is this an area that

needs to be worked very intensely.

CHAPPELL No it is not area that needs to be worked

intensively, and they have had some days, if you work 12 hours a

day, you a little bit tired at the end, even if, no matter what

conditions your working in, I think 12 hours a day is
^

demanding. There was an occurance today where Bob, I forget what

he said, but there was something that could be interpretted as

not irritation, but just shortness in a reply and that was, and

Larry Young mentioned to me at the planning group meeting that we

just finished that that, he said for those who think that Bob,

that the conditions aren't good and Bob's not feeling good and

all this sort of thing, he said Bob and I have been close friends

for 30 years, Larry was on the loop when Bob made that response

to his good friend Larry Young. And Larry said you know that is

just evidence that that is just Bob Parker, I mean that is the

way Bob is. We've been good friends for 30 years and that's the

way Bob is. And there is no, and that should never be

interpretted as, that he's been put into a condition in which

he's unhappy. That is just the way Bob is. And all of who work

with Bob, and we all have a great deal of respect for him, all

thru the simulations, that's the Bob is.

PAO Carlos Byars.

CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle) If the people that put this

magnificent thing together, learned something about things not to

do next time, such as routing banks of experiments for everything

for one discipline going thru 1 particular RAU for example, that

sort of thing. What are some of things you'll think about doing

different next time. Both from a mechanical or electrical
standpoint and from an operational or personnel type stuff.

CHAPPELL Let me encourage you to ask the mechanical or

electrical part of that to Harry Craft who I think is in a better

position to talk about the reactions and feelings that they have

about the overall Spacelab System. From an experiment point of

view, one wants to evolve in the course of Spacelab missions

toward more discipline dedicated missions. And that's always

been the plan. Spacelab 1 was to illustrate and to prove that

Spacelab could support support science in any one of . . .
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CHAPPEliL — support science in any one of the number of
disciplines* I think it's done that very well. And in the
future the missions will evolve tov/ards more concentration on a
given discipline. By doing that then your able to bring a larger
number of instruments to bare on a given particular area of
science and that will increase things. And youHl be working
with a group of people^ all of whom are all familiar with the
other members of their group. And they will do, will be able to
do more joint investigations. So there will be changes in that
direction, but that * s something I think we've always felt we
wanted to do, and not necessarily doing just in response to this
particular mission.

PAO Greg Covault

GREG COVAULT (Aviation Week) - For perhaps a comment from both
Rick and Karl. Going in to this you knew of course that if you
got the function out of the hardv/are that you have received, that
you'd have made your mission success here. In the context of the
extreme air-to-ground interaction with the investigators in the
POCC, things of that nature, what really impresses you now beyond
the success that you expected? What went better that, then you
would have earlier thought might have had some rocks in the road?

CHAPPEliIi I think the ability of the group of investigators
to work in the operational environment, so successfully together
and between themselves and the crew. Just the intensity and the
success of the air-to-ground interaction. I think that's brand
new, I'm sure all of you who have spent time here in Houston with
previous flight, are really surprised by the personality of
theair-to-ground in respect to the payload. And it's all good
scientifically. Some of these things that the public affairs
people have been able to do, showing the scientist as he talks to
crewman, showing his place as he finds new things as the
experiment developes. That's just amazing to watch to me.

KNOTT May I comment on this one too? What impressed me
apart from what Rick already pointed out, was the flexibility
shown in the science operations, which of course are related to
Orbiter and Spacelab operations. VJo have about, what did we say,
more than 200 replanning request throughout the mission and we've
had several hundreds, I think close to 800 operations change
request from the investigators. The (garble) majority of these
change requests went in, whenever it was possible, without
conflicting this data flow, conflicting science, with each other,
and so on., these things were tun. So there was a tremendous,
tremendous work going on in the backroom, and quite a number of

people worked very, very hard and they are studying these
requests, making sure they were operational feasible, that they
would not endanger any systems on board, that they would make no
interference among instruments and then they were implemented. I

have never felt at pre-mission that this was possible. I think
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the civilations to which we went and to v;hich were quite painful
occasionally, where we had to simply sit and just make a dry run

of this mission^ We went to this mission to several days of this
mission before, sitting at the conooles, it was a very painful
learning exercise* I think this paid off and enabled the POCC
(garble) and the MCC team to show this type of flexibility.

CHAPPELL And this ability to replan of course is essential
to respond a result that you get earl^ in tha mission, to modify
the type, the particulars of the experiments as you go towards
the end of the mission and that was achieved.

PAO Mark Kramer

MARK KRAMER For either of you gentlemen, for years there has
been a competition between Johnson Space Center and Marshall and
each set of vies for the more important role in the Space Program
and JSC has the astronauts and Marshall has always had the
boosters, etc., and I know that going into this mission there has
been some sense of competition and I wonder if the that
internecine rivalry ever leaked into the science world and were
you people ever hampered by people at JSC resenting the Marshall
Team moving in, or was that all in another room and did they stay
away from you guys?

CHAPPELL That's one element of the merger that I was talking
about. In this case, although Marshall has been dominally man
space flight just like JSC, in this case, Marshall is

representing the scientific end of things with the Payload,
Spacelab, and the Payload. So the merger that I talked about, at
least to me, that has been so successful, has been this merger of
science as represented by Marshall and the man Space flight
elements in this particular case the shuttle, has represented by
JSC. There is always, when you bring large systems like that
together, there is an interface established, there's a lining
code, as each group gets familiar with the other. And thats, and
we've had that* We've had tremendous cooperation from, at least
from the payload side, my viewpoint, tremendous cooperation from
the JSC folks and integration from the payload activities into
the shuttle activities v;hich they, which was there main string of
activity prior to and will still be, but as we joined it with the

Spacelab.

PAO Okay, we'll go to KSC for questions now, please.

STERN (LBVC) - I wonder if you could jast summarize the position
about crystal growth. How many crystals have been grown and I'm
being a bit confused over the days about there sizes and perhaps
just a word about the pacific uses these crystals are aimed at on
earth.
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KNOTT I can only very briefly paimmarize this (garble)
without boring you with these figures there* Probably the
largest crystal v;hich has been growing, and that's already know
and has already been seen is the silicon (garble) which has been
remelted in space as I explained the other day, the sise of this
crystal. Another, the other crystals which have been grown, are
basically not visible yet, because they are all enclosed in
cartridges and inside of facilities and it will be surprise of
the investigators when they open these cartridges after the
mission and how big they are and how tlicy look like. They have
not had a chance to look at them. According to thr^^ties and
calculations and concentrations which are applied for example the
potting crystal should be large enough to do an analysis by x-
rays detraction techniques v^hich has so far not been possible.
The potting crystal which have been grown on earth, so far, they
were not large enough, not uniformity of these crystal were
simply not large enough to allow the x-ray defraction technique
to be applied under this crystal. It is the expectation that the
potting crystals interest are large enough to do so. So I cannot
precisely answer a question, the number of crystals growing is in
the order of 10 during this mission.

STERN Thank you. And I believe you mentioned that the
film on the metric camera had been used up, which means
presumably the crew have taken there 80 pictures for their own
use. Is there any indication of the areas they chose for there
pictures and how will they be sorted out from the official
pictures later.

KNOTT Rick mentioned already that they basically used
them up over North America and Europe according to their original
impression of what they savs?, and that is probably a very good
criteria to select target for one. The scientist tell me that
these pictures are more in a strict scientific sense of a
(garble) nature (laugh) because the variation from a strict
science point of view, the solar elevation angle when these
pictures were taken were very, very low. That was during the
last few days of the mission. But this does not undermind the
success of the men of scientific (garble) cover which estimates
it*s science success to be 85% (garble). We are happy they got
basically pictures of all there targets and there are many
pictures, many frames which resulted from targets which they
could not photograph because there was cloud covers over these
targets*

That's all from KSC.

PAO All right, well go to Dryden, now please.

JOHN WILFORD (N.Y. Times) - Dr. Knott, in discussing the fluid
physics you said that there's been an unexpected spreading of
these fluids, much more rapidly across the surfaces, have there
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been an speculations as to what is causing this, what are we

seeing here?

KNOTT Well yes, basically seeing the {garble) of the

liquid which has been used to (garble) onto any surfaces it can

findt There is, in these experiments, there is in order
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now what are we seeing here?

KNOTT You are basically seeing the (garble) of the liquid
which has been used to cling onto any surface it can find* In
these experiments there is an attitude, to carry them out in a

defined vmy, there is a certain aipount of anti-spread material
used on the discs which are employed. But, I think it became
clear during this mission that the investigators have to look
again into this area of confining this fluid better of getting
this spreading better under control. 7" think they simply have
found that the spreading is much more rapid, and much quicker
developing than they ever thought, so this is a valuable lesson
to learn during this mission, and will certainly help to improve
fluid physics experiments in the fututre.

PAO Any more questions, Dryden? Okay, we* 11 take that
as a no and come back to Houston, Dave?

DAVE DOOLING (Huntsville Times) Rick, it's nice to see the
excitement from you, and the scientists, and you've accomplished
more than what I would of considered a succssful mission with
everything you got crammed on there. How long do you think it*s
going to take this excitement to bubble up through NASA
headquarters and emerge in the form possibly of (garble) funding
for space science and application missions in (garble) congress,
is there quite off the astronauts give briefing to congress, do
you know yet if you and some of the Pis will be called on to do
the same thing, and explain to them what you've done?

CHAPPELL I haven't heard anything on that. But, I hope the
bubble is already there. I believe several days ago that Mr.
Beggs was very interested in how the results were coming, and in
fact was I think had a visit over at the White House on the
agenda anyway, and was very interested knowing the results as
they stood right now. So, I hope it's bubbled, that at least
indicates to me that the bubble has gone as high as you can get
the bubble to go.

DOOLING I believe that Beggs also asked for a science log
of all the data rans and everything comprarable to what I had
requested a couple three days ago, will be getting one of those
post-landing •

•

CHAPPELL I don't know specifically whether he asked for that
or not. Because in this first input was sort of what had
happened what were some of the significant things up to that
point. I don't know whether he has, but I'm sure if he has and
it's available that it would be available to you Dave.

PAO Okay , Schwe i t zer

.
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SCHWEIT2EF< A parallel question for Karlt as to what the
bubbble effect will be in Europe,

KNOTT Well, I have had very little contact with Europe
over the last few days. And I can only hope that the messages
and the information on the results which have been obtained and
tho way in which this mission was conducted has penetrated to
Europe, There is no doubt that before this mission, there was
people very critical, and they said okay, well is this the rio'

t

to go, to put all your eggs into one basket, and put so many
expensive experiments onto one huge space ship and operated them
all in a fairly complicated manner and a fairly complicated
timeline over 10 days, which the rent of the crew gets tired, and
other systems let you down, and so on. There was some
resevation, but I'm sure that the success in which this was now
carried out, and above all the results which will come out of
this will certainly convince people v7ho have been so far critical
of using the shuttle as a platform for scientific
investigations, I think we have proven beyond any doubt that is
a useful vehicle and if you can come up with instruments which
are made for this type of vehicle than it is useful,

SCHWIET2ER The personal cut level, has it been maybe been like
2 weeks, or maybe more like 2 months of holding your breath and
do you feel like you* re finally exhalling now?

KNOTT Sorry, could you ask the question again?

SCHWEITZER I •m just wondering if you personally don't feel
like you've been holding your breath in anticipation and fingers
crossed, for the last 2 weeks, or maybe the last 2 months, and
now do you feel like you finally are home free?

KNOTT I came onto this project only when it was already
half way through. I did not go with that (garble) to the
hardware stage, I can onto the project about 3 years ago. And I

think from that moment onward, I've been holding my breath
constantly because I was used to taking care of a smaller space
project, free flying satellites and so on. Another thing that
came onto this project, inside the magnitude and the number of
experiments which are on this mission. And the way in which
everything was designed, which it was to be carried out, and when
I saw the kind of pre-mission guidelines on them. How we had to
stick to certain rules, I've been holding my breath, and thought
okay, what will get out of this, will it work as designed, or
will the smallest littlest difficulty which will arise make it
all collapse, so I also was a bit afraid, it may not work, and as
it did, and I'm quite happy it worked out this way now.
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CHAPPEL Let me say that my reaction is entirely different
from that, there are no fingers crossed, and if you look at what
has been done, and the preparation that has been made for this,
it is a question of going and doing it* And when the SRBs lit
down there last week, I was standing up yelling as loud as I
could, and I felt really confident on what we were going to
get* Too many people have worked too long to have gone into this
as sort of iffy situation, we were ready* And I think what we
got was evidence as preparation that was done.

PAO Go ahead Jackie*

JACKIE JUDD (CBS) Two questions please* One, not to blow the
bubble, have there been any disappointments at all? I'm thinking
of the equipment failures, temporary as they were, you're putting
it in a positive vain, that the breakdowns o£ the machine only
prove the value of the scientist, well why did the machines break
down? And number, I'm trying to get a handle on the quantity of
information that's come in* One of the Pis invovled in the soace
sickness test, for example, said that the amount of information
coming back from Spacelab may exceed any research previously
done* I want to know, if that's high (garble) or if that is as
accurate as you see it*

CHAPPELL No, Spacelab can deliver data at 32 million bits
per second, and that's an awful lot of information* I have an
instrument on a free flying satellite that delivers data 16000
bits per second, instead of 32 billion bits per second. And,
there is no (garble) in there at all with respect to the
magnitude of the information that you can gain* The free flying
satellite that my instrument is on, also will never bring my
instrument back, and it will never bring back anything at all*
Where as all the Spacelab things are going to bring back samples
to people who did the experiments, the people who were the
experiments, all of these kinds of things, there is no (garble)
there* The other thing is, I think certainly we are anxious for
you to feel the positive aspects of the mission, but one doesn't
have to just paint things in a positive way* There are a lot of
pieces of equipment on this shuttle and spacelab, and there are a
lot of instruments, and to have in total out of 40 investigations
to end up having one only, only one of 40, which was not able to
get its primary objective, but indeed is getting it's secondary
objective that being the microwave instrument which has been made
for an impassive mode, that's just unbelievable, that is very
very successsful* And as I mentioned earlier in the week, space
equipment is very complex, anything you do, building
instrumentation for space requires an awful lot of technical
(garble) * And, to have a 37 or 38 or 69 or 70 v;hichever you want
to count it, is just phenomenal*
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KNOTT Let me come back, what may appeac as a slight
difference in opinion betv/een Rick and myself here, on the
expectation for the mission. There v/as a pre-mission timeline in
which all the activities v;hich investigators had to^ which the
different instruments had to carried out, was blocked out, and
was (garble) , and for me it would really be a miracle if we
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KNOTT —in the really (garble) if they really had done
that, minute by minute and had achieved all the functional
objectives, all of them 100%. We had discussed this pre-mission
with the investigators and from then wg definitely had the
statement, that if they would have obtained something in the area
of 80, say 90%, that would have been, they would consider this as
an extremely mission. And that statement was made pre-mission.
This is about where we are, or we are even slightly above this.
So it has rer.riy gone beyond what was expected even by the
investigators before mission. Nobody expected that every FO was
finished on time and exactly as it had been planned and that
nothing unexpected v;ould happen, I don't think that in sucn a
complicated system that anybody would have expected that.

PAO More questions please. Okay we'll rap this up,
thank you.

END OF TAPE



arouad the cor.iorr Oauc:;?

j/:/as m'oII I c.v^.i.ly nOA^t h-:.vo :.-ch^tr) ta!.'; frn:^

;;or:kii.u-i tin.-* n«^\.» piru'.^].^ or :iv>U " i^^n": 1 :)roM/'i-- fr^^'-^

v/a contin..e to ::u;'^>Drt vs'io'-^r i::r:-n t C^o^': t'^'it /^V^td

l/r.. ''M? actlw'.j'Te ti*: '^;3 ir-- , t-;- CA? *ir.t:. 1 vi t i;^;; 'irv: ti:

Ca..^ wtt: t i V
i
'ciCo aaVvj 'j'i-^a l^iy-;c; t 1: i* o»r. ru.i,-- chrou'.; "\ tr. ri'"' of;

ago^ S'"':i-0 ,)rc>k-3 th? r:u<:ation -'ccor^"' ror t:-i3 f:'-^'-":

eay/:.! 4 hears r/c thi'"^ ooin^;. Door^::*-,, t-\ ^ l<'.lv-.:>': cr: I^m^vI;, t ior;r

for -;--of iyl'w .voulu hav'/ it TIG '-^--/c, c^t-^ ?

coulari'v t/.l< riuo into -3:: ':onr.i:vj l-.>r ju.-: 2 ' ti 1 .:c,.:^- «o t

a tuil 10 Jays. /.'av'^r-:-:* runvr-.-z-i ' 7 15 ur-^? O'^ 23 ^v'>t:

y-.'-L, ptoor*biy v;ill ^,:o^;n:-ti'.-'^. v * vc^-i clo'.:-" ^ r,:,-;r/i , 1

ncattec'j:'! is the l)^;-; 'c '^.i'v'^ 9fi\ nr^'.^ Ait ici^i.:',. no

g^in- on '.:it*^i rc^arc!:: to r.y:;to;nn d;> t io'T'; •

PAU Alrio'ht^ v;o*ll ^o --r.-'iA. civ* t ^'c- i an^

if ther'^^ arc san^n '.Jell, 1 r:oa'c ;:^'"^e v-:r ' ^^Mny. -Aay th*:? ^^^-^at'i-^^

L?AJX:* .Ax';n-.:*:i..';, oi cx:^:-:.. -'X t -/A"'^;:'^^ r.o -'^---0 Aa/

r:}.illy iaii't r.rij'wr co'V''.! i-^-rati:-.:. '^at t'*v'^ lat-^'-A. f'V^A

PAD Okay, Ctairj, r rc vou 9clr-j 1:0 r^av-^ i-'^ arA: n

qUv]A t ion.

CKAIG COVAUIiT (AVIATIOA vJAE:;) 1*11 bail you out.

PAO Doean't cvea hav.e to be a gooi"? quastlon^ juct ai

quaation*

COVAuAt' I v;aG goinv^ to say if you %'ant to '-Ihi'^s^ :1anaa, '

^a],A pcobably i^queak la t:ull 10 days*

'iv^ Thero you 90.
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'it :iov/ an- 'I

' c -'-r i ot

wtaict-'>'j th'^ nr-.^viour, r'-iifc "in-'! ts-'^n vr.nh ^"^*f);r'\ ':o r:-^-^> ^2o'\'''\

Dvor to t^v^ niuus :! h;oIar, './livrr'i in t'l r'l"^ i'rj d 'r.^*-, ^: t i t:r'

but it':; fo,: a } or^t:::-? tC'-tn-->:i.i a;ir1 t^o att i tuc-*! * a 111:^^'"^ Sit

flurin-.] ll.^^ cool C/n :r3 L"r.t :ui^)r^^ of th::t - n:;*

;;>an'jing, ?hoy*r:o ^:joinnin';i to t!il:V: t'iMC th.-^t*;; all t'i^-MO
rolatoci, Vv^ Civon taia'c ':o. :\:\y be r^'join;. .lono o2 t'^ono vbicle
:,ic>l'ioan b'j, t :r" • r: t!;oorv t'i:'t: !:!•;;•/ !>r^ axpla ini b^lv' t'i*:t

v;ay. '.la.'l ;i sucoo'"..': ful Iv^t firo tort co'-o^v., w-.j t^-^r* -.i a--. 1 7^' :!*}\t

opa, a'G iiiiiahO'^ tav3 '/.a*txvity i;! th:,it ar-'"*-"i, the t*'^*^'^^''''^*:a turr^

surviya v/jr*'? t^r<aa -"la'iai'j t'aoaa ^' iff: rent vOf-t attito-l'.v^,

ona aay :vii:;aia.i oxte'ia i , tha ti i^lira ror-^v-v"* fo*: t'a)t

u'jcivity l<-^a':a li'a.^ iba ur> /^':::tt-/ aoa- 'lov^ Tf '-'oa

ha;,ven to nave a CA'-> it aasicallv fiVia; in act'-^r-^^n 2 -^a/". arv'I, or

oaya aa^-'i 10 hoiua, you jtv^c 'siU'.l of ont a n iscont ini^ ^. tv ta »ra

anu insect 2^ hours. i'*harc*a a rav; otaat littl-^^ a^lj ja t:.^ ;^a':r;

ijoiuj ititv) mo no.wiwj out of that thnt ind o^* rorioci*^' :!'"'-'t

typa c!^a,i j«.,'S. vaar-rvill a:* a Ces^ sva P.^xicalab tyn.:.- of tv-'^ta

al:io v;ar;;.,^u in tao-:a. Tlv* crca- \;i 11 a:> sch^^val.'-''! i^boj'-. ^>0'; of
t:ie tini^ .auriag thair ahifta, so v;a c/a^ qiva thaa aoat--* fcaa ti!;!-:

to gat u;> into tao, this 1:; t'^ie r-Ili aa'- nnh-."^""*^nlaa ao thav can
got up tr> c'le front -la'l ta'a? acae piat-iraa. "-^h- attitu''^
:.^anau7ar:: will ba ainilar to 'jhat ^/a'v: I'^aan -"oina baarj'^.';- thar^?

v;ill oa ajV;::Ta.i ira:, t tancia^a- 'j ortaa^ i/^-^ i t ruanlno v^'rllr* th.^y'ra

o..>Z'Cc\rainj . v:ith t-.:jt T thla^: I'll ji-a:: tura it: over ror

quest ioaa,

PAD Art Beaadict.

aja.2aiC*i' I v;aat.K'i to aa': you ;-''i:;t oaoe r lai'-^a ta 3K'^ '^ou

i>laatdn-j ia t.m : at: th-: ti:j.o? Yo-i Hc-jv BO"!; of tho ti:::a will
ho: lai.a.rc- aa--* i of tlio ti-....j a^oulr aap?riaaata, »'hot

oxper i..i :»/it::: will b,^ a oaaa i , ao y:.^rj ':now?

CO:; ca:^.'t, :.a, you'll h'.;:: to n^- th'o o'»t.-;'*-: of
v/hat'a ru.aiiag unat t

'-.aiclaa .ua.:. what na^-. iha.n tha a<:ieac^' ^"^-^i:aa,

Vao chiiiaa th'it ar.- alrjwi'u'j v.j oa t:i : t i::;')liri th-- -/^.-a.o;-; : :^

tiiiiajo t:i<a.: h al troa >la r:i.i;L:v'j, ^a;>'ll Ma':a ir^ roa? rjr.-v.inj in
thart:: i'lOa- '^^1 -"^ a*.'}a-iii^J ;:o V} 1 iaa*^/: t'i':t sot-- aa-'aC

AKal tya^ 01 thia.:>, 'jaa r.'-^\-) l\fo a.:i'-'a.w:j inv - aj a 1 1. i--^-

-

t'lat ara bain^ \:o:k-!^-* in, 'yVit '•^oac oi that i^: in l ^rrja a'loa'ca na.^

?C').\.i in a-'ticulcr O'- partiaulac axw^- : i::K'n ta ^ thay'ra '.It. i^aing

v;or!;aa byt no ?OCC :v.v* th^-'r-a . ' -*tai 1:,". v;ilL ba n^'a»: ua vjh'ai tho
upaata Li; aor.aall;' tr :aia;j ia:. t for thoa-j ahiita, -juat !v-ra">ra 701;

acucr t;i-) ;j'iit:u yau :r.!t thir. '':ap u.vl.aU.'..- to vror-: wltb.i --taa' we're
tK)t thora VQt*



\n 1 1 t!iOy fcr/ to 'J;s7 u ^> all t:r; :..'?t:ri(: ''il:: t^i***: *:';.\;'v-:; no'-.

loitV .

CO.: I :iu;-::>-:cc: tS?/'!!^ t/*'? v::': :r-' nnk''-l for r^nr- tK-':

3::;iw;i)ICr An/thin^ fvirtlicr on t:ve '';^at:v:it out ' in ^&.:atCiy*

COK r:o, v^Cith'-:, in f v-t f rcr^. th- />hiCr I 'v-r^ rth.-'' f-or.i

taj \:jAt-y^t :.>: i f irrj 'K!.*^ it; "^it':lr» n'^c::-: tn
Call, Va-: IrT'CnT: tna*", in co':n/'iq L:;icouj'i if;> t;cho^-'vP ; to co-^c^ i .-i

.\A^dn,:Jc .r/, c.n * t toll v/'i.^^ihoc t'vit 'v.: jooi- fnr .lanrin-^-

cor»-";i t ic^na or lOt, '.'liCt'ir^r ^^o'll g'/t in ':).';:or'^ it oc !>ot# If v^^u

too': tiiD .;';c!;::»r>cuAy ''.>:>;>or cuni t y. If yo^j ^A.vi * t tTi':;:: t'lo ' r-'-^r^nor-in:-

v

opportunity if loo'-co liX'j it'll pr"3'"^*^Mv' cle'^rinc; up ''hur-v'-'av

,

nayjo you can Ir.ad yh^irr-Oayi hut /ou '''^c;^;*': *;no;; ^.-'tt^tn-^t t'^i':*

1 a -J ^) o .1 3 a r o *v o t £ t o \
' ; . i t ?

r ; t th r ou •j 1 1 o r;
"
:
?

--.^

n

z

'

fol<^ aro tcyi-ij to ovnl?s:,tr* t^v"? ycrc ipi t ion th-

tr.at f*ront, th?y*il be ^vacchinq it :xr, a '.;:;tc'i riv't-: o"\ up.
iIop(-*!'ul ;iy X t'iirik ro t?rn.^tin'i; for r '':^c i

'3 ion to T'^r ^'o^,-*

so;.\cj Li::v^ to t^'All th.? orov.^ to qo into t'y^ ixtra ci-w tloali^'/i or
not* niid I jsur^poct,

BK.L-l'-'ICT VUiht tin- jc^rly? a: 00, 5 ; 0 D or so-opi'n -.i I iko
that?

CO:: Or ICrfj* I '..^o v /o^ ;1 1 c." as f:^^ r.n t'lo cr^^^^'

accivicy pinri co'ic^'-M ;o , It './ill t.i' c^nvopi ''»:o'^' ^o*^ t'i'>

ct;.'.v to kiK/. :>y 10:0 0 to.^r^rro;. 1 r/nn'; r^': you c T'.* rr-'jc^^ (r' , v^-

can t':L<':* "^.'-i v-,:frl: .-I'^'.^n o^ C'^*o^•An': ~*iiy ti'':o ffo^O: :;i.'*':tor

of n^v,; youV; ::;v-: to r ij ^yv') r.or i v ' t to r^y;-':'"'' :i t': it, !^^.it

that v/oul.^ .v-* taj :aoot oioA'tI/ 'wv/.' of" *::)i:v4 t!iinq'>i v^noc^ v^ju cm
actUiLl/ itv:.:rL tU3 :;o'<; da; in a'la 'lavo iraoac'cr-, nna cr-r; 'la'^.

plv-?rit/ of ti:-j to rvjview '^vorytiinQ.

iV»;j:':jLjIcr Do th'^y any prooToni l:.n-u"iv ^ ^^O'^-^l''^

ruo/a;/, on t'vj coacrotu rnas^ay oi tn all ':';/it ooin/^t '!oain'! haj*;?

CO;: no. rro praf-.^r tha la'caSa']:. if t^^ey'll nva i l.y\-»le

,

but a.':, far a-\: '.'in p^-m; Lp^ t.:;'jl/ /'j-.-a ^v.-r) '.jaLnn in'-a.- 'P/za r.-a"-: r^nr^

Ic-jep oa ;vor!;Ln-j to>/,:fa:c,a t'^v::, ov.?n to t'\ ' coa.ora'ta S-oV^^-o va? -vVMilr**

pic':; another 3anclin.j aita^ 0(> baai»:al3y *'^a.t \;o*ce lookinp at ir*,

Cwai you get ia*to ,]^\:mc^'s.

uI-:a.::uCJ in Whit^ r^-iucl^ aTl rigrrt?



r^J'icJ:;:)!''^? o:;:; y> thanks.

p.\0 Wxok ulKfro*

John cnn yoa h i lus Iclat-^ on l:h::t: co.n^iient you tiiaclo
'

a'o'jut c:.o po^^piriq, t'vi liatvjing, -'^tc. Uh;:'t c-i:3'>d it, has it

you tV

COX Coiuld you vjivo your rr.Lao an/l af £ i 1 iat io;i •

COX Than!; you. *rhcre';: no, 1 ^'rrx \:hat vou'v:*

Xii;toina.j too i of :iiy :> tVi'.iory on it, ^,;:**vo ju:;t" b'-'ri Uio*;l:v;i

it cicu^iul tf/iii:: "CO gu^-;r». ^^lio :;i:)j.Li>-j ?rv. '):;.:ginq if-;

cx^:i!;t:iv//C':^d in t::iO th^r'n^ t-.^ztr, at ti Mi.^'r.-, I h '^n v;e ^*-M>t to th?

colil terit attitu^03 v/e .00x0 ot' th^ r^^poir.i a^'"l banqin^. ^J*^^

trrj hot cost nl:ti'cudo3 t^r.iv-/ th:^ c^-^-: 00.1.10.-: .lown an^*" r.ciid th'^v

i^.^arJ :?.ot;:> of ir, t':V3v n ^ **boy /<,-j ou-7,hc to t^'TilXv hoar thi'^J,

thoco':i ;>;'0?i'^^j '>''^^*'^;^ ov^*:'\ Juvt <; little bit ago
nov;, wc'W^'ooeri ouc of th- hot tont do v;o*vo v;ont to a cool
attit:,ii::o aj'ti") 00 th3ro*r; a larri-'* t'lirrao tronniont ?oinn

^

thro-'j/jh

the v-jiPlcl2 Tiov;, and Joh.n copor lou^; oopoi-.-^ r.no hr-/,:qinq in

cue tu/.aol ano i;o..iO vohicli^ of.scilla t ion th-jt *.;:hit '-.^ilh it. vo*ro
just ail i:cratchina our h'j'.-;.3. Ik \^jn kncrj th? oay tho Orbitcr'G
buiit th.) pi03Juri;^-c: :.0':'uJo actu'illv iloat:; up in th;; front
cabin artju, Yo'j ^-.avo thi:-:^ vor:;ol thoro aa" th.?n yoM

have t;v;' ve!uci? Lvailt aroaavl it* :'T- navo nov.-: hooh'-*' anythin-
aitv?ctTy to tha.t prea:si!ra vaaa:>l an-.; 0:1 thia rliaht \a:- ^lave th-M:

tunnel a:;a Sp.aaalah .ir- ail ho'')':a» to truat a'-^r'; to t'r> vehicl^^

anc! th--/'i:o alao 1)011^:1 ri'iht up to th'- ;ir"^ooh, on th- l^ack

or thrj aPt bal';'a:^,a-' of th^:: Oubita::, :30 you'r? hco';-:vl in v;ith all
tnat atrurturv that cn-ia t"':a v/hola h.-y lonnt*; riaiht ir-v to tha

preaauro vcr.a:.!* 3o it a.ay ba aora -1 v-^hicl'^ <Maitoctioaa that 00
on aaii -/a -ciioa v;h';ra './e 00*- t'laao vahicia oiatortioaa, ^va fona-"

taoa: 'Ujri.Vj t'la oy.* 0:-:^! rana *7h:?j -v.; h.a' ta:>'jbla clo.'>ia''] tho
ooora aaa ;;hjL not, chat '...a; -11 th:.t coaul uoa to tho^^c* a^aall

variiclj aiato,. tiaaa. >:oi.i. v?7 ara i\'y: l.'Ci.ia :::-)l:? to ;.>"")^a-. ibly

refl-ct those riyrit into f'ij, soaa a^Cacta oC that into the

Ctibia, boaaua.^ ;/a'co hooha.! up ta:*t aay, that 'a a nu:?::f:.

AbiVKMbia la it a mat tar though of structural canacrri, I

:noan.

COX

ALaaAU;

Ho, no#

Oi<ay, very qood,
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th i n
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COX v:o 1 1 t t * r, w!r* r -4.1 1 th:; quos:; \a tl i s <^jO :i ?iq j n

rxqnt nrr \ Tnt? la.;t au'^-:"; ',»or:; i i^:, vrj: -jijht in
oof oca it. Arict it :n.:iy oo^= > ir. n f>:-^ lococ, hut tvioii vou
al3o hc;vo to pl"iy t.hj q:r'i > /^-w ..''/ havr^ i:oTio fiiirlv hl'jh
v;inus a.^ you're [l-'-'yi 'iJ i^i '.'ront toj, so v;.:>Ml ^t: OTK>thCi:

couplci r..Cit:.: Ol :-.-':ta in !-j3:*o:::? .u.^^vo th.";t o:rri":iioa ti^ro.rroN; a^K-^

f orcarit'.vcr:. "./ill ?:.ive, *
"i 1 -jjv-; t:i'' front, m v/'in.1r- lot f.-lc'.'var to

you a/i'j oan j.'t -.ai iu..; v>l v;h:tt you r;>'illy ar.:^ o.^r'li'ifi

v/il-;-!. It*r. kino oZ , yo-j en'/.", all tn » pro->lc:- '.;c 'la-: oro^'' let irvt

tlr? o:\(^ rf)r l:iaao-u \;o o t'v.:t thia'y tl^'at on do :n and thi:t;

on..*3 s:}o/?in''j 3c..,.-^ troara; t'tat it*:* ^-.'^uyirvj out^ it .'nay b^j a lot
dcyec aaa ...ay Jiot hnva a/ .t'ii.:a ;.xnat:r^'» La it, yna -tno'-^. If:

t,'i'jse traaaa coatiauj you out alvicj:it, but you ju::L h'iva to
koap'' v/atching' tbouu.:

? 7.0 M i k •
* o Zi, i *
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;

' t it 1; i
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P^V',") Good i^i.lOKnor^i'i arid vk'^'Ic-'-zk) to a h^-^vcic^l In'icfirig ^^n

Spe.ccl'ib. On my i\'-;ht: ii:- Mr. Jnh;\ *nio:. ..ir; , th^ N'AS?^ SpCiCcJ.cib
Irto^irc^iu 4M:vi:',qei- thv Ma';i'h<;Il FJ.iQltt Cv-nterl 0"'^ his
ri:;ht Or, 3arkhai:d F->iL for, the Ein'f^i'oari Sp:.::o A^^^ncy SpciCClcib
Project !'::inayor . G:.^nti'"^:n<Mu

THvV''>\y Good afternoon, Vihcit I*u .like to do is qivc> yoa a

btiii.^- rv.'cjviev; of t:^.* progr.^ss wc-'vo laiKlc in fli^.jht {;o fair

bvOir:ni:/:; ji:r.t b:'^t:cvr> l<\v:i-'h anu th:r:: rair^marivo with the ByBtc,. ^-^^

tii^t. Djcn o;-':^r in:; (jurin;] the flirjht <'inci give you c:n idea
of how i/iM:y h::ve p.rc. .Jc^'f u;c(l ;;.o fur v;!jirh haa b::csi very, very
(joccl* Pc^<^^ to liltoCi:, tho 24 honi^ - T-*24 hours - v;e powered
up tli3 Sf':.vr/:'lab ::;y;. tc;r,r; ir* th-? i:Lo fSiV i ronmetilal control area,
cloccric-O uoM^t .-^y^-^U^n^ ?rifi t"'ie verification flight
inst r:ai . jn'.alioi\* Vi-..y v/v:re po\jer:cd up cit about 11 a.ni« on Sun6-*^y
Juorniijcj. TriJ-^y j: ih; oa9;:toul-. the 2<ii»iiCh COuiit petiod thfOu^';h
ascent cp^Jthoring '"P-.-ta in tlie clyiumuo region of fvtructurcr.
eavironihon'-.o. 1 conl;ro,l and acouotics during tho avc^nt plir.re* Wo
then ao'^novcd orbit, conp] e t^i-ci the c^ot i Vc.t ion or Spacelab veryi
very orci*:ly and CoJlovrino thnt v;£ dnn.:v^cd the zvpo rocoruor thrP:

recordco the verif ic£.t ion flight in?:- zrinnont , ini:t ramer.t:.' t i on on
the downlink and havi^ tetric^vod thai: data and it's in tht* p'^ocurn
of eVi)lu".tiDn now* louring tho activation prooenni evorylhing
cr.Jie up very PiOTiina} • All ::y:.t :ms \.i^vc perCoirK^d in thiit qener:,l
Btacc o*': w-dvvjuacy during the conduct oi the mi^'sion go far, I

would, I'd like to point cit that v.^Lr hrrve had e* very gv>od v/hat'r;

been CTillcd ar:d has been de^i^cribed to you as cold test by tho
Fliyht Director an<i the Mi,.v.f;ion MaiK-,.qor» Th;jt was uncottaken for
a 24 hour p?j;oc; and completed sat ini'-accor i ly, Follov;in<:i that
soiuetit'i^* l/*t:("ir in the laission just 2 day.-i ago cind yestc-rday v/as

the hou tt?^t vMich v;as a 7 hour test for its full duration
eicpcsincj tlu: Spcicelab to both the oxtro:no cold and oxtvoxi:: hot
cuc;h that v.'e coald verify our ncdclincj tochniqur;*r^ on tho ground
for, for future use. This v/e belir-ve \;ill allov; ug to Cii::; tv;o

of tho,^.e raodels and provide^ the paylooct con^munity some additional
servic^^^i as ruore than what we've don:* nov^. v;^ have had as I

nicntioi;t:d all systems up and operating-;: and jviot a recap for yoa
thC'C^' abor;rd the Spacelab as a envi ron;uental control systeia,
Whicn is controlling the en-ironnu^nt of the inhabitable area
provides the raixed cjanes for tho (gc^rble) consuhiptiou. Ccntrolis
the cabin teinpcrature with a sepa/ace air loop, Thece is <\n

othcu* air loop that conditlcn,a the eouipiPent mounted in the
racHTi. On the pallet in a^notticr coolant loop, o2 cooliiuj sy*Jte:a
that iSi uses freon as it's nodium in a clos*-id loop
environn*..-vit » And control lin>j that o*': course is the COmmandar
Data Man vi^o filer, t Systcn^, providing pov,Mvr:,^ as the distribution
syr. i-cr.* All of tliat has v;or};cd quite nicely as you are awt^re
witn the CKO-eption of one problem that v:e did have with the tape
recoi'der v^luch becaiae jduuic-u and wd:^ loosened quite readily by
the crew and a very 9ood job of inflight mainl:en.ance* That was^
that tape recorder \;a3 dcvn for app'^ox ;:?iaccly 11 hoitti*, ho^^^ever

during that period of tirao ve were able to uac tbc Oiebiter
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payload recorder to retrieve trie and did not iiifaci: .loose
any* II: oi^^jiotlnq norain.t^ iy since- t'>r?t tir;r* err..' shov.::. no
indication oi any d.-^^r ideation as iLrcliori ok thit p.ii t- i.culc. r

noniinally. The o;;;u-r one you heard c-huitt ir. the-: r;\U, n'Yo 21, a
teiuote c'^cqn init ioii unit. fiOunted Ow pallet ^ nd it cor^J:rola
Ois you've been tolc* several nice ozp-.-riv^cnta. It ban per for.M'id
<•': rat ic£: 11 y as a function of fdhpex^'-'^oce^ It hci*?» be<Mj r .'^unincj

qu'.tc u^arn junce the: liot t-cr,;fc and i<. o::; '-jctecl to continri-:- t:h::t

Kc.y throrrhnut tho r^-'-'cJ.nder of tbo ^^L^.^:ion• V:o b.ave b;-'rMi c^b^ .

to work r.round the 5 r;ipcdi luoat ^nsoci r. tc:! with that: R.MI. /ind h'/iV^-

bc-rn able to per.toLia t^Kj noK'ntist objective:: ar» related by tho
Mission Marp.'3.--*r • VIm.- other sy?ti:ruf;- that v;e*re cuite prof^^'l of
the v/ay Ih-y opore-:(;c, !S the f:cicMit i r; i c uirlo:jk v/hich ic, vhich
har. been ooatatcd on 3 occaf; i ons , ? with exper ivnc-nt^^^ and 1

yc G te r d a y 1 f i t h o ho t t c ?j t , ! > a n c » d d -

t. i. c>:. a 1 d :: -i o n t b i t : r , t , c r

i

the scicM.rific air.locdw. v-ar,: pr: cj/; -.;;\-d ar^'t h<:i.; per l"o,>::.i..::3

without a liitch. There Wc-;r: cVr.ount cd proooduci.. t'-icre due i no the
hot test and thc\t \;as corrected in the deploy,acnt continued as
plann'?d. You kciov; wo have a ccient il" c \;i!idov; in the SfA.celab,
aiid tiiat's been used for ;-:o:iH! vcry^ very good <-;xyr'i: imcr v..*.--.t if>i\

vnth tho T'.ctric cai.iera^ It i an (garble) object porr...y, bn :

there is c couer that in oporutod to protect tho uindo-.^' \.^h^ni it*i^
not in Ube. ;J.l tho r/ystQ*uc a€ 1 luc^itionod^ c/:c::pt I'or thci:;.e tv^o
(garble) h^.-ve been per.ton-inn right, hs expected, Th^r pr.:ciictcd
terr-perature during both tha hot and roJd t^-jt verc right od as v;e

predicted. And nccdicGs to say we're elected vdth tho p>r for.mance
of tlie vehicle so jar. Bob.

BURKHARD PFblPFER Yes, I think I should add little bit about
the opcrcvcio:* since they drew paylond during the operatioa?:.. You
knov> according to th^ ii^iuory of tlie (oarble) Th- respoiico of:
NASA is to oper/ite Sp^celab. Vte hitvo a very broad suppoi'fc tcarri,

supportin*j the mission at the time being. And those pea::-le cire
not here lo receive that model, vie huvk tzoTtto certified people
who's support {garble), there's a so called (gi)rble) , partly from
industry and partly from the Eutopea.i Spv^ce Agency • The (garble)
was planned, we've also a Gefinan rc^sideut teain, \;ho war; a hC, who
followed all the, prelaunch preparation and .then the (garble)
|>repa.ratioii here at to C^ipe* And during' this

.

tiiae, we have
already seen th^, good .per forma;nee: ol Spacelab so far^and, even,
before liftoff, we hiid a lot of confident on how tho missiori
would finally be conducted and vie now have the proof and we have
a lot of pride in the ptrforiiiance of Spacelab and what we have
dQm' BO tat *

PAO I'll take questions here at Johnson Center,
Ca::rlO'S-^ •

CAHLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle) - Mr. Tho.t^as, on this RAIJ21,
have^ this thing seems, everybody refers to this as being
temperature related, and could you tell us in nore, about, have
you found out anyn.ore about wliat tho nature of the fault is, how



it can b3 avoided next tiine?

THOMAS I thin!; the erratic b. !-...vior of th'- KAU v..^^^ f-stcd

itcolf in t^jn:per ature. Wo bolfavc IS.--: ther.,^ i.'. a probieva,

haru*.^are problera iiuude th r./Mi itse}. Lr Poanu-i \:e b-3lic^ve that in

the oual 3 t i cnt ion projtani cc:;/;>r4atr ... V'.-r-r! that thu" pattlculrr unit
oc qiuilif ication unit is^oulu opcti^to * c^upcu'CiLui^^^^ up to AS
di^^ccvs C vjithoul: rny dif, Cicflty v/^':. 'j.i'o.-' vu*r . tlu::'r ar»' two

iiiorer or tV'O adO.il i'-^i. :1 Il/iU*:: no'^^r^^^c the: r:-:»lf^t^ v.^^ t shoi t

* if..tDncc di tii'laccc"^ tio^^ this pr^rticu? *j oae V'l.'u ban cp^-:r^: t-.cd
^

,.al.ly u;:'"'-:^ itic^cit icul cnv i r.)n^^i^^uL;.^ ccndi t . Sv; l-clievo

thcit it iv. interna] to the

PAD Davo l:or>lincu

DAVi-: iXJOrJiCG (I!antr,vi lie 'yi:^e::) - Oohf., 1 bc:! it... .^c- you or liorry

hrjo raentionod u to\: days o^o^ that tiia.:-? cjcir^o to

troub:b.*ahooting by th:: HOSC on a It/O. I \vas .,ou. .rinq il you coL

any resu.ltri bad; trort thori yet, ana <;.j.::'i an .i: tailed ttic j-:av.K-

location du/rin:; proflight i r. tcrcjr at ^^:;a r-t the Ca;:'.:% Coi\la

Goraething to -do v;ith thc.t loc^ition, tha (sar/ul.^) loop, or the

coolant or pcfhap^;; it scan a bit iw-r-re i)C'\^t th.-a you l:ac3

cxpectficl. Could that havr: aaythincj t.> ^.''o v*.uth it?

THOMAS Okay I let's nadrocn tha tcstin-j vaa did at
Huntsvillc; tirst. took an identical n/JJ, over to th*^: 'software

developracnt facility local.ly. In tCii oraccd into the facility such
that we could reproclace the tJafCicj being inl: j:cjC'\)c:od irJ,o the

UhVf as a Very siUiiJar to v;h.at v;e ti^va now. And ali^o ar^;:^lia'd

teaiperat ore , v;e coc^lad it dov'a, eloval' ad the tc:.\r:>ar aturv* artd it

performed as we e>:pc>cted it to frorA a qualification atand
point. That is, at about GO degrees, I'xu talkir^r; f ahr»:.nh*ri t nov;,

about 60 degrees it v;ould process on the order of; ASOOO -words per

second which is eractly what it should do. And ar. you cJv'V/itc it

to temperature up to 120 dcqrces^ 3 22 degreoj:; F or thereabout, it

again exhibited good per for nuance bef:orc it went into a mo-^le

similar to the one v;o havo here, Those of courne significantly
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I'llO'-i-'.n per t: '-^cl a;i v.vj ov:pc::r.o'l It to^ fro.a a

qucil i CicaLion:;; sLo«i.?;V)iiii ^ t'i;/l: is al^'">UL. GO do jr^ '•:.s , T*ia tc'^llor.cj

FrihrcnheiL i.'::- ', at: C'!x>jt 60 ooji^oos i I ^^^>uiw pLOCin.:.;:- on iho or^^.- r

ol: 4:>000 }.iU'r i-::>n:': vvh ' ch is c-;.:'C^.Lly w:v I ic r.honl 0 do, as
you cl'>;V{ito*J LIjo tea/ -i\.,li:re up to 1?.:.' u-jnucon F or th::ro aboul.:i|

i V. a'ljain c^vh i Iji ted c/r.o pc. r f o^-?.u;nC''' ^.^"•:^:^'rc it \:<:nt into -: i\iodc;

ni.ivlar t^^ Ci'i ono v,--^-: lu'..'-vC nOi'Cv Tocm-j r.rc of cour^;Q
r»i*jni t ical 'ly ^.i^^hur 'c^**\'^-':ra u*! re-.-; tl^an v.^c- cxpor i^'-nc-.-i on thin
c. u r i: 0 n t , X t . i r l: ?a : ; c i > \j : ; ri c-.v < : c r a L i c a 1 .1 ;/ c , c i\ b c ^ j 7 0 Lo 7 2

decjxod, The''-., Diiv^.; uia ncM: u:. ai:'^lhin^)f olhcr ciK;!' it
conrii-noo tli:,iC the it'.n ir. 0]>c:rcil iruj j:;:uf. j^\ly c:.-:c^/;jt th<: Ot^^^ that
is in th i s pa t Lieu 1 ar j.oca t ioii •

Might cidd that tlie,.*

Kxcuuo r:'.^, Dave, *i*hu ^a'coad port i?lt v?ith the
noininally v;e heel ii) thi:.; partlcul:.r loc/. t ion al: KSC, V.^e hac' 2

anoirialies, on:? being th^*.u v>c:y vary ua* ly in the proccsa at th3
cap:'f wc ncl'"ic('i an JvMi ui tl'ilr> j.c;;.. t ,i or* c>:^Jihi^c:^Ci si^ailar

pc^r f.orriuaiv.o ,
)iC.)v;ovt^r, i/i thc;t ca?.;c , v;:- a i ci have t;a.* cocla;.t loon

opOiratino cit that ti^e. And acliIr'atr-M to c\ vary vary high
traffaic rau^j whicli va.^ r^''praduaad cuioi tlvjt the fa:ct tluat it \?txa

operating at a aoiac^hat elevatc:d taranara tur e . Vhe seconu anoataly
v;e luaci with tiais p.:rticalar 1<M) vaiis a ^a^^^cri vPLa:^r1 v>it!j oa oft
relay that ia completaly ccpaiartG froin tlio data syatem that ia

the po\^er noirvioe a;a.;a:u*:,>ly of; tha RaU* And vaa laa-oved t]:io oa ofct

command h.'.;rn<»as into that P.hU which v;e balieve i.s totally
unrelated to its j>ei: to naa nee under th<..\ar: oi rcuvua'.aacoB

.

PAO I just vaanted to make the point that Dave v;c.;>

talking about M03C lor those of you tlu^t laay not be Caruiriar v/ith

tho term, HOf;a stand?:; for the Ilunt.v.vill<» Operation Support Center
at NASAs Marshall Spaccllight Center in liuntsvillo, next question
over here*

OLIVE TALLEY (UPI) You nvantioned 2 anonialiec in the Spacolab,
the computer and than th€^ RAU, but as I recall the astronauts
were peppared with a nunber ol: problcvtiS, v;ith ntalfunct ion*-:. , the
electron gun, beam cjoneratori the isothermal heating unit, thingn
like that, arc you not counting thcia as vSpacelab's sytemsr or are
you distinfjvii^^hing betv;eon the systernrj and the instruiTients and
experiments onboard, and if you are^ could you address some of
those other things as v;ell*

First, I mentioned that the anomaly was with the
recorder and the RAU and not with coiapncer. Secondly the
problems that have been experienced with the payload are not
v;ithin the reJaa of responsibility, so I discount those.
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Might; lK:Ip i*;, if you rc^.M.i'i thia": cs. it t!te

ate ti;U;i.*)q ciboal. . Vhe S;^rov-l 'b it.-.'"-... har.^ a r'.'-y' oad, ir,;

t!io scienc-:, and i.iiC enp-^r i Pacini: app.,^ \ .-tn:.;

.

PAO Go aherid.

TALL!-:Y I jtr.^ v;cintc.i to
eorr- J > r i r.* r. np l e h to np 1. i-^, r; ,i n '1

PAD Sure, Cic3oB.

BYAKS I've got £i caiiplc ol: ruv-i rah quor. t. kv=>n . Mi%
Triornas, tlici-^ h^js b^-'-r*^ you v.rc nayi'::; tb^.^rc h:iv:^ been other
problc^ius in ihoso iv\>. l !uivv beoa l^^'o by r> invovlva Lhrit: at
loar.t one otlier RAU 1';^^^. c'Otc'- up o.i thi.; ^•uisra^'.-r- , ar-.ci 1/ nin^e
you already hctd an r*>.:::>ri r

-.r-: cf pr: ol/l v:;.;:'; v/itu RAb^ vl 11:^ it
v;ds on p;id, ^,;rr/ oi-i y.-^'.- ro-. q^'^' ^-'^^ f:p;bi t, ^/ Lh.^ lo.-rl on
these tliin^H in5tv:c\r^^ o.: rli:!.!:';-:; four r.:.'\ot e>:, r j v:i:/n c^ne
unit where you had alr^.-a-i / h:v*i ' rjrobj

TilOMAS Lot's bad; U;> Lo tbc fi?:;; part ^.>;. your qr ;.;tjoU|.
about probL-rnj wit^ ol}K:r I^\ns. Thc;..\- h;:G br^oa one skf;-*, a;.

you*ve heard it c^llr-d on al: Xao^f: on-:: o:.'curancc of a i:!-:xp on RAU
19, cind o.Ae on RAU Mo./uva.:, v'c^ o^.c^te^l t}<o:.'> b.-r;-^'; c a the
e.vpcrimerA: protocal v.'il:h thor^o, and th:r: v;as not vz-;; idcn for
tho experi K-^cjiit-or at all, v/^/ I'.ad obi-a:\i'.a tiiat anu agrc.ri ll^at
that Wci.:^^ t]:e propar taing to ply with, Secincllv, %dth i r^^zpcct to
unucrstarnlj ng the nrcble-a at j:sc, ar; yoa rc-call, I recon,Vircl the
re,\>olutior that we i n'lp] .?'iiV'ni;',ai fr>y, th^* Tirst ocxMirance of the no-
called, skij» aroa and that ia, v;:-; did the tcstii^q, wc dlci
cxtonciva teatino, ard v/e fr.jt: we ha.-j attributed, and r»ti, 11 fee]
like we had that attributua to the ISiai.aial environment of the RAU
at the tTii.e^ and the traftic Vvaiich vans an unusua.lly hich traffic
cit that tiiTiO. The other ariOi-aly thar occurred on this/par t icular
RAU was one totally di r.assoaiatcd vnth its perfformance no'i ^ end
that was the on/o:'t relay problerr.. And v/e had at least tv:o ways
around that particular anomaly, one ir; \;e the latched relav in'
the on position t'or launch which v;as a perfectly acceptable v/ay
of getting around the on/off coi^mand. And secondly, there v,^as an
additional redundant corarnand that could operate the RAU had we
needed to» So we had redundancy in that aspect of it.

PAO Gentlemen in tfie back.

BRIAN SIZLAK (Voice of America) Have either of you gentlemen
had any feec3back from the crew regarding the Spacolab from the
human habitability standpoint, have they found it easy to work

claril;' mrA: . r.\r*<^ that v>'^ v;eri?

nran.i-'- o:'"ai:Q , Co h-t thejo



in, have Ihzy foirvi the X'.yojt and (•r--;:tr^ le.b./r- l .>ry
carafor tv:b.: o to v^ork in, an-j hc^r. tli::?: ucitcbcv"' ^\.,.a}; o;:. ^-vL vd: Ions
fi^OiU grcunci ain^Mlc^ t ions?

TilOM.n from my point of; vicw^ T ha^on't !u::;i-<l any

ar^r.iunt cn: detail r^:-: opn:.>'\'C to in r e.<\l-th\K'

.

i'hO Dave Doollnn.

UrME ^irOLpG
^

(ranVr.vill.- T.i.ref.) M] .-ifly b,c'. c>a l:h- Hal), no
twit it*i; bcOii 3 iniviirila a* j 2 di'jtii-:. Ah.') a; In tbat
and ho,; h. ri^ doca woijt^? Jvnd rJ->a;: hca^ i.a-a aur^a :^ it'
have goiaig in and out?

TilOMAS Oi:ay, I'm 9v>m-:i to c-^^' qu'/aaiac hera i:-r you
Dave, O^bc- RAU is aboin: talc long aba'at" thi;; v^ir:- r.nc^ -I -^la-'^vav
tall, Abaut S by lu by l'>.

' '
^

DOOIiJICC Mov.' 6n I traia-Zlnto iha in thr, ^viory? Yay tell and
this v^ido?

I jus^ qave you scr^a cl :; raaua i ona . Okay, it.'a C
indies aico, about 10 inchc\a high, ra-'l af>au;: 12 inchcaa :«oaq. Tao
v-eiijht ir. about I'd sugy^aa^. about 20 kiJonra What va-a the
other thing

Give me that more prealaaly, I think the.^.

I've not it outside.

P^O Waj::^ there: ciaother part to your quastions?

TUQMM How many vair as?, ,

,
Oh yac^ you askod,^ there arc 10

xnultipen connectors on thv, yVAJ which ic the data lines, ana the
power aignal.

.

1 <3on*t knov; .exactly how many, wires that is, but
It *s greater than 100. I c:an get that for you if you like:.

PAO Right over licte*

TALLBY John Young earlier today, was commenting about tha
shake, rattle, and rolls on Columbia, and it wac saggc.Ued ^^t one
point or another that it might of b^'cn the way, there minht be
just teeny gape in the v/ay of the connect ionr, of the Spacolab
into the. ...bay, ' is that .indor^d,, the ca^e or .do you feel...like 'that ,

any of this is being caused by any interplay botvaaen Spacolab and
the tunnel with the orbiter or anythirig like that?

DOC>IiING



Ti*w.:'^,.^ 'Ih': Spac:o1.tl*> i3 r nn-::)cl;>d in i>c orbit '.r in a

that It is con?-: c tcii nv:ci oihly in cno .-^rln c.l a^~y one particular
loCi^.ticn, Voi: oxuiiiplor ^^'^ thn trur.ruoMS r^r* tao (gc.cM?) in Iho
orbit.;m: ^..herc Ihc-; Sp;^C':3v*ib sx':h cJ-^-'^^i into th' pnyjo:/i l:v,v, t'jc

Spacolc'b XV. frc'"^ to :t.ovo i'l thl.- r'iveoLlDn < t the {;,:.''i)Lc) dI: thi

bottcru cif the* ha;; in frc.v? to rncvc 'lu tlur; octiou ruv/;..*.
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;r.e tn ,

expectation's J'*/ vic..-.^-^• .

P^'er ana otL/ 'l n^.""''-^ Prior to L " '''^

we've hair, ^""«ticv^,a reso-r
'''''-'^'"'^"« 4 '^^«'-^ion, „

it's l;V? '^^"tzored f ffPf
f ^v^tivl ^ ^^^o r"'""^'-^' <?t'ic7.-?"?

- Pc^rfonnance. ^^^-Ue 5it oarll^^^jfj- that vre^oc'i ? ,"^"•^^-^iy elated wu»/

io^d factor th.'cK"^^^ ^"sides o?~J''.^« ^''^ have ^t^. kthe Shuttle i,ad bj^n if.^"^' the fre,^"?^ then
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DOOhJ.K''^ John, po^'.:: f li Ql'i^ ^ r*xo . \ i r-::-t.:r.t ^V') ?.l ii-.o

vmrrc, i:jt(}niti^-cnz}y v; ;Vu 01)v i c'^-- : you ..-/.irit: i:.-^* rctp}c:c-:'

thai, I--;:':' wh'i': ;:Tn.l ol h)c::.:.- :^ i r:.

.

' n l^-^n \ ;-. / v/.-Ml. !r '

3* \ou*re 90J.UJ Lo h:^vc Ic i:op3r.cv ^^i.vitev:: , or scr:K-^ ol ^;hal.

Tfia^^S Tbo, oC c.^v- so th:: ri:.;:t fluin; 'J a SLS^ ..-^"^ wo will
oi: cour;>c rci^move goiuc' of I:..-: alt. c r' cono the exp"?tire->t
segiuent^ BO we ar,e yoii':wj, to dU^tinrb . bcu'Ujs , howcv wc dcii''

foresee that, they yill bo roplacou or neecl; i-eplacina th-'t>

point, and time, ^ehe only, thing v:^ y^ill ncujn to replaar <vo tin

co^nsuruaDlcs', '.That is^ aln,.i licrrionoxr ide .and thi; nitrogoru

PAO.. . Okay/ if .tliote are rvo further Quoationo, this
concludor the i;>pecxal b.r:UJ:ing on Ppc^celab* T.hank yov for
attending*

END OP TAPE

%
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PAD Ok n y , r c) v/n '11 t u 'c c c-^ - ^ ? ; ; \ \ on c ,1 n ' I o u t -'^ - , r 1 q h

t

he r c in C t on t • P 3 c a ^. e q i v i . aia :j a *'ic": a L /ill ^r: t: i or'*

»

P:::i»S r>p../i'V:; (Chri t.ti; n Sci.-:r-.': :;r>ni 1,0-) r<.r r:r . cr.-:r<:, o.^^ or
the e:-:poi:

i
' loatr; , I thirik it -'c^n suopono to b^^"^ co*r''uc tc^l w;. fco

luonitor t:vj ra''Ua'lii>a lev-,::! Jnriido th-: HO'^celaH, a.aona c>t:h.:n:

thincjf^j to chock hov/ *>hi-^c?a<l 'CiJ-j r;toraa''r co^'zaiivj^::: Cn^ct,

that Kia^^ of thiny, have y^a haa an/ fa-aa;i>aa*; rrt)-a that, oc
v;hat, you knovi, 'ioa'* '-> traat co..ipar in^j i;ith tha OLiqinal

C.-if-.pr Vhait pacrUKj:' i.a a naaf;iva, lt*r; ;>ar.?:iv('! arv! th^a

analyt;ir, ot that ucta will !>a ('one by tha PI'a. oo '-/a i 1 1 .

reuiovo .taoGe,# a;K] .they'^a ro.p laced, ..all .over, taa. .tu.nnal..y In.'the .

,

liiodulcr in various placoa. ha' Li loo'< at that clata,^ ^^.^han vaa giva
ttioce oara;^>laa back to hin, Thera's no li va aata coaiing to the
grounii on tiiat.



Oi': iK.Si 1^) tirr.'. A.:-^ :<^": 'r.-; ^

*
^

^' /'^'.'-t*. '3n'- ^

^

ev:co^^"] 1?: p:ol.>. lion ^7ur%'i "i-:? ::^^.c^'^^;' 'vZ-ot i

\antl la hut ' hn^i a: o:<.^*» ' ^rri^-^-^^, y^v.i -r.va hiv.^

fjOOii \r\i;::).a^ > or t hu v a:; /'".-l Iri.^.,/ r-o a-.-; tJ.:> a" \ V

iDnnia.n I .:u.;'i.:a^ tli;iL I'r. \:e6.t:. t rl/c. loo'iiiv] -^-.)n J>>r;

E;Ol;]';.":v'>I:"l 'i'.i'-- v^/aAi;.'-^.: ia-; acaao" .11 v Ic^a^U ia^;: ^;fiOr.i far ;a)c-i

taar^KU:/ ixno fr id ay.

KKi^ai;:^: Ana v?odnc;a'a-y nr. \:ol \ ,

iVJUi<G,.v.)l:^ ::oJna::^']ay at ' kv.vr.ra.i:; thr« vav-/:^a.:r is caj-;--, t i cr-^t^^.h to

,

loo:;:i lit;'* 'ch-:^ ^^^at:rJC aou.ia bo i.o v,o un \;-:aai aia:iv

,

KK/\a:a< Ola:!"; so I ou^'na; yoc ai\ajaa'a-: yOvr^'Boli:' , :*)'a^aro V'~Mi

v.i-aanl: cu r.ay thu:.->:"lay <*r;.: frldovi --.-.river*

r^./ulvyyoul yc.*, I thou jM I cIm my thuca-l.iy ano f r i%ay. i;^

is tiar^uaaay ana t:riday»

uA;^ :...:]: 'iM;aa; you.

PaO ca-y

GAKY y.- :r r:''a':U (yr.::) - Ara t*a„« noi:.:a^ fto::: tyv'.> Orbitrr a-^^inq

v/ritl:-r:n off solely to t'—s hot t:-z*c. and if.; tn/r^'* ccaaaru abovat

tnat c:t all? .any* 1 in<jor i ^vj doubtr. a'loul; th»> aourco/*?

30U:iGaaUS uo, Thecc'ri iio co:i:.::?^n ajotjt it, it npps^rs t!ia-r.

thoy ara thor:n:;l in-luccw, *a-:on v;o into t'ua ^lOt tr-;t attitn'^a
v;o haa one or ta-o lacidanti-; of lo^^i'l noisnr-. ^na osci i 1 io!i in thr*

vehicle. Subcaqu.^^n t ly coiiiinq out of: t'lO hot tent tt I tu-Oa , v;o

had aaotliac ii-ciil')nt, it v^r.^ a couylo oi :iojt:.s at tea: oaa^;;a out
of th-j hoz tczt attituaa, it (qarbKO in tlvv^ v-hic'Jo c:ao' a. r;, if.

the asau.aption t'lat we're MaKiny* ya subfvCKrjently v:»nt . ia

to th:: topr'i on attitude arvl nad rjor*c uoI:::':'r>, :;o av^^uy ti-

loo/;od lilte w,^ \:'»te r>trc^Gr.i.a.;.j It i:ha?:.;}al ly ^ ahanqaa riax.. id to
iioL, or viraj vo'-'suSr ^/e aara gettiua tha:.;a noises. Aaic;

appears itr> thoiuaai, there is not*-:iag ^^ron*:] \/ith th^'*^ vc'^'. jio,

e V r y t a i ti g 1ook ::> f: i

n

o

.

CRAFT I waan't on tnanr r.o they wcio ceportcal throughout
the Ic-nyth of tho craft oven in tha tiianal, is that corract?



t'l' ou. ' '^'jj'oJ -^rr . 4:!"/ v ; i//Lo sruHrc:'^.*: -

,

V* I Lu til :. I 1. v7 5 >n " C C V' ! ^) . i . t

..Jul OS .

1 ii'^or, <vy , *';::virr; -,,,1 c 'tec'; * i'lq t'l^ I *'v' .ou^- I

0-'::i ] .Ir: i'..r. : \ .:i.\-r;^-*; C%>-'ii:^:^^'! '-'it/: ^i.l-:^

t:i\u i 1: .'lii.o I:';: / /'o-'Tv, t/^j *r>'> :\:r'l fi*'r.) tj'i'\ , ar::* 1.

'^wV'^ -.t.. 1 1:00 r.^nr.': ^'.^l'':n full i^cnl. Dn-" you

Jrcr.'\.:..-r, tJr: fi:::-t c;fv::i 1 on cr-;'"^ ri-;:'!^ iifrr-j:

Brj./.'vi-*; i.' I '.ch'"::' vi^.'^,*:? .j^m'Io ^.n.ijt 1 r-
i

-1 > :

t:i'.' osc i 1 r. i v.'Lc'i t v: (Iini;:;l ;^it ;,o- > i \r.> * ri'.n' r c'l i. i-'"* « -V"' n lo^l \v
wli.ij •;:;*7'^- to.:':/;"/ i^Il'h "i'^* n I ^'

'/ cv-
i

'i 1 r. i or. ,
'>*~^1 lev ^

it \; ^1; .)r^v>',\/!y t>i^ t'linq 1 r^f?i''c, r^>l: 'i-v.'LMi^in

til.. J, coi.jvi .:o3 :v..^ i h ^ i tm*- i .m;-- r>;: ar^;' fic'Tj, o-i* c^ornrn'':

tir'- v-.'ji-jl'} V*..: o.:c Ti 1 : ; r. rll. ,So susy.v^:: i v^a^:

t:io: na.^c r. /rv? o

u]> Jo::h Y^vj'i^?

that • o cor r cct

.

p£\0 Car lor:

ChiiLOn :^Y^n^ (rOJlVAV! Ci^^CvJiCL]-:) - nurinq t'lir, hot Lont, wh-?!: war.

tile crffect, di ti' •yoa" 9::t the off eel, '^Kiat v;a.*r> th<r ef fecf •on, our.
'

old fcienu hau 21?

BOURCrA)!^] 1{J\U 21 h/:;^-n*cally s!;in\.)ecl an^"' war; nonn v-jftti v

Ci^Ac'V It slny^:^ Jith 0;^ for \?'^. think for about an
houi'. And v;- lost il:, A^-ain ]K)in': out- u^nt tho vf?rv/ fov;

expoci.nciit vor:-* o^>ojcaLin^j thon^ so it rorOJr:/ di*rn'l: \>^>!:MeL u-> thu
much.

mhliS .

Vvarr .that" ,,

'hot. test .cut o'ff ' ahaad'' o.f .sohO'diii'e:./;'^^

3')'J:<r;::()IS Isogative, no^ '/Jr ter;i:iina t-rsl th^ hot tont at the
norrttal end ot xMe, liot tent' a nrl, tlie te7Tiperatuf.iis /loo'ie^^^^^



lTi^n':i^''fx}l-rji]:lon - • riackV t^o \t'^viiV';i'fV tha't bum;;.)' 'i.n h^i-' • ninht> .J

^:^'> i-'l „i 3 ua J^:-. *;/ir V^a!: 01.1, Oil van t.^ S-, j^^o-'; --.tr

9tnthv.»;r i:o;n.o:-:]ata on thoa::! ''a hort-^ oi';fri lIrrl:ion>. tha -van''

O't .arn.' you :d.v'po7u.lu'- \jn r occ^tced
' r

<

"I , l^hat vrill ':Qiiah you
'

BOUJiQ ^1.0 IB IH that 'the e^pe :c imervt '

-'^a t^^i?''.' Ycts ,(lufin(j one of.
t.he :0^:cJ. Ilati<>aa. wo

,
d icl • .q^o t t^rxi;^ •o*'t;>vrr ln>->nt ^ata.t lac. lo">*;rMl . .d t

i't tVnd .anulei n.ot.call (ijaablo) ciatia" ta OB.ci I'lation 'in th-^ vahlc.lo
c: iri any i ru.. 1 c.;c i on I:'),;!: v*:-:>j>; Iniont uata v/ar^ Ti-'*^^^^--^ 1" Ov-ol*

a:atviratac! '.b'^Cciuaa . i t waa'^too i:.onB.itiye.

.H'ave i'Du h'^.itd that' 53\ oC the
,

5*1 v.'o.r.e occ.a'Gio.naI'
,i:,l40:)x

.
te.s ts 'hav.:? beenali ..,cc>:u;;>>c tec • Vlhen will..'' ho the .last' .

/one?: •

.

,

,

.

''CHAirT I dO'ti't tQ:m'ubQiZ 'about, t\?^' l^act^ono v:aa/' '.'h:^. o-m
trj;? a:XAi^u.l ci.r;io line 1:o-: tO. 1 oi: ':,'rj vo : i i i C". t ^' oi*i f:l.i-jat t^?a^:, T

'^.i;;.,.':;Lly cj:)*.: toll y.ia a'hat tSa l:st ono is, but v,'.? :v:'(^ r^c^m to
acccayipli;;;!, it, '

^

BO'!.M3-.:i:olS I Buspc^^rt ttio '. i:as.t ono iro'tc, \^'c tako V,Ft .datrr •

<airi.rj 3ntry. One of to>*- cciticcrl torjt aru; I suspoct t!)r::t i:.; the

I v;aG thin'cii)g of th? lar:.t ono, tho ona* you lont.

i50J <^;^::0,U> T jc? one v^o lont?

f>3 and 54 v;cre r-own^ v.'hich v;aii the orr^ loft out?

30U:m\^;)IS I'n tiot awace of ti;o (qarbln) tv;o t'liq'^J: lent
lo.:t, I thouyat v/e acco.^jpl ished th'jrn all.

Okay thank you that's all froai ^orz-llrrm.

PAO Okay, v/o*ll ju:-ip frc,r,i Ku^-o;-).? hack hc::n, and ta':^
atuuo quostions in HouGton^ hack thcirc»

JACi<J.:: JUDI) "(CBS) - Mr* craft, v;ould yau ox'vlaln th'^ nroccGs of
tne d-activatino Spac'?lah, whon it v;iil horjin, nad hav^ loau it
v;ill take?

CaJWi' Okay, an th^ deactivation o.f Spacelab, the? :

o:<po.ri'nv;j'n.t act iv.it ic:i t^nll baain naact ,i.i/atinr: in the' aa i abhor hoO'C^'

oi: 16 uouia:i before ra-«entr:y. Anct apicela!:? it'?; rjolf v;Ill .*Vj^r,-0



I

CO uO « -J I

that' 'VO* vvv'' doa^^ oa.c no^u:;.:-';'' ;:>uO-:^c^

ijv\K'^' cDn'^'i'''t^:>:^o on; for

ai ttii

eacliO'C h^iV'a:' nlDLi.od? Pl:•c>^:=-^XI'^nt aricl fuel coJJ.rl?

., \:; v '^'v.'-^d d^r.7n 1^

il lor r^•-:Mi^ •:. y i.,

l.arricdi'jc' V; i 'di
h.a'i/'v*

.

''>c>;r» id: i;V'vj ^ t ;'U., ,,,
t

cioSw to ntv:! in

•

0:1 O'VJOr.tJ (\v-;:.dni:v.;Lon d')-d^) !I-=:ry, c-r\ you tell v,-:

science' ..you vo 'Jc^^:Jd'oied; for: L'i>:j i c. d.-*y?
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predicted proflight, v/o have por^itivo macqins at

this time, because we launched with ponitivu wargins, thov nay be

slightly negative, hut it's very cloae to nominal.

PAO Any more quentions? Back in the back, 'i'om 0 'Toole,

TOM O'TOOLE (VJashington Post) Hacry, can you tell us what

science you have scheduled for the extra day?

CRAFT Well, we're still cranking out, as Larry reporteo,

we have sent up the first 12 hours, and as you suspect v/e have c

number of guys who want to things. We're probably going to get,

the njost v;e'll get in on the niicro-gravity areas, and ar> you v;ell

know, things like the astconomy and all since we're in the total

sun orbit, we're not going to be able to offer them that much.

But we'll put the emphasis on experiments like 23, I think is

getting some additional runs. Space processing is getting some

additional samples run, wr're going to do some photography with

some film that we have lett, and there are some life sciences

activities that they have asked for additional runs on. Right

now, that's probably as much detail as I give you because

honestly I didn't see that before we walked in, it was being sent

up. The solar stuff will probably get some additional
operations, and I'm not sure where that is scheduled, but we're

going to try to give them some additional operations.

PAO Jules.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC News) Harry, when the final days' flight

plan for the science crew is finally settled on, can we get a

copy of it?

CRAFT You sure can.

BERGMAN We've heard like 3 different versions now.

CRAFT You sure can, in fact if the PAO people will get

them to you, get distribution to all of you, it is no problem at

all.

We have a pretty fairly extensive package already

there for the first 12 hours we can give that to you,

CRAFT Yes, we can get you that with no trouble.

PAO Right here, Mark Kramer.

KRAMER Larry, on the business of the landing. If the

weather were to start looking bad at Edwards for Thursday or

Friday, started looking better for 'Wednesday, what would be the

latest tine today, that you could start doing what you have to do

to land tomorrow? Or have you already passed that point?
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ao,URG30IS For :.nOiainal ?^itDwa<3e',i and' activities aaso.ci a ted with
entry>. wa*vs; essentially; oas:::;od that ooint, thl^>/ morninq:, :nakin<3\

the go, v^e've got some stowage activites wtucri h'\6 b^en xA^nne.d,
toe thiiS 12 hour period, which v/o deleted anrj roplcicod v;ith
experiment ^ictivitien. So, v.'o could ^uiko a lanciinq on \:::^dnesday

if vie had to. 3ut, it would not bo according to the nominal
tirnelina wg had planned.

KRAMER ?Ue IS hours that Harry nantioncd, 16 hours prior
to, was that landing or was that retrofire?

CRAFT Ho, that was landing, that's when v;e start our
activities, he has a different timeline that they go to.

KRAMER So, Spacelab needs 16 hours to clean up and close
up?

BOURGEOIS That's the nominal timeline, I suspect you could do
it a lot shorter if you had to*

KRAMER So, then, have you really passed that point? I

realize this is really speculative, but I'm just curious.

BOURGEOIS I v>70uld say, if we had to land on Wednesday, we
could certainly accomodate at this point in time.

PAO Any other questions? Okay, we'll conclude, thank
you*

END OP TAPE



for D'^ce^nboc Gth. VAtU ur; -iyain ii> Pr. Rich r^nniKH^lJ, f;p::c:ol;^ ^> ]

Projcs^'t Scientist, Dt • Kuolit v7->u}'^ y.>u c\:'; to br.-qin.

resOTr Yc^i'*;t<^rclavr; :i:hif:t w:;^ very Mot one, r'*'* only

DO-''au::':» tfv^ hot cer:t wa'-s /.tacte-i bj:. alJ>o :w"-cause tVi'^rc* was a .V.^t

of activities u-j in POC'J a:,iongr>t t/i:.* Iavr?i:tiqo tori; , '/•i?ch cr-.if-j^

a fairly hea tc-i tn^onp.i?r for ncnv-? tin^e, X woulrl ntr^rt at

(garbl.s.^) acquired, wo 'v:ul a nu'nt>':*r of act ivi tics to rV-, to rocov »

tro*a th.^ ProGa conf oron::--^ v/:uch hr«^i b-cn helo earl lor ot). 't^>K'?p

went to soiVi^ rjv-c:ial cittitad-is, or.o oL th- attitu^'c for

exoet' i:;v?:-.t 19 /tw^- rxirticl^^ exp:?r Ii.v^ifc whio^. v/as arxcclcj to rn

attituo.: which aliohou fchia inot.ua v=i:nt \/ith th--- in:v';n.-t:c tiold o

the onrth* But: nn intcr::^:: ci tK? atcitU'^-e for: this v*ont , f^^-^'^

tnon a.oiind mi.l day, a(:c-r 12 local ti:no, t'no (:}ar!>-'-l -^i.s sio

ociontec to, tnroa'jh out thr? 3un, Arvl tho hot t^'^^n. -so%.M;:ocl.

V^hen Mi-sion wa.s iaitinl ly plann'v;, thi:; hot tost v-nl^? have h

carriod out by just havino, clurinj I orl>it, a oerio: oh-ra it »''a

exponvfi to the .s;un. Arvil then a coc^ain ti*';.:> vhon it vr-t into a

Aclip^^-e, wh'.ni it v.K-nt to :;a-thrj sh-ttl.c. 'Vat ar. it tu'ri.d out

after vaD jiOV-c}C4 the launch date? to :<:ovc;Mhnr, th^f-* 'vao j-.^it no

more rnha-.lo-.v ti:v;o a la tlvj hot tcs*. r-ally in a hot t^^;t l.-.^caiM-o

the f:un ia cont auously nliining inro t^^a hay of S:x.a-;l-o. ::';.^'.v

tiun is c£ courr-D, £rora a ncionco poiat aovar^itapo. t^h-: rolar

exper i p 3nt3j got a longa*" aau moca cent inuour:- viov; oC th -i nun, ,

However i:co:i^a te^»peraturo viov/point it ir. nliphtly ryy-:'.^ critics
ana tempattur^a oc'a diffarofit pal3.ot expar ir-.an cs had Lo

monitorad varyVvary car'.'fully duriaq thir; cast. The/ i a^^io/Jlv

four ins truiti-:»rits wnlch ov^arator obaerving th^^ i^un or h-inq

pointed tnroughout the £)an during thirj hot toat. Tha ihrst on^^

is CKpviTirnent 25, an cxpariinent fron the lifa aci^nco area. It

is a passive cxoeriiiient
^ which oxooaas a nu-abor of bioloiical

sa;r.ple:>, which ai:a acran^^aa on a t'-ay on tha pallat, ^•'•a'^ose^;

these bioloqical sainplet'^. I thin!: iff. :-xx;io 2bC di f f^-ront

samples, vahich arc expoaad to a (cp-rl^lc) and x-ray 'ju fi'ora V'\o

suit\ And tiion v;e have 3 oxoorinants v/hich \:o observe the sun.

Wo uientionod thou earlier on, th.cse ace 2 active cavity
radio.'.tatera which sot out lo a;eaa*ure the solar constants, thov

just wanted to dotecrnina how much energy tl>a oacth is receiv.iaa

from the sun^ to a very hich procision* "^'wo axper im'^nts,

experiiuant B an.i 21. And oxporliaant 8 cominn fron J'^h, the

Princiolc Invaatiqator being Dr, Wilson, and axpor in: j^': 21 co-^.in

fcora rjc'jaiuin, ta/ Principle Invor;t icjatoc baiiu] Dt . ;.::r:o:r;Uiolvack

.

So these"tv;o exoer irtfjnts ' lAoasurc tha total radiance --.^hich is

admittod fro.n '.ho sun. And there-s a fourth instrur;^^nt , that

experiment 16, and that one looks at the sua and trioa to

determine the radiance which occurs at diff'^ront waV'--l 'tnqths

.

One wavalengths looks at the suri ia tho inCarod ^^avaloiv; ths • It

looks at the sun in the visible and it looks at tha san in the U

ranc^o. So it can gat sorao idaa about ho.'.' much energy is

contained in tiiis different wave lengths ranpes and o^* co'irse it



also inor:a for posniuld vac :latio:K^ in those <3^

wavcl-vr-v't-w. Vln.-? c-xoor 5 .n-;>t co:.vu: Ccon pnttly U-o •.

_

:t .mce
, ^ _

Pi-rncj )U. in\'o;.ti'>. cor cr.., t; i'-- on Ft: cine..,;, ThuaUor, ann hir;

co-invl..-.r.ia.ii:or:- cn:.v. Iroy. 1.;) iu-. , otli-c co-inv.>ntn^tm- n
^

ro-m- fro-..; ;i--ruK-.:r^ o;t ta- A-- tru^ion- y-^^r i t>^t<y xn m>inr:,:mrq, an<.

fho Af.trornoav Jn:stituto oi n.:,.ibur.}, .-,:/: th- contribution ol tnoae

tv;o latcc institute is bapvcally a csl ibrat Ion _oL this

insttunrent , h.;ca^i:-:e Cor r-oia.: exoor i -ontB, it is r;xtr.?:;-ly

i->rx)rtanc ror tlv.un- solar oiKiorvinc! c:<periw:a!:n, it is -^t-einr^lv

ilnoortnn- to .,..1 ; noo.l r:.-Ul>r..t i<- . of th.- iy.l :jr.on'- !v>tp b^for.,

tho fliqivt, ducirv;^ tha fUa'iC an^-i att^-" th-^ f,iiqnt. na- Vnn u..

why they are cartiod on lac shuttle in ocdG?: to ftnablo
,

. .

invoaLio- tocu t:; carry out ::hi.-. poat lUqat i ;.,-at un., v.-uch if,

0):tc-r..i:v inrx.rt.-at. ,-a,.. fa., .-.xor ;r_; ;--at }a, m r-.rticular i?^.

ficst cilihrat:-.a ',>/ a r ..-ci..-.-. blaat ao .aaa-.-.-, that aai; i>3-n

doue in Uaidelburq Ica^b ya..r, iuac, a'KHit thin tiaae. And tiien

/a-a th--' inst.'U,-' a.t ".-a -1 a.uiy i n.; 1 I cm ot I'.SC xV va-.a;

Calibrated with otuar aoacLfil Icao v;hic:a ha-^ rvM:'n nparnaiiv

cacci-d to KHC/ AlHo tha oapar iaa at car r iaa i t ' ova oaxi.^rficioa

2r.;vj' int-) ari.iL, and th-arc i'-^ alr.o a,:, i.iiT.q'a-: call. ..-n-aU-a

<^o•^^. :vv] all f.ia calib-atica the.-, than ac- co-a^aran v:7itn oaca

otiaar ani a^ucla conai^^^taal: jiait in ^r'tar to acaica'o v/xth fus
instru:a-ut, the naccaaacy ar-ciGioa. -.-caa.a-^ v aa <>f..-ct-- P ar>, .,

aro atic;; are vary, vary aaall. Tha solar c-'aaa .at ,
taac i^^vtay

it's caJlaa eonatar.t, it'a a fair!/ coaata:-. ahaaotaoaan :^u^

invoatio-;-ors ;;.re aart- any poa.-.it.l -« variati.-n in thia <.avnc_v:o

can a cav:taat, an 1 thin « f why ta •/ hiv- tn 'rwo a qo at it

with .'vach anorr.-.oj... •.>racia ion. Thi r.a vaas tivan urojrosa n-^^ for

about 7 day.-, due ina" yc':it-ra.y r.hirt. W3 .aa-„- m our otac-r

o^a>ori..>uta whic^. at thii; ti^o v:er- not a.v.'it'-har; on,_tao

to'rioa'-aUKaa clo.s'ly croc Ha:.) up and in aorao caaaa qoiny vary

c3o3a to thare (.pa-i.-ic-i , . a « at oa-.> tiao I ha-a r. nuir...n: of

cxoeri:r,antacn, tha data v.-hich hv^ (-jfirSlo) r.y nonj;, nur«b-r or

Lno.r. .ar.. quite intercut.- to stay •..M:h th-- nun, b^cauao tHey Mot

auch c>..ait-al :aeu .a.ir a.-.UM.tn . .ano nthara, ca.va aiva sal" nl-n.,o

cannot <jo on, oar -xpc r i .r. it.s £.rc -v.ttinq tea hot, ou: Ulns a..r:.

cinttim too hot, so ue't.-' anPangarinn urcvioua tf^s.ultn, and t'i^y

en.laa:jic our [or taaon> i n<j aPaar vat ioa.: , so we ha^ to «^:ic< with

•what y a had ex-wctcd would happen, ana after 7 hourn wt? naa to

turn a.ray 3>aoaIab, tne .uinua {yar;>La) axes tno f^auttlo, away

froin t!ja nun, into n coir; uctitud^-. To wha t cold 0-a,-.ce, nnd t "ic

tonoeracaro.n rapid Lv docraaaad aoair,, and cv-./thinc) v;an \n

oiiU^x, tha solar inventiqatorn thay alno saw thoit colXoagucs

reaiiv havi a point in intar ru^tiny tha nolar tent at tarn

point^ rfailo tiaLn wa3 yoin-j on the pallet, of coursn thr*

a.'.-;tronaa.t.a inr,ida th^ pall.at, enjoy an r ;ry c-a.afor tr-blt?

tr^,aior.ratur.a'., b-cau.aa Gaaardab, inaiah: Snac^alab did n-at nocice

an/thinq of the a,ot tsnt tea.peratu'-aa, r'amaia.ari oxtre;uGly

coL'.ocuablv. a-no .r.ouuU. <.>ar i-.nancn w.^nt on .and th^aa.a ^ovcrod a

cou^lo a>;- inventicratiora. in tli-^ lit-- ari.-nca a-ca, and Oi.e ve.y

aoectacular exoociuant in th- aro--" of raatr^rial ncioac.;, and tnat

wuii ti.c oroouction of a nin-jlo crynial, of a r.ingle lynocymo
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singlj ^;i:ystal in tlv'^ lairror hoati-v^j facilitv. You pTob:-h\y

y,c:^Bte:rday t waS' p.os:si]>le /to 'sLice i,n !:•:• o .
a a •ongolnq'

•

activity, uha produc;tion oC this rjianU: lyf^K://.::: crv3t-::il. An:^

tlUc: war> uonc, in Lact it ^z- achiov.-''; v/it*! r-a.l ti:ao vv cov^^raq^-

arKi that tar ncHl 'Out to he <n:treinely:'Vi:apoc tant to,; ha^e tlii;^^', ^*rV'

•

coveraqo b^-cause tho Invastigator fro:.; the qrouna had ntill to

kina of quisle tho Payload Spacinli^:t throiKjh taia ox^ar ia-^^nt . Tn

particular • tn..;. very verv 'fir ;at r^^tap of this expar im^nt which
,

cCiiU^: for raoltina, it'<} a f/xlicon {<;a*-:0-) a:>vot, thi:; Kin.'l of

vliKicasion. In the mirror '\ ting facility, ligh^: is foca;:ac oa

to this (qarble) and alv;ay ^ 3hiali pca-tian o': tais (qauhlo) .

bcOov7, i:ro;n oa'..* one! to tho other
or ta in /tones', , in ' this (gai: ble) • 'r-ic,

o ttV'i^ Cir^^^t bag.inning, Tnanf be

/ ra>Ylov.', a very, v^ry :;^iiall

dia.aoter ci: this (garble), once tb ? first than haa bean nan-

fluid, it han to ba pulloa .;>art, aligatly in or^ior to ac'aiavo a

vary thin .vl:artino point, ;^:'v;aur>e tha rrtartiiig point eaLc:-:ninaa

tha" quality of the ro.iainia- cryrjta: . anrl thir. is a ovrtra.aoly

Ci:itical aativity i;hlch v^^ia Vvjatordav' ::uccea^ :aiTl y oar: id out
with c ! 1 e l a v js t i a t o u f o ] 1 * / i nq t a a t i v i t y o F I: b e c r e v ^ i n r o a 1

time TV and you .^ay hava baaru hi?-; axciting volcc aycha!i:}a v^hen

he saic'i, turn down t;v.: hoac, turn dovaa tha h'a^it, aa.' t'la Pavloa^l

Spccialiat jurjt about ma^ia it, and aavad hlr^ cryatal and from

then on tha critical p^eriod v/ac, ovar, and t'v^Ti iron^ than on the

crystal vaaa autoaia t i ca iPIy proaessed. So wh'it v:'a have a.r; a result
from thifj inveot i gaci on va: now hava a single silicon cr'.aatal

wnich ban bcea procoai:od in 0 gravity and it ia exneota-d tiiat

this one will be of much batter quality, then nin\ilar crystals
which are ,

t ne 1 i g !i t i s a 1way a go i ng
of: tho run, and :::lowly :i\c^

initial part of thio rnalt:

achicvoa b/ having a very
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v/c> have as a result Eror.v t>^cv invoot l«HhjonV nov-

have a sinrjlo silcun.^ ciystu.1 vhich 1.":'. r>roc -it,'.:a in '/..-co

cjr.-A'ity, a.Kl i Is c::-'->ctcc! thai: tals vnU nc> ol: :>.rr i ,v:..t.;r

haa.cally c.n-:ra t.>:: activity oL y-^ot:-'. ;vr,
'

:.!.i:i:. T -.h i a.;,

have Corqolten -inythia.j, that vould coC. a loan --tu
•

.,t ior>
'r^"'',;'

scl.-^ac'- t x:n>.:irn3at5 going, I shouM ^:ay that t-icv aro roinq tae

cold attitu:a which wa.-. foi lo.. Lno the h..^c tos^, .^a I'.r -on. ,/ ^
exacriiAcnt, the 23 .a>3ctto.::,o?:c'^^ picked thi'. o^r a,r i-.n

>
rv -n-

pninted to an X-rav tarq-t in the sky. /v-vl at t.v= a pom Hi c;

took over tho shit I ciad'weMl cor.tiuua -•-•:.nrt\no i -'>'• - v:. av-

A-?ent.

C^-lH^>Pi-;LI. The naxt ohift vaia <lo;ain:.t.:ly lif- ac-i.-voa an^T

invovlaa taa 201 lavi:at i<jation. The v: tJhular i vast 'i a., oi

Dr. voa Bau^.aac^:.ea, an'^ 1 v,a..ar. to co.v..- :..>ak to thV. -ua''-

miauta, ther- wc^xe 3 aiffa^aat runs or taar iaati:a}_a .'uai^^-l.
^

about 4 hou^TG and a half. We aiao cia n aaconc. Gilicoaa arv^

in this case, v.-o wore not ar> ^ortinat.a la h-in.j :.bia_to a .

the to:arver-tuiro, and we didn't g^^t a neltasona_a:a. ^?;/-''

tlitougu: coatra.y to the firat run. /a.a this i,a ^

of the ntaqa a;: which tnis tyaa of pr o:>:av:navg i a in, i. yoa ...... .

ahaut co:a,aticiali/.atioa .nataciala pro:- a-xnq oa- o:. ^ - y
co-riaaricialiKation poasibilitiec. Wha' y.ai hav-: t:o do aa-Lior

icj the background raao^itch to laarn hov; to do tha acocea..a.aq
,

an.,

to learn the aoecifiic qualitiaa of the cryata3a o.-:e^you ve qrowa

thaa. and in this caa.: ^•?a aic Isarniaa how to mo cuj c ..y a., ^ot

crystal growth ao that the ticat good one, we e^iia-o a ^^^^/^-^

infor..atioa :.:o:n that, but the aelicaf-aatare of, t.e o.a .:.. on

v'as chov.'n a/ the second run, ahere the ta:.:aerv.:aca no. a l

bit too high, and the roh aielted thaoaah. :iowo-..-r, mac-

was the second sample of the a-.ae aott, -ae oorc ok.vy, a-.l xearnen

froa that exnerience. The, reaulta is: sort; of arirr ^-o^^

physics nodule exoeriu^nt which you may have soea oa ^-k- .

which Ul£ r.ierbold' took a cyliadec of oil toov a tiay ?\Men_ _^

Vicench, took the end ofC and put no.ae eroas ot water^aooa in taa

oil, and then :;ihook it up, so that two foiiaod
f
«f ^-

emulsion, aaci then spun it up, so that you eoulc! nee the huaaxes

of water within the oil itnelf, and you couW see tae inotion^of:

the fluid in the cyclindes. He then soun it up, and you couxa

get an idea of the way the fluid distrihutec itaelf within tae
^

cylinder. In this ca:.;e, an analo.j to say nropellant m a t-:n< o.

a suinninrj rocket, apinnino aoand.in.3 ta.cket, oc a launch vehicle,

so it waa a very intareatin-j expor ituent to c-.o that was aone ..>xth

the live video. One o;<per i:.ient that I wanted to rnantion that haa

just about tinished up oparat-:ona, has a long ncquenco oC thern,

that we've talked about, involves tlie el ectron accelerator
,

^
une

Si:p.aC. Anu tney have been able to accomplish a number oi: things

which I wanted to lint tor you and then professor OoaynrMi 13
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wii-) lU' n-.i car. tai:; ;:o you l-.Loc on in r-.cr.«;c' lo 'ho r-'.-c:i.^c5

^[rr.Ven'I coi.on.n--, .n.i a. :v... -i it I..v..>vl-. . vc.-v

ru al-calizc or cjivo r.-tarn curcont to .....:.,t .v,

r-so,.olv, th^> low r,o.wx firing] v;ent Vv.:;:y .-oil. hea, 3U n

^ithi^e h'.atei^ in the that ocover^tcl tho h^;. oow^r txriuq

of 'it. Sut in being able to cacty th-> -'^'^ a -toun w'^'^V
.o

vUt neutralize- o. co. nout--.ll.. i t.;M T , r.. i . :
tr..;;r

currents Cro.. tne ioaoohoro or. a b^a:a is ^ ^ ^ ^
onorgy bean., wbich thoy did in conjunc'non vnfv to.

experuaent, waich i. a).o a lev oo^or electron .c.^m- -^c^

th.Mi a hioVr nowor honx. wa.:> cnj vt :'y t-v>_
•

b^a , Sccej'rator, th;../ cid . n.r,nb-^r of -;--nc._o,. tho .v.,:.:_o

ible to study cho particle barrn pla^;.K. .:-ao:.ena, on.. '^•

^''t^-

a v >rv niqb -nr^rcy b-an into a r'>u r rouaa iiu; -^Lra-.r: a i-l /o-; .,..•

'o^t it a anaft of li-.bt tna. but 1.1.5 u:> acnnno : a. b-^-a-, ;t.r..lf.

Tais ha-V bcen scan in ground bnnecl chanb-rn, but cou .o tjoc be

chtaV^c. Than, thoy have .tu<iicKi a nu.-.bor of thraqs /^nvovU -]

th-"v;av-G that ato qeneratod wh-n the oioctfon h-^ran ,:iro's, ana

when th.2 accjot firc.^, aa wol 1 as the :">ar.urino
f/^u fh-

characterliitics of the electrons that at- dravm t.>aci; to taa

Shuttle when the beam firoc. So, pro.^r-.-.or 0;-.vv..,-:av feels t..a.

the experi..ent bar. been quite ...coe..fa.i, the tlvV.C
J^;;/^:;;;--;^^^'

foe a foiloyini fllyat in ai^out a year ane a :i i
.

_

..ui.l ae .a...

been able to benefit 3ui-&tationally £ro;a t ae oxpoc lence o^

S'>acelab on., to look to.arc the o;>.c-..: ioa.. in
.^^f;:,'-'',^]

obsecvationr; ;.uosion in 8S. I've not a,>.n^ vi.eo, ;ay con t /oa

,

if you could roll the first: r.el" of vieaa, v;h,ca I v.^iovo s on

the SBPAC experi:..ent. This^is.when tbev ^saw what t^ev .

a liatellite if you look right in tne riaule o. tau hK„w«..

^^i^U be a SH^iu dot that vIU flaah =icro..», we booe c

riqht footaq:-. Did you coo it? Okay, that van irom the no-. i tot

TV^which n!';;;anted up on the back of the pallet, and uned_ to

look at the beanu The neconcl, show:i you, I b.alicve it is the

oTe^tron bear, firing. I guear. it is the r'POU arcrjet, yes, thir.
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is tu.- >i?;ja af.:iot acirui,: -n." f 1 .-;'r I -V rh:- on ^ inn of th-

fVectron ion (-jarblo) out oE th- n?i>:t a-'-cjot an-r thim tnev ^
^

ial'-rart v.'i' h the nar .oum: i ; o 1 :r.;::r-' .-.i-i.! fvtu;'.'.-
', 'v- qSr-;. V..-! 1;--.'

U.:;t oiva, in the olr-otcon b.-;:-. "iira v.- •. of no;; r|on;: oa.-.L,
_

i.'t'y nc-c. It's :r.c)ie aubtlo to see vt, thera y:>- ^jo. o.;,.r, thj.

v^a^i tn^- electron be&r, firiiv;,. That .jiv'.;. vou :.n icj^ia of tho

,.a.no. oX.y lefn stof. tho Lap-till- I get to that on.^ V.at

qivc;^ you rn iuea of the phenrv,.,na vou have to, wh'.n your r....a,n,i

t--,.vr'l h-s„a,>;: -ncl novruj to :i-Kico; y c ov-,,;ro-f % t o f. ;: o::-, ..a-

ro-..;l. you hav.- to h:- ua th-;r.- v;..V'/-. Iv. :n;;y ; )
I- 'i.-

•

o, •••^

.-../i.-.nioasi. ^.ioth t.v. it- = -!r, a;.: ' .-.a.- l-. r-l -r a", c. /rr.TT.u-

Ivc'X't, in those caaoy you had nothinq to conparr> it to m si:f:;,

3o'it v.'ou].; lih.a i-int .a-uV.l I La :;)-:; of liaht hnt .:ay :.ay it j;>
vec.- i^ignificvaat thlnq to v^.tch. 1 v.-L-a to rr.n.io:. a

,

b' t-aior3 ohout Dr . von 'eauanar ton' n ^a,:.;- i;.K:.nt ;.;a ^oa ;;an

out ciurirv; tins shKt. ho --lo a •.y.i.^h..- r o^ r.i.i.'raat o.v;.-o.: .

lnnru.Una a canvric: ntin,.latio;u tal'-.^ ^^arUer in_ ta^^

about an ca.:3iai: ru.A of this oxp;j r i nt , a;vJ thut in v-noro you

oat differorit t.s:n:^or,>turcn in tao :^ oar-; of tho ouh:,oot vhxo;i c^>n

gc-r^.M-it^a t.;v. a faellnrj oC ro:.otion. '•hloh caurr-; the ev.r to

4va .vith (qarblo) to fiolJ ;'T..t f:-.l:; I i ho <: rotat-.on. iia..

eyO'-'-iiasnt ya~ roooatah v^ith aa::.ia vory intaroatinj toGuita,

c--.Vrativ,- to rho or..., ;.ar t i oa-.r 1 a C'-;;.., -.1 to tlo: oa - c-.rU-r:

in tha ;;c.ik, and I woulal ancoura-; you to ^:alh to nr. von

d.:>na. wa.s a r,cv;.,.ur -oant ol t-ra senc 1 tivi tv throaao,..o ol. tho
^

^

otolUh o<-'jaa, which in :n;;ana;-ing the lanaor acceleration, ana i

a

thi:5 oaa, or- c:.ov,a-,in ia in t:.o body r-aL-iint nystoa,, .-.no^taa

otlK-.: cr.a;v;..n :.uv..-.; hia, .lovMy qivinq aocolor atio..a o£ variau.

iiu;a:.iturioa. And tho ccvvoan in tho 30i t then vj.un n :joy stu..,

giio;a an indiontion if he can f.^ei tao ^ ccelerat ton, -ann i
.

qxvor,

yoa thon a •iioursace of enoont i :;l.ly the thror.hoin of th'5 0..0I1...

oro.-.n. r.n.t tho n.'/.t taaa, if you could roll tho tape, wo naov,-,

let'me ma^a sure I qot thfi^ right sGgc-ont. You can
f'^!- . ^ ^

ccl.aaaa in tho cectraint r:rato:,u h'ith hia leg^^.ci-o.sned adding a

•loy stick, tho othar ccowiaan is moving hinv, givinn the ,h.
acceleration. In this cane, acoolcration alon« 1 ^j:as.

^
nno tno

suh-joct in tho chair then reaorto, he'.-.; hi ind£olr.'Hi ,
ana no

rcoocti when ho feels a .motion. So, it's a way of moasuring,

this is a shoe clown £co:a tho too, can aee the 3oy ntxc< thoce

Whora he movon the jo^ sticks yhon he senrjes the accelera-:ion

This also has sorae very intearec ting . .

.
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S;i':.-hUno£ol.;d; no reports .hon feci, a uctlp. ..^-^ - ^^-s

ror.ulf. that vo,> rp,v,r.rt.-.i .

''Y:'
' J: I,; , i^:; „',,, . .

ar^ «on on tte way. /^n.V one :.ot: ica. v.^r y s u .c^

that: are running at ^>-:A..- . ..i..
-

_

a b-^rt:- to do it tn..n to qiv. yea n cr.no:.- son . .^.--.^

so ctco. that M.r.ha Tore has obtal.oa f.o.. tn. x:.^^

si>ectrom with a Kpoct.o:. that V^^^
;f;vt ^'j..-^'^^

you v;ould have c|ott-n f ro:i an caye Lu . 1 0 ^..^^

^hat-^rc ^..o..toa,in th. at:.-.,,.h.-:.. t .t J ^^^^^^^

er.usr.ions callea air <iay rio -, ni
. - .j^ •• >

do rc.as of the Xi.nb to a certDiv. deg--'^ a-y; oo-^^^;--,-
,

icaqth rancjo Ihron 300 .•v.qctco.i^. uo to i.^. th ..
c,..-. l.,

-

.

icO an,ctro..:rV,c let ju.t giv. V^u an i-:.. o. ...a.

Maccha'. spactra looHcd I v;hy oon -.----^
far au -a'c can. O.cay, ...u. <i uyoic j ^

_

of a typical ..poctruia thai you v;oald
, ' ..'

..^J,.-, M ...

tvoiral aoact'-a:a that voa '.^ould ijava g.,j.-L.in o.».^ ..uuc • v-

:::,o;;tru;;:y: a-;-.;.rth.t :-.,c;,, a,.-.,,^ in.t.,.....t yo.... ca„

r;or;;atI^raaf tH./typ:: or thin,
.

ic^.i.na, both in^

Bpoctral infor/aation of. it. Hoth in t-.-.n
-hroth--

inforMUtion an-.- in tor:un of «iK-oial in: cK-;.ation. .lj oth...

d a ;o on of'tho (garble) giva you - niv^- you -'^^-^^^

info..ation ana then a., ta:- ^:^vattV aov .n o o:. .a^.n-

TtW'S '> hf-^-k of air n]fx; or c'i'ca t.n.;u .lo<>. .<'r C'l.^.t

lir,Su,C ^o-i^aJs.. -.^----^
r:2L.2^.}j"?:- "'^iJ^rior.^.. „„t t>

OC to"r,no« the M'-nitn-to of t;.. mat ,>:,•.- tat .
o:,. In ,.u.
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c.T<.o, a V'-n-y subntnntial nurv in:.- 1; r u-. that v.-ill t.-ll un nor-

aole to get Durore. I thin;. I'll st:o-v that po.nt «no .m'lx «o

whiit v;g can with an;n?c;r i.n^ c!u-.:.t lorss

.

Okay, leti5 start right h-rv- with aoVu
PAO

jcrs wir,--'0^.0 (M-.-'v; Vr>r'.: Vi.ucr. ) You t.-lkir': 3bout vocv

he is not: one of th- inv-stioators w.io in qoing ^? .
^

: f . . , ^
aftrrwarda ;:vo either couW you elaboTato rioto on run or il h-.^

available, ho could elaborate on what h- ha^; {<]an.».e) .

CiiA\-.>i;LL i:^ c-n do th^t. n.-^.-v v;oulvl vou Ilk- to cu;r.:n.-,::-.t?

Could v?(^ 3Qt r. ov'^r on ur. von ^'riurngart'^rv.

VJh-o: th:>y won].] like nt-U, to r..-,z I (qafhle^ on

uucoooan vestibular eKperir..nt ohich colloctoon anon 10

d/flerenc cx:.ei:i:aents that co- 1 nvo'^t 1^; -ot r :3t;non'. xblo -ov t^v. ,

caloric OK.aI-i...ont v;hir.;. ot-it-; '.«- /.u.-h thir, v.o-;ann r.-r.

(nui-ble) tro::, ti:o IhU-versity o;* ilunich. v;hat er-f-M;tir.xlvv^v,a,.

dSn wai to Mo-.. coV: .ir in o .o or.-, of th. crc-v.
.
.ot :;v. tV

sauo tirao v;ar:H ait into tho othor aa. .n^ this c.; = u:vk1 tho cy. . to

flick. 'x'hic to::t ir. o.y, cC i;- nv'x:t r-...v .y;.,- r f::: f.f o'u:, ro:.^,

and throat doctocs and its dona in oil tho oth.r o-^W^;^)
m.--.

hoooitais to chock an th^ no.-.! activity ol: tno lo-ical .otivx.y

of iho cov^otibuiar ory.n, so the cat ir. not junt v ^^-^-^^^

nSc;.ar qarblo) ".hoa st...din, ,-.nd v-alkin.^, it
V--^r\'-^^^ '"'^i'^^t^

uo and whore its down and which way v. tu.a> and oh:,t r^->^xc.ay,

if we turn in-inqr, tha oye spec to a fm^ition .-^oin::. •
>> ^--'^-^

vory popular tost v-e n;:-..-n of courre an ox.oUnati so-a of hyoocM.:, i-.

or soo really how it v,.-o:ks. The othe^: r.-.-Jicine .^1^^'}::^ J^''
wo want to Aow why nuoh a single c:urr... Am-' nr. {q.:.bl'>) oC

(qacblo) round li;06 when doing this tost and nu-o hy'X>thoair, and

he Daid the eyes flick bccauBe the ditieroat teraoecaturea on tae
.

^ac cannc a convection in the fluia oJ. the inner ear. Cola fluu'

goes down, and hot fluid qoea up and thene hypothesis in he..c. to

precent ana Dr. (garble) oven paid a (Lk-;ir) price for -hin

hypothesis, roniindin:i i':n not l-'-. Thin T.ocninn -..-e can see, I

want to oe careful at leant thafn not the only raechan innu ^ay.>e

it's not a -nechanicm at all how the ten'-erature works in tno

ear. necaune we oot a very strong (garble) eve tUccn m noace

and in nnace there in no convection in -..eightlennnens no we have

to look now to back to the drawing borit-d and look foe anotior

OKoJanation for thene flicks. Thene concernn m wnat e:.ct.^^.. u..

thin :aorning, thin tranatic effect which inccoaros during

sub:.-.innion fro:., the fir.st day to the la:"t one. 'Je
^^f^'

tist but I don't want to keep talking .;ince it'n only 30 hours

awake.



p/vO Go uiioad, r:c,.i:k.

this sulrjoct, I Ir'iO'rjlit 'r.t c-df J i •? eU-. : ^ th-

ws had Svi^^n ror-nlto w'alc'i )..!;; ic.it^- . L'nt ••. '.-a :- ' r-' t-:

coavocLion -nay I jur.t mi. J.ia:*- rotr-,.." .i--;t, .
n.-". ; y /i- '.•vv -

v/as no txnv^cction' in .^pa': ;. . i th -.u./iv. -.-c > i--'..;''.:"
'> .• -n-.-

(Oarbio) afCoct -..'ar prov:>; f o; 'i '
: v

of coav.jriion '.n ./.o-.-ice a '^l c'.-;i y'**"-'- f- 'c.

,

voir B.HU.*1GAR1^^^^ I'd it::'.;- to co-id -nt c-i ,
i','- 1

_

n--

riionday on nob Parker , i".o:> Pv.r;;er r-:-. t;-.:- i-r,!-,.; i ./il

teat had a 1 r ? ad / vo-'v v.-o:;'; ^syr-.l-.i ',rvr .•'s-.-! * C'v./!.-

lookiny at tiie riyr.t (q.;::.l.j) th-u '. ? l.^o;'. > t's.'' . '-n'"

detect any ny;it.r.-.j:.»oa wis-.-at-urKUnrj (:;.":! lo) f.'. 1:1. '.<'-' '=^
'

'

wovod hi-n in hlio ana c-v"- body cciit.': -o.nl
^

•
ct" -^^'l

co.ivaction and llioa he nyc^tan k' t';- • ;i c vu.':.;-' '.. c

us to tVio conciufiio-i (garbU') v?ar. ri-.,}-'- .
<-•'>:.'•" ?

•'-•*•
'

••

nerbald v;hC) had a r'luch ntro/r^cr ny.-/-;. u.~ l-." ,
,:!r-,-.,.v

in tho Miri^'lon, 2 dn'/s ir-:o tna r.l.; ?lo,j '•.'•vjul.: tv .<i v ,; -w;-

startling titi.ll, .-.Lmdin'a .•,;tiil. :;o. r:.fr- i :t;-; 5- :>
-. •-^ vf •

_

his nvstaMnm?:; on the ground. Ho .;•>••- f: i nf- l '.; -; ^.'^ t'r^ -..mv-

of tho iai;;3ion, all" r'.ocb'j.l ci i ncca : li'i iv.- -v,. ;--i-r! nr.o!'] '.o

v/hat it wii!.-. in the beginnlnci so w?. c^.n coi^nli^'.'i ^'tov ^'.-.t that

probably Bob PackQC v/oulri h.iVC; ha-.l the nt-o, n/r.fv; ^i-^

throuyhout the end of tho uiission. 11'* v.'-..^ r o-.i -i zero.

And also v/e analyzed he f;,tayad off {q.=irbjo) i;*-: : a-^ inq hi •> a<Mii

of amnlifiocfj on the runninq rocord-^r f-T.tcr i'..--, hv ) I n^i v.:*.",'

carefully now it v.'ar. (oarb.Lo) v;o can pi'-'-i i"' thi- (-larbl//)

spoedn evon (garblo) . fk) if v.'G h:;v-' a choir.;- o!i ov » -ten

(gacble) v:hich doon not .-ihov? any n-'n tauinu:; ^n-^ bohavc fro.-n hh-i

{gafble} vary, verv stcon.j, Goodn-.-:-; nystr-j: -u,-; , of coui-.;:^., the'-,

the nyiJtacjrAUs ir.n't niovin*',; (garbl..) and tho ot one '^o'-^r.n't sav

anything

.

CHAPPiJLL And nark, your f>ecoad quer?tion )v, is; thoTc; is

convGGtion, there is raarangonic coavaction in .•suace but thia is

thermal convection, this i.s the co.nvaGtion"drivan by temyeratuce

alf ferance. Marangoni in a surfaca tarnpeirature dcivon.

Dr., could you toll ur: har-i tho ;:arangonj effect nov.*

been confirmad as v.'a v/erc told originally? Or in it rul'^d out,

and I unuorstand v/a'ra being told no.-/ that t!ii; marangoiu effect

CHAPPKLL That's not —
***



BERGMAN Ar.r iiu'
i .

i

youc uata, d»r-.; y>^'"



sTS-9 scxHi-ict; ijiui^.^ria p?vjri i c?:30 ci.m. ?;•/-;•: 2

o;.V.uol<-;i.:!: and if /oil flo a ..locli I teat '-.'..n-. to ''.n '>•:.• and to

loam :iov7 iu v.»0!r::r. or: .3 I thin:: ue I o.•».-?, nov.?tuInq fchif; ni't'it.

Coaao'-nin-i raaac- f.;ia"-ava;^r-'., it nictlit b-.- o' i\ot no that find a

rc--.i] rcar;;ai Toe r.:naaa n ic:;r;--;:-a; r.ncl th- 'v::/ to ncaw^at it or to

uS.:-?. a .lottcr crov; :axlactio;i. At tho proaent t i .-.-) v.-o cr-.nnot

pTHlict vho ir. haccving .'Jic> ar^i v;ho i ^•. -aot h-s-^o: ; irr^ r>:Lc';. Kvr>n

.>iJota 'A'a.o n»v.'r O'-- "ick doLn^ a':-ob-tvc fli-Vit a'> r.w-.r-n'. i'ala

to soacc cLc':nei::-3 ana tho other way arcarad. :'.ut out Vv-:v-.i.Hila;:

r'^v^acch orobabJv if: tjo t ro.;!:;''rl of tan, ;j/)ro ni .'ja oan -am qivo

us' so:io ll-.-aa v;hich in th ^ furaaco car'i .asla to ovarco:;.- Ihin

handicap.

p;vo Ploar.o rcTior.ibar; to r.tatr- yt>ur na":a anr) af rjliation

v;hou I call on you. Dave.

DAVE DOOLKJU (?"ao IiuatGvillc Tin^a.s) I-::, voa r-a'-iua as I

recall initially for Spacclab 1 yon -..-a,-;- c-oiar; t-.. have

ineca&nical sled that v/oula have qiv-a vou vary ':>':aciyion linear

cicc^^]ecatioa aad rotation toe thaaa o;'.,;.a>: i -i-ata . <i\' havLi-j hana

Motion doca.; that in any v;ay aayraaa ta ^ --lata yoa ha.') o! ^ ''-Uly

hopau to got and './'lat kind oT onha.ac-'a.- •n;.: do yoa hope to r/.rt on

tiie Spaccal.:b V>1 irdaaion?

VOi\ S.VJ.bGAU'rnN Usaantially th.- exparia.ant wo <yonoBoC for tha

JVjcicylaa 1 ni.asioa raaa tljo lonitition lor t'la ul :,iis:iio-;, our

reaititi<jn oi: tho S:>aaala!> 1 axoafinan'a; in scaiaaca. liaving an

e.<aac ii.iant on 1 or '?. aubjooti^ aoc-s ra^t prov; rra.;h and it 'rra; to

bc*^ reoeatoa and .noro f.5ub-jccta aa.i ir.or :' raas. Taat'c for. one

thin-j anu w3 hava to vary tho techn iqu.'^ . Thia ti.rsa an vou tiav-*

cean in tlie video, v;a mova<l tha HRS body restraint ayata;a by hand

which cannot be dona in a vary praOictable -A-ay. b'hat ae aie

doin.j, v;c: recorci v/ith iccalaroaetcra tb.a accal^ration uftar they

aca done bat wc ca-mot ask tha crav/ a..;, -.bar nov; T.ova \.'ita 0.23

g's, nov/ ;i;ova v/ith 0.5 q'c and so on. 'i^aat's juat not
possible. 3ut in the Dl niaaion v.'i.ll ba the a^nvaa alsd. An

inr:;tr-u!uant which vaa, v/hich waa originc^uad in 'i<>in;;, Ger:o.a:ry, and

built th.'ti bv 3r.A and thev have a baaatitul al-a vastibalaa:

facility v/hich v?ill be used by our ;'i~iar ican
_

voat ibulax frjanas

aa-.'i by tha 'luroaaan group cioinq the 1)1 ;aiasion. h'nonq thii;

inatrunieriL we can apply proacribed acc laration pedalr..

PAO Mike.

Dr. to follo'a up on Go.aathiny you juat aaid. You

ir.entionad that to do a sciaatUic c>:par irr.ant on 1 subject or 2

subiecty doec not mean vary much and v.aat I'd like to know^is y^u

nave said that vou ace nretly certain that you've dir,prova<' this

ayes old theorem but I guess the qua.ation i}> have you really? Do

you have eaought data nov.'? Is v/hat you've seen ircerutablc?

i.'ill there people who nay yaa you've done this but we naoo to aea

thia test perforinad on 25 ot!ier ...



Vo:: ;;i/iU.i..::-\Rri:.;.^-^ W:j v4.? ::r ahicoliit^^.l y corp/i ricc'l f'.:o. • r ':-'") art.^

3o:<i^2 leauirrj Anoricua p^iVG iolocistr, l.i::C" X.,ati:\' Yourta nii^' Chuck
0.:iun aro coiivince^! too. Dr. v-.onr^on fro/i (narbl^O }:ngl-nj o:n.' of
tiic 1 oad I vor.> t i hu .1 vi r phr> y i. '-^lo^' i r>t r; f r c::rj '^.rj) \ v?a>;

coavincrvl, il? v/as V7il:h us this niqlit. So In t;<:),:iO r:oi'cial c^r:ojj

singla ex.^:-.::: i .'.'>nt wrove.s boL it will rrycr be /;cc*:^pt:ec: '^y i^cicriC-::

uniet:^ you uo it s<i7cral tiv.^^^c.

Thank you,

PaO Oiutyi wc;*ll no?: cjo tiii: v:\^:oo'::faii Sf^ac:? Ay'-^n^-y r;ev;s

Center in Coj.oone-Porii,

P0ir/>-*.;7i^r\' This Ir* Poc:f:*-W:i'in. !iavj scnc ct:C3tion3.

L'iO (gttL'ob::) (Irir.'>n Tclevinion) l h-iwc^ a qu'r;!: ion for Dr. vor
^V:ra:v.t3rif tC'^n a:-: wcll^ c:>cugl' A.nc' l^^t net rj-jrc, thj r; ir* :\ hit
of a shot in tho nr^rkf but 'e'^oriy .'-.oio to rni' t'^iot th*.'-''.-> ^--.vmo a

Ci'^ri'i'iorclal c<:vapap/y <!l.roaciy .i n tore r;t. in you rlr.ta r:ir i t'^iO

otolitn j>or).si t ivi ty .jriCl tli.^t V\o pro^.:>.v:.;l v;ar.i tb-'-U: tbr:y y.ould

.sirjply, 1 v a-^ told, a f lop. y c-i:.;c to ';oo.oxtaln o tlvit tboy coirir.

roraovo th2 yravitatior^-.l er:i..c-^ct in oav^ tests Vvrty ^/oulf.'l bo doing
Oil patient?: on the Bot)oitivily of otolitb. tbc^rc any c'luth in
that?

W0:< ::-^AU:lO./v;yi*b«:;V I h:avo no idoa v/hit is recant bv tbut. M-'surinq

it £or tho firnt tii.\c. i)t. Soberer r/i-'.kor:. hi^-; bow'^'.^-. :out T can
say tbat v/e already hExd JucrUIy a littlo nnii;off; of: one
activities. T-a'o other cov/ocitors of uf'., Dr Dicbiano and *)r,

Brandt constructed nelinot, tho ve^tirular h'jlr.;'^t v-hich in t:l.;;»o

ULiOu in o^ic oxperiMjnt -and tbi:; belMit is alrr.-nby ^v'-^pl ^ -"^'-^ ^-^ 3

different iiospitaln within r.ocmany to vx^ck on patients. It given
UG a very ouic^; ancl ::a'^y »/^ry to chcob on the otolith syste-a whicb
v;a3 very aiJIicolt bjr<:)ro. A tolevioiC'n ocreen sho-N\'s (^jarble)

eye :aove:iients if tbe pati erit luoves hi>. bead r^i co-Jciyt* ^ And tbin
proved to oe very good nev: tool for clitiical cippicat ionr,»

POKZ-Vw\IIM (Garble) Gerrn.vay. VJbat .-.re the ohrmces for the
mission tbc\t v^nat the connection to the (garble)? What could
they, what could he do for you?

KdOTT Well I think thi55 proved to be extreiuoly useful
because a3 you knov; we have quite a nurai^er of invent iqa tors in
the xBotheriaal heatini facility and in mirror hcatinq facility
and other facilities v;hich have relatively mnall exo(>r iiiient.s

v^hich need not too iwacb direct interaction v;itb the ccev,' and
therefore they v;ere not pre.vjnt in ilou.-^ton. IIov;ever, the
difficulties in v/hich v/e run temporarily v;ith the material
science double rack made a c-.jrtain a:;ionnt of rcnlannin'! nece5:r>ary
and decisions on v;hic:li props, which cartcidqen to orocess firfJt

and GO on, And this v;aG a tr e^uen-iour. replannlng effort and I

think the support v/hich could be obtained in alrnont real time



fro •10 conte'.; in (qacbl:;) turn •=!<". out to ^ •> c::ti:o:r!<>l y useful -irvl

it r been, it v;ii':. cot up just for fdr: yv!,-pocc). It t'.irnoa oo.t

oxtcc;atil/ u;i'^'£u.l and sup'Ki!: tivo fior this rr:lr:'!i.on.

SWISS iiROADCASTli'-r, CORPO.'C.Pi OM l;o you kno-.v- alKcndy "at

e>:p:?r i:.i2nts ac e lichodulvr i on the a-'Ic' i. t: i onal dc.y?

C'i.\5*?i-]L^ Let's nee. Taat planni tr-; i t.-i!:i!i9 :.;ore an-l r.i'->;:o

3'-u^o">, Th-^CG '111 be 5o;r..' vosstibular -Mp-jri'-^ncn. '•'here will b3

so.-rle' joint cp,iration3 ti.at invol-..-e -ch- S^-\v; i nv.-;-. l i i ion r.n.^

the KS/V 20, the olccuron -iOtm -.nO t")r- oXoct iv^ri r.p30tronotor if.

'i'hore will be a number Cluid phyf.ior. mo;!u L- .?xnG r l'n.-rnts.

There -A-ill bo a number of atr.)onu'iM- ic obr.ocvul.lon': n.-.^l 'io-r,- solcr

observations an^-l v/e tall;'vi iibout on-? in pact ioulc- an.' that

with the continuous oixiorvation o!: tVn -'jn Ih'; ability lo r.v-'sarc

solar osciliatioiu; whicn in the- po,v.p;-.r ;ici.-:i::; thof:-,c ^^vs is

call'jo solar siv.-'-.oIn.jV. That'ij wh.--r: /gu loo'; at th-

variability and diiffcront lonn-.-im fro.-i -..ho r.un fro-ts^that

extract infoc.-aatio". on the wave pro^^-vjuticn '.-within tho sun of

course than tells you so::!.:' thing about the- the intorior of th'-

sun is put to^jother. So '..'e got n nico, v.'o ilcol, a nlc-:.' mixture

of exper i.aontn in ...



CaA;.>P.:LL ... thc-s.. r-ny:. 1.- c.Ucd not:.: <; i -.'v
.

-V^i h ' r

wh3io you loo> :jt tnc I?bi Lity in .vi T f f. at wc.vo icngfi-, froT.

M,.-. nn.'l that oxfc.-act inJJon.^.ntic^-. on tho •./.r.'o otoix-.'s-t loa

witnin the sun Mch th.)n tollr, you oo/.vtli? rrj nh-v,-. ^-.7 'M- t,r.

inl.-rioL- of th. if.; P-i'c to-rv.-. VZ-k.: r So wo '
oot nice,

y
fool, a nice ::.i::^.uro 01: ..xoor i ::-^-.,t-: in all the -

.^^J

out i,OC tnO C->»tXdt C'.ay i.j.a>. >/v. u , .^-vJ-.^ J
Alia -..v-i--

extta day inatcriali/.in'-j toJc-y.

PCs'- (oarbl??) C-^rrnanv. Onco nnrf quvr.bion to Pro£-.:;f.or

von"baa..v;iart-n. Uas there anoth-r arc; -.r,.;.-:- 'oor mvolvon in chi^s

vesliDulac tent oucsirU- Morbolc"; and ParK»r?

von nAUy.GA.n-.N' Yes sir. Wa had th.- tor.ts --/ith th. thre:;ho.1d^

don- with IVyi-oii Lichtenbc'T anri Ovon G.:: r r j ott
_

as v-.l. :.u_:. c'u't...

particular tc::ti; wo alrec-T/ ha v.- oil 4 rxn-ntitic crc,v: ruorArv...

Tvo (n-'hl^l (Trish Tclc-vinion) I'n stlU not cloar of the

exact status o- the i.ate.ial sanv>lor- dcv.iMo rac". an--: part icmL-.tlv

th- inircoc heating faciUtv. Can 70c tel.. arc von ntv.ti.

ha^inn oroblc:,,. with if.> Can you toll us ho., if there hnve >oen

any troubloohooting sii-o Ull^ -orbolf. w -it m ano rowirer, it <v..^

wh.-Uher yon nlili fear that there nay ba roMo l03.^ of

expetir.ientatlon aboa-d t'naU, witli that iiirror racilxty.

K»50TT Oi:ay, the rd-.-or hoatino, the raatecial rjcience
_

double rack is in the followina state, Th.--e is r.horl: circuit

devoloo.^d in the isothor;:ial hea^nne facility but tnat aapo-aev.

when already r.oro than h.lf of the r-.ar.ples had been procenced and

Tnanv oE the na:rales which are ctill onboard are backu,, r,aT.ple., so

the';uircor, the ioother:..al heating f aciV.ty has b^'.sica .ly

achieved ita .joal. But it i at tair, :nor..?nt, it cannoc ..e

operated any furhher. 'fhafs the only ele-.-.ent xn th- .uq

material science double rack which doer.; not ooerate anv:nore a.

this tii.ie. The inirror heating facility h-s oeen f;ully

cocovered. It had initially after it had been suppliee again_

with power so.-ae dil:ficulMen '.7ith sufficient cooling, nu-. .^i;.

was overco;ae and the uirror heatinq Cacilitv m 100% ooerational

and will co;nnlete all its scheduled nainole;;.. All -1 exoer i:ien.,s

in'this facility are carried out. The gradient heatin-i facility

has already finished its pcogrca-a. It hur,; oone all^it^^
_

exoeriaients and the sane in the carv^ with the flui... paynicB

module. It ha. done all it-. Plr-'^-^-'-^^ ^"Yfr'^^^e'J??': . ^rSi'n'i.d
number of additional investigations m this ^^^^^

^

:

'"'^^^iVr t
^

because they, do not take many of the sources
fP?f-^^<?^^ ^'f/^''

tir-e don not need additional sa-nples for tnic facility

because the exeeriments are carried out on fluid which is onboard

30 and the 2ong duration experiments - the cry.stal grow

exoeriments - in this facility also operated well. Soxe are

still oi>eratin9 and £o;ne have .heen successtully torininuu .d.

Overall the state of the inaterial science double rac< is very

good I would say.



?{)!r,;--'..'\ i.: Th-i'i'' you. '-ni-.'s !
i r-- •••');!.

i'loc j i-i;.'

.

ft-^G Tu:l.;:;'.L i^W) I won -or if y.:.u 'i.::!;,' a l^ttl '
H:" t ^mc"

it full/ but haa th-, hn::; that cr-v-; 1/.-::^^ -> S:n Icr^t - rc:.un:.

o£ haviria to t.::.i ir tr c-'V .

<-;--;!?

K..-QTT f^o, not at ell. I'hin -xp^ t i:--- wan n:vi: lo-t.

thi3 tica v'u.-j f 1 it iav-i.--L ./uOcTG - I:-.-) : re- 1 .
at

t.^'rm, ^ v^rv, ver / naort tar-:« out !:>r ^-linut*--.; v.;-:.at.on:> ai v-vy,

vary r/.all a-nl,^ f-t. tv: - y-' , ^
/..y,

v,.oaIu to o;av.Tv. a-- .
u:v. -

.

• ,
/-:oOiri.;-aL wonl-! li';? to -^-v- :'..-r, i.;

get qoo.-. c:.atir;..= cr.; nv! : ^ Lr. ^v-V ' " t ^ y ^V,'

re (li'Tr-i-nc •.-•^.vu l.;;nq -.'i.i i:; l h..' ••:-:t:nr.i r, ic u-..s .'1 1

been' uaifc:.<-J fvo,. thi:^ -ri'-ct ^--o-r nci nr-,

'liviiv] .-^notao': very yao.;3 -:=-..ar;o to y-ii r. r . - I r. nr .
^

r-; i ~r.y,

tlii« ion in torr.i:- of o:.r... : vati -'na! o.yyor; t..:.; i li. ;-:-;.

p;^0 No further cjt>':Stionn I'^ru.'a VC?jC.

P/VO Okrty, v?e'll take any o'.:hr<c --tions hor: -yat

K'^nnedy, Carlo:;. Hece at Johnson C^ntot, I ' ns r'of cv

.

CARLOS B¥AUS (ilouo ton Chronicl.-) On t!jo nv>ac.r adAototinn

syndrora-, space sic;<no.:;c, an I undc-^ntand it novr you
y;^/

;|avc a

litti*- i»vt bf-ttor knov7le^in-> of the*; vorkinnn 05: the vr>,,tioalar

aystova but you still don't h^wo a -i-h-r a cure preventi.vo on

hand oc in aiyhl for SAfi. Is that, an I ...

CilAPPKnL I v^a;a just going to ac>ain lot Dr. von Baa;n^art(?n

coimnent. I think v/g . .

.

VON B.WoG'vRTKN v/Gll that'n riqht. l/c don't havG nothing in

hand. The only thing v/e can 'lo ir. t-nt now va--t
i

'ani r.r ntncUen

and try to oick i.o ntono \r/ stono uatil v.-e hava th3 i::.rnt

buiidinq of'' the raochaninra of the r,o:ice adaptation syndcon-. Vln

are not\dthout any npoculationf; , oE course. h^vo r^yeral

wGll suooocted aoeculationn. :iovJ spaao sicknof;n m crea.:'-d ann

•what to^do about it ano ho',< to ;nal;o a hotter nolcctxr>a Si:'; T

don't v/ant to no he.-e in l-'oc 3p'-?aul tionr. . And J nurr-t nooG in

thG courr^a of tiiaa v;c get uvai: this oroblca and i :aiqht reoeat

that I don't thin;< it is a soriou-j p-oolGrn for lonq t-irn r;paoe

voyages.



JAC/vt;: jod;) {v.vm nr. C .-o-n, • w if.-,;; -..-ill it t.-. to hr-niu

to a hi'J; .-J o.: ..--.-.ctivottc- f./aco I :: ^'hat'r, thu •pro'.--...; involv-C

aaw v.'Ii.'.i v.'ill i 'c i::.a9inV

CiJAiVr.'.L I think it*;; on th-.. or.V-r , for the sn.-:oif ics of

thia /ou oucjhc tr> l thin': a.-.'c li:,:-ry C:;)ft, Su:^ on 'J-o o-dcr ci V.>

hourr/. Yh.-* cxp-u-i-u-ntr. tuouyh fi:o t.-;pocino oCf.. '"h-.j-.c-'a a 12

uoac o.-^rlocl vrh!'e t'.iON/ pr .- x-ure fr>- th-i fin.-.l r o-^/.t" .-m;:, th.'^n

thcft'*'a about 12 hour povioa '.;'.;crc you ".hut. f'o-;n all of the

Space Uv.> a73l;-.«,-a.-j nad th--n nriot to thct ih-.- o:- pec xr.erit-, coct o..

tapor clov-'n'so th.?.t really v.-ithir. f r." l,-:.ct, ' -llhin ^d.-.y befiore

the reeati.-/ the e-pcc ua-rJ;.::; are pr.vtty wuoh f i. ii

.

PAO iuqht do.r.-i hjtrn.

GARY SC.!-;;-IITZ;;R Ulrrk, th'j cyllrrler of oil I'ujt Ulf

droppof'. the dronjcta of. -.v-at'-r in, v.':.:: th'.t c,.-- whi-/ oa hi;; part

to aho',; tni) ycound or ao;..othing rcyuosted fron the ground?

CilAPPi:.M- It v;ao rcviueated. Dr. Vrochu-c], who ia one of the

fluid p.wnica ;;;odale ex:)-.'r i.vintera, vaa doln.) thin as follow .,n

to tha exporiuK:n':a th.Vc he hcid run in the fluid phyaics nodule r.o

thia /;c.3 a - h.wincj qain?d <3orao infocr.uit ion f rorn the earlier

oxperi-!t.::nta tui.i v/as' aoaiethinn th-,t in talking yith Ulf, an

ex.^^c i uu^nt the / ao'-t of ir\-.irovi aod .ind '^ot nev; infoi ;i.-ition

from. It's li.itcu-i becou;e of the <'.poar r.tua that he n;;cd waa not

thougat thro'.K/i bef orehan:'4 and snoclfically aet un to <:o th;.s.

SCa'W:;iY'Z:-.;a ',;aa the lAotion aig/.i f leant?

CHAP''."^.jdj h'hat hno^>*-i>v^ '..'•na you could r-.e;' the v;ey the fluid

distributed within the' cylindcir a-, it aoun out and th-n he could

juat let it 30 and then you could r.ce grad'oally that the fluid



aotlon 'b'^gan 'to m'tke /the,, cy 1 Indor r' t'-u't to ,rnn '-^hlch

:';mm^!)tiUri'j' irr € ant .
that can h^a;:>'^-in i.n :.ounc.tinq ro'/;etn '/;*'vm

tlvey'to not balaria-a right/ It'^^ -olnnlaj ^rul 'Jicn vou have

any' inbalcincc in it it atcu:l.G to, tho cyi.inr-o:" :;tarts to o-no r-r^

h.> w.j3 .,ibjC to v;al'':.:h tne r.luicl r^:otl<>:i .-^t t'lo -iri tir.::' the?

cyliader into its noiuuo. Aii.: yr-.i qaiii 5 o-i;r.:t ion t';on on

propellant in tank:> in spinning sp:^C'!:-:..C tr; /^.r* thinan li'co that,

SCHWjIITZjwa Ano do you roct;ll t'v.* video right: oftor thr^t. T

v/as jujt i.:>aving to como ovv'^** to t!)^: brioiinr^ nnc I thi?V; vou

still would have bocsi thecu and I b'^ievo it '»*on ^itill a tlnld

physics uiodul ^ti I think the inv^-^'-^t i ge; tor wa:: voico r^nabl^ci

but I was loaving* VJhat v;ar3 goino on th'^ro?

Cmil^'mhlj . Yes, I beliavo, that va^> Dr. Ma^x>lit.^no ^-rbo noyt

and I not, thore. Me ueta ' in our planning n.oacino at th;> tiT'*'

that that too-; place*

KIhOTT That v;a:i Ma^v^litano h'-v^ir:'} anoth *r no at th'::

rc^;acantQni • 03n^/eetiA,>a, lj^^,,\^'?a^T;' r epe:^,t Ing
,
that one, .a:; sli,qhtly:'

,

modi Lied vernion,

PAO Gentlcraan in tho bacd;. Pleanc stato you- narriC,

Cd21S JOYCK/ (ilevascii^ntist Magat^nne) aDr,
,

Chap;v:jH / are yoy
'

pianninc] to have tbr* i:word:i'jatOL-s piiblir,h 'd.l thair findin<]S in

one big oroduction at sone point in .sor/ioLhina 1 ike F:ci :vic^»

Mag,a$^ino"',o:ir in ^sor^Kr/ all in .one ,plece or ate they djunt ,

going' to

trickle out liece and. there in diC,I:eraat journala?

CHAPPCLL Wo vjoul^l like to do what you miogardc in addition to

eacli individual ;:cientir>t gonorald!// pui:}l irda-r. and b^'cai-ao v;e*ro

multi-dinciplinary certainly pablirdn in journals in thair

pacticulcit fields and in tluv. cant* ch»ai::* ara a nunber of those*

Viut v.»e had cectaiiily looked vacy favoiridda/ tO'N,aard the idria of say

an issue oi a inarja/, "^.ne like Hcionce Marjnzino to covor, cjiv3 at

least an ovcrviev; oi: tho all of the results oC" tha mission.

JO'fCxi Are you • • •



CHa?:?r;i,,L This ia in ioat:icil?i and their ':.>irticin/ii liflcln.

And ia tiiis ca:->:-, thore ir:i- a nu;;i::>nr of tho:^o.
^

But had
^

cectainlv loo^eci vory fnvo'-ablY tov.'jra Lliu id*:a ot s;,v of lr;:;u-'

of a .na-..a:^ln.?, like Scloac- na^a^^ino t.o cover, to -^ivc^ nt l.en^-t

an over view, oT; ail th:> r-.T.ult." ot t:he m lr:j;i.j:..

a.iy other magazine?

Cli/vPi'IlLL V.'o iiavo haJ d ij,cu5cioa;j v.ith V.Vier.i. \7" o--n't hnv-.

any agreoutavits with anybody at this ti:ne.

CiiAPPI^Lr. going to take om last question, T'^u a!rair!

v;e're (joinrj to havo to cut thin off bfionuae t'lr- Eli<i]hh c'irectG;:

ana :,',ir.:. ion i.v.aia-je' here for the uoxt hcic-'in-",, but «vc •.ill tiav::

th^ irav'-.-atiq; to-r. !)r . Mar;.:;a Vorr, ioarblc) Dr. Ky-ar , '>rnf.f>:;<,io-:

Obiyai:;'.! afi ' soon as we co.u:;>lete th'-' change oS shirt hKieunq you

will ua ibie to t alk v/ith L'van, inO i,vi<i'aally . One o'Jvar

tjuoatloa? : la :-!;?

Dr. Chappall, that tana you r-h^veci ajs with the

satellite, the (qarble) c-.anq<-'n a:j you v?atch, cloas that ataan it'

rotatina :ind oln'you ovar aak (gachlo) what satellite that \}iA%,

and nov^ far av^ay?

CHAP:a2i,h i queas vjc haven't got that far have vc? It was

either a tumble, "it was a little bit haro to tell, it rent by

fairly quickly, but haven't chac!:ed. One of the ^'cnorteirs

earliet: ""thouqh, got the !T::>eci£ic tine and I may of hae that in

raind fco chack. 3ut we haven't.

PAO On that note, 1 thin'-c '^e'll coMclivfle today's

science briefin<3. ThanS: you.

SiiD OF T'a.>;-:



John

up procedures iX^^rcotaix^c, o:.. foxfcr^''':-| 1^)0- ^-t.-p-'^ >m-.u''x *

m

arc'3*& throu^n ^'r.il, 'ihe thirc; 1 -.Omi ai' l:c. the C::i> and kev

in the foliowlng V st:rc/:;e, ^-vbich I v^iJ.l re^'i.: lo you

pr,0 Alright I
<ij:Kyl aftertioonr '--'erc: b^uk for ::not;^.er

chancje of nhiCt briefing. On my ^i^f'^'^ is outc-oing Fliqht
Director I Chuck Ii<^;*v'Ki55 - to 'nn ri^r-'i- Spnct;lab Misnicu Managoi^
Mr* H*>rr:v Craft, nnd dc-',-a on tht-'enrl there is Mi% Derc':

Mulliiiq:.rf heao Ol Spccc^.v^b ] ntc:r<ir rition Ccorc: inat ion in

Europe*^* And vk;:M1 go r.hcccl and let each o£ thoKo vv^n prcGCtit

v/itii* SiVie sunv:i://jic-;^. Chuck?

CHUCK LCvJIS In the lant, in my let:;" shift, th3 laf^t llf 12

hourr., wi^ hzxC fsch'H^ulvd u tri'm barn 3, it \-a-. not rcr-v?irv:a, our
fXi<:ht annex p.:-opl€^ unci th^^» POCC flicht anno:: pcio'olc?, Ci;3cul:it^>

within 5> GCConcL-."^. u tii;»c curror .:it,h ronpact Id 130 ::o v^e'rc

rcaJJ-y close. To that v^^s :;;crubh-.;v.\ v;e*vo sta-.rctd to ho^: tcGt
for the Vi'^ verification niiiht te-.w. The f'^^^^blen you're ptobahOv
goina to :^^e v*i';h tliat ir, rc^:;ard to az-ili ?1, we've- qot the p:3ylt>:iri

bay poiiitcd I'o the si^n lo.t th:: tet't ar I lett ti-:-:/ v^erc:

already t:*v|imlrKj to c^it yo.ac: ski'. r.*;:'Cc;gc-'' c^: UnU 21f \'H'*/\c

pi'cbubiy had hc-foro, I thinl: bc.r:»c-.l*y, fi.T. rv yoj h:.?,- to verify
thia, wa*ve coruplcted u.:yi^t of. th: < ^:.>-:r '.h'tt ct.) with
21. Of: courcor * you*ve c-c--.-^: a vr.ri c-ly of t-/ today. the hCC
or CnPC0>4's v;./,5:. involved in a ban *:uJ':o nh'^iiie patch f):o:t!

Aub'tTMlicu Jcv? (G-:irble) v:;.s theie ,-.uk! v.3r':::d that Ihrovigh hit.i

fro.v i>'..en, b-^ck to our en.T^C(US» r.v'* tr.jy t/;,iltol to hin; h'^cK

throuo,! that p:.o;ie patch. It Xc::! an<l clear:, cl-i^ar ;r thc:n

oar IhlF. Ddwlu:ci>. run;%'v:y 17, I t':i!i;; we indicated ycuv.-or'c it

uas cikdv, thu othor.3 v»lll \j2 ohf^y to?-otrov;, ;r.sjminq ur^ h.:io

rain, ivorthrir-^ run^Myr-; o*::.y nov^ oi-';:.*-:n'-:io:. vi-.y, vv, qoz u voi'y

basic rl-r» bloSroJ out, the POCG qivcn to ia c^^/.:u-ct ion

v/ith our FAO or FJ.icjht AcLivitic:'^ Df : leer , v;ere noi.^ tr^^inq to

fit in a few other Stjli: ^Uib ax\6 O-^bivcr '^yr: t te::;t :h,--t paop^ o

were askC'd to prcv'i<lc ovor the Ir. cov.plo of days
anti nip^it ion of the posr.iblc chc c^•^*>ioiU v:h-- 'c-her thcr-* r;re

presc:r/tly in ciio MX, obcctlidncj a dat^: wit,h regard to '.weather un'\

doing an analyrjjj, I didn't hav- n chance to yc^t a v^c:atn^M:

brief, up to th-jt point, it waj still c; con<"^ition that th.r^

couldn't re<:ljv pr^^tlict very v;oll so I rcc'liy cap.'t h ^ip ycva

there yd. Pc/rhapri a few hears fio.n na^' th.c-y'il hr-vo ncnie

inforiaation on that. So the doci;rion to a::l;-7nt the f^^:ial

decis^ion to eyJ:tri6, as 1 i;vllcatc-D cnrlicv, v;13l be b.^r-^od on

piiiiiarily on w-^athcir and that has yet to cc-rr.j. Ric,hh I'lO'v the

plans ace in affect to the cKtotit, And wi 1 th:\t, !u:r.d it over
to Harry.

CRAFT Thank you Chuc:<:, X don*t ha\^:^ th:^t rn^^ny cor^iui-;^ tr.

today, V/e had e vory pro:Jucti;c I.;:.t 24 hours, anci \:;:^re gainino



a lot ol ..cionr. ar.-,. -..'n r-s- V/ don't ' .v- -ny ^''^'^

;;;;
.^^o

anrl cno.-.rir. nt,-. buw L.-.n o;,: bac'-; in x.-lu;-., iu the u.suja.>d

gotten tvc-cythinc: I noy had ?\cr»nc^d to no:, x roaUy aon v ha.«.

anvthinq to r-uo-rt. Fverv'.hi.:vr, is ooino qrcat, and tae

scic'ntUl, I Jnnk .-oatetxc .1. proi.ably a cnod vord r,,ost of

thow. Yh -ro really happy vi>.h th-y ar- gov.tinc,. I rval.y oon t

have- any other co: .-.•nts . Dc-rok do you hnvo any?

DHKfUC Mur.i.inr.oK I think there is .till Httl.> t rouble.Uootinq

St- 31 qcina on Harry, on the lairroc }..:atxnq fui-n.ce. .a-^ vc

a nurboc of. sacrc^roful r.r.n th-.-, vhich they c.r.tabU.hea

th,.-y had qoc it bn-k fn .v>Vi condULor.. They've; been ciOwt^i.^j

ae.:o'ro.ar.oge- nau thc-y nc.d to in'.cr,t igntc that bcfor..-

coatinuit..:!, that'ii in pioorci- . right no;;.

LFwrq 1 minht add one- thinc; l hero, I thought Harry

ntht have -.n.r/cioa". it, I jar.t sc. r.y not., cxp.rxn.ut lO.^c^^

30 000 i-raucu c£ u.ua:.c«i 33h r.r- }.Ua CT.otr-c turn to the cc-n-. a...u.,j

i t the r';.ora to- their u.-„ ar. th< , ..v.u f i;-
• ^/-J ''ejv'^"^^

-^^-^'''^^

Okay; -ae'll catc i" tain oyj/^atioa^^ hire in nouotor.,

Ri'obt he.:-?, yo-ar rlw-i- ^i.c! ^-f »'il iaciou r'^'-'^t.

l!A--.i<-/ r>V«T'-::-:R (u;:-.: -. licl'/o-;:) - Cv-srV; you i.;ont ^' o i::d that no-:t of

the cvp:; .i..--'t r I i . j Iho '<au ar- .A-.-r C=n you br;.v, uc u.:

o.i t<^ sp:-a^'. to in lofL th-ra.'

LK-.v/c> 1 thii..:: that t;v-.rG in oaly ont—

•

r-cr t H _a- r s' ar. a w ; ;: that.

Ct:/j-T bet r.K: try, tho HAU, rJ..-. the crxper i-aenta, the;:.-

?-;.Vc ..xncriuoat:, a. you recall v;e toV-cd about ,axro on _hc

Tb..' oa.'. th.v. v;c were '.aaiting Cor. la.st to got uo:.e a..a wa.

the activ: cv.ity radioaeter, v.Mlch a .a a ^'^^
^'v^;" I:'' "-a- t'-a b-:'

as I tolu you yeutaruav, wc vent into two Kpacia., ^ol«r

a^d got hii ao:ne <a t. even bai;ore tcda-/ Ano no vaja oaer..t ng,

bo'd br-ra -^v two b>i!r- a-a wc caiae ovt- hero. nnd 1 .b^.i.-. .c p.un

'to te'in that, attiraae aro.al 7 hoara, .o hc'r got ^ boura

left to oo. The ctb..- c:X;X'r i jv.onta , ;uor;t ofc thcaa hau a....p^.'--cu

woat of tta'tc ruaa.

PAO (Grablc)

JOHN WfJ/rOKO (ilea York TiK.ea) - You a:^id you have

bloakad out, lor thir cxtenaicn day, la thia goi ag to .... . bJ.v



that d^y.

LKWXS I, tb?, vv^ac:n I say blDc!-:(si oul-^ it*:.^' hrv'cally It

blocker! c^ut of tho o>:poH:a<:at' activiti^jj. 'irn» tyo^:i t>iLC', vc

wou3.ci i\o then J.:: just r.r:i, wttro }0'::';.iMq at c^icli-.^;-, 3c:/j ^^r>uaQ):^

nyr-ti'r:;a oc orl>*'^ec systoiu type tc-r't. Vlo*ro iiol- aJclin--: tho'-^ vv

ir:;til. evaluate juf^t h'-.v; buny trs,^ crcv; iz, b-'?c^/.'^cc' v/C'*ve

tried not' to r-akc it a bunv day. Tlut since v;c just cctt^vn tha*

in^ aad i,:atter oi; ic^ct, I don't thia!; \;o'd ^ v^n hc^cl chn'ice .

teleprinter that to th^r^ crov;, thcr^:/ v^ouXd like to 3ook at it an
provide coniriiont;i ^ I cun*t tell you how bur..y, maybe lU\rry can
co:pti';.'r4t on it, I think he is a\<^tL- of the i^rjic plan, but vk^*v^-

tried not to cjo vith a h^avy v;ork schedule for the cr>w. That
v/as out intent* And as v;c; look ct it, v.*e !tu':y not add thcce
Spacelrib nystoru: or Orbitor sy5;tca.?; te3t because oC tr.at, it i'

appears to raucli of a v/ork load.

PAO Carlos

ChXihOB nYi^l'S (Houston Chronicle) - Chuck, v.'hon yoa talk about
addirr:: things oa to the tenth day^ actually ^,?h.it your doinq iv.

notf it: inscr t i;:-:: 5'.o::;oth ing fr.r J::.y nine ri;^c to h-^*, in tcriuD o
schedJilv^* Tiiat*:: bccair^a your last day^. your latidiao day —
LEWIS That* correct.

mhR3 -'-you don't really irior:; v;ith t).at very nuch I

don't think, or do v^u?

I.Ev^XS Th^r^'a corr^-'ct, we h.i^'ically Jaava the larit.

hours p!"ior to the Orbit TiG, Ihi: Vh'^r- iv. so^ao TXiylOv.d

opC;;rali.>ar. up to aboat 'I'lG *Tiinun 12 ho:»i:-r>, a:!d then tri:*> rtnrt
deactAVatin9 tha pr^ylo'-d. Alno thcra is a loc of: r.to:

cabinat: ntow tiiaa/ in th'.t same txru-a frari:a. t:o year iu'a-:ically

correct

PAO ni^ht hcrcv Djvo Dooliia;;.

DAV:': DCa)l,ll^G (h^i-ntsvi llo rino) Darck, v;bat v;a::^ tha r/.dtch th

Ulf kicked on r^aterial nai.aacc douMe rr.ck? hnd vjhy una it

0/;po:;*'d :v;ch that it coala 02 kick^.u? i*n ucc to cocin<] thca
circulr.r inetal sai^cdr., VK-rtually v/vary r.vn tch on a

^

^^n- cer-ar-d: t

.

Did he 3raa;iage to a-ork lu?^ tea down taore ar*d kick it or war; ho

trying to grab ahold of it or v;hat?

MULMia^aa I'm not* very sure about c:-:actly hov ha to do it.

Becauaa 'we wer- told that if yoa tried to do it^ it ia quite
difficult, no hov-' ha Rana'.3::d to do it, iaadverioncly w.- don't
knov;. Indeed thay ara projected by those U shupc <ju-trda, and

just j ike all thc'uthor * -avitchea, ana fiankly it*a a
^

little bi

of a i:!y.-;c.ery to ua, but alright ha just knocked a cwitca ovai'

,



B'rS-i) CllWOl>k):--snit'}' l^niEifinG p26ja. 12/05/8'3„ 2.:D0''pnr: :'mB\i'':[

••ana;' that v.u-: a litt'lr- bit anf ottu.nat.e,. /liut 1ia ve yot; ^a,^

tmtS I mlaht c.cid that's nothing new, V7C ' vo <!ono that
repc-ateuly in our voh icloi'^, the* same tl;rc sv;i tea, the- rjrmiv- tihK- -

guaid:^, V^e'd nvjv:^ arovj'id in Og, or so:nv- thing that they* ra vKrrlving

with ill Ocj, t:::ty can ctiii burnp ,a nwitch. It aoitsn^t, happen

;

frequently, but it hap;ien.s,

GBAIG COV;*ULT {/*v i^. iJ.on VJeek), - ^huck .X believe it, was .your ,;:
;

:Shift that you had cibuut. 4 or, 5. of the invest iyc^tors
'

team W^^

.an Orbiter .glow te^t. The PI'n tcH iiie that, you actually <3.c:t
.

,

them in the v^rong attitude, accidoritly, instead of,..the Payioad
bay in the fio-j^ you yot one wing in the How, you might tell do
v;hy you got the v;rong attitude there.

•LEvilf^ I will pass that oao on my right I' don't. /know^^

CRAFT ' I can*t ::^nswe^ that question either,. 1. ,vmnn*t ori:

when that iiapvcned,

Lnv^IS (garbl»"i) ^;e'll try to g;^t you an ^nr..r-r. We nay
have i*mdc *^?rror* • checkc^d' what ,v;a ; h^ad. ^gotten; £

payloc;d Ops p riop lo c:a far as; v;hat 'th^v v;;^irLt^d to fly to the;:*.* We
think we h.dy hasicc;!!;; ^ot it correct, but we. inay have u^av
errtor, on con.;>atin9 the attitude.



hVvllS No, t.hero v'^rL. not to l.-r.v; i ator i-;^')r;:r.i': ^-•'-t up to

PAG v;c (^ > havo c l.r ansc>- i o*: ol: t'rj v ^olo kio!: n I r.o * r>

ciclivi l:."..:^. ':-o :/nd want tc consull L^Mi t
.
v:^c^ '

r^Jt it

?ivailv-'l>j It':": cl.i tlior'-r for yo'i* Hack in trrj back,

JOHi^ PKT'^y Post) llar> th-re been ronoat cif: i/riC

os-ilJr;tio.i3 t:h.J: i.ef.or'co.i in th- Orbit>-r yoGterd^v and have

you uiacio any ^/ic^jrct^j 1*) uiidecst^^Mo i A.j what i.)iry v^ere.

LHa'T?^ To ;.y kao^lovio.- thcic:*.s b'''}n ropeot. 'J'he crev;

haon^t r*''-'ortea c^pytiunvj. W«i did o-- ^'^'--''^ ^^^-^ c.cc -i: iment

11, I b(.;iio7C, ife' had -or.c, I oucn;:, accolc -ror;.':: tor typ-:^ data*

In wa5 on a gfct:>:i or plot, r.nalog p.lot and ju:..t before 1 left wo

w^re ttyj!).| to <^'jt th-? <iic:it-l datn nlr-.y^^d i;ac*: throiK)h our

pXaybr.::'L r;y r.ter.i " a/u'^ thcyS:e goia9 to ^.u'Ault thr^t to our

enalncarino ')oo;:'la here at* .:u*C for t-valuat iori t>ut that\^.^ as Car

ar. 1 car. lar.e il vai ..h you \t this poi-.i.

I>h0 Any r.ore c]uar;';onc? 'aoa 0*Toolc,

ai<1 run^-aay 17 in' ohay.
,

Can



thwt riiq:'rS.

aclivite,- so if yor^ v\-:nt: to ^;
',y:i':: ul t: th.-rL- v.'O'vo qot it

av:-lloblc. M*:/ .-II x)i-':^ lov y.rj . Beck in Ih- ha-k.

O0i:w rh;';;'].'^'' {r:otv:.ion P.');:;l.) !':'r-> Ihore b-?-"n nv iO:'^jat of the
ooc i ilul: lOiiG thai: rcpofte:! in the Qrblt^u' vL^sterclc'v ofjd have

y c ) i: Hi r: d : , u /y p r c9 -J . i i i Vi * a t ; i.. t ' r4 cl i u / * » , * a t 1
1'

a y v:*c t' o •

j,i;.\7Xr> To r.y i:oowle^v-jc- thoro'c fj:::/n no repeat, TVio

h::r;fj*t; r'/portc^J ':.ny in-';; • Vic. did get fr^^^rvo data fro::, cxperiir.ont

1.1, I beJicvv:* M'?' so:r.-:^, 1 cju'-c.s, a-::ce Iero:n.^tc r typ'*-^ d-ta.
In v;us o;t ci graph <>; plot; analog plot a:id juat b:jfore I left v.'e

v;c'i.r; tr^, J.;iri CO g: r th"; cUcjit-I oafca pleiycd back thL'ough our

1-0 .iv'bock ; . V:'::Vi ' c:.:in t '-j^^y * ro cr,-^ no to ^:i>h:r. i t tha t to our
(^^j:;ince. j fv;; r-copl c h at JSC fur cv.. 1 v: % t i on but that*?> as far

c'S 1 C'.h t'l.Kn it you at thic poir.t.

I>a0 Any ; c quF.f.t I o^;i? Tom 0*Tool»'^.

U'OM O'TC^,^';;: C'a;:;-; ; li, s..,-; y'\'A') Vou Sc.id run\'ay 3 7 \f okoy. CcMi

you a "> i:/:,. i-.r.t l^v t'i-/' !a';;a* 3" i.ia;::. ia there ar-jy ol tMa
lca::>ar] .a: ill va". t a:^1 If 17 c;v'a tli-a \'.".v it ir> rta;.^ is that th>
C/^j yov/rj aciiraj to v*.v,* c>.» l-'a.''^ ia^'j

•

L::,;Tr.; 17 oi>v priiu,^. 3t's o'a y aa. far ar; tho \/ot

coa,;i t ic^;:/, .r.-: coac.a .;-:a.^: . V?e <;ot little bit ol: tai.i I think it

vaa> day b..;a'.e yaat ard.:y rnd by tha oi ^c: lajraa^tya, r'jnv;ny IS i

an aJtera-.-v^» aad af; crwr-rj th:?;a*a gov-. i:al rua\a*^yo oat tharti.

l.ail tha^> •^^aaal' th:^ f^tta;:a : la;- a-:'! ruvraaya to ba drv tome ;
rov;

c-aaat^ajno a.' l 1 icA.u. So v.'a, aijy rupwry at Kdv^arda \arll

b:- c;vai }a' '.a' to ur^

.

PaO Cia. ia 1*:;* to].'-, a*': cav^ cjat vou an cvnava-r to y<.»u::

cjaaat lon. /•: y nr.ra a,.,.:.: tio.j;: • OkaVr \:a'n wav*!] act a raac^rd

bar- fo. o.v-^ of the :a,oil'jc;t Cp.anja-of p.iiirt'a on record and go
liOTVia.. :
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Good mornincj, and v.-elcome to todays science
briefing, with Mission Scientist, Rich Chappoll, and BSh Project

Scientist, Dr. Karl Knott:. Gentlenien.

CHAPPEI.L. Karl why don't you f;t:art off.

KNOTT Okay, let me report to you on activities of shift

13, the day - uft of yesterday, v-'.-iile the ccf^v; was presently

trying to v/ork back, get back onto a decent scientific working

lab, back on Spacelab. After the spectacol ur press conference
that jur-t took place. There was one question asked during this

press cor.feter.ce, where the reportets asked for direct replys

froHi the crew, asking well can tell us any definite scientific
results which you hav^^ rcen onboard. It is very difficult fcor

the crew I should say, to answer this quofition, because juftt we

av/are that many of the experiments in the life scicnc* area aru

carried out in' cartr idges, inaide cartridges, and these are

brought back to earth for different analysis so one could not

expect any reasonable answer front the crew in this c-rea. And the

other results v:hich are corning fto?a instruments, and icany rer:ultG

comincj ftom the instr vunonts v.-hich are carried down to eo.tth by

telemetry. They are dirp3_ayed by very special disp;i-".vs down here

in the POCC. Again the ccew haj. not seen tho beautiful sp<ictra,

and beautiful results which have in the luii.ntir.e bocoxe available

here in Houston. So it vjas a very difficult-, question for tho

crew to answer. Now back to the shift of yesterday. It was

basicr-lly the last shit'c with a full astronomy pronram. there

were a number of attitude changes nade in oidc?r to point tho

astronomy instruiionts to the desired targets. On average 1 would

say, I went over the le-st few shifts, v.'hich were acquired

attitude intensitv, intcnfiive, and T counted that an average,
about 15 attituoe maneuvers, for science were carried out durincj a

12 hour cycle. »ow the afitronoay e:-:per iiT.ents , the two which

operate, wnich can only operate in darkness, they have for

basically now finished their progrc-.ro. They have exposed all

their films, Stu Bowyer tho Investigator of faust instruaenc

pointed out to earth that he has just one exposure left, and he

asked us to rnange tho Orbit to qet a little bit more of night

time to make use of this reinaining exposure. However, that wat;

not afeasible w-y to go. So he will have to come back with that

exposure still left in his film.

CHAPPSLL You should amplify that Steve was talking about

changing the inclination sviaybe by 30 or 40 degrees V7hich they say

maybe they could do with continuous thrusting for 3 years or

something like that. It was a tongue in c!ieek request.

KNOTT He has in the meantime stored his film safely,

(garble) in his camera, he has protected it against the hot test,

which is Gorjiing uo and so has experivnent 22, the very wide field

camera which also' carried out all the planned e::plosures for this

mission. So we have already two astronomers who are extremely
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happy at work* Plus the happiness last: niglit^ our sci'^ncoi our
internal science rteoting* hnd 1 guess our third astroao^;or#
Deter Andresen is even r^ore happy bocause is able to continue
operations in soni'? licjht, and he'r* nov; the only candidate in the
astronor.tor field and can take care of the upcoruing
opportunities. Then in th? area of the life science, I cjucgs you
h'Hve all seen the yesteiduy^ the a;*^.blo TV coverc4cje, of the hop
and drop test, and th:^ drop and shock test. yesterd^:y on day 6

we hcid the first opportunity to re.'u;!Tfe the^o tests because th
material scieatinto are interested in a clean good ze.xio cravity,
or micro-gravity envircnnr^it ^ they*ve had since a long time asked
for no Treasure acceleration disturbances inside Spacelab, durinq
the first few days when the crystals v;ere grcwing. They are now
convinced, or they were already since a long tiiae convinced that
in the* meantime these crystals have grown to a decent si?.e. Such
that carrying out hop and drop tc:;t, v;hich cuu<3e son>e rcJ^aro^

gravity disturbances, but the ciyt.tcil:-: are no\; large enough and
the crystals will not be influencecl in an aoversed way anyii-^ore of
these types of activities*. So this could be cr.riied out. The
hop and, the vestibular hop and drop test, I think we \/cnt over
already during the first dc;y of the rission, v;hen it wc-.s done.
The drop and shock test con.>isting of the, of one crevrirtn beinq
dropped inside the module, pulled down by bungee cordr:; and duriny
the fall^ while accelerate *i, while being pulled down by the
bungee cord, the subject is shocked by a mild ^^lectrical shock,
and those *s a few who have very, very carefully looked at t)ie TV
transmission when Owen Garriott wrr.^ hanging dov;n froia this kind
of torture machiire, where he was hanging on. You nust hCiVO seen
that his leg was occasionally, making a funny novement at certain
stages. Atleast this was the result from the shocks which are
injected into his leg. But. I'm sure that the Pt incijile
Investigator of this experiment Dr. Mc^l Reschke v;ill be able to
tell you nuch more about this investigation. Another laajcr
achievernent yesterday, was done in the area of space plas.r.a

physics. During these investigations, a nun;ber of experiments
v/ere running together. Unfortunately the electron beam generator
of the SJuPAC experiment was in operative and tne electron beara
gemerator of the PICPAP took over the whole of this emitter. So
the basic functional objectives of studying the interaction of
the surrounding plasma was an electron be<m could be achieved,
simply by shifting, by putting PICPAi^ into the whole of the SEPAC
instrument as far as this aspect it. concerned. Exciting results
ha^e been obtained in this area, it as for example been seen
electrons of a certain energy are injected into the plasma. The
particle detectors onboard, detect a population which is coming
back to the Spacelab or to the shuttle, which is of much higher
energy than the population which he's been injected into the
plasma. What a iiicerest i n^-i acceleration, mechanism must be going
on there. But as it has also been found that when the PICPAP,
v/hen the SBPAC experiment, blows out its neutral plume, it's
neutral gas, that then tliis effects is not present, very clearly,
so this gives a puzzle to the investigators, and certainly space
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plasma physicist and theolcgist then '..'ould hava to cotuO up viith
theories explaining all thci^e affect^:. Then also in thlu czoat
yesterday was b^isinally the last day for the <jt;*^.o3phor j c
experiment^ the AliPI ex[>ariinent to xa:;e oboorvc/cioas, and Dr,
Steve Mende hcis had a fevj spectacul<:c obGcrv^tioaSy where he has
looked at the, for example magnet; iu:n in the uppc^r atTnor4>here#

Magnesium actually being iniected into the upp'-^ atnior.pliere an a
product £rom meleoroids corning into the acnor/phere and they feed
a constant^ . '.:y constitute a constant source tor magnesium in
the upper atiaOc>ph;?re* The- obser%^atloa of maonosium fof example,
helps to determining any r;otion in tne upper citraoGphci'e. So
that'ii why it v.'as a very spectacular obnervation, Kaguesium h?\s

been seen and I'm sure Dr. Mende v;ill able to tell you ir^ore about
what he in going to do with these observations* Fur ther!r;ore^ we
were able during the shitt yesterdi-iy^ to schedule 1 additional
solar attitude which was not foreceen for yecterday. Thin has
been done as a percautioa foe exp^r in, i;nt 8^ an experiraent^ sol at

cKperiment, an experiment aining at srlca^>ur incj the solar constcntti
by Dr. I?ilsonr from JPL*

END OF TAPE
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KNOTT ^•^ for yesteroiay^ this has been Cone as a
precaution for eKp::riraent 8 und orpcj: in: nt - rolar experinenti
exper iiu:>nl; aimirrj at measuring the t^olcx conslcut by Dr. (qarble)
from GPL and he v;oald like to - (garble) talk cibout enr-rqv inputs
coning fi:o:n the sun. Kis experiment g is fed by the RAU 21 imd vve

have in th? meant iin^f provid';:s some (ofuble) tv:o observr- 1 ions of
tl;v."r sun* Yestercu'^y v^as one of there o::tra oi:»poir t.vini tic:^ just as
a safety rea^ure against poi:.oible cU f l' icult ios v.hich he May
experience durinc; th>j hot tc;;t tod^y v;hoi* the IVJ) 2i is c^cincj ^

be heated up and expoctatioi;? are, th^t it nay not be fully
oporationcl during th^ entire duration of the hot test* So ho
hao already basically achieved his rcaults. In the material
science a*:oa ye?>terdc.ys shitt was chcir ^.cter i::€^d by the fact that
the mirror heating facility hc^d bceri (oarble) and the
invest ic-itors thon (garble) ^riong to J::chedulc those
invoiitiy<?t ion?5 v.'hich »?e mi'*.;.*d earlier on v/hon tlds facility was
not operational Vihcn theao uctivitieu were a;uuilly planned in
the timeline but had to be ou'.itted bocc-uso the facility v?es not
v;oi:king» Investigators v;oce struqq3i::g to reiichouule thj^i>o

activities and tha timeline on9ineerfi did a fantastic job in
accoitirr^odut ing these invest igati onis in bctv^cc-n o.hcr activitiOB in
order to c^et the inircor heating facjlii:vi' the opportunity to catc!i
up with lo:it opportunities before r;o this in coino vk?11* The
repair v/hicK^ warj doa^? turnrj out to b:: a succo;;rrul and the
facility is operational and it vnll be operated nov; as lon^^i as
possible, the mission pennitii ua* In general, 1 v^ould say that
v;e had an investigafcorn mcecing last ni<3ht, V'e have it every
night at 7:30 up in our POCC buildiiig. I U'e never before during
this mission sc*en ro inany investigators €?xprei>5.^inq happine:>a
experiment 13, the glow Goectro.^otcr has e::haur*tcd all its
cooling gas* It cannot operate any further • It is not suppose
to operi^te any further becau.ic we are entering int^o continuous
sunliglit very soon, or heavily entered ;und the* inve?:; t igator has a
whole pile of spector taken Ciorn the constituents of the
atmosphere, he's extcoiaely Jtappy. I already iHontioned the
astronomers who have ::iaved th:ir film, their evtreinely happy,
others express their happin::i;s with the v.*ay things v;ere going.
The PICPAB experiment, the Euiiopean l-lasaa Bxpcritaent was
extremely happy, it gets a nu^nber of additional opportunities by
taking over the whole of the electron be:Tn accc 3 orator of 5>EPAC
to a certain degree and that Manoe was very happy with the
observations which he obtained during the day and a number of
special attitudes and also the SEPAC people are liappy th<it the
RAU 21 is sufficiently under control "that they can operate their
experiment, they can operate the (garble) arc jet and all that
diagnostic equipment in which to have onboard • So all in all I

went home last night, also extremelly F;atisfied v?ith the
(garble) • 1 think it is a super rrdssion from a science point of
view and there had been a fcv, difficulties in betv:een the
(garble) helped us in recovering fro;n these difficulties and this
mission is making a lot of experimenters investigators extremely
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happy. This is basically a report fcom shift number 13 so I

thought ho was an cjrcelXent shift and was excellent achievements

in very good shape and I understand that shift 14 continues xn

this way.

CHAPPELL I'm going to give you a follov; up on soruething we

talked about vf.sterday which was the repair on the metric cpe--;

which is really - we're now referring to it as the wuobo ocrvei..

show. It was unbelievable, I wish you all could have been there

to watch it. The situat 1 . as that the cassette hcd jamr.ed, the

second cassette after taking about 25 pictures out ot

approxinately 500, so they spent a lot of time, VJubbo, vloe Kngle

here at the center lookinq at, they found a camera sinnlar to it

here. They snent a lot of tirae working on procedurcn on hov; to

irnprovise a dl,rk room in the nidcieck so that they could guide Bob

Par^•er through this repair and Bob had - none ot the ctew had

seen the inside of that cassette, of any of those ccusottos, :io

'Wubbo was acting in his cap&city as the alternate payload

specia)ir.t was acting sort of the ChfCOn, the CIC us we call it

in the payload side and he had a telephone on one ear wnerc he

was talking to the (garble) people in Gertruvny in Gci-man and hxs

head rot on the other e-;r where he v.aa tcill:in<3 to hob Parker in

enqlir.n and he had a serewdriver in the one free hend that he nao

and a set of pro-.>-;dure3 all over the desk in front of. hitr, ana it

was lust a phenorucnal sr^rt of a thing that vont
fi^;

over" a period ot 30 minvceii to an hour with vnternittenv.

opportunities for cor.™unications . It was jo:jt a fantastic thing

to" watch and all that work done narvelously. Bob took the ca^^.era

down into the r-iiddeck, got into one of the bunks, tap-d one ot

the Orbiter curtains over the ait duct where there v.-oa a light

leak. They turned off all the lights on the tunnel ana m tae

middeck. Bob took the camera apart, took some sclncors and cut

the filu, pulled it off of the roll that was jannaed, on tae

takeua reel which was jair.med ut, took the film out, stored the- 1,

brouqht the camera out, figured out what the problem was with the

mechanism through interactions with VJubbo who was corning through

Wubbo to Germany and then back up to uob and figured out what tne

problew was. Went back in and put the fili.t back into the roll,

started up on the takeup reel, put the cassette bac.< on the

camera and so we all waited and then during this - then they

mounted the ca.T.era back on the window. During this snitt, it wai>

first operated, it was scheduled to operate during LOS and so

everybody sat and waited and then we finally came up with AOS and

the C3C3, Bob had the camera worked and he just said it .<.

piece of cake so that Parker continues to do thos-; ph-nomrial

repair jobs and this one was a really groat one. As you may .lavo

heard just before we started the laetric can-.cra people then wc-rt?

able to take about 400 more pictures v.'hich completed all of the

science that they wanted to do. They wore so estatic with how

well everything worked out that you may have heard they n-ade a

pre-^entation to the crew just before we started here. They gave
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the creu» the remaining 80 pictures on the filro for thorn to use

ho '/ever thoy would like to use it. hnri so we* 11 probably got
soitie other tcntastic pictures depone)? no on the choices rn^<^o by

the crev;. As a renult, the nwtric car-iera which we unfortunately
two days aqo had to talk in a negative Gonse car.K-: out very^ very^

saccoGsfuliy, In tho shift in additioii to the notric cair^cra

operation^J now^ v;h.:ch v;cre completed^ wc finir.hed v/ith the* SAL
operation oC 22 and tho Shh y^<is rorracted and 22 taken out of the '

Shh. VJc dio ^uuiQ luocc vcLJtibular oxpcriiaent, pr.rt icular ly v;e had
the dome run:j which were alc^o - clip^ ft* 021 that v.'ere shown in

real time television. Vt'e did a couple of physicc module
experiments having to do with liquid slr.biliticu building a

liquid column betv.'cen the t\ro disks and the-fluid phyj;ics module
and looking at the stability that can bo c?chievcd by injecting
vibration, differetit vibration mode into the fluid and checking
the various lengths in diar.;eter ratior> that arc possible and then

a fluid phyr>ics xriodulvi experiivient that looked at capillc.ry

action^ tho motion of liquids through narrow tubes and
surfaces* Me are - continued running experiment 1 which i:>

measurements of the upper c4t:.iOBphere, in^ging Bpectrorneter and

v/e»ll talk more cbout that tomorrow and those operations draw
tovard a clcce. V7e*ve not raore targeLr> with the astronorT.y and

continued a lot of the juct the long cookers a:3 we called them in

the material science^- The one on cry:.:tal grov;th exper i^t.ents and

some of the exper iraonts that are exposing the different
biologicol spocii^ens to the h-^rd radia;:ion and ultraviolet^
radiation eavironnrnt that are out on the pallet that are just

passive expcrinents. I wanted to mention a couple of other
thing:: • In addition to the data continuing to corue in, the

analysis, the quick look analysis continues and I wanted to show

you a picture, ^if you could put up that picture, for those of you
v;ho have been around astrophysics at all, your imagination is

marvelous and they are able to find data to confirm their

concepts. o;his iu a concept that Deter Andrason furnished to me
earlier. v;a were talking about this at 3:00 in the morning.

That*s a 5tar on tbr. left, an incretion disk on the right, ntar

on the left is being sucked into the incretion disk on the right,

in tho center of which is a black hole and the star is being
slowly eaten by the black hole. Deter had took an observation of

one such binary system. They are rotating rapidly around each
other. And in doing that he's found something quite interesting

in looking at signas XI which is the source, the black hole with
the star that are mutually rotating, he's found that the spectrum
and the flux are very, highly variable by a factor of 2 or more

in time scales of milliseconds and in addition to having a

continuing type xray spectruia, there is indeed a very strong lino
at 6 kiiovolts whicM appears to be an iron line. And what that

tells you is that in that incretion disk in that picture that was

on the riqht hand i:.ide, that tells you that there is iron present
in that incretion disk and it*s being excited by the xray^; that
are generated as the other material is drawn or accelerated into
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the black hole, and this gives you than a way of reniotcly sons^ng
actually a corcposition of thiii particular binary object/ Deter
wars quite excited about the nev; findings in this area. In
addition he inade an observation of the KSA object v;hich is a
super nova and v/hat'n loft of the star that has exploded in the
past and there has found a number of discrete linos that have
apparently indicate iron silicone sulfur all being in the
reuinant* So I V70uld encourage you to talk with Deter ntore, his
resu}.ts get raore exciting each day, Karl mentioned, Marsell
Acciomens experiment, the grill spectrometer, and we had a very
interesting interchonoe on that in the SO 3g meeting that
planning meeting this morning, or it was last night, I guess,
where Marsell reported that he had seen meth:'ne in the mesonphere
which is like the middle atmorjphere, the middle to upper
atmosphere and one of the other atmosphere physicists^^v/ho was
there, said there is no methanv^ in the rneriosphere, it's never
been seen ctnd Mar sell said well it has now. So the presence of
n^ethane is very —

* * *
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CilAPPKf.L when ^h^ meso.^.nhor e v;hich is like the middle
atrhoohf ^re, the niddle to upper atDoaplser e. And one of the other
atinosphar ic phyt-ucist who v;as there said there Is no inetheue in
the mcsoaphere. It* 3 nevt.i been seen and .we^rcel said v;ell it h^s
now. So the presence of laethane ic very clear in Mcircel*s d^ita
up to v^ry high a.ltitudcr*, 70 kilc»n»c tori;. Methane corr.cs frora the
surtctce of the earths 3o 5'or it to diffuse lo that altitude is
quite ijignif leant , tJarcrj is also seein2 carbon dioxide to very
high altitude?., to 130 kiloricters or so, up into the thermosphere
and that's ax.io nev€»r be.»r» fieen. And hc*s seeing v^ater vapor at
100 kiloincters in thi3 inerospriv^ro v/hich ho feels is cxtrenely
signi liccint • Marcel har; so nsny ^ioectra nov; and no many
differcMit phcno:;iena to study, that he •a overv^heUiad but he alno
reali^e^ contrary to so many of his instruments in the past, thait

this oric is going to cono hack ao'^i^u Shuttle and Specelab
arc going to bi:in9 it b^ck. He'il h^ve it b:;ck and hc*ll get to
fly it again. So the sci . nee of this particular instruiuent will
continue. I think he'j; Gcheculocl on the flight, the
environ.;i3ntai ob:;orvation:; laicsion in inid liJ£^5. Let's sec. I

wanted to ricntion ju3t a couple of other, V?e have conr^leted up
to this point about 30 ex]>nr imcnt 5; of the 70, keeping in mind
that i, great nur.ber of those still to be c'ono arc in th^ material
science \s sample area. So v/o are really getting along and
finiijhin<j up all the exfcririentn v/ith a very strong success in
all ol: them, I hav<? b^cn reminded, 1 had thcf same reaction that
Karl did this pornirKj and i \vantcd to jive you an analogy which I

hope vMll be an apt one* The scientists now, 1'vg n'^^ntioncd in
previou3 days, that the ficicnt istrj , you're seeing more and more-
data starting to be pc-?sted up on the v^alls and the doorr* and that
sort of thing and the exuberance over v;hat is boing found has
carried to the naxt level now where there*r-i a phenomena that
takes place arouod Christnar; tirae when all the kids on the block
got now toys, hno they all go out in the street with their nev;

toys and everybody wants to shov; the next. On^ kid vMnts to show
the next one hii^ nev; toy and I don*t v^ant to imply that the
scientists are kids, but thoy are - many of them are as excited
as kids with the new toys that they have now and you find them
out in the hall sort of collaring each other with the new results
and v;ithin the MOCR the Mission Control Room that is on the same
floor vnth'ou'- experiments, which is not being used right now,
you find them quite frequently in there with their data showing
it to each other. It's very clear that we are at an exciting
stage of the mission. Ke feel very strongly that V7e are on the
dovjii side in terms of experiment accorriplishnicnts . So ruany of
them nov; are being completed and wo are going into operations for
those that are to finish up the mission. So things are going
really well and I guess we'll stop at this stage. Let me
mention, thank you John. I wanted to mention one other that I

skipped and Prank Sulzman will be available for you if you would
like to answer more questions on this. Frank's exper irfient , the
Circadian Rhythm experiment, was the one that we've mentioned
before where Frank uses a fungus that grows on the tube that on
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the nucface o£ the earth it displays a now buncbinq of qro>?th
each 24 hours. So it has a vory strong circacMan rhythm to it»

The eKpecincnt v;as to look into v;hethc:i: that phencinena exists in
s:p:v'*e v;here there v;ould bo no 2*1 hours cues evid::^nt: co th^ funqus
and that experiment has been grovnno since v.'O '"t: rtcd the nussioa
and toddy Frank v;as r.ble to Mcy'k with Vlt Merbold as they u^ound

that oxpcrimcnt cind Ulf v/oj; able to give Frauk nonie initial
results. 01 course, ho*s going to neod to analy.-e the cpccii;icns

v:hcn they con- bcick buL nenorally he round thr^t the fungiv.: ha<,

indeed grcr./n about 3 quarters o£ the w^y down thi tube u^hich is
what he had aviticpated. And in fact, the bunchij^g or tho bandincj

in the grcv;th is present indicating at least in the first order
look thai t:he circ^uian rhyclm; within this orqanir;:.) persists in
spvice* And there vnli be a niMnber of other thinqs that Frank
will v^ant to look into in seco.?d order eflcctrs but I'd encourage
you to talk with hivn. So, okay v;hy dOi**t v/e stop r^nd take
questions.

PAO Okayi v?e*ll start with Dave.

DAVE DOOMflG (The HuntGville Tiraec) Rick, v;hen I Uc^s li.*:tenincj

to son\e the air-^to-q-ound l<-.^t niciht I though l heard tlie CIC
calling up obscr vat iv: -i plem to are c bout 6 dilTcrcrnt
inatr urr^.ent.^ sinultaneously to do a dfy glov.» obne^" Vv^ltion* V^:s that
correct and v;ac^ it carried out?

CilAPPELL it v^a':* a, I think it v;o3 a Shuttle qlov; Dave ai;

opposed to day glor. It vuxCy a 5Jhuttlvi glo^y. That was Cc^rried
out. We* re not sure on the results oi that as yet. That*B the
ir.oat, up to date that was the most l^irge coord i n^^teo set of
mea5;uremontc that we've raade at one tijae. That had, as you said^
6 or 7 experiments involved in it*

DOOLirJG Okay, was that an unplanned FO?

CHAPPKLL That'r; tight. That's one that we replannecK Vie

had talked about that t'or about the past 2 yearo but we had
decided because of tha v^ay the timeline had evolved at the time
that we re<ilized that W5S a good thing to do, to wait and plan it

during the niisKion and that worked out.

PAO Craig Covault.

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week) Tv/o questions. First, has the
weather been cooperative under the metric camera ground tracks?

CHAPPELL Generally so* What they, they realize that weather
would be a variable thing for them so v/hen they laid out their
investigation program they left the option of taking a target or
not. And there were, I guess on the sifts that I have been on I

remember 4 or 5 instances in v/hich they said skip this target and
we'll take one later. But then they've used up, they've used up
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all the film that they v,'anted to, gotten the major targets thnt

they v^anted to. And v;h.:it they do vhsn they skip one is they just

pick another one up latci:.

KNOTT It's my unflorstandlm that the vocth'^-r in Kuro^^c

was extremely favorcibic during the last fc/ dayc U.t the n.etric

caraora. However, over here - over the Unit '-rl States I 'w not go

sure because X'vc been looking c-t th. :-ai.\y:r ma^o v'h:ch^ are

alwpyr. di.snlay.-^d here during the nevs and it did not loo<, ^'^

at least, so favorable. But there have hern, as '^^^^[^/"^tf
ij^^"''

have been adjusting to thir, and they have only exposed those

targets which, over those targets v.-hich had .good ...

CHAPPELL VJhen they v;erc doiTiinent, their targets v.-cre

doTtin>.nt. Europe and I think Africa. Places other t\..?n the

united States. I think they had 1 pass o/e; the Un U:oa Sv.atef;.

COVAUr/r okay and r.^condly, Couctes v.'hose v;.He field

canera and I v?cre diccu3~>ing ycrjtcrday. lie was here ouriny

Skylab and co.mented that evcrynlc/'it there was a iJO^^ ta^-

science tradeorfs. That haan't been th: Cc.r- Uixr. tiu.c. Can you

describe some of your hcuder tracicoffu you've haci to ria,<u,

however, in repianning in the evtss i r.Cj?

CHAPPF.I.L Vou knov.' tbene really haven M: br^on real hard oneh

and I think it'n becauGO the ditfereuc:e v/ith 3kylab, in f.y

experience, was that in Skylab invcstirji.to--. of the oiffcerent

disciplines were brought together very late m the planning so

that they had formed fairly clocely into gronpa of i(icere..c m
solar physics and earth observations, etc. before they were

brought together to inter ract and to £.hare. Consequenciy, the

job was difficult when they all had decided e::actiy wn.:^t they^

needed on individual basis. Contrary to that, in S.-acclaj v?o vo

been together as a group of inveatigatorr. tor alr.ost / years and

we've grown to know what each other is about scientt xcalxy to

appreciate each others investigations and to make cc-upromiBcs

throughout the desing of the mission to ir..-';c everything fj^t and

to put the tiraeline together. And that sort of c< . .
us on m

to what we do now. We don't really get Into big squabbles

because we are familiar and we've been going through the

compromise activities, for a long time.

KNOTT Let me add to this that a number of cxper iroenterc

got actually more data back than there had been baijeUned in tae

timeline. There have been additional opportuntiCE which they

were able to grab and the roplan has itiadc it possible for thew to

enhance the science considerably. So I think rather than raa.cmg

half tradeoffs and withholding certain planned activities tro;^

investigators the contrary was the case. They got those who

could get more than tney had planned obtained it oasjcally.

Unfortunately astronomers who have a limited amount o,. tiln

onboard cannot get more.
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CriAPPELL Let me also, Craig, nny one other thing. Wc-, as

part of tUo invest iaator activity Xcccling u? to the mny-xon, the

investioi-tocs the::,sclves decided ho-,' they would in fact .-opioaci

the sharing. And tb/iy ovolvca th^ approc-ich oC discipline: balanc

and balancG among cxpcrivaanta and they have givun to iU:rl and mo

the liceaae to .Take the decisions if wo had to raake then ...

***
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CHAPPELL themselves decidea bo-/ they would in fact
approach tho charing^ And they evo3,ved ths approach of
discipline balance^ and balance among exp^r iments , And they have
given to Karl and lae the license to nake the decisions if vre had
to make themf b:u:ed on keeping things balanced. And each one of
the KicetincjG that o huve cwice a day, the last thing we talk
about is vaiat*s the discipline balance like, are there any
exp.:: ivuvM/cs ::.t ncvKi help. And v;hen if it hcis boon the ca-sOf

then the gioap agrees to v;orking to help that experiment ar» much
as poss

PAO CarloB.

CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle) A couple of Cjuestioa?;, first
on Double RacK Material Sciences, v;as that, this caurse a problem
when it got inadver tely knocked off by a mifiguided foot or
wuatever?

CHAPPSL In the shift today?

BYARS Yes,

CHAPPBLL It will caUFe a delay, in that they just hc^:e to

recycle the fcicility. And it means thut you co^ti with the
samples once you got the facility recycled,

KNOTT They had a spare sa:riple onboard for that particular
cxperirnent. That particular saniple war: lost basicallyr but they
have a spare sample onboard, and that one is nov; inserted into
the facility, and is processed nov;. So, t1)ere*s basically no
loss there.

CHAPPELL That's in the tlirror Heating Facility and the
cryostat, that saniple continues, so there is no pcoblem v.'itli the
cyroGtat

•

BYARS On the SEP7%C, have they ever gotten the high power
to work? And I get the ioipression that it has not^ And I know
they have ursed one of the other experiments there to generate an

electron beam, but has there been any attempt to generate a beam
froia Earth going up that v/ould also be detected?

CHAPPELL Well, it*s tough to do the latter because of the
atmosphere is so thick at the Earth's surface that an electron
beam just can't penetrate through the atnioGphere of the space.

BYARS On some of that v/as invovled with microwaves
though.
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CUAPPELL Well, micrcr7avos that*s another chlng, but electron
beams, particle beanu^ v;ith interact \;ith the neutral qar, and

essentially sccittcr and looO energy until it's i,oae. Let me say,

directly on the Si:PhC, tboy v;ere able to coraplcte their
troubleshooting. Early ir^ the misirlon they di*3 opetat"- the

eiectron beam in a low pov'or mode, and they got good data there,

they were very pleaseo v%uth it. Apparently, nid ninr.ion they ^nd

a hcctter problem, a filLuuent heater [>i'i>blem in the electron bev.m

accelerator. And tliat then piohibitc-d the future operation of

that part of the S'irAC inveritigw. t ion . So that is why thcii have
then run the electron bean fron experiment 20, v;hich has given

them good results. In addition, the electron beara assembly ir>

only one part at the SCPAC, the KPD crrcjet which keep talking
about or inentioninq is a pla^srna injector and it*r> v/orkinc f ine

and they're runnir*Q a lot of invest i:i::t ?ons v^ith it, ana they're

running lot of investigations v^ith their di^icnostic pnckcge,
v;hich are the insturrnents that mea5>ure ttio plr..s::..i and the wave
environracnt at the aaxue. So they're Iwiving a good set of

investigations only they* 1.1 be ni3;:.ir>g some of the electron beam
firings.

PAO Johnv

aoiiW WILFORD (Nev: York Tinec) If you're unable to operate the

SKPAC at high power, and you're usin^j thin altc c nat i vo , i'i'^:'nr. you
munt be sacrificing something, as far as the Auroral studies ic

concerned, could you describe?

ClIAPPSr.L I gucKG the t\70 principle things ttiat they would

miss would be first of all the gent-ra.i category of the

interaction of be^.^r?, particle boa,:az vuth the p] ru;ma around the

vehicle. They are able to do that in the Iom povrer mode, and

they hr.vci done it. But they v;ill not be able to do that v;ith the

higher current bean. Okay, no thor>e wave particle intrractions
that are generated in plai^iria with high energy or high current
beams will not be done by the SKPAC experiment. And the

artificial exeer iiaent . And the artificial aurora experiment
which is the part of the one that they will do wiiere the beara

propagates to" tlrj atinosphere and iriakeo a streak and the

atmocphere will not be able to be done.

PAO Do we have any other questiona here at KSC, Jules?

BERGMAN I have two quer.tions. First of all, doet; the

weather still look good, for a Thurrjday landing? Are you still

figuring that you have an extra day?

CHAPPBLL Froa* what we were told not to long ago, it looks

very favorable. Now I*m not the weatherman, and..
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BHRGMAH I know thatr but you obviously ha\;e still cjot the

extta day (gi^rble) cohcuts in crirne. Or supervliiocl it. S'^corrJ

question, on the overall raission I rein ii^to a scientist astron-ut
last night ot early thin niorninqr ^'ho hcid 'jnzt co:-v> from tho POCC
and he v:as glo;/ing, he said despite ninor iailurcf; like v;lth

SEPAC (laugliter) it was early John, and you should know T don't
drink, and he doesn't drink either. He h.^d just co.<\^ off shift
as a matter of fac... He said a very interoctino thing, I v;ant

your professional judgements on. Ho 5aid tho overall effect of

Spacelah- One. is 9oing to he nothing less lh-4n a revolutio;; iu

space sciences, the mabs of data dazzled )nnn And ho said this

is a turning point for space scientists. Now is that true, or is

that hyperbolic?

CHAPPiiLL I feol it is Jules. I think l*ve talked about this

before in this briefings. It is a capc'bi 1 i ty , a neu capability
for space science, v^hich it has never had, and npacoir:b On'? i.^

significant in t'lat it is the one that demonettr ate^^ the new
capabilities, hero it ra^^ to tho science cOuirauaity.

^
Look what

you hc:ve available now, look v;hat you can do, use thir», tVrin:.

what's possible v;ith this new capability. And do the

experiments, build the experiments to match it. It's very
sicjniticant in that regard.

BERGMAK' That is obviou'ryly true, but he v?as contending that
this mission, Spacelab Ori:?, had already churned up, qeneratc-d so

much data that', you would revolut ionij^e the total of what was
known about space sciences,

CHAPPKLL I think there vvill be extrer.;ely significant
advances in all five of the disciplines that are being done. I

guess to say rcvolut ioni'/.e space science v;ould probably bo going
out on a lintb.

KNOTT That would be exaggerated if would say,

revolutioni'^e. Because if you say that, then you would say, you

would kind of contradict results v/hich have been obtained earlier
on. Because, let's face it, there have been measurements of

inside of the atmosphere from balloons, fro:?» sounding rockets,
there have- bc^en space astronomy has also existed before, has been

done from other spacecraft, the lUS Spacecraft for example, and

other, and so on* And it is not that the results v/hich we are
now obtaining from Spacelab is kind of (garble) results or
contradicting what a revolution would do. It is just
corriplimenting, and complimenting anyv^ay which was previously
simply not accessible, instruments for observing the atmoBphere
are carried out* The (garble) spectroiaetor for example is one
example is such a heavy and massive instrument it would really be

very very difficult to carry this instrument on a free flying
Spacecraft, the way it Iras been designed.
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BERGMAM Of course , revolut ion ize may have been my v/ord out
of fcitigue. What he did say was a turning point for the space
sciences.

CimPPELL Absolutely.

KNOTT Turning point I agree*

CimPPELL Abiiolutely, Absolutely.

PAO Dave Dooling.

DOOLIt^G On thr- e^:t.r;" day tluit your getting for this
revclntion, h<ive you decided what you arc qoing to do yet. Have
the tiiaoline p:K>ple bo^n able to \rcito th::t out,

CHAPPELL VJc've 9f)ttcn to thn .stcge no\?, that we've cott of
blocko^'3 out tho day. No uetf.il,s at Ihic sl::.Ge. But v;o kncv- that
we want to do sjaie veritibular i nvc-y-t igat icar. , and they are
blocked in some spacr- plar^ma phynics hnS th:L's bloclceu in,
ContiniK- the t:uor.phcr ic- ni2a5urein?r;tt3 • Ob\lously vh^. are in total
sun, so v/c'll do exter.:»ivc solar nH-v-^i^uroi^'onv.. I think we talkou
abont so:ne of th-j.je ye^'^crday, hi.a then ti-o Cluio physic:; module
cxporinients v;iii bo conli.K:ed, nnv. nov/ th.-t the: Mirro: Heatlnq
Facility v;orking well, v;cMl bo ciblu to continue vdth the fi.?.%:plos
that r;us^*ed there: v/hile it Wci ,; being trouble zhot . So,
I've probably forgotten t^o.^io, but W3 ate r.ort of. at tha ctage of
havin^j it blocked out y-r-orally in ttinis >r crew tih.n and
attitude, Cpcicccraft aLtitade,

PAO Okcty, if w? hcive no oth^^r qir r/tioiifj hero in
Houstoni we'll go to the Kennedy npace Center in Flcida,

(garble)' diocovery of (garble) atmosphere*

CHAPPBLE Say, all I heard wat., would you please repoc't the
question?

Yes, I was wondering what the significance is of
the discovery of methane in the atniosphere?

CilAPPELr^ Well, Methane has been measured in the atn:osphere
up to I think 30 kilometers. Now Marcel Ackerman is seeing it at
70 kiloraeters, and that had never been meaoured that high, the
significance of that, is that it gives you new information on the
ways in which the atmosphere dynamics takea place. The way
constiuents actually evolve up through the atmosphere, stir into
the atmosphere, or defused into the atnonphere. And it will
cause th inodelers to look again at exactly how they think the
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different constituents of the atn^osphere iril-.cract. B-cauac, ar; I

ntentionod, one of the other atir.of?pber ic rci^-ntistfi in the roon i.t

tho ti^ie Marcel naid thin, made the point there is no mathan in

the (garble) so obvioucly the overall thonght in tliat cegc-ro is

quite different from nov; v;hat the r.eaaureinent tells us.

PAO No further questions from KSC

.

p;^0 Okc.y, I'm told now thiii v.e do have, quoctiono frcai

tho European Space Agency nowscentcc in Colov,nc; Porz, so v.'e'll

take those quest iona nou'.

We have heard that there was m unexpected

vibration during yesterdays blue shift, can you tell us more

about the (garble)?

* * *•
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p;!^0 ... in Cologne-Porz so we'll take those questions

now.

COLnGN>->PORZ Hello, (Garble) Germany. We have heard that there

was an unexpected vibration during yeJ.terdays bluc> Ghift. C.u

yo'j tell us luoce about thcGc story. Was it true?

CH'vP-Ki.L I think, let me suggest that you a^k that to the- I

guess, can thoy get to the Flight Diroctor Bricting. Arc tir-y in

that?

Yes.

CH^PPBLL Yes, you should parr.uo that vdth the- Flight

Dirc:clor in that Lrioflng but I do rcr^eVo, r, hearing izo,.e oi the

activity. It w&s reported by John Youno and tn.^ r., occss cur-i. va.>

taken place was to begin to look at so..'.c of. the arcclcroni-v c

r

data frop.i difr-crcat accc3 ccorncters that arc on bo: -a to £.>C' it it

cou3d be vcriiied ^.no at thu tir.e that I wont of i. shict lacv.-

had been no specific accc-lero:netec data on thet.

p;.0 I wiqht point out that that Bciefii/j will b<: a 2:00

central tiwc which' in about 3 and a half houru iio:x vo-j li that

helps you.

COI.OGNE-FO.1Z Thank you. That's all fto» Porz, Bonn.

p;^0 Do wo have any
_

£ur ther ^cuc ;.ti<>nr, here

If not betce ve clor.cj I'd like to id.ntli.y to:; yoa ro::i:? l
'<:"'

who have joia-d us he r in the roo:;^ in the back and won .d v;^'

please rai;i>. your hun:.:. wr.ea 1 call on yaa. Mol Pv-acrh ;e a'.-.

David AnderL';a ot the Drop ::nd fJV.ock oxr^cn irr.-nls ,
Dr. fcnii.-:

Sulz;.;a-. ot tiv7 Circjdiaa nhyth;n - of th- fn-y,.).-. ccc.^.a

experiwent. Dr. Stove i-iendc ot h'^^l , netcr Andto.-.a ov-r or. ta.

side ol X-Kay SpecLror.copy dnJ t.h:>a ...

KMOTT There '.'5 alr,o profcrir.or tJauolitaao |>r orient ,

investigator in the t luid rhy:. ics Module.

P^.Q with that we'll conclude today 'ti sci:nce

briefing. Thank you for attending.

END OF TAPi:
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PAO Good evening^ welcome back for another change of
shift briefing by Flight Director^ John Cox.

JOHN COX The shift we just finished was again another very
quite shift, seemed like everything went very well. We did have
another little funny where we passed some hydrogen gas through
FES A on Orbiter 2, trying to get it back on line again, but as I
left it looked like it was working real good. The trim burn
which was scheduled for this morning was delayed, didn't need it,
and set up a new target time for the next trim burn, trim burn 3
at 7 days, and 20 minutes. Right now, it's projected to be a
zero also, but that's out there, anyhow for us to look at. We
did send several pages of attitude changes up to the crew. I

think the total number of attitude maneuvers stayed about the
same, but it's several new tweaks Brewster reported a funny, it
turned out a few seconds, or a minute or so after he did DAP
change, he noticed about a 2 hertz oscillation in the vehicle
that lasted for a few seconds. But we haven't found a cause for
that, you could swear that the data shows that there is no
oscillation, but it was enough to wake John up, so we're
continuing to chase that one. It was nothing that was really
abrupt, but it did rock the boat a little bit. Just to show you
how well things went for the shift, this is the first one, I

think, of all the shifts that nobody put up a failure surTimary
message. We tell the crew about any of the little knits that we
may have seen along the way so that they know that it's present
in case they stumble on the thing and whether or not they should
do anything about it. Well, we didn't even find that today, so
they got a nothing in that area. In trying to get at the gas and
water tanks and all that, we did a water dump today, and it
happened that it turned out right in the sunlight, and Brewster
descr ibed that as it looked 1 ike a fire hose of water crystals,
and they sort of spurted as the gas started getting into it
towards the end of the dump. Other than that, the day was really
right down the middle nominal and did not have any problem to
report. With that I'll have take quest ions.

JULES B^-IRGMAN (ABC NEWS) John, when Btewater reported the
oscillation on the air to ground, Mary Cloave, Ronda Fisher , I
forget who the capcom was , it was a woman though, reported that
it was as they were doing the hop and drop in the rear. And it
seemed I that ::oomed to have been the caune , is that not so?

COX That was i:\ore of a joke, uhe gucarj^d that they had
been eating to much food and wr^nre doing the hop and drop, which
is, you attach the bungoe cords when you do all that, and that
niaybe they were rocking the boat. That hop and drop w^^nt on for
a long time, and was not 5-:o;-ncthi ng that ccr:ne up .4bruptly and went
away. So, rr::>body felt tliat that h..*d .inytliing to do with it, and
it would liave shov;n up in the attitude data, we still feel, and
.v)body -:ocs that at the r^-^n.ent.
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BERGMAN So its a funny?

COX It's a funny, we just have no way to explain it.

BERGMAN Second questioni despite all these little minor

problems with the experiments^ if you were summarizing the flight

briefly at this point, how would you say itVs going?

COX I would characterize this flight as being an
outstanding success from both the science and national
transportation system capability support science* I think the

Spacelab has been a magnificent addition to the Orbiter, so that
as a package, those two vehicles really provide a good platform
for working in space* And I think the science that we've been
gaining has been burrowing that out, it's been very good*

BERGMAN You think we should do this again, yes?

COX Well, I think that there will be enough folks that
will sea the results of this that will want to do this again.

LYDIA VONSOVAGB (UPI) What are the latest reports about the

Pacific storm front heading toward Edwards Air Force Base and is

there any chance that the landing date might be changed again?

COX Well, you just have to pick your favorite weather
man. My favorite weather man on my shift says that probably is

not going to be a problem. The lake bed report seems to be that
Edwards 17 is open now and that they expect in a couple days the

other lake bed runways will be dry enough, there's no standing
water out there. Fronts coming in right now, does not look like
there's anything coming in that has a very high probability of

leaving any water in the area. There may be some precip in the
mountains from some of the fronts coming, but does not look like
there's anything strong enough to leave water at Edwards. That's
todays guess, lots of days early.

CHRIS JOYCE (NEWSCIENTIST MAGAZINE) If you were going to
launch Spacelab again, let say, in 6 months, very similiar
configuration, the full module, similiar experiments. What would
you do differently working with what you've learned in the past
6-1/2 days?

COX I think we would try to understand what the RAU 21

situation is and the thermal situation back there. I think of

all the things we've worked on that's really been related to the

fact that we're flying all this new equipment. That guy has been
the one that has kept us active. So, maybe there's a thermal
problem out there, maybe there's a RAU paculiar problem, I don't
know. We're still hypothisizing the thermal, but it see.Tis to

really show up to be a thermal situation* I don't think, if

anything else, I think the operation as far as the crew is
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concerned has been going well. I think the
'^J^^

with the payload operations control center on the ground, nas

been going well, much better than we had expected. We had some

good simulations prior to this that seemed to indicate that

things were going to go well. You can't predict today, six

months from now, what science you might have onboard that

fliqht. But it seems that the science has been going very

well. So, I think it was very planned, the folks have been

working on this flight for a long time. We did emphasize the

simulations and I think they helped out a bunch.

PAO Any other questions? Well, that was real easy,

thank you tonight, and we'll see you tomorrow.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Good morning, and welcome back for the Change of

Shift Press Conference. To my right is Chuck Lewis, off-going

Flight Director, to his right is Harry Craft, Spacelab Mission

Manager, and to his right is Derek Mullinger, the head of

Spacelab intergration and Control in Europe. We will ask each of

these men for a summary of the previous 12 hours activities.

LEWIS Ok, I guess as of now we have started our 6th day of

flight. Our orbit is, we're coming up on rev 98, orbit is about

the same as it has been 131 by 128 nautical miles. We continue

to try to manage our freon loop in the Spacelab with the RAU 21

problem which we discussed with you m-ny times. We do that

basicoly bv, we're now doing it uy cycling our verification

flight test equipment on the pallet off except for about 10

Biinutes each rev, that reduces some of the heat load. We ve

asked the Spacelab crew to minimize lighting and to turn one of

the two keyboard and display units off, that's helped. We had

several hours last night of good RAU 21 operations, its my

understanding. Later in my shift we began to have a few s^JP
problems, but I think the RAU 21 generaly over the last shift or

two has been good for the experiment people. Just to give you an

idea, we've talked about software patches in the experiment

computer to cope with the RAU 21 problems, todate we had

developed 9 patches, these are software coding corrections, we

currently have 7 of them in the experiment computer, we've got 1,

sounds like a very complex patch that we're standing by with to

help SEPAC, if we get into a problem with its serial (garble)

data coming thru RAU 21. And I say complex in that it requires

patching the experiment basic system software as well as the

science application software, and I understand even some of the

SEPAC microprocessor changes have to be made. Those are on

standby just incase they're needed. We scrubbed trim 3 burn

which had been scheduled at about 5 days, 23 hours, we were

within a minute of the ascending node times that we were planning

on pref light. There is the potential of doing that trim 3 later

today. This is for Craig, he asked, I have some news for him

this time. In regard to maneuvers, preflight at this point in

time, we had scheduled 114, we've done 120. Of those 30 were

significant maneuver changes, as far as actualy changing

attitudes, we've done a lot of tweaking. But the next shift, the

blue shift that is on now planned 15 maneuvers. And if you want

more detail, I've got a page I'll pass on to you after we ve

finished b€re. By the way, we just set a teleprinter message

record on STS-y. When I left we had 91 messages onboard, we had

90 on STS-3, and I'm sure we'll set a record with a few more days

to go yet, and the planning for the 10th day will require some

considerable teleprinter uplink. The Edwards received rain last

night, I understand about a fifth of an inch. The lakebed

runways are closed at this time. I have no estimates to when

they may open up. They'll do some inspections today, and it

depends alot on the wind conditions today. They expected some
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amount of wind that may help dry them out a little faster than it
you normaly would dry them out. The extension day planning is in
work^ we*ve established a schedule for various organizations to
input their requests to our Flight Activities Officer* A bit of
trivia# one of our data people calculated on one pass^ one TDRS
pass that occurred yesterday, if you took off, and this is the
(garble) that we get down on th<=j Ku-band that supports the
science as well as our Orbiter and Spacelab data* If you took
the I's and 0*s and lined them up, and typed them up in a string
it would reach from here to the moon, about 227,000 miles. And
this is in a 50 minute data period. Or if you want to look at it
in the way o" ^'Olumo, if you just typed the l*s and 0*s on pages
with an average 250 pages per book, you would 18. COO volumes*
Just to give you a feel for when we talk about digital data,
we* re talking about alot of digital data* Now obviously I'z and
O's by themselves can^t relay specific information, it takes a
number of them, but I thought that trivia I might just pass on
this morning* We had a first I think last night, we established
a dark room for photography work onboard the Orbit and I'm going
to stop there and pass it on to Harry Craft, and he can tell you
more about that*

CRAFT All those bits of data on the science stand point, point
to the fact that we're having a very successful mission, things
are going very well at this particular point in time. In the
last period we've had very few problems, and I guess if you say,
when does the period stop, we've got a couple that we're going to
talk to you about* The one that Chuck just mentioned, the metric
camera did have a film jam in its seconds cassette of film
onboard. We had a makeshift dark room, had a great deal of help
from the people here at Johnson and the Astronaut Core* We've
developed some procedures and practiced them on the ground, then
sent them up, and it worked well. We have recovered the camera,
it is operating, we're probably going to have to have the crew
assist it to get it started a couple of times when we first get
it going, but we did advance it, and we do know it will take some
pictures now. So we're quite pleased that we're going to be able
to do the remaining part of the metric camera's operation* Prom
an overall accomplishment todate, we had another very important
thing happen last night and we were real proud of* I'd talked to
you about one solar physics experiment, a NASA one that the
active cavity radiometer wasn't, we had not any data on it, and
didn't plaff any until day 8, but we wanted to check out and make
sure that it operated well. So we turned it on last night, we
put it in a solar attitude, and we gave him about 30 or 45
minutes of time to look at the sun, he gathered good data from
thru RAU 21, so we're quite pleased* We know that we'll be able
to get him some more data later . So right now, every experiment
onboard, 36 of the 38 have actualy gathered science data, the
other 2 have been turned on and calibrated, we know that they are
operable, and of course again, they're waiting for that
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pcedominance of solar time toward the end of the nvission. On the

mirror heating facility and the gradient furnaces, I would llKe

to let Derek Mullinger talk to you a little bit about the status

MSDR.

MULLINGER Thank you Harry. You'll remember yesterday we had

problems in the MSDR. Although the gradient heating furnace was

working fine and the fluid physics module was very good, and the

other subsidiary facilities like cryostat, and UHB and HTC are

all working fine. It appeared that there was \f ^^^^^
power suppi.y which fed both the isolthermal heating furnace and

the mirror heating furnace. And that looked very serious. We

though we'd lost both of them. We continued however with

troubleshooting and after the crew had been able to get at tne

internal part of the rack, it turned out that it was the

power supply, what one did was to disconnect the IHF, the isol

thermal heating furnace. At that point it was P^^s^^i^^*^^/®"^,,
power to the mirror heating furnace. Its normaly either or, you

switch to one or the other. There was something m the IHF

ciicSits that was fouling up the pass (garble). We started a run

on the mirror heating furnace and everything began fine, the

temperature began rising, and there came a stop ff°™the computer

which is built in. And the re^.son for that was because the

temperature of the cooling water was too high. Now there are 2

redundant pumps, so that normaly if a pump fails anyway, it

switches over automatically to another pump. Its not clear why

this fault has arisen, and we're going on with the

troubleshooting. It is suspected that either the powe froij the

pumps is not quite sufficient to dry the water out, or it could

be a bubble in the loop, we're going to try diverting all the

water into this one facility, instead of circulating around the

various facilities I've alread mentioned. And if necessary to

switch both pumps on, to urce the water thru. And we hope to

recover something there, tha. recovery action is in progress and

we'll hope to have information for you at a later opportunity.

So we haven't recovered as successfuly or spectacularly as the

metric camera, but the crew is working on it. And here I would

like to say that the behavior of the crew and the folks on the

gioSnd hit blen excellant. We have a tremedous support from the

astronaut people insolving this metric camera problem.

PAO Ok, question, Carlos.

CARLOS BYEjf (Houston Chronicle) Ok, Chuck, here comes the

biggy . . •

***
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BYARS Alright Chuck here comes the biggy. What size of type
were you calculating those ones in (garble)?

LEWIS I don*t really see^ I may not have the size of type^ but
I've got all the calculations here, on how many lines we've
assumed per character per lines # and linos per page, but that's
the one # you've got the one thing, I don't have an answer to.

BYARS Derek, could you tell us a little bit more about how the
metric camera fix was done?

MULLINGER Yeah, it was first subjected to troubleshooting
onboard to see if it was a fault in the internal drive of the
camera, or is it in the magazine. The magazine is just an over
grown cassette. And it was able to be shown, it was definitely
in the magazine, and not in the drive, not in the commands, it

was this one particular magazine. I recall here there is one
magazine which had been almost fully utilized with infared film
in it. This one I'm talking about has black and white film. So
then we had a action here on the ground, first of all the
manufacturers of the camera were consulted by telephone, the
(garble) company, in Germany, to get their advice, the science
team got together, and considered what was considered what was
the best possible way of getting into the magazine and looking
what the problem was, I should perhaps say that we've had a
similar but not identical problem during testing, at JSC. So
it's was not absolutely unknown. It turned out very fortunately
that there was a magazine of almost identical type here in

Houston, that was brought in by some of the JSC people, they use
it for aerophotography. And we had a lot of advise from a couple
of the photographers on the staff of JSC who were helping us
figure out what could be done. At the same time in parallel we
were trying to locate the spare cassette, which is left behind at

Kennedy, that turned out not to be necessary because of the full
support we got here. The science team got together, tried to
work out a procedure, which would not risk the films in anyway or
atleast minimize the risk. So the first thing was don't touch
the infared film which is already exposed, now how to get into
the magazine, in a place where there is not to much light, and

ferhaps screen it or put the film temporarily in black bags when
t is removed and so on. This action then was strengthened by

bringing iff Mr, Joe Angle, and the whole group then went off to
the Spacelab simulator, checked out that the best place for
working on the film as far as darkness is concerned, was in the

sleeping area, and that, of the crew. From that they worked out
a procedure which very simply meant, getting the magazine taking
it into the sleep area, and closing that off in, with the built
in screening, making sure there was no light leaking in, and then
opening up the magazine, cutting the film to free it, so the
spools could be removed, taking out the piece of film that was
removed, and generally rethreading the film throught the spools
again, and putting it in order. All that was done, very STS-9
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successfully, they were of course being assisted by the people on

the ground, who had the spare magazine there m order to answer

any questions. The whole procedure was walk through as they say

here, by the APS on the ground explaining what was intended

before the actual work was done. Magazine was brought back,

fitted to the camera, and then hopes were dashed, because it

didn't work immediately, and after some consultation, we arrived

at this situation, which Harry discribed to you, where it will

work if you just help it a little bit around. And if we can get

the film wound on sufficiently, we're fairly fPtJJ^stic, that we

can continue to get very meaningful pictures in the way that was

planned in, cae times that were planned. Thank you.

PAO Names and affiliation please, Greg Covault.

COVAULT With the lakebed damp, continuing to be damp, and that

possible reducing your flexibility as it relates to winds at

Edwards, going into the Edwards Concrete, adding to that tne

perpensit? of some Pacific storms coming across, are you doing

anything, even the most preliminary way to get a leg up on a

White Sands recovery, should that become necessary?

LEWIS Not to my knowledge, we really feel like that even if the

lakebeds are wet, the runway 22, the concrete runway would be

acceptable. The winds I mentioned, I was talking specifically

today.

(garble) ESA - I got a question from a journalist, who phoned

in from a German journalist, who wanted to know when are the

wives coming here to talk to there fellows up there?

LEWIS I think we'll have to get an answer for you and let you

phone it back.

PAO Here please,

JOHN WILFORD (New York Times) - Which crewman got into the

sleeping are and did all these things?

CRAFT This was Mr. Parker.

PETE SPOTT- (Christian Science Monitor) - I guess we love these

maJe s^fc darkrooms. Did they, I guess one ^^^'^^

as they use, as they crawl into the sleeping bag, for extra

(garble) is that what he did?

LEWIS Yes, he got into the sleeping bag, closed it up and they

taoed UP other of the screens to minimize any light into tne

cSSpar^Lnt, they turned the lights off the middeck, they turned

the lights in the tunnel, they did everything they could to

minimize any light exposure.
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successfully, they were of course being assisted by the people onthe ground, who had the spare magazine there in order to answer
h2L'^"^,*^i?"^;,^J^® "!?^^® procedure was walk through as they say
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Names and affiliation please, Greg Covault.

COVAULT With the lakebed damp, continuing .to be damp, and thatpossible reducing your flexibility as it relates to winds atEdwards, going into the Edwards Concrete, adding to that theperpensity of some Pacific storms coming across, are you doinganything, even the most preliminary way to get a leg up on aWhite Sands recovery, should that become necessary?

LEWIS Not to my knowledge, we really feel like that even if the
ui®"^® It^'

runway 22, the concrete runway would be

today
^ mentioned, i was talking specifically

(garble) ESA - I got a question from a journalist, who phoned
in from a German journalist, who wanted to know when are thewives coming here to talk to there fellows up there?

LEWIS I think we'll have to get an answer for you and let you
phone it back.

PAO Here please.

JOHN WILFORO <New York Times) - Which crewman got into the
sleeping are and did all these things?

CRAFT This was Mr. Parker.

PETE SPOTT^ (Christian Science Monitor) - l guess we love thesemake shift darkrooms. Did they, I guess one trick photographers
as they use, as they crawl into the sleeping bag, for extra
(garble) is that what he did?

LEWIS Yes, he got into the sleeping bag, closed it up and they
taped up other of the screens to minimize any light into the
compartment, they turned the lights off the middeck, they turned
the lights in the tunnel, they did everything they could to
minimize any light exposure.
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PAO Okay, we'll go to KSC now for questions.

(garble) (LVDC) - I wonder if Chuck's inanuever ing shock, couldn't

give us any guidance on whether the Orbiter will be in a suitable

attitude later today over UK and Europe and again tomarrow for

Owen Garriotts hamm radio transmission?

LEWIS I don't have the data I would need to answer the question

in front of me. I think PAO could get that out of our CAP and

ground track data, which would be available to him. I 3sut don t

have that right now, perhaps pass that back to the

PAO We can do that later.

(IjVDC) Okay, thank you, I would appreciate it.

PAO Okay, back here in Houston. Anyone. Carlos.

CARLOS BYARS (Chronicle) - Chuck, how do you feel about the hamm

radio operations? From your position Flight Director. Do you

feel like everythings gone nicely, that, or do you feel there has

been some interference or what?

LEWIS I don't think that the hamm operations is really much of

a schedule till later on the flight, so I don't really exactly

what Owen's plans were and when. It was to be done on a non-

interference basis with out experiment operations and that was

well understood. I think, like yesterday, and Perhaps the next

few days, you'll see the crew time freed up more than it has been

as Harry indicated yesterday. So I really can't give you any

specific aSswer, but that wL the general plan as I understood

it.

BYARS Some of these are already going on, as a matter of

fact. But obviously, since your not that aware of —

-

LEWIS I'm not getting any feed back.

BYARS —-it hasn't been a big problem or any problem at all.

LEWIS No sir, not that I'm know of, and I don't have any feed

back as what results, or what kind of results they make.

BYARS I understand that, I was just thinking about it's impact

as you might see it on the

LEWIS No impact, no impact at all.

JACKIE JUDD (CBS) - A quick question, how many exposures are

there on each magazine?
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LEWIS There's about 500 exposures on each magazine. We've got
one good magazine with 500 and now we're going to start on the

second one*

(garble) (USA) ^ Is there any more words on the Reagan, Kuehl
hookup tomarrow morning, is that still as far as you know still
as far as you

LEWIS I would

KRAFT That's another PAO question,

(USA) - Is that a yes.

PAO The answer is yes, but (garble) it would come to
us.

PAO Anymore? Okay, thank you very much.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Okay* Good morning. Welcome to today's Science
Briefing. To my right is Dr. Rick Chappellt a Mission Scientist
for Spacelab* To his right is Dr. Karl Knott, an ESA Project
Scientist and we'll let them go ahead and summarize the latest
activites.

Thank you. Karl, why don't you start.

KNOTT I would like to report on the achievement of shift
11, yesterday's day shift. The sift started off with exchanging
experiment 20 which had been sitting in the airlock. In fact

only part of experiment 20 which had been sitting in the airlCr;
for several days doing plasma, passive plasma measurments in this
location. This experiment was exchanged against experiment 22,

the very wide field camera of Professor Courtes. And you
probably all have seen on partly even on live TV how this
exchange was successfully effected. Then the next part of the

shift saw an exchange of observation of opportunities. We had

the SEPAC experiment planned to operate in 2 subsequent
periods. However during these periods, the RAU 21 was unable to
support SEPAC and a change was made to the attitudes which had
been booked for SEPAC we had taken by the FAUST telescope and the
FAUST telescope got two good observations in these 2 slots.
However, a trade was made. SEPAC did not give these
opprotunities away. A trade was made because it is expected that
the RAU and indeed it turned out to be like this, it was expected
that the RAU would become functional again when the temperature
would be lowered down slightly. And indeed when the temperature
of the RAU was reduced by the cold, it was a so called cold
attitude viewing cold space into which FAUST was pointing. This
gave an opportunity to the RAU to cool down and in fact to become
operational again later during the shift. So this was a very
wise move and was perfectly achieved and I think both the SEPAC
and FAUST benefitted from this trade. Then the next period in
the shift saw 2 life science experiments - 28, the
Ballistocardiographic was carried out successfully and it had

been planned pr emission that it only was carried out on one
crewmen. It turned out that tne time set aside for this activity
was sufficient to carry it out on both crewmen and that was in

fact achieved yesterday. So it was a strong enhancement of the
science for this investigation. Then the next activity was also
in the lit% science area. It was a d<me run for experiment
102. I would like to mention here that the principal
investigator of this experiment. Professor Larry Young, is with
us this morning and you will be able to talk to him after the

briefing. He will be glad to answer any questions you have
concerning his experiment. Just to refresh your memory, he is

the PI who's experiment in carrying out several levels in the

area of life science. Apart from the dome experiment, he has the
hop and drop experiment, he another PO which is called Awareness
of Position. He does several investigations in space motion
sickness and another PO covers eye movement test. So Larry's
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here. I don't have to go into any of these FOs. So he would be

pleased to answer any questions you have after this briefing.

Then the remainder of the shift was dominated as far as crew
activity is concerned and as far as orbiter pointings are
concerned by experiment 22, the Very Wide Field Camera
operating. This experiment as far as we understand from the

principal investigator, who of course also has not yet seen the

exposed films that will be brought back to us and only then
analyzed. But as far as we can tell from the engineering data
which are constantly monitored while the experiment is running,
everything looks perfect and this experiment obtained quite a

number of excellent exposures, ha*.; also heard that the PI,

Professor Courtes, of this experiment will be joining us this
morning and he has already been I think on a live TV interview
yesterday afternoon and he will be here again to answer the

questions from you. And there was another remarkable event
yesterday. The, as I told you earlier, the RAU 21 did not

support the initial runs of SEPAC but it was the expectation that

with some (garble) and a cooling down of the RAU it would work
later. However unfortunately, SEPAC did not have any allocated
time slots at this later time and of course the investigators who

wanted to troubleshoot the experiment wanted to get a look at the

experiment and we had to approach the life scientists who had a

major part of the crew time booked in the later afternoon and,

indeed, the material scientists agreed to give some of their
allocated time to SEPAC for troubleshooting. A move which was

very much appreciated by the SEPAC investigators. And this
enabled SEPAC to take another look at the experiment. Indeed,

the RAU had recovered at this time and SEPAC could successfully
troubleshoot the experiment. And then the rest of the afternoon

as far as crew time was concerned, was again taken over by
material science. So this was a very, very clever move and I

think both parties benefitted from this exchange. As far as the

unattended experiments are concerned, they've been physically
running along as planned in our timeline and the electron
spectrometer of Dr. Wilhelm made one observation. When Spacelab
was flying over a ground station which is emitting VLF waves, the

expectation of the investigator, that's for the time being only

the expectation. The expectation is that these VLF waves
propagate up to the atmosphere into the ionsosphere and into the

magnetosphere and interact with the energetic particles which are

inside of the (garble) belt can be trapped into wave particle
interaction". These particles get scattered and then precipitate
down into the atmosphere. This is what the experiment expects.

He had previous runs where he was overflying these type of
stations and did not see any signature in his particles.
However, yesterday for the first time he got alarmed. He saw

sc^e signature in his particles. He's still not sure whether he

can definitely associate this with the real life caused
scattering. He is working on it but at least he got very exited
about it and perhaps he has achieved this particular aim of his

experiment. Then offline yesterday there was a lot of activity
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over amongst the principal investigators. Particularly the
investigators of experiment 300, the material science double rack
and the metric camera experiment 33. They were deliberating in
real time conferences over with Europe what to do about their
facilities. That got good advise from their sponsors from the
technicians which were not all present in Houston and they
developed troubleshooting plans for the instruments which they
wanted then to carry out later in the mission. And I guess Rick
when he reports now on the next shift he will tell you how some
ot this, some of this troubleshooting went. So there was
tremendous activity there in preparation of the troubleshooting
for the metric camera and for the double rack. All in aU, I
think yesterday's shift was a good shift. The experimenters
behaved extremely flexible and traded a couple of observation
opportunities which was a very good achievement. It appears also
that the data quality keeps increasing. TDRS, that is ray
opinion, but perhaps Mission Manager later on wants to comment
more about this, TDRS seems to be in reasonable shape and the
Data Managers they have managed to control it right. So we are
really succeeding in getting the data down which we want and the
data of good quality. The rau 21 is being (garbe) and I think it
is also known when it will work and when it will not work. So it
can be adjusted in such a way that it can support the SEPAC
experiment whenever necessary. It is a very sensitive
creature. It is sensitive to temperature. It is sen.^itive to
the load it has to handle and a balance is made there in order to
keep it going. All in all yesterday's shift, I think, extremely
successful and having said this I would like to turn it over to
Rick for shift number 12.

CHAPPELL Okay, let me go through very quickly the types of
things that happened in shift number 12 and then give you some
specific, talk about 2 or 3 of them specifically. We had more
runs of the wide field camera. There were another 5 runs that
went, I think they were described as perfectly, acquiring I think
10 more targets. So they were good, or 10 more exposures. So
they were good, there was very good data in the astronomy area
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CHAPPELL . . . the wide field camera, there were another 5 runs

that went, I think they were described as perfectly, acquiring I

think 10 more targets, or 10 more exposures. So there was very
good data in the astronomy area, and when the wide fio^.d camera
runs, the Faust camera also runs, so you get dual pictures, or
dual capability on a given target. With the wide field camera
looking at the larger field of view and the Faust camera with a

mere narrow 5 degree view, concentrating on 1 particular source
within this broader field. We did some of the 201 experiment
which is the vestibular experiment of Dr. von Baumgarten. The«?e

are the midmission runs. We did the ballistocardiography, ana

you may have seen that, we had marvelous television coverage, I

think they played it back just a while ago. Just about a half an

hour of both Ulf Merbold and Bob Parker doing the passive
measurements with the acceleroraeter pack floating as the
accelerometer measures the flow of the blood in the body and then
doing exercise inordar to increase the heart rate to measure the

changes in the flow, its facinating to watch that. We had a

good run with the SEPAC which ran the MPD arc jet at the same

time as the low light level television was running or the AEPI
experiment 3. we were very successful in having the RAU cool
dcwn because we were in mostly a pointing the bay of the Shuttle
to deep space. When the RAU cooled down, the data quality was
quite good on it, it was restored to its full operations which
then was used to support the SEPAC investigation. They have one
more troubleshooting run that they plan to do in the next few

hours on their electron beam, and then we'll do a number of
operations after that using the arc jet, MPD arc jet. We did a

plant selection. There was some problem with the cine in the

television, in the plant selection, but that was minor. Ulf
Merbold was able to do the selection onboard, and that experiment
is proceeding. We did a very exciting run of the fluid physics
module. John Padday did his follow up experiment, and here we
saw demonstrated the learning as you go type mode. John had done

an experiment a day and half ago which was the first run of this

one, where he got information on how to inject the fluid, how

rapidly to separate the discs, on tl e fluid physics module, and

he had in that experiment, he learned that in the separation he

had to be more careful because the fluid was beginning to
actually spread up one of the discs. So this time having learned
from that,*he was able to modify his approach. Ulf Merbold ran
the experiment again and did a marvelous job, and he thinks he

got exactly what he would have hoped, and feels that from the

description at least of it, that the results are confirming some

theories that he had what should happen in this interaction
between fluids and solids. And in fact, John said in the SOPGr

our planning meeting today, that he was thinking maybe we could
shorten the mission instead of lengthening it so he could get his

film back early and work on this investigation. But he xs quite
excited about how that went. He had predicted, its the fluid

between two discs, and the discs are moved apart and the fluid,
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shape of the fluid is studied. He had predicted when the fluid

should break, the flooding zone should break, and it did that at

exactly the time he had anticipated. So that went realy well.

Lets see, we ran, we continued to run some of the atmospheric

experiments. We completed the Grille spectrometer runs, Marcel

Ackermans instrument that measures, in the infrared spectrum,

does altitude profiles of the upper atmosphere using the

absorbtion of the solar light and then does measurements of the

natural emissions in the atmosphere. Marcel is quite pleased

with the data that he has, I think he got over 30 runs, and I've

hear Marcel comment many times in the past that the return f rv

this exeriment will be so significant because in comparison, it

has been flown in the past on ballons and you get only limited

data on the ballon use of this technique. And now he has been

able to expand a great deal on the technique and infact expand a

great deal on the global coverage witht he data. I think Marcel

is quite pleased and he's also here with us and will be able talk

with you if you would like after we get thru here. So the 13

operations were completed successfuly and we were all very

pleased about that. Probably the most exciting thing in this

shift, and maybe it was associated, yesterday it rained Pretty

much outside, and we had to talk about experiments that had had

problems, today the clouds are parting and at the same time we

are repairing experiments that had problems that we talked about

yesterday. Its with a great deal of pleasure that we can actualy

talk about repairing the experiments and infact this is obviously

something that you can do when you've got a trained science crew

onboard. The red shift is certainly building a strong reputation

on their ability to repair things. They're Repair Men

Extrodinare. Bob Parker started with the high data rate recorder

a couple of days ago. We had problems with the mirror heating

facility that we talked about yesterday to you, and Ulf Merbold

disassembled the front panel on that and rerouted some wires and

did some testing and the mirror heating facility came back up

again into operation. And so the materials science people

anticipate on getting several runs in the mirror heating

facility. That was quite exciting to see, and now I believe at

this time they are going thru a procedure to troubleshoot and

hopefuly repair the metric camera. You may have been listening

to some of that on the air-to-ground, but Bob Parker has the

camera down, he's going to take it up into the middeck, build

sort of a-makeshift dark room, open up the back of he camera,

take the film out, bring the camera back up (the cassette

mechanism) back up, hold it infront of the video camera so that

the experts on the ground can watch and work with him m seeing

whats jammed up. And hopefully get a fix there. That will be

quite exciting if it works out, and we hope it will. Those are 3

repairs that have been done, 2 repairs that have been done and 1

that we hope will work out by the red crew. One thing that has

been done by the blue crew that I wanted to mention following up

on what Karl talked about, is a very neat thing that happened

with the rotating dome experiment, Larry Young's expeirment, that
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Karl mentioned awhile ago. We had a problem there, this is an

experiment in which the crew looks in to a dome, the dome

rotates, this gives you a visual cue in which you begin to then

follow. There are photographs then made of the eye and the eye

counter-rolls as it follows the dome. The degree of

counterrolling is coupled into the interaction between the eye

and the vestibular system. So its a way of probing the workings

of the vestibular system. The flash on the camera, the 35 mm

camera, earlier on in the mission didn't work, and so as a result

of some advance planning that infact Byron Lichtenburg had

suggeste-a, th'y had made arrangements to carry a lens and an

adapter that would alow them to use the Spacelab video camera to

do this same measurement, and because of Byron's forethought and

then his ability onorbit to put the camera on to the dome and

infact test out to make sure that the focus yas adequate and that

it would do the experiment. And in interacting with Larry, they

were able to run, use the video camera to run this experiment.

It has been run several times, I think 4 or 5 tiroes now, quite

successfuly, and I wanted to show you a brief clip of t.^at we

have gotten back from that, as a result of using the video camera

instead of the film, we infact can get a preview of what

happened. Not having to wait on the film to come back later in

the week, we get to see a little bit of it now. You can see the

film rolling here, this is from the video camera, in fact if you

look in the eye, you can see the reflection of the spots on the

dome that's rotating, that the subject is looking into. I

believe this is Owen's eye, and this experiment is very

interesting. In addition to the counter rolling the subject as a

joy stick that he indicates the degree to which he is rotating.

So as you, if you look into a rotating dome like that, after a

while you begin to feel that you are rotating and that it is

still. And of course in O-g where you don't have the strong cues

from the otolith system, that rotation will be, you'll be even

more suseptible to that. And Larry does this experiment both

with bungee cords holding the subject, which gives them tactile

cues that maybe they're not rotating and then takes the bungees

off and this is a run to look at the difference in that. And he

has found some very interesting differences and I would encourage

you to talk with Larry about this. This is of course, part of

the basic study of the vestibular system and how the brain

intergrates, the visual cues and the tactile cues and the

vestibular system cues, the otolith cues. Could we roll the

other tape, I think there was a second one which is I believe

Byron with the, yes. Now here is Byron, and Byron has on a

contact lens, and you can see the nice (garble) marks across the

eye there, and this is to, and you can see the eye, can see it

rotating, slightly. And also there you can see the reflection of

the dome as Byron is watching. This is a very interesting

experiment and again I would encourage you to talk with Larry

about the results on that. Ok, and thanks for the tape. Another

very interesting thing we were able to do today, which is very

exciting to me, we have had some apprehension about the hot test.
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CHAPPELL (garble) will work In the hot test, as far as

supporting the 4 experiments that are on it. Two of them use it

at in a minimum way, in fact one of the will not be operating in

the hot test. A second one will not be eith-^r, and probably the

third and the one experiment we have been concerned about is the

active cavity radiometer, which is experiment 8, because it

requires the full service of the RAU, We have been concerned in

the hot test, the temperature, if the temperature on the RAU goes

up, which it certainly will, that there may be some problem in

acquiring data for experiment 8. With that in mind then, we knew

that we had a cold period during this shift, if which the

temperature of the RAU would be lower. And we decided to make

some observation for Dick Wilson, in his experiment while we knew

the RAU was -.tirmaliy cooled down. And that worked out very

well. What we were able to do, is to set his experiment up

completely and then go into a solar attitude, solar pointing, we

were in the solar pointing for about 30 minutes, and his

instrument worked fine, and he got good data and then we rolled

back out of that to keep the RAU temperature below the point of

which it begins to at least in the past, in which it would begins
to glitch. So we've got some good data for Dick Wilson, so that
In the future if we have a problem in the high test, we will have

had already done some good things. One might say, this 30

minutes of data worth all that trouble, and 1 will remind you

that active cavity radiometer is a very high, highly active

measurement of the total solar output. And if you can, in fact

that has been done many times from sounding rockets for 5 minutes
or 3 minutes. If you get this, the instrument turned on, set up,

and make the highly accurate measurement Cor a few minutes even,

you got the data point that you need on total solar output, or

solar constant as we have called it at this point and time. And

Dick will then be able to compare that with a similar instrument,

not as sophisticated but similar in its basic nature thats on the
solar maximum satillite, that's is in a slow spin. You'd be able

to do an intercalibration on that, (garble) calibrating the

instrument on the ground, take it to Orbit, shoot, take a picture
of the sun or measure the output of the sun, compare that with

SMK, bring the instrument back down, and recalibrate it. So he's

got, he will have it at the end of that a very careful
calibration of the SMN instrument, which has been on Orbit for

several years. I wanted to mention also, we talked a couple days
ago about some of Deter Andresen's measurements, x-rays
spectres. Deter has gotten a third target, which was signus X-3,

and he's f^und a very definite line in the X-ray spectrum that

appears in the iron line, which tells you something then about
the composition or the surface nature of the neutron stored in

this case it's a bionary neutron and (garble) that he was
observing. (garble) was excited about that, it's the resolution
that's every been used on this particular source. They're been

previous hints that there was a line there but they were using
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portional (garble) that had more course energy resolution and it

couldn't be proven beyond a shadow of a doubt, and now Deters

instrument is showing excellent things there. Deter is also here

with us, and I would encourage you to talk with him more about

that if you would like. Let see. I guess that's all. We had a

good MPDR jet firing. We've got good video on that, that was

recorded onboard. Things went really well, this was suddenly a

sunny day shift, and it's been exciting to go through it. I

guess will stop and let you ask questions at this time.

PAO Okay, please wait for the mike, and give your name,

and affiliation. Dave Dooling please.

DAVE DOCLING - (Huntsville Times) Rick, a request and a

question. At the end of mission, I think we would all

appreciate, having some kind of log on when the various science

experiments were run and how long they were run and if each

sequence was run to completion. This would -help us in doing post

mission stories. Secondly, with all the problems with RAU21,

what impact will that have on various atmospheric and other

instruments that maybe were hoping to have data from the horizon

sensors. Are they going to be able to do everything they want

just using Orbiter attitude data, will they (garble)

CHAPPEL (garble) there was a couple of them that needed that,

and so far they have been operating okay. They're been a couple

of times when the operation were inhibited by the, I don t want

confused data, but the incomplete data from the horizon sensor.

But there have been work around used on that so that the two

instruments that have needed it, have been able to acquire the

data that they needed. So it hasn't been, although it has been

in affect, it was a small one for that time. In the future I

think, the horizon sensor information, I think one of those

experiments is completed of its operations and the other one nas

only a few more. So I don't anticipate there being anything

between now and then. The other experiment on there have been

doing fine, they have been using different patches, it tne kau

has gotten to hot in this head, drop outs on some of the lines,

then they've used soft ware patches to ingnore some of that. Tne

other experiments on there, the data come down and the way they

are either film or on the high rate marks and so they don't come

back through the RAU and they have been getting the data. So

it's been, all though it's something that we've had to work with

all along,^it hasn't been a dominantly negative impact on tne

experiments on it.

KNOTT I would like to add to this, that the horizon sensor is

basically there to give you a reference, comparison between the

attitude which is taking up by the Orbiter and the attitude in

which the pallet has. The horizon sensor is therejust in order

to make sure that the pallet pointing is consistant with tne
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Orbiter pointing. If there would be a slight offset which is
apparently in the Orbiter, Then the good pointing of the Orbiter
would really not give us the targets which we are looking for.
However, the vary directional astromony measurements which have
been carried out, so far, they confirm that the Orbiter pointing
is good and that the pallet is well aligned with the Orbiter, and
that the pallet is really looking into the direction where the
Orbiter thinks it is pointing in the pallet too. So the duty of
the purpose for which we have built in horizon sensor, which was
some kind of a safe guarding measure against this. This possible
miss alignment, this reason does not exist. The pallet is
perfectly aligned to reach the Orbiter and we get good point off
the pallet mr^nnted experiments.

PAO Greg Covault

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week) - Two questions, first one for
Rick, on your shift. Do you have some additional details on how
Ulf was able to repair the mirror furnace and the actual problem
he did correct and for both of you it's kind of a overall
question on your shifts, with the guiding rule being always to
return to the time line if possible, put some perspective on how
your change requests has changed the basic time line from a
percentage standpoint. 20% different then what you would have
flown, something like that. So the mirror facility and then the
time line question.

CHAPPEL The mirror heating facility, the approach there was,
when we talked yesterday, the feeling was, there was a power
supply problem. A short in the power supply that worked both the
mirror heating facility and Isothermal heating facility. Both of
them, the Isothermal heating facility just about completed all of
its operation, but they both were out. Through the night, or
through the day and night yesterday, the thought came on that
they should verify that the short was not in the Isothermal
heating facility. There was a single supply that carried both of
those facilities. So what Ulf did was to essentially disconnect
the wire from the power supply Isothermal heating facility which
was a load where in apparently the short was and that allowed
then, and the supply worked again and was, and is supplying power
to the mirror heating facility. So it was disconnected a wire
there. In terms of the, let's see, the variability or the effect
of replanning, the way we have done, we've have always this stay
on the bas* line time line, phylosopy to the degree that you can,
and we've always talked about there being spaces in that time
line. And what we've done I guess is to, in our replanning and
in our operations change request, and replanning request, is to
utilize the time thats inbetween the scheduled runs. Now there
are times when the crew gets behind, or in fact many times they
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get ahead, it varies, and things will not tun exactly on the same

time line. But in general the runs are done, or the experiments

are run as they are previously time lined and then with our

replanning things, we work in this, I don't know, this 30% range,

where there's just sort of blank, crew time available, or

resources of various sorts available, pointing or power or

whatever

.

COVAULT Or. Knott, did you have anything to add to that?

KNOTT We had developed this rule, of always going back to the

basic time line, basically as some kind of safeguard rule, in

order not to upset things by too many replanning requests and

this emission progressing, and people getting experienced m the

various fields, mentioned the data transmission question earlier

on, there's no real sensitivity of the TORS with respect to

attitude maneuvers, that has been found out,, so people aren t

getting less reluctant to allow us to do this, changes, they do

not impact the normal operations. If there is a good reason, as

existed during the shift 11, to exchange SEPAC activities against

faust activities, I think it would be very

***
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KNOTT so, does not impact the normal operations and if there is

a good reason existed for example doing the shift 11 to exchange

SEPAC activities against faust activities, I think it would be

very stupid not to do it and to just very rigidly apply the

little bit we have made earlier on just as a safe guard. So

things are working out fine and you develop alot of flexibility

and it's to the benefit of the investigations.

CHAPPELL I might add that we've had excellant support from the

Orbiter, as you know even the discussion about the added day says

the Orbiter resources are just excellant. They have been under

cooperation there is excellant and it makes the replannmg
activities wNt we do them, quite straight forward to do and a

very good interaction there.

PAO Okay, we're going to try and stay on our timeline

and go now to West Germany, the East supress center there. Do

you have any questions in Cologn-Porz, please.

Yes, we have some questions here.

(Irish Television) A couple of questions here about the

material science double rack but first ray congratulations on the

pictures of overnight. They really were superb. On the six

Merbold did on the material science rack, weren't their any risk

involved on thinking of those little notices on back for

television fans? And secondly, can you tell us what -

impact there would be on the experiments by this delay, was it

just simply a matter of (garble) day late.

CHAPPELL The answer to the second question is yes. They would

lust run later in the mission and that's no problem because

that's dominantly a sample loading and then let the furnace, let

the heating facility do it's job. Those are easy to continue at

a day later. Certainly the aspect of the troubleshooting and the

repair was looked at extremely thoroughly before Ulf was allowed

or encouraged to go in and take the panel off and change the

wire. There was no danger in that and it was thoroughly

considered before it was done.

KNOTT The one thing that I would to add to this. This wasn't

an activity which the crew had not trained on the (garble)

before. They have been trained in all types of activities of

running thSii experiments but this time a basic troubleshooting

was not trained on the ground and needed something for which he

was not actually trained but it turned out to be feasible and it

was done and faust coming activities on the metric camera are

also activities which the crew did not train on the 9^°""^

•

However, we have the backup crew standing by in the (garble).
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They have been training on an engineering module of the metric

camera. This model is available there, the magazine fjl^ments

are on and they have trained and they give advice on whether we

sSSulS Isl tSfcrew in orbit to do it or not ^^^^^t^^, ^^^JJ^J^J^^
very carefully thought out and trained before the inflight crew

is doing it.

Something about Mike (garble) from the tga'^^®)
. ^'^PJf

What can you do to start it once more and second, is there any

plans for a refly in the next mission?

CHAPPELL in terms of starting it, they periodically command the

high voltage to the tube on and do some troubleshooting on the

data that they get back. They've had .»o successes on that,

making the tube come up. They are ^P^J^^ing the Instrument

thouqh. continuously in the passive mode, which is the radiometer

modS which is to use the antSnna to receive nticrowave radiation

?ht?'s geSerlted naturally in the atmosphere- or around the Earth

and so any time the pointing of the Shuttle is with the bay down

toward the Earth, the microwave instrument is gathering data

there.

Two more again with two more questions, « ^.M^a^*
Can vou tell us is it was true that there was an engineering

Sdule of the metric camera cartridge ^
l^^'^fj^^J^^^JS? the

overnight for the backup crew to wo^K o"?^ And 21°°"°^^' the

whole question of 3 experiments, all 3 I think, in some ways

designed to answer the question of their solar constant and can

pSIlSexa^t value on it. I'm wandering if you can explain how

it 18 25 years into the space age that such a basic question

still requires 3 experiments aboard a spacecraft? (Garble).

CHAPPELL I'm not sure whether the cartridge was flown

not. I just know it was in the (garble) behind my desK and there

was alot of people huddled around it about 6 hours ago Why do

yll Seed 3 eSpe?iments to measure something simple Ijke the solar

Constant, well their trying to measure it to about 100th o. a

percent ind that's pretty tough to do. Two of the experiments

Seasure the total solar energy output ^nd they are the two that

will verify carefully compare there results. The third

experiment measures the solar energy output in specific

SJ?eleS|?hs regions of the solar spectrum so it's a f°««Plj"»«Stary

experiment that different from the other two. One, if you build

inItrument«tion you find that 1 has to ^t down to pretty

sophisticated techniques to get down into the ^^'^eP^^t intended

the fourth type measurements of a total energy output l^-^e an

object like the sun. This activity has been going on for quite
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some years, on sounding rock and the results are beginning to

come together now. But not to the extent that a dual measurement

is not warranted.

KNOTT I would like to add to this that Spacelab offers the

first time in the measurement series for a solar constant. The

possibility to calibrate these experiments these 3 experiments

after they have been flown. So far you could calibrate your

solar experiments before they were installed on the satellite on

the ground and then flew them and you never saw them again and

you did not know what happened to the experiment characteristics

inflight was a very great decision. But here now we have for the

first time the opportunity to get the-^
®''?«fi"®"*^?,?^fJt! ?Lm

will go back to the institutes involved an<3 they will take them

to very, very powerful calibration, solar simulation facilities

in order to calibrate them and only this, this post flight

calibration will help them achieve this very high decision in the

solar constant (garble) down there they are aimng for. So it is

a unique first for Spacelab because this is possible.

Thank you, that's all from Porz, Bob.

PAO Okay, we'll go to KSC now,

REG TURNELL (BBC) TWO or three questions on different

subjects. First of all, you seem to have done so well with your

lid sciences experiment, do.you feel - are you ^^l|,^^^^J°^3udge

whether by the end of this mission, you'll have sufficient data

on human adaptation to the space environment to ^
efi^^^J^^f" . ^

future missions you can write down on these very time consuming

experiments and give both future spacelab missions much more to

productive exercises, like material processing and astronomy?

CHAPPELL well, I think - I'm sure Dr. Young would like to

answer this question.

KNOTT I saw him shaking his head when the question was asked,

so that's perhaps the —
CHAPPELL I think as we point out many times that these

experiments are in addition to being applying results to the

space adaptation, they are basic physiological studies of the

vestibular system and that's important to a lot of things, for

lots of people on earth. I'm sure that out of the menu of

vestibular experiments that are being done on this particular

flight, that there will be some areas that are very Promising

that the results from which will be used to guide experiments on

future flights. I think we won't answer all the questions on

this one but I'm sure i'm sure we're going to find some
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encouraging lines of study to follow. I don't think one should

be the results from this as a way to sort of get this out of the

way and go on to more important things. I think this is an

extremely important line of investigation and i'm sure it will

continue, particularly on the future spacelab where they will be

able to use the spacesled which will give a nice way to give very

carefully controlled linear accelerations and things of that

sort. As a follow up to the body restraint system type of

accelerations used here. We're doing a variety of things in the

Spacelab 1 investigations that will I think, point out for us

some promising past to pursue on futu -^ missions.

TURNELL It's been very noticeable in the last day or two, I

think, the improved atmosphere between the crew and ground. What

do you attribute this to, is this because the crew has adapted

better or because the scientist on the ground have adapted more

to talking to the crew?

CHAPPELIi There's one element of it is certainly the crew's

adaptation, but as, I think, we talk and maybe a couple of days

ago about this particular point, a great deal of that adaptation

takes place in the first couple of days. So if you are

interested in understanding that adaptation, that's when you need

to do your experiments and so in the early days of the mission

when the crew is adapting to the raicrogravity environment, there

going through that adaptation which is a change for them, but at

the same time, that's when need to run the experiments. So the

timeline of experiments during those early days has a great deal

to be done there. And I think it's that confluence of the crews
adapting with the experiments that you want to do while there

adapting, that may be earlier days be possibily more or trying on

the crew in these later days. Now there more adapted, but in

addition we are not doing as many of the adaptation experiments

although we're continuing, were not doing nearly as many of them

as we did on those first couple of days.

KNOTT I think there's also a psychological moment in this

because the crew, just as well as we down here see that things

are going well with this mission.

***
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TORNELL ... thinking of (garble).

CAPPELI. They're not doing as many of the adaptation

experiments althoJght we're continuing. We're not do.ng nearly

at many of them as we did on those first couple of days.

KNOTT I think there's also a psychological moment in this

because the crew does just as well as we down here see that

tSiSgs are gling well.^ That this mission is a great success and

I think this also must inspire them and put them into a» Place

Jhem into a gSod working spirit and I think they see that things

ice getting Iccomplished and they feeV they J»at feel, now that

they are considered extremely useful. That they have done ma^or

activities. Their activities which they have not trained before

and so this puts them into this spirit and this may also

contribute to this more efficient type of working and a jof©
relaxed atmosphere during the first days because during the first

dtyrthe?e SI?e still at least 9, at least 8 days ahead of us and

that put a major burden on them and they fid not know what was

coming, how the different instruments would behave, how they

would be feeling on the second, third and fourth day and all

this. So this also contributes certainly.

TORNELL And finally, I'm wondering whether or not you can

help a little bit on Owen Garriott's ham radio operation, was

his conversation with King Hussain completely unplanned and

unexpected? Did he just find King Hussain at the other end of

his transmission?

LAUGHTER

CAPPELL you know I'm not sure. I imagine King Hussain has

a fairly large receiver.

LAUGHTER

CAPPELL That may be why he got through, I don't know. But

I really don't know the specifics because we don't, you know

duJiSg the science crew operation we're not as much aware. Owen

is doing his transmissions largely on his own time. On nis

presleep time and that sort of thing.

PAO ^ I think really that's a question for the Change-of-

Shift Briefing. Any more questions at KSC?

PAO (KSC) Do you have any more questions?

pao Okay. Back here in Houston, we are running short

of time so please try to keep answers and questions as brief as

possible. Right here up front.
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PETE SPOTTS (Christian Science Monitor) Looking ahead a bit,

one of the objectives at least on the press release for a 10th
day is an examination or studies geared toward solars izemology.
And I wonder if you could explain what that's about a little bit

and perhaps some of the instruments that would be used to pursue
that?

CHAPPELL Solars izemology is the study of the oscillation of
the sun. The different wave modes with which the sun oscillates
and if you are able to measure these waves very carefully then

fou are able to understand sort of the makeup of the solar
nterior because the wave modes therasleves tell you at)Out the way

the solar int •trior is made. And experiment 16 is used to do
that. It will measure the solar output in different wave or

bands, different bands of the spectrum and use that information

over an extended period of time of several hours to look for

oscillations or variations. That's the approach it takes.

KNOTT The advantage which Spacelab gives for this

investigation is that during the last few days of the mission we
see the sun continuously. If you want to detect these very faint
oscillations in the sun, you have to observe it for a continuous
period, a continuous - they are now proposing 3 hours
continuously in time in order to then later on cross-correlate
this period and just bring out by just superimposing them
basically the measurements and bring out these oscillations
because they are extremely weak. You cannot measure them in just

one single shot. It could be done on the earth but there you can
do it only with the absorbing influence of the atmosphere. If

you would go, for example, to the South Pole during the northern
winter when the South Pole is continuously exposed to the sun and

fou can do this long duration observation. But you can only do
t by looking toward the atmosphere. But now Spacelab, and

Spacelab being launched in November where we have continuous sun
for a long period, this is just unique that you have this
opportunity now. The phenomenon of this solar oscillation was
not known when the experiments were first proposed several years
ago. So if it would have been known perhaps they would have
proposed a launch in November in order to have continuous view at

the sun. So it's a very, very fortunate series of coincidences
here which brings us in a situation where we have continuous sun
and where we fly over the atmosphere and can look at this. So
this is an extremely important investigation which is done on the

10th day wfiich we are hopeful will come about.

PAO More questions please. On the end.

GARY SCHWEITZER (CNN) Was there any discomfort reported at all

by the subjects of any of the life sciences experiments like the

ballistocardiography?
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CHAPPELL In the ballistocardiography there were none. There

was, we had I guess it was the second day. The times are

beginning to run together a little bit. But in that adaptive

period there was I think one of the experiments where the crewman

opted to terminate the experiment, one of the vestibular

experiments in sort of midstream. No not recently, no. In the

recent ones there's no, they're a happy bunch up there right now

and they're roaming around running lots of things and fixing lots

of things and we're seeing more and more television. It s quite

exciting to watch and particpate in.

PAO Mike.

MIKE MECHAM (Gannett News Service) Can you tell us what the

10th day will be used for besides this solar stuff which you've

already done. Like in material science and the vestibular

stuff. IS this new things that you haven't,, that are just being

added or more of the same or can you go into that.

CHAPPELL we really haven't done detailed planning on it.

We've looked, we've asked for inputs from the investigators.

We've taken a fresh look at what the 10th day might enbody and I

think in the press releases we indicated that we feel very

confident there'll be good things, new things in all of the

disciplines. Certainly there'll be some more vestibular work

because you get to continue to see the adaptation. There'll be

solar observations. There'll be more atmospheric observations

with a number of the instruments. There'll be some joint

activities that will Involve the electron accelerator of

experiment 20 as well as the receiving, wave receiving equipment

of experiment 20 and SEPAC and electron measurements of 19. More

material sciences follow on experiments just like John Padday was

able to learn from his first to his seconds experiment. He would

benefit substantially In being able to go from his second to his

third and follow up on what he's learned In the second. So

there'll be things like that.

PAO More questions. Okay, well we have got In under

the wire. Thank you very much.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Good evening again, let me repeat a couple of
announceiuents that we made on Mission Audio that you may have
missed while you were Christmas shopping* First the White House
announced this morning that President Reagan ^s schedule for
Monday Oecemember 5 includes a conversation with West German
Chancellor Helmut Kuehl and the Spacelab I crew and it will occur
at 8 J 40 am Eastern Time, And secondly, NASA and ESA Managers
have decided to extend the STS-9 Mission by one day contingent on
satisfactory .^^lathei: conditions for landing at Edwards Air Force
Blise, California and that landing will occur nominaly now at
10:01 am Central Standard Time, Thruseday December 8, And now on
to the Change of Shift Briefing with Flight Director John Cox*

COX You just stole my thunder • We had a very quiet shift
today* We had several attitude maneuvers, some minor chages to
the attitude maneuver profiles, we did get a message up to the
crew about the extention day, and there is one about ready to be
uplinked addressing this conference with the President and
Chancellor* Just before the shift was over, we did have an
anomialy in the COMM system. It appears that we may have lost
band power amplifier 2* That guy right there, when you take a

look at him, he comes up for a while and then goes off, he just
won't stay up* We only need him for downlink data from the TDRS
on S-band, and while Ku-band is still working fine and all that
it does not appear to have any impact on what we have to deal
with* But it is an anomialy that did occur in this shift. The
lakebeds are wet out at Edwards, got a bunch of rain today and
didn't expect to get nearly that much, so that was quite a
surprise. And as far as items that we worked on today, we did
have one case where we put a patch up, well we put a couple of
patches up today# but one of them was to re-tenable that 1 hz
triplets so the Faust experiment can get data snaps from time to
time, even though the RAU will skip afterwards, we put another
patch to free up the timeline that was locked up in the
experiment computer. And that all worked well, and the data is

flowing well and everything is being acquired properly. With
that we're open for questions.

PAO Craig Covault please. Aviation Week.

COVAULT John, I'm curious if the Plight Directors have had any
discussions amoung themselves on something I understand was a

flight safety issue that was raised and by now I think has been
resolved. But as I understand it, when the solid motors sep'd
yesterday off the external tank, you've got some evidence that
that was a less than clean separation. That it was a bit dirty
on at least one motor and that there was a question that arose
whether you might have thrown some debris up against the belly
tiles and done some damage, and that was thought about. Is that
a correct discussion?
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COX That is pretty close to what we understand about it. They

determined that when they examined the SRB's once they tugged

them back on in and there was some off-line analyses, nothing the

console teams have been working on, but we have had some periodic

reports come in about what they have found, and I don't know that

the* whole team has reached any final conclusions, but the

assesseroent we have seen so far indicate that the energy that

these bolts would have had and the angle of incidence that thev

would have hit the Or biter and probably wouldn't have caused & .y

significant damage. So we don't feel there is an Orbiter

concern.

COVAULT So it was the bolts that hold the brackets that hold

the motor to the tank that your concerned about?

COX No, but close. There is a cover on the back of those

little separation motors, on the back side of the NOSL and it

normaly has a weakened area around the ring and when the motor

actualy fires for separation, it blows this portion out. Now in

the mean time, this little portion keeps the NOSL separation

motor nice and clean. Apparently that little weakened area

around that, that is supposed to allow that to pop out easily was

not as weak as it should have been and the bolts that bolts that

plate on were the thing that had to break. And so little

fragments of bolts went out in different directions.

COVAULT And when the recovered the forward (garble) at the

cape, they found pieces missing that should have otherwise been

there?

COX But no, there is that, and they also noticed that some of

these bolts had managed to find themselves on the outside of the

casing upstream of where they should have gone. And so it

appeared that it may have been either thrown forward or that the

SRB ran back into them when they fell off or something like

that. So they tried to Worst Case and try and say, if this did

go in the Orbiter direction, what would have happened, how much

energy would they have had and what kind of damage could they

have done. At least I think that is pretty much over now, and I

think that they feel there is no problem now.

COVAULT Ok, thanks.

PAO Yes, sir right here please.

HOMER ELMER (USA) The Reagan-Kuehl-Spacelab conference

tomorrow, do you have any idea how long it will be, will the two

leaders make a statement before they engage in conversation, and

could you also reconfirm the time, because the printed release

you had out said, I don't think it said 8:40 EST, I think it gave

some later time.
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COX Old I say EST? Its 8:40 Central Time, 9,40 Eastern.

it Monday, not tomorrow.

ELMER Right, I'm sorry.

SJsA.
«e "PPOse to 9o to the white House, not

fS:?\hirj.' JS?SrtrLs'2?" you know how

COX That la all open rl9ht now, but we will have protocol.

ufand they „oJ?? ^°announ«f2;","%^.:":^?°'"' '2 "'^^
White House. And let^r,^?larLrt' (laJbiSi'^'

?Sf?Usf??Se'=iou.'v«e°''e%'?2na^ra"'Si:'lo ' ""^""-^ " this Is
U,ht, and I woUde^r^l tfySfwoSir^^SSnt'ortha?""'^

l2^tl?!i;ue ^'ThTf^'^K'"* """^ ^"y- I think the comment
.ci«oe oj£S«d ani aSlaerSnM'^fS" *" ""'"l 1°^"
onboard, the? haj:''a'?orSSrrtS'do''?SL'jr;i?raSu ?S'«„.tiiiit to accomodate hu^^M u^..^ i

were aoJL# to find
tried to makrthe flifL ?^ wished, wished and
things, aJd ?his^f'p?obab^fthHnfv ff^h.'S

"^'^
to plan the consumables dowX to tSe Lsi 1^12^5^^^^^^'' ^'^^'^

it uraSd-IJ-oS- fTt £^^^^ P' -r^^'oX"'
and iaid I'd §S?e like sime of hh??

everybody aot in line
¥hs»¥ m4^A ^ i.

^^f^^ borae or tnat. We have haven't reaiiv hs*r\

^'^^ Jules Bergman, ABC.

mys^!??r thaf?he'£:?^c"s""?t'?hur:?^^ llH:' fT,'"ahead to prolect hiJ fSl «~
Thursday, first o£ all its too far

than fS? wlndlldiy^and ! und«sta„J°JJ''""''^^ ^"""^
about a 2 day exteistSn, Is ?SarpSssl£!^/" ""'""^ ''"'"^

??!le iris'tL'fi?" confusion in all that, it is
t^lil the'l?iL"ir?he"„n?h1r1J!?|r'ir?S;t''".'"

SSI o^h^JiaJ^L" Tr^VtX "-^-°^^"'v'^na
one day back^up^wgL^ie"d1c?d°e1o^??^ eir^SI-la^Si^lll^TSaTs'
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generaly the way we'd like to see the flights end. Anyhow that's

why we carry the extra flight days, as part of the guarantee that

we are going to do the extension day, we would like to have

guarantee that we're going to have 2 good days in a row atleast

predicted.

BERGMAN But in this case your faced with the nominal day being

less than certain at this point, in fact if the forcast at this

point, if you can call it a forccst i * disroal, there is a front

moving in, so you haven't got the nominal plus the next day

good

.

COX Well, if you want to believe forecasts out that far, I try

to believe one the other day, yesterday, that predicted what your

saying, the forecast that I had when we came on shift today was

that that front was going to realy clear thru the area on Tuesday

and probably be dry for 3 or 4 days, but again, that's still too

far out to call, so that weather out there right now is stxll

anybody's guess, as far as I'm concerned.

BERGMAN That is the second front your talking about by the way,

its not the front that was originaly predicted for Tuesday, but

your main point is in essence correct. Its too far ahead. A

©ore likely time would be Monday morning.

COX Its too far ahead to get concerned about. Sometime Monday

would probably be a good time because that is when we begin to go

thru the process of implementing the extra day paper work and all

that.

BERGMAN And that's when NASA must make the acid decision.

COX No we can put all the paper onboard, and when the time

finaly comes to implement that last day, we can just call it off

and go back to the nominal paper that's onboard.

BERGMAN When must stowage begin though, for a Wednesday or

Thurseday ...

COX Pieces of that can be done, Jules, I think quite a bit

ahead of time, as a matter of fact a normal CAP does have you put

away all the experiment hardware that your no longer going to be

using, so your realy left with the critical items, get the

Spacelab deactivated and closed out.
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COX That's about a 2 or 3 hour process, there's about

an hour or so process of shutting off the final experiments just

prior to deactivating the Spacelab. And then there xs some

additional stowage, but it's not anything that you couldn't get

done in advance as you saw it coming,

PETE SPONSE (CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR) Two questions. 1)

What is the deadline for the primary investigators to submit the

kinds oZ thi..gs that they would like to accomplish on this, or

have they already basically, so you can set the timeline up on

It.

COX We set up a template, but it's merely something to

get the ball rolling type of thing. It's nothing hardened and

crisp. About 24 hours from now, we'd like to have the inputs,

and we're also going to include crew inputs. We've solicited

some comments from the crew, they've indicated an interest in

wanting to give us some comments. So we will then have a

setiment. We have a template right now that says where we add

the days just slip an extra flight day in if you go to the

attitude time limit, we currently use the last attitude that was

flown for a payload reason, I don't remember the exact MET that

that occurs at, we just insert 24 hours at that point in time,

and then just pick up the normal end of mission after that. So

what we've done is we've given them a block and said, days are

going to look like this, you'll have these crews available at

these times, and but now they're just supposed to start filling

in the broad picture of types of attitudes they'd like to fly.

Once they get the attitudes worked out, we expect that will be

about a 24 hours process, then they'll start filling in all the

supporting experiments that will fit into that.

SPONSE Okay, I understand also, that one of the objectives

of at least one of the investigators if things look good for the

extra day is to look at the Shuttle Glow phenomenon and cea^-jy

analyze it with some of the equipment onboard. For any of the

rookies in the audience like me, could you sort of, ^^^^l^l'^^
recap the history of that Shuttle Glow, what they suspect causes

it at this point.

COX AS far as what they'll particularly being doing, I

think you ought to talk to the science conference on that. But

we've observed that phenomenon over all the Shuttle tiigncs. i

don't know which was the first flight to report it, but it could

be an oxygen interaction going on. With any material that you

expose in space and fly it at those velocities through that

atmosphere. We have run several experiments on previous flights,

looking at what types of materials are more subject to this

oxygen interaction, and you actually have some material lost with

certain materials. Some materials don't seem to be effected by

it at all. What we're able to observe easily is just this glow

off the tails, since you look out the back window and you can see
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it and you're flying into the velocity back there. But its been

observed and there's been several experiments run already, and

there's probably a lot of good instrumentation onboard that could

probably gather some additional data for us here.

CHRISTOPHER JOYCE (NEWSSCIENTIST MAGAZINE) For the 10th day
tl»en, are the scientists, the investigators who lost some data,

the AEPI, for one reason or the other, the SEPAC, are they going

to get first crack at a slot on that 10th day.

COX You'll just have to go to the mission manager, I

have no idea. If I did, it will be there pick.

JOYCE NASA has no set of criteria for using that.

COX The science community for this flight is working on

that as a separate item.

PAUL RECER Do you expect the lake beds at Edwards to be dry by

Wednesday, or by Thursday, and if they aren't, given that we

don't have any more weather, and if they aren't dry, what are
your landing plans.

COX Well, I can't say whether we expect one thing or

another. The last predict was they were supposed to dry out in a

week after the last rain, and it took a little bit longer. I

don't know how much rain they actually got this time. So it s

tough to say when they'll be ready, we'd sure like to have

them. AS far as landing choices go, we work Edwards through its

runways, including the concrete, before we move off of Edwards.

So, we would still be go for the concrete even though the

lakebeds were unusable.

MIKE WILLIAMS (KJOJ) Two questions, number 1, going back to

the SRB separation. Did you say that was the forward separation

motors?

COX No, I believe that was the aft.

WILLIAMS Also, is there any chance with the wet lakebed and

a wet concrete runway, that you would go for White Sands or maybe

even a Kennedy landing on this flight?

COX Those are in the tables as far as fault downs of

where you go next, next, next, next, you don't have to do that on

wet, you can have dense cloud cover that we can't get through or

that type of thing, we'd go to those other sites. Yes, there are

cases that you can usually get to either White Sands or Nor thru?

or the Cape.

RECER IS Northrup currently open? I understood that...
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COX They took water, but I understand that the runways

ace okay there.

PAO They had high winds today, I think.

COX Right, we weren't using it as, we go up and down as

each front goes through, as far as winds and cloud cover and what

not, as far -<i if you had to have an emergency landing now, where

would you go. But as far as we know the runways are okay there.

STROK This is probably a science question, but I wondered

if you could quickly tell me three things, the metric camera,

SEPAC, and furnaces. Those furnaces they were concerned about,

are they still broken, all three of them?

COX I know there was some troubleshooting going on in

that. Our copies are down there. But I think you would have to

again talk to those people.

PAO We have a queria desk out here, Barbara, it can run

that down for you, I think, we shouldn't have to wait until the

science briefing to get that. Does anybody else have any

questions now? We have not questions from the other centers.

RECBR I'm going to try one more time. Have you got any

reports as to the satisfaction, dissatisfaction, comfort, or

discomfort of the bunks that they're supposedly using this time

out?

cox The only, you can draw whatever conclusion you

could from this comment, is that the teleprinter is kind of a

noisy little thing and it's down on the middeck and we use it a

lot, and Brewster commented, we thought that preflight that we

may have to move that up to the flight deck to get it out of the

sleeping area. They commented it has been no problem, they ii oe

able to sleep fine with it there. So that's as close as we've

come

.

JOHN PETTY (POST) HOW long after the additional day and the

contingency date could you go, if it came right down to it?

COX Well, the normal package that we build the flight

around is 9 days plus 2 extension days. And so what we've done

is added another day so that's 10 days plus 2 now. That s

without doing anything heroic, it's just going and get the power

levels. If you found some reason you had to stay up there a

little longer, you might squeeze another day or so out of it.

But right now, that looks like it's 10 plus 2 with a little extra

pad.

JOYCE Any chance that the pilot and the commander, with

the extra day, participate in some of the experiments?
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COX I have no idea.

JOYCE Were they ever asked to participate in the

experiments?

cox I don't even know that. It was originally set up,

¥hP> MS* a for this flight were named long before the pilot

cSSmSSdSr'Sere. \nd ?hey work with f \«*PS^ir?ntJLtelv*'
long time developing all this. So they've been intimately

related to all the activity for several years.

JOYCE But I don't mean. . .

cox well, wait a second. They do do at least one of

the experiments, they do that ...

JOYCE 25, but other than that.

cox I don't know, I don't know if they were ever asked.

PAo Anyone have anything further. Okay that ends this

one. Thank y'all very much.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Okay good morning • Welcome back to the change of
shift brief ing* We* re here with off going Flight Director Chuck
Lewis, Spacelab Mission Manager Harry Craft to his right, and Mr.
Derrick Mullinger head of Sp#eelafe payload integration
coordination in Europe* let them give some reports and
then we'll open up £or ijuestiaiwi*

LEWIS I really don't h%yrm mmh to discuss from the orbiter
point of view, it's not much change of status there^ Before
midnight last night, about th^ timt I came on we had past our
half way point in the flif^t assuming nominal nine day flight*
It was a very very guiet ocbiter frc^ the Spacelab systems point
of view* The high rafe« recorder ^ I'm sure you know now, appears
to be functioning well, after the fix yesterday* The possibility
of an extension dty is still in discussion stage, decision has
not been made on tkat* And I'm sure that you are well aware that
that will be based on primarily the key would be Edwards weather,
we've got to ensure that we got good weather for the nominally
planned end of mission, whether that be the 9 or 10 day, plus a

back up deal capability* And with that I really can't add much
more, it was vary quiet shift* Harry?

CRAFT Okay, Chuck mentioned here, we have past the half way
point and we think we've got a very very successful mission
going* The ¥FI is obtaining the results they wanted, and we
think that w# have done just a tremendous job within the (garble)
science capabilities of Spacelab* Chuck mentioned the high data
rate recorder^ and yesterday, 2 or 3 of you asked and we promised
that wt would address that. The high data rate recorder was out
about 11 hours yesterday. This is going to be an update to what
I think maybe Karl mentioned to you a few minutes ago* We did
lose data on 3 experiments, the reason we did is they were not
compatable with the one megabit format that we went to
immediately upon losing that recorder, we went to the orbiter
recorder which has a one megabit (garble) , but those 3

experiments lost less than 5 percent of their planned
activities. All the other experiments were on what we refer to
as a (garble) data was recorded on the orbiter recorder and
subsequently captured. We're still continuing to work with the
RAU 21, and it hasn't changed from what we said in the last
couple of days. As far as our problems we got a couple of
experiments that are demonstrating anomalies, the material
sciences double rack, right now, two of the furnaces are down and
we're looking in to how bring those back up* Looks like there is
a power supply problem. Metric camera has a film jam problem in

we are looking at how to clear that, and we think we can probably
do that* I might point out on that, that is a second magazine,
they have already taken over 500 exposures so we're real
comfortable with that, but we'd like to clear that problem up,
and let them continue to take photographs* On the positive side.
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there are 38 experiments onboard and to date, we've got science

data on 34 of those. One of them is in the process in the next

hour or so of its first time to operate and that is the astronomy

wide field camera will be olaced in the scientific airlock in the

next couple of hours, and that will be their first opportunity,

so with that we'll be up to the 35 of the 38, and the other 3 are

the solar experiments which I've mentioned 2 or 3 times, we don't

get until about day 8 into the mission. So overall, we're quite

pleased with where we are, and as Chuck said, it was reasonably

quiet.

PAO Okay, we'll open up for questions here. Craig

Covault.

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week) For Chuck Lewis. About how many

maneuvers did you have over night? And

—

Lewis I haven't counted . I didn't count them.

COVAULT Okay.

LEWIS But both the maneuvers, I just don't have a number for

you.

COVAULT Did you have to read up many changes for the maneuvers

that you do have in the CAP?

LEWIS We read up, we sent up several changes up on the

teleprinter, for the last 12 hours and on the last shift that I

had we sent up another teleprinter message with a significant

number of changes. Some attitudes that modify the maneuvers by a

few minutes. Nothing of significant change. Mostly tweaking.

COVAULT And was the tweaking desgined to help out the camera

which is locked down unfortunately?

LEWIS I don't thin;-, any &t the maneuvers that we plan in the

ntxt 12 are for AEPI , I don't believe so,

fAO Wayne Dolce fi no back there.

WAYNE DOlCEFINC Harry, you said the other day you needed 48

hours or so to plan science wise, for mission extension, if we go

to Thursday, would it mean Wednesday would be a stow day,

wouldn't we need to know by tomorrow night from your standpoint?

CRAFT We need about 48 hours to do the job, that is the right

number. We'll start watching as Chuck said, we'll watch the

weather and the conditions —
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DOLCEFINO So, the next 36 hours, you expect a decision* The

second question, could be my imagination, but it would seem that

from a hardware standpoint we've had a lot more problems on the

maiden voyage of Spacelab, then we did hardware wise on the first
voyage of the Space Shuttle. I'm wondering whether either of you

gentlemen have any comments as to whether or not there have been
more problems than you would of expected, and second of all, are
any of the problems things that will prompt you to do any kind of
design changes either in redundancy or the type of equipment you

got onboard?

LEWIS Well, let me respond to that first. From the Spacelab
systems point of view, I think it's been an exceptional
mission. We've had the RAU 21 problem, has been the biggest
headache for the experiment ops people. But other than that, and

high rate recorder, was down for a period of time. But it's got
a life support system. It's got basically the same system as the

Orbiter's got with the exception of propulsion system and the

guidance navigation system. It's got the avionics, so I

personally think' it's suprisingly clean for the first flight of a

vehicle like the Spacelab module. Harry?

CRAFT I don't really have anything to add to that, I think
Chuck summed it up real well. I don't foresee that many problems
with the system.

LEWIS And I might add something about the 48 hour. I think

we'll probably end up doing a little bit, like I said discussions
are going on in (garble) planning. I might point out though that
we could wait as late as Monday night before we actually have to

make a decision before it begins stowage onboard the vehicle.
So, whether it's Monday night or Tuesday morning, it could be as

late as that before we actually decide to try it. It may well
be, based upon the weather, we got to get close enough to
Wednesday, Thursday, weather to understand it.

COVAULT But, what's the weather situation Chuck, and Harry, do
you have a timeline that you've written up yet, for the extra 24,
and could you tell us what it is?

CRAFT Again, like I said yesterday it's too far away from
Wednesday to really get good forecast, the weather conditions
right now are, we violate our cloud flight rules and that's
expected to continue in the next day or two.

On the science, we are asking, and as you are well
aware, we art asking the investigators to begin thinking of the

kinds o£ things they want to do that will augment the data that
they have already gathered, and they are coming up with a couple
of unique things, and I'm sure we're going to get them things
given to us soon.
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PAO Okay, we're going to go Cologn Porz now for
questions. Is Cologn Porz ready?

LEO ENWRIGHT (Irish Television) Were they mentioning things,
or did I hear a report earlier this morning European time that
the computer on the material sciences double rack crashed, and if

so, since it would of been the second computer crashed, how did
it happen, and I've got a little (garble) that crashes all the
time, but why does yours?

I'm not aware that there has been any (garble)
crash on the material science double rack. That has got
dedicated processes in it, but it's been running fine* I think
the easiest way to deal with a computer crash is to say it just
occurs when you overload the computer, you just try to do too
much traffic with it. You reach the limits of it's capability*

PAO That's all from Porz Bonn.

PAO Okay, we'll go now to KSC, KSC do you have
questions?

REG TURNELL (BBC) A couple of short ones. I'm told there is
even discussion going on of a possible 11th day, is that correct?

LEWIS I've not done heard any discussion about an 11th day.

TURNELL It won't happen?

LEWIS The only way I know of that it might happen is if for
some reason we do extend it a 10th day, and we do not make
(garble) orbit for reason, go to vehicle status and the crew just
doesn't get the (garble) on time, or we wave off a day. But,
that is a contingency case.

TURNELL We are half way through the mission, have you had any
reports on the living accomadations and how well that is
working? Do we know yet where the crew is sleeping? How well
the new galley is working providing food for six people, and is

the toilet actually working properly this time?
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LEWIS About 2 days ago, we asked Brewster Shaw to give us a

little information in that area and he commented at that point in

time that our teleprinter system which we uplink our traffic

goings were confined and apparently been left up in the middeck

area. There was some concern about that bothering the crew,

sleeping crew, but I guess that wasn't the case. The galley was

working fine and the waste management system was working fine,

that's been a couple of days ago, we've heard no reports since.

And no reports on whether sleeping or how well they sleep,

KSC KSC has no further questions.

PAO OKay, back here, Dave Dooling up front.

DOOLING Harry, housekeeping problem question rather. As the

crew goes through the various experiments when they wrap up each

one or a portion of one, do they stow everything immediately or

is a lot of the stuff going to be left hanging out to be stowed

on the last day and considering some of the problems, we've heard

voice by orbiter crews, especially early in the mission, the

stowage was more (garble) that they had anticipated. Did you

allow for extra time?

CRAFT What we had done, Dave, is the timeline, we look ahead.

If there's an activity that happens on a given day and we know

the activity will happen two days and then again, then that item

most of the time is left in that operating position so that we

don't have to do a reset up. If the experiment is a 1 time

operation, in other words, when you take it out, we perform the

experiment and a lot of times we'll go ahead and stow it. The

only other constraint is, if it obviously gets in the way of

another - two experments begin to conflict for the same resource

and we obviously have to restow. We're keeping a pretty clean

spacecraft from that standpoint.

PAO Right here, Mike Meecham.

MIKE MEECHAM (Gannett News Service) Do you have any optamisro

that the two furnaces or the metric cameras - yeah, the camera

can be brought up?

CRAFT I'm always optomistic, reason for optomistic. We're

going to go through some - they're looking at some

troubleshooting procedures now. We should let the investigators

provide those to us and we'll provide those to the crew and see

how it comes out. They are still working the problem, they have

not given up by an stretch of imagination. So I'm confident from

that standpoint they'll come up with something else for us to

try.

(Garble)

.
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Question for Harry Craft^ Chuck Lewis said that the driving
force the mission extension now seems to be the weather at

Edwards. What sound as if you've already made up your mind that

the mission should be extended and can be justified extension for

the science. Can you go into that a little bit?

CRAFT The scientist are quite enthusiastic about the

opportunity to gather more data on another day and to come up

with you know^ some - lets say deviation to the experiment based

on what they've seen earlier in the mission. And there going to

come up with some good things i*m sure and there already thinking
about it. The investigators amoung themselves and we hope to get

an input from them later today and begin saying how we would
structure that day if the opportunity was provided to us.

you'll give us a couple of examples of what you could do if

you extended the mission day?

CRAFT You really aught to wait and let the investigators come

forward. The disciplines are all there and knowing the

investigators we have on mission 1 and I've worked with them for

a number of years now, I think everyone of them will probably
come up with something that they can do so, we aught to wait and

see what they come up with.

PAO (Garble) right here.

HARRY SCHWIETZER (C&N) Any personnel medical consultations and

anymore of Ulf's headaches? Did he clear it up?

LEWIS There's been no private medical communications and I

don't know - I heard the same thing you did last night about

Ulf's headaches. I don't know if Harry has any more information
about that or not.

CRAFT I don't have any at all.

PAO Anyone else? Craig.

COVALT One quicky that borders on science more than overall
mission structure, would be in the metric camera. If you know

what areas you have missed by the film jam and secondly, how has

the weather been running under the targets that you have been
able to get?

LEWIS Derrrick, you want to (garble) to that?

MULLINGER I don't know the targets but I'm told that they had

very good opportunities over Europe and of course that's a strong
link to the European Scientific community there for - there's no

restriction to European targets. They have achieved a large
number of exposures in the infrared which I'm told is the most
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interesting scientifically/ And the cloud cover over most of

Europe seemed to be acceptably low. By low, I mean low in

quantity, not low in altitude.

PAO Anyone else have questions? Okay, thank you very

much.

END OF TAPE
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Who Good morning and welcom© todays Spacelab Science
Briafing, with Dc. Rick ChappeXX, Mission Scientist for Spacelab
1, and Or. Karl Knotty European Space Agency Project Scientist,
on the Mission. For information I thought I might add that Dr.
Chappell is a Space Plasma Physcist, at the Space Science's
Laboratory of NASA Marshall Space Plight Center in Huntaville,
Alabama. And he is also a co^investigator on the SBPAC
•xperiment. or. Knott, is also a Space Plasma Physcist, at ESTEC
which is an fnarblo) center. Excuse rae, the ESA the European
Space Agency Technical Center, at Noordwijk in Netherlands,
that's the European Space Agencies largest center, I
understand. Or. Knott.

lARl. KNOTT I would like to briefly tell you about the Science
activities during the shift #9. That was the day shift, there of

^ course , Houston time. Day shift of yesterday. As you probably
atlX witnessed over the TV, tranaiations which took place, the
shift started with activities in the fluid physics module of the
material science (garble). These activities are, I think went
very well. There was amble time for a wise exchange between the
crew, carrying out the investigations and the fluid physics
odule, and the investigator on the ground, in fact the
possibility of complicating with the crew during these activities
enabled the physics investigators to recover from one difficulty
in the physic fluid module, which they indeed had not
anticipated. Later on in the shift, one run which earlier on did
not work, just as they had expected, worked very nicely after
they had deliberated on the ground and had thought about an
appropriate solution, how to get experiment 31 actually going.
Following this activities in the fluid physics module, there were
saveral, in fact three periods dedicated to investigations or
crew support for investigation showing plasma investigations
using SEPAC, using API, using the electron spectrometer
experiment 19, and the other plasma experiment, experiment 20 to
jointly carry out plasma investigations. These activities
suffered from the fact that the (garble) 21 was not able to
support the SEPAC experiment, in these activities, and indeed
axperiment 20, PICPAB kind of took over the whole of SEPAC in
generating the electron beams for this investigation. And to my
understanding, with the PICPAB playing this role, some useful
science has been obtained, during these periods. The second part
of the shift, activities drifted more into the area of life
science and astrcxnony, and also scxne atmospheric physics
observation. There were dedicated attitudes by the Orbiter in
support of experiment ?.. The atmospheric was imaging
spactometer. There were dedicated pointings of the Orbiter to
support two additional, runs of the faust telescope, and as far as
craw time was concernod dur ing that second part of the shift, the
crew worked on experiment 25, and the experiment from 25, Dr. H.
BOSS obtained results and you probably heard over the loop her
otMtments on these results and several questions which she passed
UP to the crew, and which the crew answered. Than there was a
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done run carried out, for experiment 102, the vestibular ISTS-9
Investigation, by professor Larry Young from, for HIT, During
the very end of this shift, an additional activity had been
rescheduled, an activity which was not in the original tine line
and that was an additional run for experiment 201, the life
soieiu;e experiment where Professor Baungarten, who is the
Principal Investigator. The crew on attendent, experiments also
proceeded, were during this shift.* The Material Science double
rack processed a number of samples ano during that shift they
concentrated on samples which generating a so called what is on
earth adtaiissable alloys, on earth due to gravity and (garble) , it

is very difficult to nix alloys of very much weight. For
example, fluid aluninun and fluid lead, is very difficult to nix
on earth, they simply demix there (garble) so called misability
gap, however, it is the expectation that this is not the case in

space, and this is the type of investigation which were carried
out in Material Science double rack during the shaft yeterday.
The power load, so called (garble) crystal ball experiments. The
long (garble) which Rick called them yesterday, were also
performing normally. I think this basically covered what was
done in terms of scientific activities during that last shift.
One very positive aspect during this shift, was of course, that
we recovered already from earlier shift, from the problem which
had arisen is the high data recorder, and this one is fully
reinstated and is fully supporting the investigations since. I

think I st<^ here, and turn over to Rick for the next —
RICK CHAPPBW. Okay, the next shift, shift 10 was dominally
material science this time. There was s<me life sciences done,
there was some plant selections done for the, sunflower
experiment 101, which you may have heard over the loops. There
were a number of material science experiments done. The most
doninant one, was on experiment called tribology is which is the
study of liquids lubricants in particular, both in a dynamic type
of study and a static type. One of the studies uses liquid in
which is called a Journal barring, which is a rotate type, which
is a rotating type of barring with a sleeve, and the barring
casing can be seen through, it's transparent and the motion of
the fluid around the barring as it is spun up in Og is actually
filmed and the Payload Specialist watches it as he does the
experiment. The idea here is that the actual physics of the way
a barring works, is different in Og. One is concerned with many
of the Spacecraft that we'll look to in the future utith having
effective barring type surfaces. And this is a way of studying a
particular type of barring, the journel barring, which will find
in future applications, in Spacecraft and to understand the way
the fluid moves around the barring in Og. Then that's the
dynamic part, where the barring is spun up and the shaft is

watched as the fluid redistributes as the barring spins. The
static part of it involves the spreading of the fluid over, and
it*« called the wetting or spreading of a lubricant over
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u«S!jiJIlL'!J!*SI''
ThU also has gen«raX applications to

S2ffrJ?r J^f ^ ^^'f
?•* ^5** control spreading Sf fluids and then

IIffS4M!.*^^iif*^f*'" "*^!?« lubricants in space, in the futureactivities. This is a experiment that Ray Cause, from Marshall

liS!! long runs, taking almost 4

i«i!r:2*.f)!J
™.«;P««?i;«nt, give reports continuously, had good

iSn ilr?}!^ Ti^JK*^^."*^! experiment: Ray h-.a a

had diti ?i«;if"r 2 days ago, where he got, he
« Lu^! 2!!f iS! " 5^* imtlal part of the first runj this wasa couple days ago, so because some of the flexibility in the time

Sb?4c?ivn: Shi; S***
complete first iuictionil

S3 SihIlnL Jli
^'"^ called, and then do the second one that he

hS rS^ir oJ*^X;r*f? T*^"^
two tribology, back to back. We

w!y ?h?SSSS t?f !;f;f^;L?f^*"°* experiments planned, about half
SLSi S2.,K? 5***^* * problem with the material
^SSSrf^?.^! lif'^i

where the facilities shut down, the
S?S««r! Si*"

facilities down, and Ulf Merbold then wentthrough a process of reinitializing it. This resulted in no

i^tl^
appears to be a problem with the high

^

SJitiSS'FSinL^'^^Snr?;; SyPP^^*;' "Jic** op«tate the ilSthermalneacxng Facility, and the Mirror heating facility so
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CBJVPPELL ... no problem *fith the sample that was In, however

when the facility came back up, there appears to be a problem

with the high voltage, one of the power supplies, whicn operates

thm iaolthermal heating facility and the mirror heating, 2 of the

r?acillttM! NoS the isol thermal facility had been running for

sane days, infact they had processed about 10 of the 13 samples

that thev had set out to do, so there are 3 samples there tnat

nSfbS abU to be procissed beca-^e of ^-SfP^Jblem with the

isolthermal heating facility. The mirror heating f«ci3.ity had

not begun its operation, and there is Ji»<=«;«J°; fLliiJv as
pointas to whether to do some troubleshooting on the facility as

far as the power supply is concerned to see what the

oossibilities are of recouping some of the mirror heating

fSiliiy ei^Jciments. and^hlfs i« ^2^?^*
If s not obvious at this point exactly how the troubleshooting

might be done. The feel its a short in the power »"Efl^y'

thiy'rrnot sure. So those 2 portions of the material science

double rack then are for the time being shut down, with the isol

thermal heat facility not to be started over, because of the

problems that it has had prior to this. The other 2, the Cluia

physics module is not impacted, in fact all the experiments that

are planned in the future for the fluid physics «<^«il,««j,fiili«
in the works. We missed a fluid physics module run today because

of doing the troubleshooting on the aurora facility that houses

the fluid physics module. And the gradient heating facility is

operating line and has samples in it and the samples in the

gradient heating facility are to run for
J*J

*

half, so we had the crew, in particular Ulf M«jbold soent quite

a bit of time with the material science double rack foing some

troubleshooting, and then bringing the entire facility back up

after it shutdown. So those are the material s^'i®"?® JJff
i;!"*"*

that we did. I wanted to mention a couple of experiments that

have been run, one of them that continued to run today, that

involves, we have mentioned but we haven t
fJSJ^Kf «f^i^Sck

and that's the experiment of Klaus Wilhelm fr^he Max Planck

institute in Germany. Klaus has »Hrd« 5f 100 BV
measures natural electrons of energy's from the order or J-ou by

^•JSJilO's oIkve that are "J^ural in the environj^nt. Both

natural and artificialy induced electrons, and let me give you

the 2 categories of studies. One is to measure those electrons

that are plesent in the auroral zones, this is regions of

latitude Sbove, roughly, 60 degrees where
JJ" JJ^J S 100 ev

alasma ohvsists call soft electron fluxes of the order ot iuu ev

5Sd the^low U?il5di side of the auroral zone, and then as the

spacecraft goes farther north, then you see harder

U up in the kilogor range, that actualy cause the light of the

«lrS?a. The energetic electrons are thought to
•^^fJj"^*^

in the magnitusphere and then shot down into the top of the

aSmospherfwherl they interact with the neutral gases, cause them

tbSmlt light, and the light that you see is the aurora. So the

^tterns of the aurora that you see are caused by the patterns of
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the electrons that are coming Into the top of the atmosphere with

the light emiaaiona taking place where the electrons hit the

atiiiosph»'-e. This has been an active magnetic period which is to

say, the sun, the solar wind, the plasma that blows out oC th«

sun, has been probably blowing at higher speeds, which probably

says that their coronal hold is present on the surface of the

swn. When your in this kind of condition, the magnetisphere is

shaken, essentially by higher speed solar wind. The delivery of

solar magnetic flux to Earths magnetic field is higher, this

causes the magnetisphere to go into a higher energy state,

accelerate particle that are present in it and cause more active

auroras and it also causes the auroras to move farther south to

lower latitudes around either pole. So this is particularly
gcatifing at this stage, because the Spacelab 1 orbit right now

is not in polar orbit, but rather a 57 degree inclination. And

so the farther south the aurora goes, the more that you «ee at

this stage, so its a good thing that its an active time. Klaus

has found some very interesting results in the pitch angles of

particles that are associated with the aurora. He's seen some

columnated beams of electrons that are probably related to this

great auroral arcs below, and he has also seen the softer

electrons associated with the diffused aurora. His instrument is

nice in that it is hemispherical in nature and can measure all

the pitch angles at a give energy of electron at one time, where

pitch angle is the electron with respect to the magnetic field-

So you can see sort of the entire hemisphere of possible electron

angles as they come into the instrument, and then he can sample

different energy ranges at all these angles. Now the other use

o£ that experiment is with the active experiments, and it has

been run, I think Klaus has had something like 90 to 100

operations at this point in the mission. And a number of those

have been both when the experiment 20 is firing the ion gun, and

its electron gun, and when the SEPAC experiment 2 has been firing

its electron gun. In these cases, the beams that are injected by

these eccelerators interact with the ambient gas around the

Shuttle and generate apparently generate instabilities that can

then accelerate the ambient electrons that are around ,t:hea

Shuttle, and you coming back to the Shuttle then, or to the

pallet where Klaus *8 instrument is mounted, both low energy

accelerated electrons that are pulled right out of the

ionsophereic plasma and at the same time, other populations of

more energetic electrons that are apparently, eooelerated by the

interaction of this original beam that is injected from the

Shuttle with the surrounding plasma. There is a very interesting

phenomena that he has seen there, that I would incourage you to

talk with him about and get more information on. A number of

different populations of electrons that are present with very

.different characteristics when they're firing the low energy

electron beam of the experiment 20 versus the higher energy under

(garble) beam of the SEPAC experiment. One other experiment I
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that I wantea to nention and hac; only in f J' ^"f^^
iStecaating expatlaant that

f;««J^JJ
* ii^Ji^JiJ doSa

«ho l« tcOB Germany, who is a P'>»»".';?9i"JS?"'2;ou. ocaisuta In

.paoa. that th. blood which B««^yP«i»inJ" -^^^^ aucfaee o£
body bacauaa of gravity^ itaalC Into
tha Earth. «;«'i-y°L^r_i"'''^ . iaault of that, thoaa sanaots
tha uppet part of

i^^^STLiw r«IliJa that thera Is mora fluid
in tha upper part of tha

"J^i!!.;;*^^ Jjactiona to reduce
there than is normal and »tart of

JJ"*".^;,;®?^ tSat over a long
tha fluid level on the bo^^y-

J^jf ^ ?atr !SoLt of fluid! I guess
period of time the body can loose a

^f flSid cin^ba

ioi5'S5eriU*^r!25fsrtiSl^iSe iS tS"^^
^^--iZi.

'^•^

bnTt^r^^^^^^^^^^^
peassare inaida the veins. And at tha s I!k«rrblood

once ha's measurad tha pressure, then he takes *

l^ilL till *Je frosen, and then are ultimately analyzed for the

SSSiSle SfdiffereSrSirSSes that are thought to be varied xn

111 IT^ in order to change the fluid level, ^Je fffn th^
I*^h««4«M within the upper body which senses a cnange tne
aeohanism ^f^'^'^" ™»,*;*'f^ hormones into the blood
fluid injects, has the brain J^Jj^^,™ frS the body. This is a
stream which then modify the fluid loss trom cne juay^

most interesting in that as Karl poin^^^

tha .qoi«lant o£ a Pt<"'«.P?!!'Ji"^.i?alS S5t«t trhav. Jh. body

STiiss :s=^riv§;a??s;.^";tS?,ra^s*;oirr i"j..^^^^^^^^

E55Jn;'?ats.rtiii.T.!K?i:;? "5::
? H?r

?hi« i« a very first cut, its the first opportunity «or t*»«» ^o
this IS a very , that thev are very much in a

SlLSSivfohSsfof\hiS«, b;i%ith learning both

tlfbSy iHvSLJd ifhaSd! its fluids, Perticularly in

cSJdiSJLcSl^ system. And then
«J;f,»;ffSiSJ^:! 1 wanted

epecificaly physiologicaly tofdjust the fluid balance,
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te«n mentioned atl^aat twlca now. " ?«"ifJ J^-^*
°"

tha flcat day, whan at tha and of hla shift, I think ha waa

anioying tha vlaw out of tha aft flight deck and comraantad on tha

alow around tha Shuttla, around tha angina pods. I think ha was

looking thru an Instruaant that Stava Manda had, that Stava Manda

and Owan Harriott had carriad on tha Shuttla t»\is Mae which is a

regular canara that had has an iaaga intanaifiar on tha front of

It.

**«



It*# not audlolng th« vltw out o£ th« aft fUS^t
sful eaamnt aeoBnd the glow around th« shuttle r

I^liSe'aLi own ^nriott had the f^uttie this

fciae iihi<* i» « refular ol«»ra that has an linage J"^*";*"*^ Jw.
SiTfJ^t 0f it, so you can of»en the shutter and look through the

^Jil^ thfOttth the 4»ag« intenslfier and get a magnification

ST^ uSht tSt is oui there, and I think Oven ™ figf^^^at

Si^Jrted J.e glow aro^d the pods. I*?^?'' ^
^uess this

0i tNM^ yesterday or a d^ and half
f?J' ff^^^JJ^JJ fiSiSa tallmm to s^ the Shuttle glow ^th the shuttle

^iid tlie land direction, al^aosc In ^ylight without

^iiaifieriHE sll, to this i-. m extremely high shuttle glow.

mm of ^im i» to it«^rst^ well eweugh what the shuttle glow

ITaS how^ d»als with It to
J^^JfJ^LrhJ

i^truments that may look in wave lengths that may be

eontaBlnated by the shuttle glow. So for the «"ture, for

Slelwopes that will look in a variety f .^•"J^^^SiJr^be particularly strong In the infrared. ^Jhe mechanisms

Sowing the shuttle glow will be iE«»ortant. And the relative

Sieistity of It will be most i«P?;tant, because it may be In

mom Instances a background contributer to this future

MMMurements.

One other thing, I mentioned experiment 20, which

tim electron spectroiseter runs with. Experiment 20 completed

i?.*S;?atlonrtoday, It has two parts an «Sf"Jf
°"

•i«ctron accelerator that la on the pallet a«f^the wave

l^ur«ments that have been deployed through the sclentlfl^^^

airlock, out of the top of the module. And today, they reacnea

S5 2Sd of their sequence of operations, and the -clentlfIc _
Slock has been retracted, closed up, I J«ow the tJ«P*tature has

fiabillsed ai»S I guess the crew njf «P
^^J^J ISJ of the

mi^. ^tkfrhrseTurs^s:%;r« :i:r:ti%rpuS\n t^^^

5eJv Wide view camera, which will be an astromony •xf»'^i«««J-

wIL vlollt^ery widl field of view jstro^y
J^l^itlSJ Till go

wtll now run for the next few days. those activities will go

S iver the next, I guess the *f^J^Ti^fJSiiSJ^SJoSiiis!
over the next day. We*ve bad In the way of instrument prooxews,

r^Ui hXwlthln the metric ^h;?,S;jVf5;Llng^^
9006 pictures, and there appears to be c«f?«;J}L iJJTiSa
lis ?n the second cassette, and they are looking

}J
to some

tr^bleshootlng procedures there. The team which Is here is

discussing It with ^^e other team members b^^^^

and looking at some workarounds there, some "jy* f°
Sinmalng the film. That will take place probably over the next

SyT SI Ld also, the microwave Instrument which we talked

iSut yesterday has had some problems they have not been able to
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attt successful high voltags to thsir traveling wave tube, which

is the active part of the module wave system. And they are

considering troubleshooting mechanisms right now. They have

tried about 4 times to get the traveling wave tube activated, and

those have been unsuccessful. The experiment also operates in a

passive mode, which is to say it just senses
"^^^i*!^?;

that comes from the surface of the Earth, or from space. And it

will be operated in a passive mode for the rest of the mission,

they will continue to try various troubleshooting modes in trj . ng

to activate the traveling wave tube.

I think that's about it. This last shift was an

interesting one to the degree that it had a great deal of
^

troubleshooting activities going on. Most of the Investigations

that were planned during thi shift were carried out, ^i^h *:he
^

•xeeption of the material science ones that were »i;?S<*.^J
the last 3 or 4 hours of the shift. But, the crew did a great

deal of troubleshooting which in the past has been very

Successful for them, particularly with the material sciences

double rack where Isothermal heating facilities had been

repaired. And worked just about to completion on all of these

experiments. So we've seen the sero-g environment used again,

both for life sciences and for material sciences and then we

continued our observations both In astromony space plasma physics

and atmospheric physics and Earth observations. I'll stop there

and we'll take fuestions,

PAO Jackie, back in the third row. Please identify

'"yourself —

'

how would you describe the loss of incremation to the »»ateriai

Sciences category, because of the shutdown of the two furnaces?

And number two, would you describe your concern about the time

that is being taken away from these experiments because the

scientists do have to become repairman?

GHAPtELL Well let's say in terms of the loss in the material

science double rack, the Isothermal heating facility was able to

do 10 of the 13 experiments as I mentioned'ff
there are 3 that

will definitely not be done. The (garble) Seating facility at^

this stage, I forget the exact number
r^Sifd 3iicisJioS

are now in question, because there Is still as ^
^^^f

on troubleshooting, if they were not to^be done for some reason,

I think, Karl, do you remember the specific number ot

experiments, it Is of the order of probably 5.

•KHOTT I think there are 4 experiments in this facilityjnd
they cannot carry it out anymore if this power supply problem is

not recovered.
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JUOO —beyond th« numbers—

ittlOirP The typei of things?

JOOD m, the loss that It weans to these scientists who have

spent 5 7 9 years developing these ©xperiments and Kaput, it s

not going to happen.

CTAPPELL I think probably all of as can sense the concern that

they would have. It is an exciting opportunity for thea, and to

not get it will be disappointing. There are a number of

•xperiments in the (garble) Seating facllity^thatwil^

exciting if and when they are done. That's the facility in^which

you can suspend, for example, silicone crystal rods, melt tnem

using light radiation as opposed to direct heat, direct contact

heat, and reglow in the melted rod a P««^^«S^. "yf'^fi^^L
silicone, it la a very Interesting facility, and has a lot of

potential, I hrpe that some of the repair activities are

possible. Certainly they will be disappointed, no doubt about

that.

KKOTT I should also mention that this facility is scheduled for

re-fllght on a nearby shuttle mission. J^f^ J°
called Dl mission, which Is a mission, basically supported by

Germany, and the material science double rack, ao a whole is *

definite experiment which will be included in that Spacelab. It

is a prime experiment of this mission.

CraoD All the experiments lost on this mission will be done

thent Can that be guaranteed?

IBOTT That Is not yet guaranteed, but I could very well Imagine

that the results, the kind of negative results In particular for

the MIR heating facility wlll.be jaken into acrount.when

candidates for processing during the Dl mission are highAy

decided upon.

JOOD Concern about the time away from the experiments.

CSAPPBLL so far, the timeline has been setup such that the

troubleshooting Is possible. And there Is always erapthay among

scientists In different disciplines or V^^J co^i®^?;*
happens, the Investigators have displayed

Inl
have been delays In their runs because of troubleshooting. But

in general. If you look at the timeline, there are .

evenly spaced opportuntlea to do this sort of thing, that Is why

Sl tlmSflSS was setup the way It Is. with li^^JJO P^^^I^^Sf?^
of load on the crew to realize that they are going to be exciting

new discoveries that you want to spent more time on, and that

there are going to problems that you are going to want to
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tcoubleshoot. It's c«rtalnly not a source of concern among the

investigators that the troubieshootina goes on, we're hap|»y that
we have the science crew there to do It,

PAD Dave Oooling.

DAVi DOOI.IIIG (auntsville Times) Rick, I recall during
integration at the Cape that a pump h*d to be replaced in the

material science double rack, and the reason I was given at tl-.'

time was simply the thing had been through so many tests and so

many training runs that it simply wore out, and a new one had to

be put in. Is it possible that some of the failures we've seen
on the double rack and some of the other instruments are due to

the fact that this equipment has been through extensive testing
and retesting in training pref light?

<»IWPPEtiL I think there is no evidence of that, the vacuum
facility, the cooling system, all of that part from a wearing out

point of view. That part of things in the material sciences
double rack is operating fine. This appears to be a short, this

is the kind of thing that will rise up and bite you in the
(garble) of electronics every once in a %ihile, and it's a short, .

from what they are able to determine so far, it is a short not a
wearing out type of short, but a short that can occur from a wire
shaking loose, or just a couple of contacts being grounded out
for seme reason.

DOOLINC Okay, I wasn't trying to pin that down as the cause

the on the IHP and that MIR facility, but in general with the
number of Minor or modest failiwres that we've seen on several of

the instruments is it possible that this is accountable for some

of them*

CBJU?P|LI* I guess it's really not possible to Say Dave, I
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on th« IHf and the mirror facility bat in general with th«

nimber of ninor failures, modest failures that we've seen on

several off the instruments is it possible that this is

aecountable for sons of it?

COX I guess it's really not possible, sorry Dave. I think it

wouldn't be reasonable for me to speculate that that was it. Hy

experience in flying things in space is that you do everything as

carefully as you can. You test everything as much as you can-

you build your confidence as strongly as you can and then you

cross your fingers and launch it and you hope it works. You've

done everything you possibly can to make it work and you hope it

does and sometimes they don't, it's a complicated business.

PAO Right here.

CStAlQ COtVALf (Aviation Week) You've had some significant hits

on mater iala, microwave, SEPAC and possibly the metric camera as

well, as mission scientist from an overall standpoint, can you

put those science losses into perspective? Are you at a point

where you are somewhat dissapointed with some cf the more active

instruments on the flight. Mo you don't want to see, you want to

see everything work, you want a mission to be 100 percent, one

cannot be disappointed with this mission in the least bit at this

stage. We have just - a flood of truly exciting scientific^

results that are still coming everyday as I mentioned the other

day, more graphs up here on the walls and the doors. Ana one is

disappointed always to see an experiment have a problem but in

-the context of the overall mission, we're are sitting tremendous

scientific return at this stage.

C0VIU:.T (Garble) go ahead, Karl.

KNOtT As far as the (garble) is concerned I think there is Just

«n intermediate indication of difficulties. This experiment nas

already exposed 1 complete cassette. It has two cassettes

onboard, film cassettes onboard, it already has exposed one

complete cassette of infrared film, they've now started the film

SSch is Sore sensitive in the visual wavelengths and they've

already 23 frames exposed for that film and now they are stuck.

This instrument is inside the module so the payload specialist,

mission specialists have access to it and there's very good hope

that that will recover from this problem of the film just being

j:a}iaMid.

em Its taken already what, 500 pictures

7

.lEliOfT It has already taken several hundred of Pictures.

Seven?

lUiOfT Several hundred.
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fAO itighfc here,

CAR£X>S BYMtS (Houston Chronicls) Aren't those cassettes
designed to be changed out? (Garble) on that question
specifically?

iTMOfT the whole cassette is being changed out.

BYAItS Have they done that?

KIlOtT They have done it, they've changed fraa the first to the
second and have used the second already 23 times to have 23
exposures on the second cassette already and then the problem
occurred.

WthStS Okay, can they again go on to the third cassette?

Kmrs There is no third cassette.

BYjUtS There's not a third one, I thought there— Okay,

K»OTT They only have 2 of them ,

BYAAS Okay, they had 1 infrared and 1 black and white. Is that
right?

KHOTT One infrared yes, and one black and white, yes.

lYJUBUS Okay. Bow is the high speed data recorder doing and what
kind of feedback have you received frc»B people on the ground
about data that was lost during the period it was down yesterday?

CC^ The lets say the recorder operated fBarvelously today. We
had I think 2 or 3 dusq^s, maybe more during the course of the 12
hours.' Dumps i#%>iit fine. There was no data losses today, for
that i^riod of time that it was out amA again for the sfwoifics
of the recorder, let m refer you to Barry (garble) when he
e<mm$t. wot the period of tinw that they were out there was
fairly minor Lmpact on those experiments. It's in the probably
in the S to 10 percent category for that time period. Because as
X mentioned yesterday, we switched over and used the payload
recorder ^nd there was only a couple of instances in the 1
megabit focmat for the payload r«?order that we couldn't capture
all the data*

KiiOrT X have the figures for this event today. The high data
recorder was down for 11 hours in total. And of these 11 hours
«about 3-1/2 hours of data were lost. This loss affected only 7
out of the 17 experiments and the impact onto these 7 experiments
is estimated to be about 5 percent of the mission. They are
going to collect during the total mission.
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m&rs i^amt 5 ptccent and ahouM we ©vac get to a tense date

and I think that could easily be made up.

fAO jieta go to the back of coon, we'ce concenteating up

f?ont hece. This gentlenen with (gacble)

.

{Oafbiej (OSA) Gould yott clafi^y ^^^J^ ^^^^^

Did that involve it's not being able to shoot off the electcon

gun at high powec and was that failuce, if that was the failuce,

lue to thl equipment itself oc was it due to stMiiething m RAO

unit that dldn»t wock?

COK They had successful opecations at low powec and then_of

thece ficat opecation at high powec, the inatcument comnanded

uUlf off which said that It detected something **>0"t^its

chacactec that it wasn't comfoctable with so it c<MBmanded itaeic

off. They then had 2 noce cuns at the lowec powec in which the

instcument appacentiy opecated but ducing which the mission

specialist, Owen Gacciott who was opecating it then was^not able

to see a thing, not able to see the heatec wocking on the pallet

so they have sone concecn that the beam was not emitted, _
althought the Instcument itself fcom the data they had, say it

was opecating. Since then, because of intecmittent pcoblem with

the RAO, they have had difficulty in getting a good opecation to

go thcough the tcoubleshooting to see what shape the beam is
_

in. They suspect - they ace concecned and they suspect that they

Vmay have a pcoblem with the electcon beam accelecatoc. As or yet

they can't conficm that thcough tcoubleshooting opecation. What

they, have done ace - is to use the MPDR jet which also gives

catSec than an emission of just electcons, gives them an emission

of electcons and ion paces In which - thcough which they can also

do plasma and beam plasma type studies, so thece using it Jt this

point. They ace wocking to set up some opecations whece they can

tcoubleshoot the beam, the low enecgy and high enecgy electcom

iWM> V (Sentleman in the hat.

ilj^ DOI^EFINO tKTRB) mth these cecuccing^but^jailed

ninoc pcoblems, I'm wondecing fcom a science standpoint, ic a

mission extension is becoming moce oc pechaps less attcactive

now?

C0% I think the mission extension is independent of these

things that we'ce going thcough now. The mission extension is

.attcactive because of an additional science point of view.

Scientific objectives that we didn't have planned that v#e think

we can do that will be vecy exciting to us. It cemains
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attractive and it remain attractive independently of whata

hapiwning in these particular instrumenta that we we have 8TS-9

mentioned.

PAO Gentleman from Salt Lake City.

(Qarble) KBPP (KtlTV) Dr. Knott, you mentioned that during^
^

shift 9 experiment 1, the ISO project was used. Can you explain

any further what exactly what was done during that time?

mXT Experiment 1 the ISO? Well/ experiment I was used during

(garble) shift and they in a P*^*^^?"^-*' flJ^S;*^! *2fJ^^Jm^
dedicated to this experiment and this • ^w.-
experiment to observe so called day glow of the atmosphere. This

is a particular radiation from the atmosphere which is triggered

by the m radiation of the atmosphere by the sun and also by a

lesser degree triggered by electrons bombarding the atmosphere.

Electrons leaking out of th* radiation belt of the Earth. And in

this particular attitude the experiment was really looking

straight down into the atmosphere and able to analyse these

phencmena# measure these phenomena.

I^t me amplify that. It has a niMber of^spectr<met^^^

able to see the spectrum all the way from the ultraviolet through

the infrared at the same time ard it uses imaging detectors

behind the telescope so that you get a one dimenaional along

within the detector itself, two dimensions, one of those _^
dimensions is in special area, the other dimension

i«JPJJtrum
..™2hen when you fly that and look down, you get

J.J^^^^^n^Jf
tthmrm vou're measuring the detector gives you one dimension ana

i^tlSn"f ;?aS; dllft gives you Inother. And what you end up

Slth is an entife image along the
^J* Jj*?;^"?' SJl^J^t

the spacecraft of all the emissions all the way froa ultraviolet

S infrared. So that tells you over that •n^if« fj^rfre
glow, the different constituents chemical constituents that are

present there and what the temperatures are and what there

dynamics are, that sort of thing. It's a very comprehensive

instrument.

I» the ISO project have anything to do at all with looking at

the shuttle glow? Are you aware —
COX It does, in fact itorsha ltorr plans ^ to do^a^spe^

fti^Lr
because the spectrometer is so comprehensive. And she h^^

on the top of the instrument so that she can aim slightly the way

that it looks. She'll be able to aim the instrument, - I think

what we're going to do is aim the shuttle bay into the ram

direction and then have the Instrument look Ji^coj^^^J**®".
*apigee's at the glow that's caused maybe on the front of the

instrument Itself and the spectrometer —
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, . . on top of tli« in»feruit«iit »o that you can
th« way that It looked. But you'll b« able to aim the
inatrument. I think what we're going to do is aim the Shuttle
bay into the ran direction and then have the instruments look
thru their appatures at the glow that's caused at maybe the front
of the instrument itself. And the spectrometers wUl be able to
give you the specific characteristics of the emission which then
tells you something about the chemisfy thats going on that
causes the Shuttle glow. That will b«« a most interesting
experiment. One in fact which we hope to do in about 2 days from
now and then we would, it would be an excellent candidate to do
in the additional day, if we did the additional day of the
miaaion*

PAO Tbia gentleman over here on the far side

fAOt PRBNCH (VOA) TO follow up on Waynes question about going
a 10th day, have you finished drafting your priority list of
projects? Should you go a 10th day, and if no can you tell us
what sort of thlnga you *fould like to do on a 10th day?

CBAPPEI.L What we did was to, I think I mentioned yesterday,
polling the investigators about interest in that. And their
interest was fairly unanimous in doing that, as I mentioned. I

think nobody didn't want to do, most people wanted to, a few were
neutral. So that gave a first indication. Then we looked into,

the next thing we did was to look sort of in a general way, the
types of things that could be done. In fact one finds that you
can do excellent scientific work in all the disciplines that we
currently have. We will not go into a specific layout of those
particular days until later on. I think we need to know for one
thing if the opportunity is going to materialise from a weather
point of view, because one is doing replanning continuously for

the mission we're now flying, and you hesitate to dilute your
replanning resources too much to look toward a last day which may
or may not mater ialixe. So we will continue to look at it in a

limited way, as we build toward the day when we'll know for sure
that we'll have it or not.

PAO We'll take one more question, and then we're going
to go to the other centers. The lady in blue right here.

PAT JTOSIS (SSI ) If you go to a tenth day , can you give us some
indication of what sort of jrieflng the crew have had ahead of

time, as to what they might do with extra time? Will they be
going into this cold? And will we therefore be hear ing slot of
nuts and bolts of how they are going to undertake the
experiments, or are will we get a clear perspective of the aims
and objectives.
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CHAPWSIA I thinlc you will have a clear s>«r8P«ctlve of the alma

and objectlvea and what really we're talking about is, we've

itill got the aame instruments, they're very familiar with the

operational modes of all the instruments, and what your talking

about is setting up the instrument in a slightly different way,

which they do in many instances just thru the keyboard itself,

you type in a new set of commands for the instrument, have it doe

its measurmnt sequence in a slightly different way. In the

astronomy experiment for example, you have different atel*ar

objects you would want to point at. Same operation of the

Instrument in the vestibular experiments, you would do continued

runs measuring the adaptation that you had done all the way thru

the mission. The crew will be very well prepared for it and many

of the objectives will be new, but they'll be done instrwments

that the crews very familiar with.

vm ito' 11 go now to the European Space Agency Hews

Center in cologne, forts West Germany.

PAO 1*ls is Pors Bonn Germany, we were just watching

Spacelab fly over here, we're very excited, ite have scane

4|uestions.

A. JOHAJIsm (Voice of Germany) We just saw the Spacelab flying

over the Mission Control, the Mission Control as our information

center. My question Is, we heard something this morning, this

morning our time, of some sensational things in (garble)

.astronomy. Could you elaborate a little bit on that please.

mhPWem* I talked about that yesterday, let me just mention a

couple of things, and not go into it too much. There have been

observations of 3 sources, so far, in x-ray astronomy by or.

Andresens experiment in x-ray spectroscc^y, I would encourage you

to talk with him when he returns home, after the mission. I m

sure he can give you a lot more information than I can. But he

lias looked at what's called a burster source, and a binary

source. The binary source being a neutron star, and a regular

white dwarf star in rotation about each other. And he's looked

at the characteristics of the x-rays, he's looking for particular

x-ray lines in the general continum spectrom that one sees. Ana
- there are indications in the measurement of lines. Dr. Andresen,

I know is going to spend a great deal of time in the analysis
" before he gets too far with the specifies of the lines that he

sees, but there are indications there, these particular lines if

present, will give then direct information on the physical

process thiJt are occur Ing In each one of those objects. Because

the line tells you something about the energy of the electron,

•the energy of the x-ray, the energy of the x-ray tells you

something about the physical process that generated It. Hence .t

tells you something about the environment of the stellar object

that your looking at.
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mm I wottl4 like to ask you this, that ESA is flying an
aliBOSt idsntical instrument on th« ESA- (garble) which is

peasantly operational and the ol^ervations done by (garble) for

eicample are influencing his present observational program to the
degree that, for example, he had, some time ago he was planning
to observe a particular x-ray source, and (garble) had told him
that this source is not emitting any more, that this source has
switched off and he has changed his observational program
moeordingly, ind in this sense the observations on (garble) and
Oil the Spaceldb is now almost an identical instrument, kind of
coordinated observations. And I think both investigations
benefit from the fact that this is kind of carried out at the
s«iM» time.

smmsm Thank you.

UBO BNimiGBt (Irish Television) Just a number of questions
aiiout the 2 major instruments that have failed. The microwave
and the mirror heating. Can you tell us, do you think these are
software problems or hardware problems. What are the chances of

fixing them, I heard Or. Knott say that he thought it would be

vmry good for the metric camera, but what about the other 2, is

there a good chance of fixing them? And if you do have to just

stick with the passive operation of the microwave system, what
sort of science would you expect to get out of that? Would it be

very disapointing?

IIKJTT The shorts which have developed in the power supply of

the material science double rack according to the experts, will

be very, very difficult to fix, and there is not too much hope

that this short can be repaired. The similiar situation,
unfortunately, is also true for the microwave travelling wave
tube. A short is suspected inside this tube and the
investigators will continue at the times when they are scheduled
in the timeline to activate these experiments, but it will be

simply a kind of a passive try, they will simply try to switch .

on, see whether it works or not, and if it does not work, they
will then pass on the resources which are free to other
investigations. But this is only true for the isolthermal
facility and the mirror heating facility power supply and for the

microwave experiment. The results which can still be obtained
with the microwave experiment I would call, as compares to the »

prime objectives of this experiment, fairly not very
significant. They can basicaly only test the receiving part of

the radar instrument and can measure the microwave radiation
origina^jag from the Earth in a passive mode.

We've heard about so many troubles with the Spacelab
Experiments, what are the rates of successfully running
experiments?
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CBAPPEUi What is th« rate of success, was that the question? I

would say the rate of- success is greater than 90 percent.

I hope SSA hosts won't be offended, but I was wondering what
was happening with the NASA experiments, have you had any trouble
with them?

CEAPPBLIi Very honestly, we consider this one scientific
payload, and not NASA and ESA experiRt»-tts. But just in terns of
who funds them, the NASA experiments, the one that we that we
have talked about was tt'ie SEPAC experiment which is having
difficulty with the electron beam at this stage. And the low«
light level television, or AEPI experiment is operating well, but
its operating from within its cradle, within the locks, and the
operations of the pointing of the instrument is being done by the
Shuttle as appossed to being done by the pointer of the
instrument. So he's getting good data, although his opeational
node is different form that originaly conceived, I have to say,
we tend to always focus on the ones that aren't working, we all
feel a great empathy for those experimenters who are struck by an
instrument problem. But one has to look at the overall mission
frtMi the viewpoint of all the things that are going well. As I

said, that is the very dominant image of the mission at this
stage is the success that it is having with all the
investigations. I think one would be mislead to characterise the
science as having been impacted to an extent that this image of
sueceas has been the least bit tarnished.

GBilMAN TV Bob Parker had a special training at the high data
recorder, did this knowledge help to bring it in order?

CHAPPBE.I. It certainly did. One thing that we had looked at
prior to . . .

***
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-ofi, th« tap«—

C9icbX«) (6«r»«n, W) - Bob Farlc«r h«d a special training

data r«cora«r. Did hla knowleaga h«ip to being it In ordac?

amBVBhL It cactalnly did. ««» oiw thing utm had looltad at

ttclor to the mission, was the possibility of changing out tapes

on the high data recocdec. Bob h^ trained on that quite a bit,

•ad so he W6.«i most familiar with the tecx>tdec.

Alright that's it from Pors Bonn.

taO He' 11 now turn to the Kennedy Center In Plorlda.

Aitd Kennedy I've got to tell you we only have about 5 minutes

remaining, so please try to be brief, tbanit you.

lASziiO DOSA (Voice of America) - for Dr. Chappell, earlier you

Had eluded to, when the pressure experiment inconnection with

•xperiment that to the affect (garble) something like a backward

step in evolution. Could you ii^ilfy m that a little bot.

CHAPPBLI. Well the space, yeah, let me restate that. If thats

tiM way they (garble) . The Spacelab environment, the Og

•fivironment allows one to view the operation of the hiwwn body In

the way In which may be nearly wore related to the way It was
•arlier In Its evolution. Certainly It's not a backward step In

•volution, but as Dr. Kerr says. It Is a way of half turning the

•volutlonary clock back soo»what and seeing how we were, how our

body must have functioned, at a earlier stage In this

development.

GBB6 STONE (LPVC) - A couple of guestlons, first could I

back to the shuttle glow. Is there any reason to think tha^ this

glow is peculiar to the shuttle or is It likely a large body like

these space telescope will also suffer from a similar glow with

possibly disastrous effects on its efficiency.

CBABVBLL In fact, the shuf^rtle glow is not a function of the

•ize of the vehicle at all, it's the function of the altitude

that It acquires, we think* Because of the particular dominant

•taospherlc species, that are present, are function of altitude

•Bd the particular altitude of some of the early shuttle flights

were in, was in a dominant atomic oxygen atmosphere, and that is

thought then to Influence the chemical processes that take

place. But It has been seen, what we now call shuttle glow, the

•low off Spacecraft, has been seen, for example on the

atmospheric explorer satllllte, which Is about a meter In

diameter. So Its a phenomlnal that occurs, that varies in its

character isties, depending on the altitude of the spacecraft.
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swim OOtts that man than alnca, tha telescope will be higher,

thaca Bkifhfc atill ba a glow, but with luck it will be leas?

<mm^^^^^^^^ spaculata^as to that fact, rj**^ f^^*^^
to do- in fact why we are wanting to a© this experiment, is to

understand the specifics of what causes the shuttle glow and how

ttueh of that is the atmosphere, how much of is the surface

material of the Spacecraft, all of those kind of things you want

to understand, so that you can best design arround it. And

there's a lot of interest in it, and attention being given to it

on each one of the shuttle flights that we fly, because the

shuttle is nice enough in sise that one can ride in it Jo^J
out and still see part of it, and study different part of it, and

study different parts of it. And that gives you the opportunity

to make better investigation of glow phenominal.

mom On quite a different su^^^ i wonder if it is possible

to have a little help about the sunflower seedling. I'm asked to

explain it possible, how this experiment differs from the

experiments carried out on seedlings, and plants growth many

times before in Skylab and by the Russians, sees doxens of

times.

CBAPPBLL I guess I can't, I'm not the right one to answer that,

I think Dr. Allen Brown should. Be has been involved

the earlier experiments, this one has a great deal of uniqueness

to it. I believe in it's capabilitys, considering the (garble)

mechanism being used, the different sampling times, that are

being used, the ability to watch the plants grow in the infared

light with the video cameras, the ability to have the crew make a

selection. A lot of things like that make this one special. But

ihi paiticuUrs of it, I think, I would defer the question, your

questions to him. I think he can do a much better job than I can

in- answering. '

;

KOTO (Countdown Magaxine) - " was wondering if the shuttle glow

contains any contamination proalem for any of the instruments

flying on this flight?

CHAPPlI.Ii It may. we don't «snow, and that's one o^

we are looking into. It's entirely possible that it may offer

acme increase in the background of some of the instrument. But

in fact we don't know that, and that's one of the things we are

investigating on this flight.

wmm Indeed, it has not been possible on preyious shuttle
.

flights to determine this phenomenon on more detail, because this

•is the first shuttle flight that we have exposed to optical

devices outside on the pallet, where the infared part of the

spectrum can be investigated and also (garble) part of the

spectrum can be investigated. Previous investigations or
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ottvlous photograph* taken of tha »huttU floii/ wca all^doM _
IhtSiirtL rSc Sabln window of the shuttle and this

J« f f

significant part of the .pectru» of the shuttle jj^'
therefore

we are now for the first tine In a situation to •xp^-orj thi®

phen^non and discussions are on the way, of going Into

SetanToliaervatlon of this typeV during the forthcoming days of

the mission.

pj^ tsdles and Gentlemen

And the third question from K8C.

pjU) Timed that just right, we have a Change ofi,Shlft

press conference starting In 5 minutes so this will conclude

todays Science Briefing. Thank you for attending.

mm m
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PAO Good evening again. Here's offgoing Plight

Otcectoi: John Cox with a summary of his shift.

JOHN COX Thank you John. Today was another oustanding day

for the Orbiter Spacelab crews. They had a few problems to work

with and by the time the last couple of shifts have been finished

I think we've got all the problems back under control again and

the science data collection is going on as planned. We managed
to repair the high data rate recordet Bob Parker did that, we

found a relationship in the RAU 21 thing with the freon loop
temps and I think we have that one figured out. At least we

think we understand when we're going to have problems with it.

We've earned the warmer attitudes now and we're operating with

the (garble) deployed and that's helping our water situation a

little bit see we had the gas in it now we're not having to put

as much of it into the tanks and worry about dumping it as
often. And preliminary inputs seem to indicate the TR?4 burn 3

scheduled almost 2 days still from now, looks like v/e're almost
on the money. We may not need that burn or if we do it'll be a

minimal siase burn, with that I'll, questions.

PAO Anyone here in Houston have any questions? Craig
Cdvault, Aviation Week.

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week) To continue our discussion on the

maneuversi about how many changes did you read up to them today

to make the raaneuvers.

cox Probably about 7 or 8. Most of the changes were

due to the fact that the AEPI is having to operate in stowed and

so we're putting a little roll bias in so they can get some
pointing data. Some of it is squeezing down the times that we

need to be in the very tight deadbands so we can cut down the

number of vernier jet firings when we're in those tight
deadbands. There weren't any major changes for brand new things

or not very much of that.

COVAULT Okay, and changing the subject. Consuromables on

both the RCS propellant and fuel cells and how that equates to

the days extension, ay the way we had a nasty rumor that it

raight even go more than 1 day.

COX Oh, I don't think anybody's intended anything more

than 1 day. At least I'm not aware of any even thought processes
going on that way. Consummables that we do have might support a

little bit more than that at the moment. I think the hydrogen
budget is running in excess of 50 pounds extra and the rule of
thumb is somewhere between 25 and 30 is needed for a powered up
experiment type of day. Maybe a little bit more than that.
Prop, I think we're on the order of about 800 pounds above the
red line. Vie seem to be running almost exactly as predicted or

maybe within a few pounds per day on that. It seems like we've
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done a very good job of predicting the prop consumption. It

needs about 2 to 300 pounds a day when we're in this experiment
activity.

JOLES BERGMAN (ABC News) John the people up there seem to be
getting along better with the scientist on the ground today, are
they more rested?

COX That's great.

(Laugher)

COX I never thought they were really getting along that
poorly really. They've been running almost like all the sims
did. It's just a lot being asked, whatnot. But I think today I

didn't listen to the science report that much air-to-ground 1 but
what I did hear did sound like it was running along pretty
srooothly. It may be the different experiments its running or
BMiybe the timeline's easier, I don't know.

BERGMAN How would you characterize the flight so far?

COX I think, I don't have any catchy phrase or
something like that that describes it, but I think that we're
finally seeing the Orbiter being used as a real science lab base
and it's working. The Orbiter and the spacelab combination I

think is outstanding. I think we're showing that very good space
apace science can be conducted from this Space Transportation
System that we've developed, I think it's proved without a

shadow of doubts it's doing an excellent job.

fAO John Bisney from RKO radio over here. Is it RKO?
Is that right John?

PAUL FRANCOCH (VOA) No I'm Paul Pranchuk with VOA. That's okay
Terry. Can you give us a little bit more information on why the

tecorder went down and how it was fixed,

COX I think you had to characterize the recorder
situation as not too different from all the other types of
recorder failures that we've had. It seams that those who use it

a lot there's a lot of mechanical devicea in them and a. lot of
little gears and motor and whatnot. It appears that something
probably got wedged in one of the roller sets in there. There's
a delta roller set that when we sent up an inspection procedure
for the crew they went through everything that they could get
their hands on easily just by removing the cover It is supposed
to rotate that is related to the tape transport mechanisms. They
checked all those rotating devices and found that they had 3

rollers in the capstan area which would rotate as a set where it

jammed and they could move them only about a quarter of a turn so
they just rocked them back and forth and back and forth until
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they finally cleaned. Then they spun nicely after that. There

was nothing obvious that the crew could see on the top side of

the roller so some of the drive mechanism below it must have

picked up a particle of something and it got wedged in there and

they managed to work it loose. You know in the past we've had

washers and paper clips and other types of things qet caught in

these, in recorders. This is a completely different type of a

recorder but the problem is probably similar,

PAO Carlos Byars.

CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle) John on the RAU and its

relationship to the freon loop, can you discuss that and also,

since this seems to be thermally related the fact that you're now

operating in warmer temperatures, what impact that will have on

this flaky little piece of machinery.

COX Okay. I don't know whether you're aware but as we

ran cooler during that cold test that's what put everybody on to

the fact that hey we weren't having any of these RAU skip

messages. Once we got out of the attitude and went back up to
,

warmer attitudes began picking up skip messages again. The folks

went back and compared the freon loop temps. They picked a

temperature very close to that RAU in the loop and they noticed

that when this temperature was below 72 degrees fahrenheit in

that loop the RAU seemed to behave itself and we didn't pick up

any skips. When it exceeded that temperature we were kind of

open for skips, it didn't always happen at 73. Maybe it happened

at 75 or something. That seems to be the case again. Now the

way we're trying to manage that is not going to colder attitudes

but we're shutting off all the messages and all the read cycles,

the data read cycles that seem to be susceptible to this and

allowing only the serial data stream to pass through it. It has

not exhibited this phenomena and it seems to be passing fine, so

we've gone ahead and reinstalle the patches that we had before,

actually a new version of them, and the serial data is flowing

even though the RAU temp is up now. But without those patches

which we installed towards the middle or the end of my shift we

were getting skip messages everytirae we tried to use the RAU

since it was actually above that 72 degrees.

BYARS The skip messages were com ing dur ing what we might

call in rudimentary terms testing modes or self tests sort of

thing in the run?

COX Well, that self test is Just one of the things that

we actually ended up inhibiting. The self test is performed on

the data- or on the machine itself and that, that was just causing

a lot of clutter on the crew displays and whatnot. We went ahead

and inhibited that function. The skip process is actually
_

related to a bunch of read cycles where they go out, where the

experiment computer goes out and reads a bunch of data in and
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th#y read the data in with different data rates. Turns out that

all the aerial and bilevel type data, not the serial but the^^

analog and the bilevel type data reads seem to be subjected to

skip phenomena and we're guessing it's thermally related. It

probably gets out of sync and maybe reads a little too fast or

too slow in there so we just blanked all that out. We're not

«v«n doing those jobs anyuiore and we're only looking for data

down the serial port and it seems to be holding its own that

way. The reason the patches were out is we did have an

•xpeclmant computer crash oh probably about 20 hours ago or

aomething liice that and probably part of that was due to these

patches that we have in and some funny timeline things that were

going in with the experiment computers and just added up to get

us a problem inside that computer. But we were reluctant to put

mil those patches back in again until we understood it and then

we have a good of (garble) time to look at how this RAU reponds

with thermal data. It seemed like everytime we got up by that 72

degree number you could expect to get those skips.

VthBS so you're concentrating on the RAU data first time

through type stuff rather than recycled sorts of messages.

**«
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COX we're using the serial potts which seems to be the

prime science data port thru that RAU. Most of the other

analoging digitals represented are your housekeeping type of data

for different exper invents and the payload people don't neera to be

that concerned about that data as they do the serial data. I

couldn't break down that by experiment and tell you, but that

seems to be tneic emphasis, so we've worked up a vay to get that

data to thfciR.

IPM (GARILE) tcm) Given the amount of storras that are moving

off the Califo'-nia Coart with great frequencey this time of year,

how much risk is there weather wise considering an extension of 1

day?

COX I hope none, because that's part of the formula of

how we'll do the extent ion day, we've been looking at long range

forcasts and whatnot, and I don't think there is anything

concrete this far in the mission right now. But that will be

part of the ingredients, right now it looks like the lake beds

are just about useable, as a matter of fact we had a call today

that the lake beds are usable, the runways out there at

Sdwards. From here on to the end of the nonnial end of mission

it looks like there are no wet fronts headed that way. There is

a front out further than that, and you can't forcast when that is

going to arrive just yet. But it may play in with the decision
process an-? whether we do the extra day or not.

With that extra day, how many of the portions of

experiments can be picked up that have been passed over?

COX There is still a big assessment going on, I saw

just some preliminary that maybe half, somewhere in that

ballpark. I don't work that part of it, the POCC is working at

what they would like to do and what they wouldn't like to do, and

they've got some prelimanry cuts of people who could take

advantage of those days, that they would actually try to schedule

them, people that couldn't take advantage, it wouldn't be of any

help of their science, and other additional things that they

might look at doing. And that is just an integral process that

is going on right now, to see if they can build that extra day.

We have not seen a template of what that day might look like

yet.
;

PAO More from Carlos Byers here.

SfllS John, when do you, whats the schedule on making the

decision for the go for the extra day?

cox I'd like to know soon, but I think its all going to

be a function of weather, and we'll probably delay that decision,

probably as long as we can. We'll probably build the' day,

sometime soon, so that we know what it looks like, and maybe have
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SSiifehlng to iterate icon, but beGause weather hangs in the

Bilafteet you won't commit to doing that extra day, unless you
JiaSw you have a couple of more days of weather behind it, and you

*liRU know that until those fronts are actualy right up ontop of
#d»4 so your looking at them to get any idea if there is

lifticipation,

fhQ Craig Covault

@Ml6 (SOVAULT (Aviation Week) John, did you hear any
iliifefesting Gojwnents on visual observations out the windows
%®iiy?

igiH Gosh, it seems like there were aam, but I don't
fifteibee, i can't recall right now. not alot, but there was some

window discussion today, a little bit.

^V4l}iif I noticed you sent up a far amount of volcano

9fiiaied type Earth-observation reminders.

That is what the conunent was, Brewster had his
M^ia out trying to find one of the volcanos we knew he'd be

he could photograph it if he had an opportunity for us.

fft4l is what the discussion was over.

@il^t5 50V6e (New Scientist Magazine) Maybe I missed something

il^g the way, but I have yet to hear officialy of why you want

ll^diaer day, is it because its there or is it because there are

^i^fimehis that have been missed and there is a lot pressure to

^ Nobody, from the STS Orbiter-Spacelab side of the

A^i', we' fee happy with whenever it ends. Basically we're up

Itfl to accomplish a lot of science, and this flight has been a

ilfilfeult problem to package, and perform all the objectives that

tli the objectives that all the different ivestigators would like

%d ftave performed. It has been a compromise over the many years

^ ^titting down more, and more, and more and packaging it in so
1* ftave always known that has been their desire, and when we saw

tihft Mr^ihs growing, it became obvious that you could do a little

!b4t Kdre-, well if it obvious that you could do, people will ask

1^ a little more and there is kind of a interium thing going
m\ I don* t think anybody is running around campaigning, "Say

go do an extra day," but I think the payload people would
iifce to take an advantage of it. As I said the other night, if

is something really productive, and good high priority type
that you can get done, that we just can't get finished in

|>ackaging that we have, I think it v^ould then be concluded
%ft«t it would be a worthwhile thing to try to get. And we still
^m>k have what that template looks like, but it looks like there

%fti^gh experiments with probably important FO's that either
i>e^ missed already in the flight or they just never could



P«cka9, in the flight th,. ^s
'

Sue sutler

BUTLER One ^

S?";' whi-h rev would you lanr ,?'* pactly 24 hours inweather permitting? what time at Edwards,

COX

JPPear aX.-nost the samftim^oF Sf"^* ^*«<iin9%pS;tuni?^

SStfi^if^^^^^^^^'^ ita alia^?^"
^^^'^ «orki„nith lusra«xtention, half an hour. Itsln^thrba^f^^^^^

®m Collins in the back,

(garble)

COX
«.!«.. .i-o.t';r;:„?j:!?''^3r?Li:, ji-^-t » .„a
OOOG HltLBS (KTRH) Th.

*'

of mind is right now? ^'^^^ * ^"^^^ assessment of what the state

li^ see whether ex???i?«^ 1"*^ mission rightuntil all those oth#r fr«r^ **^®"®^*'" <5«ys
the DTOs. and wh-r^ factors conie together hn^ li

cards,
do, I doA'? th?nJ^?°®^ templet look 11 k^ ^^^^^P*^ are
yet. y<»« <=«n realircharin?*??^

MILLER a«j .

and you had to land on co?Srete*"^L'^^^ were not drvwhere you cross winda ^«.;Ti 7®' ^^^'^ if you got into » zf^
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hard 4 decision to come up with. That 'a j«st my own observation

f ro!R hece.

Coming up, Paul Recer from Associated Press thrown

in a question, you said they could pick up 50V of experiments

missed if we extend it a day and he wants jo^know^what^^
.

experiments have been missed and why. is that a good question

for you.

cox I couldn't even tell ycj what experiments have been

missed, they just made tables of things, Jt wasn't experiments

snuch, ™thi p0'8, things that they would have liked to put in

the timeline, but didn't get them all set.

It might give me stsnething to spring on Harry

Craft.

COX teah. go ahead and give that one to Harry, he'd^

like that one. And Jules Bergman. You have another one Ofuies.

BBRGMAt) I tve forgotten what it was John.

COX That's an easy one.

BBRSHAH I was thinking...

COX Anybody have anything else?

BIRQMAN Oh, I know what it was.

COX Ah«

BERGMAN If the weather Stays good for end
<>f ^^J^^f"

nextday, what is your projections, will the mission be extended?

COX I still can't tell, I really can't tell til it's

all out toqether. I know we'll be looking at

SiisfSn, SSfu ;ould be the new end of mission day and then the

following days on that, based on weather, so.

BERGMAN Lets assume all those are good.

COX well, also assume that good high-priority things

come up, I would guess we probably would exte^n^^^^

PAO Okay, anything further, okay thank you all, very

very much. Thank you John.
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PAO Okay. Good mornino. Good niorning «veryone. welcome to

the 10 ara Change-of-Shift Brief in^s. We're going to go ahead and

start now. To my right is Plight Director Chuck Lewis. Just got

off shift. TO hi« right is Spaclai) Mission Manager Harrv Craft
and on the far end is Mr. Derrick Mullinger, head of the Soacelab

Payload integration Coordination in Europe will be here to answer
questions on the SSA side of the house. We'll start with a

Suwrnary from Mr. Lewi s and have a suimnary from Mr. Craft and then

we'll go to questions. Chuck.

CHUCK LEWIS Okay, I'll try to cover the orbiter activities
primarily over the last 2 shifts. I don't think there was a
press debrief after Larry Bourgeois's shift last night. As we^
discussed earlier, we had a primary RCS OKidiser leak in one of

our jets, R3D. We've repressed that manifold and over a period

of about 8 to 11 hours the leak stopped. So w<3 have that
basically under control. We have run into some difficulty in

aanaging our water. l stated yesterday that we were trying to

manage our water using tank B only. Tank A is the one that
supplies galley water for the crew. Tank C and D we normally

hold in reserve anyway for entry. We're picking up a little more

hydrogen gas in the water than we anticipated based primarily on

the fact that the fuel cells arti producing a lot of power force

this flight. We're running something like almost 17 kw on orbit

as an average. The crew has picked up gas in the galley water,
we have redeployed the radiators just a little while ago to allow

more heat rejection and less water boUlng. We've got that I

think under control but I thought I'd pass that on to you. We

went ahead also we suspected we might be picking up gas in tank A

and loaded about 16 water bottles that we for our entry
pcedeorbit prep period for the crew so that's been taken care
of. Also last night we had an experiment computer crash. That

was at about 3 days, 14 hours adn 25 minutes mission elapsed
time. The crew has onboard procedures to recover from that.

They went through that and got the computer back up. At the

present time, though, we did not load any of the patches that we

had in early because of that that we had loaded for the RAU 21

problem. The HOSC in Huntsville is analyzing the dump data that

wtt took from the computer and I suspect in a matter of an hour or

2 they'll complete that and then we'll have a recommendation of

whether or not we load the patches back to the RAU 21 problem.

It's back with us by the way. We're getting the skip message and

a number of other messages that we were getting earlier in the

flight. Now the payload operations control center pressed ahead

even though we were getting these error, messages with their

experiment activity during this last 12 hours or so. The high
data rate recorder — we've had a problem with it. We've run

into a high motor current and INCO commanded it off. We have
worked up and just finished a new flight maintenance procedure
that was upl inked to the crew the last half hour so basically
that procedure is to do a very detail inspection of the rollers,

tape reels and so forth looking for any kind of possible jaai or
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mechanical interfence type pcoblem. And we've given that some
priority so I suspect within the next hour or so one of the

Mission St^ecialist will have gone back and performed that IFM and

reported back any findings. As you know, that was the recorder
we used primarily for covering the LOS bridge. We didn't have

our Ku-band tdrs in acquisition. We've downrooded as I think
we've indicated in previous briefings to the order of payload
recorder. In doing so that means basically that we've restricted
the band of data down to about 1 megabit. That's all it can
record, it's played back through TDK::* but at a one-to-one rate

as opposed to a fast rate like the high data rate recorder could

have dumped it. we've resimulated, in our simulations we had

errors of this type during the simulations so although it's a

disappointment they're working the problem and will use the

payload recorder if we can't get the high rate recorder fixed.

NOW, the Payload Operations Control Center had a number of flight

plan changes for the next 12 hours but really none of those were

associated with the high data rate recorder. Just turned out

till we had enough ku*band coverage basically to cover us for the
next 12 hours and they'll treat that on a shift-by-shift basis if

W6 can't recover the high data rate recorder. We're also looking
at the feaatbility and another inflight maintenance procedure to

see if we can access one of the two ops recorders onboard the

orbiter to augment the payload recorder we got just to give us a

little more recorder time. And I don't know what the feasiblity
that is. That was in work and I didn't have a chance last shift

to look at the details of that, we've had, as you probably know,

multiple maneuvers over the last 24 hours and got a lot more
planned. The prop margin's looking real good. Just a couple of

other comments, John Young reported or suggested that he could

record us about 30 minutes of video tape tomorrow if we would
like. He was commenting on how beautiful his view was of Africa,

across Turkey and the Himalayas so our PAO, our Flight Activities
Officer, is looking at scheduling that in sometime perhaps
tCHOorrow. And he also had some comments about the glow that some

of the other crews have seen around the OMS POD. He was

caaraenting that basically he could see the glow, it appeared
that the glow was more so on the right side and it looked like it

was perhaps oscillating a little bit and he was trying to relate

that perhaps to the oxidizers which we had on the jet that 1

talked about earlier. Although our data show that it had stopped

leaking so we really can't relate that to anything except it was

a nice description on the part of the Commander, And with that,

I think that summarizes th« Of '^^^^^ Harry.

HARRY CRAFT Okay, just a couple of brief consents . Chuck has
elaborated on the 2 problems . We still have very successful
science mission in progress and at this particular point in time
we have about 70 investigations if you look at all the various
samples and all that we're going to process during the mission.

At this particular point in time we've accomplished about 50 of

those and fully intend to get the others in the next few days.
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I'm not going to go into the science. Rick Chappell and Karl
Knott I'm sure gave you a very good run down on that. Just a
couple o£ things. We did have a cartridge stick in the material
science double rack and that's been cleared. And the life
sciences is continuing on on schedule. On the SBPAC, we are
having some difficulties with the electron beam. We're looking
at data on the ground and that particular investigator team from
.;;iapan is looking at their data and we'll be able to talk more
about that later when they get that all looked at. The other
disciplines - Atmoshpheric Physics Sarth Obs and the Astronomy -
are all gathering data according to the timeline. That's really
all I have to see. I know Rick talked a great deal about the
science and we'll get to your questions.

PAO Okay. Questions here in Houston. Please wait for the
mike. Give your name and affiliation. Roy Heal # NBC.

ROY NBAL (NBC) Recorder can't be brought back Up. How will
that impact the mission and most particularly, also, how will
that impact the video schedule that you have. We noticed this
norning, for example, that mass discrimination experiment was
dropped from the TV schedule because, presumably, of the problem
with the recorder. So what can you tell us about those facets.

liEWIS Well first, I don't know why the mass discrimination TV
activity was dropped. It may have been a timeline problem. I
don't know. That was a POCC call but obviously the loss of that
recorder if we can't recover is a disappointment for us and it's
going to impact our operations to some great degree. And 98 I

said earlier, I don't think our payload people have had an
opportunity to look over the remaning days of our flight to
determine exactly what impact it might be. However, I susptct and
aarry will have to verify this, we could change our maneuver or
attitude timeline to some extent to give us a little more ku'-band
coverage. It just depends on what particular experiment. It's a
tradeoff between your experiment activity and ku~band coverage.
And like we have indicated earlier, we have the contingency
formats for our data, the low bit rate formats that we already
had in our file and we'll use those to get what data we can.

HSAL A follow up on just that thought. Would this be another
reason for extending the flight an extra day to gain some extra
time or would this negate that thought? Is it pro or con from
that j^int of view?

LEWIS I don't think we can ...

Is it premature.

IilWtS I think that's pctmatare.
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It im really premature.

CRAFT Okay. Let me mention, make sure that everyone
understands. The high data rate recorder is only used during the

LOS periods so we're talking only when we don't have a capability

to send that data to the ground in realtime. I want to point out

very clearly the data in realtime, all the high data rate stuff

is still going to come down. There's no question about that. It

does not impact our analog video. We've got 2 very good well
operating analog video recorders and all the science from those

are operating nominal. Right now the problem is not causing «s

any signficant concern but if we don't get the procedure
Implemented and clear the problem then we're going to have to
rei^ timelines some and goes along with what Chuck said, we'll

be operating, utilizing the or biter recorder durinf tho«e LOS
periods.

PAD Jules Bergman down here in front.
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BERGMAN Or. Knott aftftc the briefing. Chuck, the earlier

bceifing explained to me the loss of the high <3ata rate recorder,

he thought justified the extension because on the 10th day, as

R^ywSs implying you could do with the TDRSS live, what you can't

do with HDRR. Both for experiments and for TV.

C30CK LEWIS well, I think it is premature to comment on it,

because I think the justification for the 10th day would depend

upon what specific science might have been lost, and it turns ..vt

that your attitude profile to support that science xs not

compatable with the Ku-Band then, it's not it's conflicts. So, I

think until we get to the weekend, and know really how we stand

on, and Harry and his people know how they stand on their science

work, I don't think we know what they would want to do on the

10th day.

BERGMAN But, Speaking for the Orbiter, it can fly the 10th day

»«fely?

I45WIS At this point in time, we still have our margin in our

©ryos and our prop to do that. And we probably haven't done much

fehlnitinf about that .because I'm sure Harry's people have been

wy busy looking at the backup plan with regard to the payload

recocder and so forth.

»A0 mfn9 Dolcefino, in back.

8CMIfI^ Cbuek, from a weather standpoint, how does Edwards

io0ii? in tetm of extending the mission?

UMSi I thlim that i» premature too, really need to get within

2 m $ Stm toward tli* end of the mission before you have a good

§mmmMi/v9 hmm't look«d that far ahead. The lakebed

mmiUUm as ^ tdlis«a about before, looks like now Sunday

WMtk94 vmia dry o«t •«ough that we would use it as a

flOi^lll^ U»mm •tn#. we can in there now If we had a

Mmatimmmv* $o I etally can't «ii^iniaent o«i how the specific

mS^m^i tS eXd ©f alssion and I think it is too early

#^

BObGm^30^ • Cf*** ftandpolilfe, d|4 they teem to be in a

#ii^|y mttmi'. 90OA thU morning* Aili I'm wondering whether or

mm^»m%m toVA tlw fcieact 9uys to sort of k#*P quiet a little

mtS^^^ l^* StiSS mlt MB many trafttmlssions even

mmm havi#f p^Umm, A»y c^wmients on either one of

4#fS$ mf^ to tlie timlim, I think »«rry indicated yesterday

that the tlii«itiJ#, nsttf mmX4 probably an^irfjf this. But I

tHink they mm fettiii^ mtm inte the »«»e of the autc^aated
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control sequences foe some of the experiments and so forth, and I

think maybe the crew workload is lightened up a bit, but I guess

we should —
That's very true, I pointed out to you yesterday

both crewmembers today have significant gaps where we can allow

t^.em to catch up, and I think it will go much smoother today.

PAO John Wolford.

ITOLFORD In a 90 minute orbit, how much LOS do you have? And

could you give us a comoarision from the payload recorder to data

rate there with the data rate from your high data rate recorder?

LEWIS TDRSS coverage is approximately 55 percent of an orbit,

—

IKJLFORO But you also have tracking stations don't you?

Tracking stations —
LEWIS Yes we do—

NOLFORO But they don't handle this?

LEWIS They can't handle the high data rate, the Ku-Band

telemetry system that we've got. That is compatable only with

the tracking and data relay satellite. The payload recorder can

record up to 1 megabit, the Ku-Band recorder can record and

operate up to 48 megabits. And, that is an obvious difference.

PAO Down here in front.

BARBARA (Houston Chronicle) Are there any experiments onboard

that need this high data rate recorder to actually operate or be

successful?

CRAFT There are none that need the full capability of it, if we

have to drop and be saddled with the one megabit only, we don't

get the recorder recovered, then some of them will have certain

aodes that we will not be able to operate in. But they all still

have significant functional objectives left that are compatable

with the capability we'll have during LOS. Remember, during LOS

we can still get their high bit rates down, we may juggle the

timeline a little bit for those high rate users to make sure they

get it during an AOS.

PAD —gray sweater—

.TOM O'TOOL (Washington Post) Harry, which scientific

discipline will it be impact to follow up that question? Will be

impacted the most by the loss, will it be material science?
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CRAFT NO, they won't know, the material science don't need the

hiah rate what you'll see it will be in the Earth observations,

s^Se if ?Se a?Sosphlric experiments. Material sciences will

never Know the difference. They are in fine shape.

SUB (Time and Space World) Yesterday we were told that

hydrogen leak did not, haa no real consequence. To the crew s

aiinking water now I believe you said that it is "ue to taste if

the gas in t.--- portable water. Can you elaborate on that? And

how isthe possibility that the leakage from the fuel cells will

Increase to effect the water make it, and that in turn could

effect the length of the mission, could it not?

CRAFT First, it's not a l**'''
.
th? fuel cell gen«^^^

and the water has hydrogen gas in it. We have ^«P*J*^^" f
^

designed to separate the hydrogen gas from the ^a^er before it

passes on into the water tanks. I think basically if the power

loads were running, the separators aren't just not keeping up.

With removing all the hydrogen, so ^«^are getting more hydrogen

through the system than we anticipated. With
J^J? JvoS haJe

lis of water, the only concerned there is it's just, if you have

hydrogen gas in the water it could create some intestinal

SlscoSfort. AS you intake it through liquid or if they use it in

you know their — food. So, we provided another inflight

procedure, we uplinked, at the same time we uplinked the high

lata rate recorder IFM, such as with (garble) if it becomes a

nusciance, to them, they can separate the manually, basically,

the hydrogen from the water. It's bascially a discomfort kind of

feature, nothing dangerous or anything like that.

PAO Right there please.

CHRIS JOYCE (News Scientists Magazine) Who's the vendor on the

high data rate recorder. And was it specially built^for Spacelab

or is this a piece of technology that has been used before on

other STS flights.

CRAFT It's built by (garble) I believe, and I don't know if,

they have, this recorder's used in other applications or not. I

can't answer that.

PAO This gentlemen right here.

GARY SCHWIETZER (San Ann) Harry, I still don't think^wear^

clear on whether or science on this last shift was compromised by

the recorder problem.

CRAFT Not yet.

SCHWIETZER That's clear, thank you.
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PAO Back in the back.

WAXNE DOLCEFINO (KTRH) Tell us the flexibility of Spacelab.

Not to play Monday morning quaterback, but, was it a mistake not

to have a redundant system for high data speed recorder, or ts

that even feasible?

CRAFT Onboard Spacelab?

Hind sight is always great.

DOLCEPINO But, from a practical standpoint, if everytime we

send spacelab up there, let's say hypothetically, we would have a

problem with data speed recorder, would it make sense to now

review that and see whether or not we are messing ourselves up by

not having an extra one up there?

CRAFT I'm sure would probably be reviewed.

PAO Green sweater —

CHOCK LEWIS Follow Up, the hydrogen question. Isn't this what

happened to Joe Engle on flight two? The Hydrogen got in the

wlter, he didn't want to drink it, so he got somewhat dehydrated?

CRAFT I don't remember. That could of been, we've had gas in

the water before. And as a matter of fact, the procedure they

used then to separate it is basically the same one we are going

to use this time. I don't recall the specifics of flight two.

BERGMAN Chuck, if you say It's not dangerous. If you say •.he

hydrogen in the water is not dangerous, then why this corning

iiite they telling Brewster Shaw to drink the lemonade only, or

that is one thing I seemed to of heard on the radio.

LEWIS What Bill Fisher was trying to tell him is that. Is as

they mix water with their drink, they obviously 9°^"^^!° *

stronger drink if It has gas In It, you are going to have a

higher concentrated lemonade for example t.an you
^

yoS hadn't had the gas. Because as y^"'^
P'^°P?i^t''";i,J'=»%'^J;i!i'*

you are going to have gas In It, so you have less water ,
I think

that was all he was trying to say.

BERGMAN Is there any way. Is there some way of removing the

hydrogen from the water up there?
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LEWIS That's what I was trying to indicate, they have a

procedure that we just sent up to them. Basically using one of

bururine collection device bags, the procedure modifies it, and

?hSv out the water into the bag, they basically tie a rubber band

SSSnd it to ?et lome water thiough and they just s^in^^^t, and

JoS are slinging the water P^^t constricted area that the

rubber bands around and separating the gas. It is a nusciance

but that's the procedure.

PAO Next row please, Mr. Schweitzer.

SCHWEITZER Harry, are you disappointed with what the public has

been able to see of the science of this mission?

CRAFT I'm not disappointed at all, I think you guys aj« ^oin^ ^

fantastic job, I've seen it on CNN I've seen it on ABC, NBC,

CBS, and all the other radio networks and all I think it is

fantastic.

SCHWEITZER The check is not in the Hf^V'^^^J ii!"^vou''Un
but, that's not quite what I was after. With losing the, you can

at«t at the beginning or start most recently and go back losing

the mass discrimination which could of been interesting ^ot

pSople to see, seeing preparation for hop and drop, preparation

for drop and shock, but not the real tests. I have to

***
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That's not quite what I was after, with loosing, you can start

at the beginning or you can start with Jhe most recent and go

back, loosing the mass descrlmination which could ^ave been

interestinq for people to see, seeing preparation for hop and

d?oS! preplratiorfor drop and shock, but not the real test, I

havS to tisume there was a great deal of interest going xn and

SJpLiSiSg and really bringing home some basic research to people

2lth thiS^lSsion; aid am I w?ong that has not come across?

well, what we going to have to do V^"'
^"^^^'^""^^f of

because of the TDRS situation and whats happened to in some ot

our acquistions, that data is going to be available post mission,

III hopefully the press will pick up with post mission. That

data is on the analog video recorders and yes, I
««>fJ^,^^^* .i^'*®*^

Jo have seen more of it on the ground, but

Its lust going to be toward the end of the mission before YO\i te

gSing to le^to ?ake a look at it. And I hope some of you will

90 back and put it into the press and show what we did get.

PA,0 Any more questions?

JACKIE JODD (CBS) Mr. Craft, in trying to get a handle on the

.igniflgance of the loss of the data recorder. Can you put a

5ilcint on the amount of information that may be
^fi'^^i^f

Snd before when you were asked about the ^^^Pe""^*"^^ that would

bS affected, did some of the steps of experiments have to be

dropped but not entire experiments, is that what you were saying?

CRAFT well, let me say first, its hard to speculate now, I'd

like to check the recorder out and see if we get it back. There

is not much sense in speculating in percentages. The second

thing that will obviously affect that is how
^^^i^^f

ceplan our timeline around the AOS periods for those folks how

have data rates of excess of what we put on the payload

recorder! The third part of your question, what PJ^^^f^^^
try to do is adjust the timeline again to get the science that

requires something in access of the 1-megabit we're talking

about, aet that during an AOS period. And we won't really Know

till we get to close to the end of the mission how successful

we've been, but I know I've got a great team of ^^ys/^^Ji^f

.

Jnd I'm confident that they're going to come thru and make the

scientists happy.

fAO Back there please.

HOMER ELMER (USA) So my -f^^erstanding of what you ^ij-l

indeed the high speed recorder failure continues, is

ilitwalt until its over an Earth station and then you'll perform

the experiment at that time so you can get the data down right

away o? you'll record the high speed data and then dump it all at

once while your in range of the Earth station's dish. Is that a

correct conception of what your planning?
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We're going to do a little of both. We'll be able to dump the
recorder and still get some stuff down in real-time as well. The
payload recorder we're talking about.

PAO Oo you have a question?

JOOD Just one more time# is anything going to be actually lost.
In other words, the stuff you don't get to send back down, will
it be recorded in up in the Shuttle and brought back later, or is
that complete loss?

We have the 1-megabit capability onboard the Orbiter and we
will utilize that during the LOS periods. If we are successsful
in replanning the timeline . . .

JtIDD But if your not?

The timeline is being replanned on the ground, and we have
done that a great deal, I am confident that we will be able to do
that. I do not now have a way to tell you if we're going to lose
anything. I just don't have an answer today.

SOE BUTLER Would you please go over this once more about the RAU
21 problem. It is back, and what exactly are doing about getting
that crash computer recorded?

The computer's been recovered. It went down, but it was
reloaded from the Mass Memory Unit and its functioning. The RAU
21 problem, well there are a couple of problems basically. One
is that we're getting, from one area from one experiment I

believe, the horizon sensor, they were getting a data rate into
the computer that is too high and it basicaly gives a message
that says were going to skip this data. And that data, had it
been in the computer goes into data tables that scMne of the other
ex{^riments use. While on the other experiment conputer looks
for it and sees its not there, it gives another error message,
aind what happens is its flooding the fault summary page, what we
refer to as the fault suimnary page, with these message, masking
basically inside into the general health of the experiment
computer. I can't answer answer you with regard to specific data
that is not being recieved by some of the experiments as a result
of this. Stow, early we put patches in to correct some of that
problem. And we'll probably go back and put some software
patches in again, after we complete analyzing the dump data from
the experiment computer problem. We just want to make sure that
the patches were not a source or a possible cause of the
experiment computer crash we had earlier.

I^AO We'll go to Cologne-Portz now for questions, then to KSC
and then back here.

PAO This is Cologne-Port2 here^ we have a question.
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LEO BNWRIGHT (Irish Television) I have a couple of

questions. You mentioned a character called John Young, I

wonder what he's been doing all this time. Does he just sit

around watching his OMS pod glow?

I would imagine he does when he can, but on the other hand,

he's maneuvering the Orbiter, many maneuvers every day to support

our experiment operations and also he basically does

troubleshooting for the Spacelab systems from the aft flight c*:ck

of the Orbiter. So I would imagine he watches the glow when he

can, but I'm just not sure how much free time he's got. He is I

think very busy.

BHWRIGHT So there is no part of him getting bored.

I don't believe so.

BNWRIGHT Ok, just one other question if I may. The microwave

experiment, there was some talk during the science briefing that

it was giving trouble during checkout. I was wondered if you had

any more up~todate information.

The microwave experiment is being checked out right now, when

I cane away from the POCC tables was still busy. They were

having initial troubles in activating fully and therefore it is

too early to say, exactly the status. So I think we will just

have to be patient and come back to that a little later, at the

next briefing.

PAO Thank you, that is all from Ports-Cologne.

PAO Ok, now we'll go to KSC.

RBG TURNBLL (BBC) I remember hearing John Young using some

very colorful language about gas in the water during Apollo 16

and since I get the impression that he is doing most of the

cooking, I wonder whether he has had any observations to make on

this occasion about this.

Be implied earlier that he was doing some meal prep, I'm not

sure that he is, but he sort of implied that. When we told him

we had a procedure to se.arate the gas from the water, we'd send

it if he'd wanted to, or we could hold it and let them ask for it

later. He said no it was no problem for him. So I guess he

wasn't worried about. It was a little bit later that Brewster

indicated that they had more gas in the water from the galley

then John had seen up to that, so Brewster asked for the

^procedure. I guess I better not comment on the other conunent he

made, it was on the air-to-ground.
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DICK DINADO (Count Down Magazine) Looking towards extending

this mission and perhaps longer Spacelab Missions in the future,

what point do you reach the limit of crew indurance for these

long 12 hour shirts?

I can comment with regard to Skylab, the crew operate the same

basic shift and perhap moreso for months, 2 or 3, 4 months, so i

don't think there is a limit as long as you give the crew a rest

time, which we try and do in their pre- and post-sleep -

activities, exercise periods and as you may recall in Skylab, we

had I think a day off, when they could take a shower and had some

leisure time. So I think the Skylab experience indicates that as

far as the crew is concerned, considering the conditions I just

stated, they could stay up for months.

PAO Thats all from KSC.

PAO Ok, back here in Houston, Jules Bergman again.

JOLES BERGMAN (ABC) This is for Chuck and Harry. And it

concerns that very point, crew shifts. Several times during this

mission, the edge of irritation has crept in the onboard

conversations on the Earth, or very clearly the scientists in the

POCC have revealed their lack of what it is, how difficult it is

to work in space where you can't take down notes and float around

in 0-g. And I'm told there was a lack of simulation pref light.

MY question is this. In view of all those things, might not, I

lift out one thing, also you dr^n't sleep for 8 ^o*^"/'™,

you sleep more like 4 or 5 hours at most. In view of jll those

things, might not a new crew cycle be established. 8 hours on, 4

hours off, 8 hour . . .

***
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BERGMAN I left out One thing, also you don't sleep for
J

J;o"^s

I?f?Sld, ihin Jour up there, you Sleep more like 4 o^ at

Mi'L^'a SLjs'on'ThoS fJif!'fhoS?s ln"rsSSiftSiS?

thiJi 'o? JHot ?haJ ?Sstead of 12 hours straight through,

bJSaKs'tn'thSse 12 hours straight through. Injther words are

these men being overworked to the point of fagging out?

LEWIS well you know you indicated that we !;«^/i™"^*tion, bu»

you can't uimilate Og. So you estimate the best f
the time requirements are for the crew to do the task. And as we

«?!feld vesterdav, I think Harry agreed that, in oarticularly some

Surwork cycle. The question were going have for the crew is

qot their 7 or 8 hour sleep. Usually a little later in the

flight, but it wasn't always a short sleep cycle.

BERGMAN Chuck I think that 7 or 8 hour sleep PO^nt is

Scgueable. I'm not challenging the 24 hour work cycle, but I

point out to you that in Skylab, and Apollo and all the

pcevioSa NASA flight, there was no attempt fjjteract ion, with

Scientists on the ground. The crew operated and did experiments,

yes, but from a flight plan at their own pace.

LEWIS we'll there was no Pi's talking to them, they were in^he

Strol center passing their "^eq^^^t in the R, in the MCC, an^ we

(garble) in the CAPCOM. As you may remember in Skylab

iirtmaJi flight, we had tbe ground, had been opera^^^ jonths

with previous crews and expected the crew, co
^''f""**

*
\^„^r

?hSt crews had in a earlier Skylab flights.
JJ^^^^

tasked that crew in the beginning, the first few days,

because, as in any flight it takes a bit of time ^of„the crewman

Z lllU to the og. He may have some of the «P;" ^^"f
symptoms, slows him down. I don't think this, there

^« J"y
different in what were seeing now then we ^^^^ in the previous

flights and I think the lessons learned made 3*"^ ^®

^Jbe we need a little more time if
y^^^^JSaf vou know such a

interaction, to allow that to happen, «^thout you know, sucn a

•dSmwd on the crew. I think maybe that xs a lesson to learned

perhaps Harry might want to comment on tnat.
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GRAFT I think maybe you know that was one of the major goals of

the mission is to look and we took a major step forward and

beginning to let the invetigators interact with the crew. I

think it is going to work out fine. I think we are going to

llitn iomi Ussons, I think the investigators are going to teach

themselves sane lessons, because they are there. ^T^fs® .fff
the

same guys and a number of them are on subsequent both within

Europe and here in the States and I think that they are going to

be much bette. schooled and understand that.

BBBGMAN The feeling I've had a number of times, listening to

the intercom or the air-to-ground is that the PI in the POCC, is

trVina to treat Byron, or Ulf , or anybody up there as if they are

.tinding tight neit to them in their lab. And that s 3ust not

So. YOU can't simulate lab conditions in Orbit, while your

weightless.

tX^lS And that's less than accurate, is what were saying. It

takes a little longer for them to respond.

PAO Comment (garble) right here.

Chuck maybe you could tell us just how well the crew is

sleeping?

LEWIS They've not commented and I hope that would h^^*

first question asked yesterday, since we didn't get to ask very

iiny! that the press might have asked. You aa^^s here everyday,

Jverytlme I come over, how they are sleeping and they've not

commented on it, and I haven't heard any comments.

Are you getting any indications that they're are up. Normally

you can tell a little bit from, you know, if somebody has turned

the a piece of equipment on or off or what.

IiEHIS Sometimes you can.

This one I know, kind of lost in the noise of the other

operations.

LEMIS Sometimes you can, and sometimes you really can't.

Brewster sounded fresh this morning, when he came_on.
J

think

Bvron sounded fresh when he came on, and that's about, you know

Su sort of listen to the crew and how they are responding, andl

think that's about all we have to go on. And you tell when

they are getting tired, you know, I think Bob was getting tired

towards the end of his shift today.

PAO John Petty
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PBTTY If you ace able to use one of the operations recorder

«

what kind of additional capability would that give you.

{•rails Xt*8 basically the same type of recorder, Payload
recorder. It just gives us more time.

PETTY So it would give you an additional 1 (garble)

{•SHIS It glt»ea us, yes we could record simultaneously with the
Payload recorder and the Ops recorder. Or you could just look it
up from a time point of view, and if you fill up the Payload
Recorder, you have another recorder that you can alternate that
with.

PETTSf Thank you.

PAO Any more questions? All right, thank you very much for
eoming by.

BHD OP TAPE
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PAO Good morning and welcome to todays Science Briefing with

Dr. Rick Chappcll from the Marshall Space Flight Center, the

Spocelab 1 Mission Scientist, and with Dir. Karl Knott, the

European Space Agency's Project Scientist, Dr. Knott,

KNOTT Well, I would like to start to talk to you today about

our achievements in the area of material science, oecause since

we last talked to you, discipline came into business and carried

out a number of successful investigai v^ns. The discipline

started off with some difficulties indeed, when they first tried

to activate what we call the isol thermal heating facility, they

discovered that a small leak in the vacuum system of this

facility had develooed and they could not achieve the desired

vacuum in the facility, however the versatility and flexability

which exists on the Spacelab due to the presence of the Payload

Specialists and the training they had before, enabled us to

exchange a vacuum seal in a fairly short time and after lust a

few hours, get this facility running with just good vacuum. I

should like to point out the reason why for example we need

vacuum in this facility, its basicaly a furnace which is heatinq

up a samole and then carries it to a predefinad profile in

temperature and while it is liquid it will be processed, and it

will be orocessed in the microgravity. Now the fact that the

vacuum is required in this facility is the following one of the

reasons. All these cartridges have been calibrated on the

ground, the profile to which they are carried thru has been

verified on the ground and the heat input into the furnace has

been determined exactly on the ground. Now if we would not have

had vacuum in the facility and would have had two mechanisms of

heat transferred to the sample, on mechanism would have been

radiation and the other mechanism would have been convection in

the residual air inside the facility. Now by simply having

vacuum in the facility the convected heat transfer inside the

facility is cut off and therefore only the radiactive transfer of

energy to the sample is remaining, and this is the only way how

these sarooles could be calibrated, ealier on the ground and the

same, very same temperature profile could then be applied m
zero-gravity in soace. That much about the isol thermal heating

facility, VJith some delay these investigations then started.

And again due to the flexibility of our replanning mechanism, it

was possible to keep the, to maintain the planned program for

this facility. Here, a very interesting investigation which was

carried out in another furnace, and that's the so called gradient

heating furnace was the following one. In this furnace we

started melting a mixture of aluminum and zinc, and these two

mixtures have quite a different melting temperatures. In deed

the zinc melts at much lower temperatures than the aluminum and

we ooerated this facility at a temperature when the aluminum was

already kink of solidified and when zinc was still in liquid

state. And in this situation we started, this combination was

mixed very, very evenly into a mixture which can not be achieved

so easily in a l-g environment because of sedimentation. So in
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§-g, we achieved a very, very even mixtuce and we then started

vet/ slowly to cool this sample down and v.'hen Cinaly the zinc

also went from its vapor state into the liquid and solid state,

we Qlatained a material vjhich *#as exttemely pourous aluminum and

thJts a material, a metal ot quite considerable strength, but

very low weight. And thats a very, very interesting comoonant to

work with, and we're looking forward to cecoive thone sarapies and

to analvze them. There was a very interesting investigation

carried' out in the fluid physics module of the material scienc-

facility ana that investigation was investigations 330, and in

investigation 330 v/hich looks at the motion of the liquic m the

0-g. This problem was quite interesting for applications for a

spacecraft which carry liquid fuel onboard or also f©c example

for infrared telescopes which carry liquid cooling a'-':?nt3

onboard, and it very difficult to predict how these liquids

behaving inside a fuel tank or inside & reservoir when they're

not subjected to a vacuum, when they're only aubjecte'^i to say a

centrifugal forces, when the absence of a spimning motion of a

spacecraft, when they're only subjected to surface tent ion and

surface adhesion. And this experiment in the fluid physics

module now set out to verify certain existing modules on the

fluid behaviour in the 0-g environnr-»nt. The experiment physicaly

exists out of small containers of different shape which contain a

fluid , and these containers are either spun a low revolution

rat© or they ase vibrated at a certain frequency and the

investigator then looks at the shape the fluid takes up and

during the vibration of this (garble) he looks at setting up of

certain (garble) modes, oscilating frequency of the liquid under

these circumstances and from this we can learn quite a lot from

the problems which I pointed out earlier on fluid behavior or

fuel behavior inside a spacecraft, and fluid behavior in

cryogenic tanks. Because the problem, for example, spacecraft

controllers are faced with, is that they'll never know exactly

where the fuel is located at any particular point in tine, the

center of gravity of the spacecraft is upset by an uneven

distribution of fluid in the tank and if a certain attitude

change to the vehicle is to be initiated, they are not quite sure

what type of momentum they have to give to the spacecraft,

because they don't know what the movement of inertia of the

spacecraft in this fairly undefined state is. So after after

having carried out the experiment 330 aid having analyzed the

results that are coming down in the form of photographs taken by

a very high soeed ohotographic camera, we are quite optomistic of

the exooriment, he' is quite optomistic that he can shed some

ligljt on to these problems. The investigator is Dr. J. vreeburg,

he comes from the Netherlands, he is here and anybody who wants

to get in touch with him, we can arrange that, this contact can

be made. We have already carried out several of those

exoerimants in the fluid physics module, other experiments are

carried out where the fluid is not contained in vessels, but it

is kind of free floating in the facility, and I understand that

Rick is going to give you one example of such an investigation in
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iust & rain^te, so all in all the material science invest igatons

•re progressing quite well. I should pethaps, at the en^ of the

«tor/ about material sciences, tell you about another s»»ll

probleta fro:ii which we also reeoveced. It turned out that in the

course of the investigations of the isol thermal heating

faciltiy, one cartridge which had been inserted into the isol

tJieemal got stuck, due to ;=oaje thermal deformation and it was

only after the Payload Specialist had kind of demounted the entry

part into the facility, hs was able to . . .

***
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KNOTT entry part into the facility, he was able to remove

the facility and free the place aqain for other samples to foe

processed, because if he would not have been able to remove this

sample, the program of that facility which was still calling this

stage were processing at least another 15 samples would have got

stuck and we would have lost quite a bit. This again was a

r)»rvelous examole of the flexibility, we exist on board, a

marvelous example of how useful it is to have a very well trained

crewraember on board to help us to recover from this type of

horror. So they was basically, shift 5 which was carried out

yesterday, in fact not yesterday, but the day before, yesterday

it was shift 7 which I covered and shift 7 was our second shift

which was a very attitude intensive shift I would say. So far

we've been mainly to attitude, which have been dictacted by the

technical identification program of Spacelab, And now were

coming into the phase of the Mission, where the attitude of the

Orbiter is more made available for scientific investigations. So

the scientist become a say, where do you want to point the

shuttle at any one time. This then enables the discipline like

astromony to point their telescopes at certain targets, we are

still operating in a stage where all the telescopes are firmly

mount onto Spacelab, and where the whole Orbiter has to turn and

point the telescope at their targets. Later on in the shuttle

program it's planned to fly facilities, which we call IPS, where

the shuttle can maintain a certain attitude, and to have more

flexibility to point you individual instrumentation at a certain

instrument. For the time being we have to just carry the whole

shuttle to these attitudes. And thereby enable the astrometers

to point instruments at particular targets. And also enable the

plasma physics investigators to point the shuttle in certain

point instruments in certain directions. With respect to the

geomagnetic field of the earth. They would like for example to

fire a electrons among the magnetic field, shooting them up along

the magnetic field, into the magnetosphere, and see whether there

are any electric fields, among the magnetosphere, which would

bring these electrons back to the shuttle. Indeed this has, over

the last few days been observed. Electron beams have been fired

from the electron gun of SEPAC for example. Along the magnetic

field they've been traveling along the magnetic field up into the

magnetosphere, and they seem to exist electric fields, which turn

this part of which first deaccelerated particle, bring them to a

hold, and then they travel back, and then come back to Spacelab,

and they are sufficient particles, particle detectors on board to

measure these returning particles to measure there energy in

which they are returning, they measure their angles we suspect to

the magnetic field under which they are returning. This angle

and the energy distribution of the returning particles gives thorn

.information on existing electric fields, inside the

maanetosphere. This is a very, very interesting measurement.
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basically a remote sensing of a electric fields in space. That

has been carried out. I deliberately did not say much about the

astromony investigations, which were carried out yesterday. To

my understanding successfully, because the two principle
investigators are joining us this niorning. It's Dr. Stu Bowyer,

froni University of California at Berkeley, is with us this

rooming and perhaps you can talk to him later, and it's Dr. D.

Andresen, from Soace Science Department from ESA who has built

the x-ray spectrometer on board of tb'^ Spacelab, and Stu Bowyer

is the Principle Investigator of the ..aust (garble) telescope.^

And these two gentlemen are here this morning, and we would like

to encourage you talk to them, and learn something about exciting

results, unfortunately Stu will not be able to tell you so much

because his experiment is taking pictures and will only see the

pictures when the shuttle has returned to earth. However, Deter

is getting its data from a detector which can cransmitt it's data

while the shuttle is still in Orbit. He will have something to

tell you later on. So this is basically a servey over the last

two day shifts, which I covered, many more things than the ones

that I could mention very briefly to you in these few minutes.

Went on, we had good measurements in the fields of atmospheric

physics. VJe had life science experiments, we were not very

intensive anymore in life science, but we have a few long

duration experiments on board and these are still operating. I

should say that one life science experiment has been successfully

terminated. That's the first successful termination experiment

onboard. It's experiment 31, the one which looks at the

lymphocyte proliferation. This experiment had radio active

thymidine injected during yesterdays shift. This radio active

material interacts more heavily with the activated cells, and

therefore gives the investigator after return to the ground a

quantative measurement on how many cells have been activated, and

shortly after this injection of this radio active material, the

sample was fixed by a chemical injection and then stowed in the

freezer onboard spacelab and will be returned and compared to a

sample which has at the same when this sample in process onboard

of Spacelab, to be compared with the result of an identical

different sample which was processed on the ground. I think this

is all I wanted to say about the last two day shifts, now I 11

turn it over to Rick.

CHAPPSIiL \^ell let me cover just shift 8 which is the one that

just ended. Let me amplify on Karl's use of the work terminated,

that sounds a little more like getting a pink slip, and it wasn t

that sort of thing, this is termination that goes with graduation

from school, or what ever. The experiment was run quite
successful, and the investigator, I think he was described as

ecstatic, with the 'vay things had gone and is looking forward to

analysing the samples when they come back. I wanted to mention

just a couple of the experiments that have been done on this

shift. In general, the' shift involved both life scientist in
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these vestibular experiments principally. Which we've talked
about in the previous couple of news briefing, I won't spend
much time on those. And then material sciences investigations^
and I wanted to do the best I could on describing in a
preliminary way the results of one of those^ and then I would
encourage you to talk to Dr. John Petta^ who is also in the room
here with us in the back for more details of the operation of the
experiment* This particular one looks at the essentially the
study of the interaction between liquids and solids. It's in the
fluid piiysici- module and it involves two disk types of surfaces
between which of fluid is injected and the disks' are moved in
distances between each other and the shape actually, the shaoe of
the fluid structure, the liquid structure that forms between' the
two disks is studied. And then as the disks are moved, the shaoe
of the liquid structure is observed, and photographed using a
camera. I'm sure many of you have may have heard the experiment
when it was
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CHAPPELL ... because that liquid structure is observed and

photographed using a camera. I'm sure many of you may have heard

the experiment when it was run. Maybe not, come to think of it,

it was kind of late, But we had this marvelous interaction

between John and Ulf Merbold as the experiment was being run.

Recently I know there's been, I remember a couple of questions

and I've heard some commentary regarding the amount of

communication that exists between the payload operations control

center and the crew. This has caused comment and question I

guess because it's different from the way we've done things in

the past. Some of the comments have been at least implying that

that'dif f erence means that something is, that people are not as

regimented in their ability to talk to each other or whatever.

In fact what it really reflects is the unique new approach that

we're taking in Soacelab in which the investigators on the ground

interact quite extensively with the onboard crew. And I think if

you followed, if you were fortunate enough to follow John s

discourse today with Ulf Merbold as the experiment was performed

you would have been given the impression of 2 scientific
colleagues conducting an experiment together. One of them

happened to be 5,000 miles away from the oth( r one. nut there

was quite a close interaction and, in fact, John tells me that as

they went through the experiment because the results were very

surprising to him that the 2 of the together were able to

actually modify the latter part of the experiment and learn some

things about the new phenomenon that he observed which had to do

with essentially the wetting and the motion of the liquid over

the solid surface. And I would encourage you to talk with John

somemore about this after the briefing is over. This is the

first of a series of experiments in this particular area and they

are most exciting to listen to as they take place and certainly

they're exciting to the investigator as the results unfold. In

the astronomy area, I wanted to mention some of the initial

results that Dr. Andresen has gotten and I won't spend much time

on this other than to encourage you to talk with him in addition

separately. But he has made 2 successful observations so far.

you may have recalled that early on I talked about his earJy

measurements in the mission in which he was determining the

background. Both the background within the instrument itself and

the cosmic background and I mentioned the fact that he had

observed x-rays from the earth itself. That the earth is

certainly a strong x-ray source in the orbit that we're in. And

Deter has been able then to view 2 particular sources, signus X2

which is a neutron star orbiting about a white {garble, and he's

got some very interesting spectra there. His idea in using the

spectrom^itec is to be able to separate the x-rays by energy to

look at the particular characteristics of the energy of the x-

rays and if you find particular linos or particular enhancements

at a given energy to use that information to then reflect on the

physical processes at the star, in this catic the binary nystem

itself, the physical processes that muct be going on there that

would cause an emission of x-rays at a certain energy. He has
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received a number of excellent spectra from this particular

source and is in the proces of analyzing that now. The second

source that he observed is called a burster and this has to do

with an object which generates x-rays impulsively. In this case,

not a regular periodic generation of x-rays but rather a sort of

a random generation of very high fluxes of x-rays. And this

measurement also showed the possibility of lines being present.

This has never been seen before. Deter is still, as I said,

involved very much in the analysis of -.he data and results are

only preliminarv at this time. He recorded on the order of

100,000 events In the 10 minutes that this particular source was

being observed so it it certainly a prolific x-ray source.

Coming up today which you may want to tune in later to find out

about Deter plans to observe the herculous XI source which is an

x-ray source that mysteriously stopped emitting x-rays earlier

this year. It had been observed earlier. Deter 's instrument on

XOSAT made observations of it in the June time frame and it found

then that it had stopped emitting x-rays for reasons that nobody

understands. The earlier measurements of that paritcular source

showed that it had a magnetic field of the order of 10 to the

twelth gas which is a tremendous magnetic field. And the

electrons that were being caught u? in this particular magnetic

field had such energies as to generate x-rays at 60 kev. It's

very difficult to understand how an object with that sort of a

magnetic field that involves the physical processes that it has

going on to generate that, it's very difficult to understand how

all of a sudden it stops. So Deter will make an observation of

that later today and we'll see if it is still stopped. I'd

encourage you to talk with Deter as I've said and as Karl said

after we get through, I wanted to give you an update on the

SSPAC activities - the electron accelerator. They have had a

series of runs and as you'll remember we've talked about from the

beginning that there are a number of steps that you go through

that they are going through with this compliment of

instruments. SEPAC involves an electron accelerator as well as 2

devices, one which can inject a neutral gas as the accelerator

fires that's used then to neutralize, electrically neutralize the

shuttle as the beam fires. They also can generate a plasma or a

set of ionized electron ion pairs that come out of a thing called

a Biagnetoplasma dynamic arc jet. These can also be used to

neutralize the shuttle as the electron beam is firing. In

addition, this MPD arcjet as it's called can be used to generate

artificial air glow. That is to say to generate emissions, light

emissions from the plasma surrounding the vehicle that then give

an indication of the composition of the plasma around the

vehicle. They have gone' through a number of steps, I guess on

the order of nine different runs, in which they have checked - I

think you saw the checkout of the monitor television early on

which showed the star fields - and they think when they were

scanning that particular television that they saw another

satellite go by. If you look at the picture, the video picture

it is entirely possible that that's what it was. It was at such
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a range that all you see is a very rapid .-notion. A ^^'^^^^^P^^^^

that moves throught the star field so it was obviously something

moving with respect to the bacKground. Whether or not it was a

satellite can't be established but it was quite interesting for

the group to see. They followed that up by firings of the

arcjit, the MPD arcjet, and you probably have seen some of the

film of that. That gives a very bright cloud of 1^"^^^^ when it ^

emitted. And then they follwed that then having done the MPD

arciet with firings of the electron gt- . This gives an electron

beam and at the lower energies they were able to see the electron

beaS. At the higher energies the resultant beam appeared more as

a flash if you were watching, if you've seen any of the

television on that. Thev have since then followed up with other

blim f!r?ngs and i^ addition, beam firings with the emission of

the neutral gas and emission of the ionized gas and they

cu?r2nUy arl analyzing the data to try to undertand specifically

how the beam is operating. They have not yet generated an

«?ifi?ial aurora other than the flash, the glows that they've

generated around the vehicle. They are still 'Studying the

larticular characterisitics of the electron beam. They have

Another run today and then another several runs m the shift, m
?Se next shift. Okay, let's see. I

gV«^^^^%^^r?JI; L a?e
going to mention one other. And that is the fact that we are

ISr?ently. and Karl and I refer to these
^^^^^f^^^"^^J^f^'^f

^

there is a - we are growing a crystal, a protein crystal, ic

takes about 60 hours to grow. And this is an interesting

experiment. It's still in progress. It's been going,
m^l^'

30 or 40 hours at this point. The idea is to make, to grow a

pro?ein crystal which is large enough and a Pffe^t enough

structure that it can be returned to earth and used in ray and

SeS^fon'crJsJalography where you actually f^^Jf^"^^^^^measure the scattering patterns of either the x-rays or tne

nlS??ons aJd use thosi patterns to determine the crystalme

structure or in this case the molecular structure of the

protein. And if you can grow a crystal that's If
f ^°

this then you can get a better really
.^jjf . f^

itself looks like in its molecular state. So this is a very

in?eiestUg experiment that has been ongoing and continues, will

cSntinue tit another, probably another day. So let's see, in

summary we've, as Karl said, we've ^^^^ °\S£Lct for
scientists tremendously as, m this case, as a ^est sub3ect tor

the life sciences experiment; as an experiment operator in the

case of the life sciences experiment and i"^the case of tne

Material sciences experiments as we talked about with ^^^n s

experiment? and even as a repairman, now m this case where Uit

actually got out the tool and took the front ott ...
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CHAPPELL In the case o£ the material sciences experiment as we

talked about with John's experiment. And even as a repairman,

now this case where Ulf actually got out of the tool kit and took

the front off of the Isothermal heating facility and fixed it,

got the sample out, put in the next sample, put it back

together. The sort of thing that is very difficult to do with

free flying Spacecraft anc" easily possible when you got trained

crewman onboard. VIe've seen the use of Spacelab free from the

influence of rravity in both the fluid physics module

experiments, and the life science experiments. We've seen the

ability implied use of the Shuttle then to return these samples

to ground, and specimans, once the analysis are finished and

we've seen once again the Spacelab used as an observing platform

for the astronomy exceriments, and for the active experiments in

the SEPAC. So, I'll' stop there. John?

PAO Alright, let's take Jules in the back.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC News) I was wondering since Ulf has already

repaired the Isothermal jobby, do his skills extend to repairing

the high data rate recorder that's failed? Or does anyone else

onboard do that kind of skill?

CHAPPELL Jules, I believe, I would like to delay the details of

the HDRR thing to Harry, I think Harry Craft and the Flight

Director will be up after we are, and I would like to defer the

specifics of that. I believe there are repair procedures being

talked about at this point, and I shouldn't go into anymore

detail I guess.

PAO This gentlemen right here.

Yes, this is Dr. Knott, physcists —

PAO Identify yourself

—

PETE SPOTS (Christian Science Monitor) Your description of the

aluminum zinc mixture experiment was rather intriguing, this may

be somehwat speculative, but do you foresee the possibility of

^

using these kinds of techniques on a larger scale to come up wi^n

let's say alloys, that were made out of more common metals thau

would reduce our need for some of the rarer metals that were

currently using in structures. You said it was a very

lightweight and strong, seemed to be a light weight and strong

sample and seems to me like airframes or something like that, at

some point would have use for this. Do you see this as perhaps

eventually leading to the point where we will reduce our

dependence on the more rare metals that we are currently using

for some technologies and allow us to use some of the more common

metals.
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KNOTT Well it depends very much on the application you have in

mind. This particular experiment is looking for a very strong
kind of metallic material which is of low weight. And you
already pointed out possible applications. The other
investigations onboard, for example, later on we have come to
investigations which will into processing steps which will do so
called composite materials. And these again show other very
beneficial effects. These composite materials cannot be made
agian with the same type of purity and (garble) distrubtion as
their Can be in Space, these experiments basically utilise the
absence of sedimentation of heavy material in the liquid phase.
And one application of a composite material for example is the
fact that one can make excellent material for so-called slide In
contacts, out of these materials. Later on, when the time comes
I will tell you more about it, and there is a material being
processed that will generate a composite material, and that will
then be a basic material for sliding contacts. There is another
investigation vvrhich I report on later about, in more detail, and
they are looking for some so called synthetic, they are,
generating so called synthetic materials, these are non-metallic
alloys and principle which show metallic, electrical conductivity
which usually, which so far only metals show, high conductivity
which only metals show. And the theory so far is that if these
generated as very very pure crystals, the purer crystal will be
the better the conductivity will be, so if you generate a very
very clean and pure crystal in space, the more offers a material
which shows some sort of direction of super condutivity. Without
having to cool these materials through these very low
temperatures, these are the kind of expectations we are the kind
of expectations we are after. There is no guarantee of course at
this stage that these expectations will be fullfilled, and this
is only the first step in the very very long investigation.
There are kinds of applications which finally could come out of
these investigations,

PAO Dave Dooling»

DAVE DOOLING (Huntsville Times) Rick, assuming that the HDRR
can't be recovered, what is the potential impact for the onboard
science, and how big a job would it be for you and your people in
the POCC — in trying to shuffle the timeline to make do of the
resources and still be available?

CHAPPELL Again, I think I shouldn^t speculate too much on the
recorder, because I think there are alot of things being
considered for it right now, and I believe we don't want to
generate a picture that may end up not panning out. In general,
what we are doing right now is to record the data on the orbiter
payload recorder, which can record at megabit rate. And we're
essentially using that, filling it during the LOS periods and
dumping it during the AOS periods, that is the situation right
now.
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POOLING But if you have to continue operating that way, you

would have to eventually start reshuffling the timelines wouldn't

you? And wouldn't this be a larger effort than had been, then

what you normally go through in the 12 hour —

CHAPPELL Again, just from a first look, the high rate in to

first order, the High data rate experiments ace operating during

the AOS periods, in which then, the recorder is not needed. And

by and large, the lower rate exper iroer*-.s can be handled by the

orbiter payload recorder which is beinsj done right now.

PAO Gentlemen with the hat.

WAYNE DOLCEFINO (KTRH) Without getting into the repair part of

this high data soeed recorder. I'm curious whether or not from

the stand point of quality, when we're talking about extending

the mission one day, for instance we don't have this recorder for

the rest of the mission. From the science stand point, would it

take away the attractiveness from another day of science?

CHAPPELL I don't think it would, but let's as I mentioned

earlier, Harry I think want to address the high data rate

recorder when he's he"e and

DOLCEFINO One other question from the experimenters point of

view, if we don't have TV coming down because of that recorder,

what will that mean to the experimenters not being able to

visualize some of their experiments. For instance, the

experiments with the eyes and something like that, any impact

from their (garble) standpoint of what

CHAPPELL They have the onboard recorders for video functioning

fine, and that is the way they are doing things right now. For

example, we did a dome run just at the end of this last shift in

which Bob Parker was the subject and Larry Young who is the PI

they used the video camera for that, things went fine, they

recorded the data onboard, and the payload specialist and the

mission specialist described the sensations that they were

having, and that of course comes down to the investigator and

things worked out fine.

DOLCEFINO One other question about the AEPI on 003, is it my

understanding that it is stuck out now, or are they talking about

if what if it does get stuck out?

CHAPPELL It is currently a position called being in the locks,

it has gimbals and so, then it has a cradle that comes down in

that it holds it, it has lock pins that holds it for launch and

landing. And it is currently in the locked position with the

pins. And, they are looking at essentially the locking procedure
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and the stowing procedure. The instrument, however, was set up

so that it can operate in the locks, and it looks out over the

wing when it is down in the locks, and so what is being done now

is that the investigator puts in what we call replanning
requests, where he asks for a new attitude, and the shuttle does

the point for him. That's essentially the

DOLCEFINO This is for us non-technical radio guys. This

compound of zinc and aluminum, could "ou perhaps maybe give us

some idea of what it's applications would be, because I don't

have the faintest idea. Just in practical Earth wise, what
applications might it have, where?

KNOTT Earth wise it may not have all that many applications,
because they are only looking for light and strong materials, if

you want to go away from the answer, if you may have it's

application in Spacecraft construction and Space station, things

like this.

PAO Okay, right here.

LEE DEMBART (LOS Angelos Times) Dr. Knott, two days ago, you

told us that the drop and shock experiments had been completed,

despite the indisposition of one of the crew members. Mel

Reschke one of the investigators on that project says, and I

quote 'that that statement is inaccurate, and that Byron

Lichtenberg was not able to complete the drop and shock

experiments and that he's been trying to get them rescheduled, so

far unsuccesfully • so I want to inquire whether you want to

revise that statement and whether there are any plans to schedule

the conclusion of that experiment.

KNOTT Well, I can just tell you what I said at the time. I

said at the time the experiment was carried out, and we developed
some problems at the very end of it. That's what I said.

DEMBART Well, if I may quote from the transcript, you said

•this task was successfully completed except for some minor

difficulties which developed during the end of it, but this was

overcome by workaround' and when I read that to Dr. Reschke he

said that statement is inaccurate.

KNOTT That was the situation as I understood it, immediately

going off shift. The complication was of course limited as you

know, sometimes you only get the information once you come into

another acquisition period.

DEMBART Well, what is your understanding now?
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KNOTT My understanding is that he lost the hop and drop on one

of the subjects and that he is continuously feeding in the plan

of requests in order to recover it. The difficulties in which we

are in this investigation is the following one* The hop and drop
test is a
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KNOTT My understanding is that he lost the hop and drop on one

of the subjects and that he is continuously feeding in the

payload requests inorder to recover it. The difficulties in

which we are, in this investigation is the following one* The

hop and drop test is a disturbance to the micro-gravity science,
and this is v;hy we had scheduled all the life science
experiments, this type of life science experiments for the

beginning of the mission and we shall repeat the ?«^jor of them

again at a time when these long duration material science
experiments are beyond the stage of -he crystal recreation. Once
the crystal is grown to a certain stage, then a smaller micro--

gravity disturbance is caused by the hop and drop and that will
disturb it any more. So we are trying to find a suitable
opportunity to repeat this investigation.

PAO (garble)

OLIVE TALLEY (U?I) We understood earlier today that a portion
of the electron gun on SSPAK was not working. Is it working now,
and was there a problem. If so could you describe it?

CHAPPELL The status is, they are looking at the data right
now. The status of it as they see it, they had a series of 3 or
4 different runs* On one of those runs the beam itself shut
down. On the following 2 runs, the data that the onboard crew
had as it was operating said that the runs went to completion.
What they need then is the particulars of all the data taken
during that period back to analyze it, and they've gotten the
early parts of that thru the playback data that came down. And
they are analyzing that now. As of right now, I don't think they
have a prognosis of whether there was a problem or not.

PAO This gentleman right here.

GARY SCHWEITZER (CNN) Rick, do you have a ballpark on when
possible other satellite viewing was made during SEPAK?

CHAPPSLL Well, let me see. As you may expect some of the hours
are beginning to run together for us, but let me get that time
for you Gary. I can look it up and find it, but I can't tell you
now specifically when it was. It was about 36 hours ago.

SCHWEITZER Was there a comment on that viewing at the time?

CHAPPELL Yes, they saw it and they said, first of all "I wonder
what that is," and then since they're all scientist they
hypotheseis started developing, and at this stage I think the one
that has the most votes right now is that it was a satellite,
although there are other possibilities, certainly.

PAO This lady right here on the isle.
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JACKIE JUDD (C3S) If the mission is extended by one day, what

would be on your wish lists for the sort of work to be done with

that extra 24 hours.

CHAPPELL There are just lots of things Jackie, v.-hat we have

done, let me give you a little bit of background. When we've

gone thru simulations, one of things that we always simulate is

if you had to cut the mission short for some reason. In ^-^oxnq

that, we have always protected the idea that we would have abou.

half a dav, a 12 hour period that we vould replan to do .he bes.

that we could for the over-all suiencv disciplines. So we have

an approach in reolanning that allows us to look at how things

have gon«, and then to use that time period for both doing the

best we can toward each of the disciplines and in fact mhancing

things where oossible. Now that approach that we developed for

shortening mission, but it applied very nicely to length

mission. What we would do is later on in the mission, we'd loo<

at how things are going, we look at our balance between

experiments and disciplines and then we plan the optimum use o.

that last day, which I think would be a great bonus for the

experiments if V7e get to do.

PAO wait for the mike.

Is it a technical impossiblity for new exceriments to be

initiated or is it just better to plan on some redundant . . .

CHAPPELL It is entirely possible for new experiments to be

initiated, deoending on how you define new. For example an

instrument already onboard could Qe operated m a new mode or

oCse^ve Snlw 3?ellar source for example, and in that sense you

can do new experiments, yes indeed.

KNOTT There are a few things already know which we can not do

on the last day, because as you probably know from the 7th day of

this mission we will not have any more night time in o^^tiit. jve

will go to a continuous sun. And experiments which can only be

carried in darkness, we definitely know already that these

AXQAr im^nts can not be done. There are certain global

IJpJiL^n;! Shich even though they are not opposing the -tension

of the mission, they just have a very neutral attitude, they will

not gain anything.

pao We will take one more question hero and then we'll

go to the other centers, and then return to Houston. Sue Sutler.

SUE BUTLER (Time and Space World) I'd like to ask about the

question concerning SEPAK, wasn't that one of the experiments

targetted for reflying after the mission slipped by a month?

CHAPPELL Yes it is.
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BUTLER And what, would you have gotten enough good results on

this flight, is it still definitely on for ceflight.

CHAPPELL Yes it is.

SUTLER And the second question is, and perhaps I'm totally out

of line, but in reading about it it suggests that it might have

its aoplication also in, and I'm no physisist, particle beam

studies, particle beam as in the nature of defense of the

CQuntr. is this correct?

CHAPPELL Not in the defense area. Its particle beam studies as

related to the general topic of the interaction of energetic

particles with plasma, which takes place in this case, there

using it to study to auroal, the natur auroal, but that takes

place in stellar environments and planetary environments

throughout the universe. So its a study of beam particle, beam

plasma interactions as applied to the general physics of the

universe. I think not, because this is a very modest power

beam. I'm not an authority on the military weaponry use of beam

at all, but I'd imagine that chey are more high power than this

is. This is quite a different thing.

PAO Ok, we'll now turn to the European Space Agency

News Center in Cologne-Portz, West Germany.

pj^O This is Cologne-Portz, we have some questions.

PAO Go ahead.

This of Germany and Frankfurt . We heard much of Ulf

Merbold as a troubleshooter with the different scientific and

technilogical experiments, but we didn't hear anything ot the

blue shift. Did they not have similar problems, or is that we

just didn't get the message over here in Europe?

KNOTT Well, let me answer that question, because I was on duty

while the blue shift onboard was on. It just happened that the

red shift was the unlucky one who had to troubleshoot. It

occurred during the red shift. During the blue shift, I don't

recall any incidents of the nature of the two nature which you

described here which would have called for crew interventions.

So blue shift is standing by for similar type of repair jobs, anc

they certainly squaly trained to doit, but it just, the

opportunity did not occur for them, and I hope that it does not

because, this is the kind of troubleshotting which you would if

at all possible, would like to avoid.

LEO ENWRIGHT {Irish Television) I wanted to ask a little bit

about the microwave remote sensing experiment, according to my

little handout here, that experiment should have started an hour

ago. I wonder if you could tell us how it operates, broadly
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speaking^ if it is in constant operation, and also for the
benefit of my own vie>?erS| whether or not it will be looking at
Ireland, or can you say.

KNOTT Well, this experiment has so far not been operated, it
had its first scheduled operation during the last shift, it was
initiated and the experimenter was an extermeley bu3y (garble) at
this stage, in order to check it out* It is also my
understanding that there h^ve been a few initial difficulties
with that checkout, however, I'm not informed at this stage, and
I don^t thin'- the experimenter is to make a very definite
statement on how he is getting on because he only was in the
very, very, initial stage of the activation of his experiment.

I understand that you activated the metric • . •
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— than you activated the metric camera during this last shifty
the question is did you get reasonable pictures of Europe and how
was the cloud cover?

CHAPPEL I believe, I did not talk to the investigator
immediately after the pass, but I know shortly before I did talk
with one of the metric camera investigators and he said things
looked very good for the pass over Europe. I assume that meant
the weather was favorable at the time^ and I know that they
carried out ".aat particular set of observations. But of course
we won •t know the results until the film comes back, but I

believe that sequence of pictures were actually taken.

KNOTT That sequence was definitely taken, and I guess the
European know better then we do over here how the weather is in
Europe.

(garble) can I get you to go back the microwave again, could
you tell me just how it operates. Is it continuous experiment
and also to repeat that question, if you know whether or not
we're looking at the island?

KNOTT These experiments operate in a number of different modes,
one is a 2 frequency mode, where it is looking at the sea, we are
starting to determining the spectrum of the ocean waves. And
then it is operating in the soundmode, where it is imaging the
earth, and doing this independent of cloud cover. It has a

number of predefined targets. I'm not sure that you are asking
if the island is one of the targets, is that your question? I'm
not sure that island is on the target, but I will check it for
you.

Thank you and that*s call from (garble)

JOHN Okay, we'll now turn to the Kennedy's Space Center from
Florida for questions?

(garble) from LBVC, two or three very quick ones. Going back
to Merbold, the repair Istothermal Heating Facility, was there
any danger involved in this? Presumably it was very hot?

KNOTT I don't think there was any danger involved, it has an
automatic meganism in the Isothermal Heating Facility, which only
allows you to open the door of that facility, if the sample has
cooled below a certain temperature threshold, there is not, so
there was no danger.

CHAPPELL And it had been cooled down at the time.

And how big do you expect your crystal to be at the end of the
60 hour growth process.
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CHAPPEliL Are you talking about t'ne protein crystal*

The crystal that your sponding 60 hours growing*

KNOTT The expectation of the investigator is that it v/ill be
about several miliianmoter s , several mi lliammeters big.
Sufficiently large to be investigated in the^ under the
microscope* In this, by this very special technique which Ric<
had discussed earlier on.

And my last point, we were oror^ised but didn't get I think
some TV of the mass discrimination exper iir.ent , I presumably
because of the high data recorder failure. Can you tell me if
this did take place and whose turned it was to piay the ballgame
this time*

CHAPPELL Let's see, I think it was done on this last shift, and
I cannot remember now which crewman did it. I can get you that
information, I will have to go back and look at my time line* It
was done.

Okay# thank you.

That's all from KSC -

JOHN Okay, we have about 7 minutes left, if you have any
questions here at the Johnson Center. Jules in the back.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC News) - To Dr • Knott, Jules Bergman, A^C news,
I want to be sure I understood you precisely, before in answer to
the earlier question up front about the alloys experiment* Where
you implied where I was saying, I think sir, that yes indeed it
would be useful in future, high structural strength aircraft
members. Did you really mean that and would the shuttle or
future space stations be able to carry enough such materials for
practical use?

KNOTT - Basically if the material is of suitable quality of that
particular application. I would say lines of the material is,
the more of the material can be carried. This application which
I described which is definitely an application which the
investigators had in mind when they sent out to do this
particular type of experiment.

BERGMAN - Maybe I'm asking the wrong question to the wrong
person, or the right question to the wrong person, or
something. What I'm getting at is that a practical use to make
such high strength material, will shuttles be able to carry
enough volumetr ically in weight that is? To make practical use,
for example, if we are building a new transport, or Germany is
and you want a lighter weight longerone or rib, rather than go
the composite route, which the aircraft industries seem now to be
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haadedi would you 90 this route and would it pay off? Could you

sent materials, the raw ntaterials of the alloy up to orbit,

manufacture it there and back down at an economic rate?

KNOTT Okay, I got you now. This is an experiment which is

basically looking at the fundamental of the e;<p0riment. It»s

Just looking^ it^s an easier way now on (garble) gravity to rpake

this tyoe of material* A very easy way to ntake it, make it in a

very nice for^» And if it can be shown now on the shuttle that

it can be done, that this is a viable route to go, I'm sure that

more soohisicated type of techniques of (garble) of mixing

techniques and so on' will be persuited on the ground at this time

of low weight, high strength materials can then also be later on

produced on the ground.

JOHN Gentlemen right here in the blue,

GEOFF LEAVSi^WORTH - Time Magazine) Are there any experiments

that will bu, or could be adversely affected by a mission
extension, if so are you any investigators that are lobbying

against such an extension?

CHAPPEliL To first order, there ate not any that would be

affected* There are some particular details that need to be

looked into. We did a very first order polling of the

investigators and I think over 70% were in favor of doing such a

thing, and 30% were neutral, Mobody, there was nothing so

obvious in being detrimental to an investigation that anybody
said -no" we shouldn't do it. So I think it's a fairly uniform

vote of confidence for doing such a thing if it is possible.

JOHM Mike?

MIKE MECHAM - (Gannett News Service) - Not (garble) to much here,

but can you just explain why, I'm not quite sure I understand,

why the aluminum wouldn't be liquid at the same time that the

asinc is liquid. Why is one not quite liquid there?
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KNOTT These 2 materials have different melting points

•

MECHIVM I understand that they hava^ but why wouldn't you just
raise the temperature to the point where the aluminum also melted

KNOTT Just in order to get an even distribution of the already
solid zinc and the still liquid aluminum*

CHAPPELL Xl they melt at different temperatures, if you heat
high enough to melt both of them and if they have different
densities they'll begin to settle out. That's one thing that
happens* But even if that doesn't happen for some reason and you
resolidfy, one begins to solidfy before the other* So then
you^ve got a solid and a liquid again and then you've got a
problem with uniform mixing* Does that make sense*

KNOTT If you have a liquid with solid particles in it* What
happens when the rest of the particulars if they are heavier then
the liquid sediment •**

MECHAf4 Not up there*

KNOTT Not up there* That's exactly the thing v;e just (garble).

MECHAM Okay# my question was why are we not, why wouldn't you
mix both of them in a liquid state up there?

KNOTT Weill initially you do that* And then you start cooling
down and then the one solidifies first and then the other one*
But you go to a stage where one is already solidified, the other
one is still liquid and that's the way you obtain this product*

PAO Right here*

OI^IVE TALLSY (UPI) One more clarification point please on the
high speed data recorder* You said that you were conducting high
data rate experimens during the TDRS passes and that you were
conducting the low data rate experiments during LOS and that that
was, you were functioning in that manner* Is that first of all a
change in the plan? Had you always done it that way? Was that
an adjustment because of the problem? And secondly, are you or
are you not losing data and if you continue at this rate how long
can you go before you might lose data?

CHAPPELL I think my first answer to the high data rate recorder
question was you should ask Harry Craft and I think I

should encourage you to do that* I believe he is quite anxious
to be the one to deal with the question and not me and I should
really defer it to him.
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TALIiEY But can you even explain whether or not this has this
change in recording high data rate experiments during the TDRS
and the low data rate during the LOS. Is that a change in the
plan?

CHAPPELL That hasn't been a change.

PAO Do we have any other questions. If not, we'll conclude
today's science briefing. Thank you all for attending. We
appreciate iv.

CHAPPELL Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Well, good evening everyone. Welcome back. Hece to brief

on his shift Is the offgolng Plight Director John Cox.

COX Thank you John. The crew continues to be in excellent

spirits. Brewster I think had a really good day. Things are

prettv quiet as far the conversations went with the control

center to the crew. As a matter of fact I think Bob at the

beginning of the shift, (garble) maybe was a little too quiet.

But as the day went on, we found out that the business was pretty

routine. We did not have any major problems come
f";i«?-

day and they was pretty much ncaoinal. Some of the things tnat we

did - the sluths In the system were working pretty hard and

worked on a few more of the little goodies. We put a patch into

the SM computer. The naval the Spacelab comes to run - the only

problem that we had all along turned out to be that just the flag

wasn't set to enable them so they went ahead and fixed that. We

suspected we had a little gas getting into the water system and

we've pretty much concluded that we think that's hydrogen from

the fuel cells and what we have is a hydrogen rate that is about

2 or 3 times the spec number. It's no great concern but that s a

little frustration of the way we have to manage the water tanks -

dumping them to keep that under control. During the previous

shift we, had had an indication of a leaking primary jet R3D.

During the last shift we went ahead and enabled that jet and uses

history from previous flights we have found that those jets

basically seal themselves off after a little while and looks like

this one maybe on It's way to doing that, taking a little bit

longer than some of them though. Other than that, things went

fairly well today, we had a very good shift.

PAO Questions. Craig Covalt.

CRAIG COVALT (Aviation Week) (Garble) starting to get Into the

busy maneuvering schedule today. Can you tell me how many you ve

- maneuvers you did perform and what we might see tomorrow?

COX I don't have the numbers. I can get them for you

afterwards. It was a pretty heavy day as far as lot of

maneuvers, boosters starting to do quite a few of them. We into

the tight deadbands. As a matter of fact I think we added a

little bit to that. There was a concern In the tight deadoands

about the many thousands of vernier jet firings we were going to

get while we're holding .033 degree attitude and we're going

ahead and relaxed the amount of time that we need to stay in that

attitude to test the data date time so those are a little bit oc

extra. It is a little bit extra callouts for them so maybe - we

added three or four maneuvers today but they're really just DAP

changes.

PAO Anything else, Craig?

COVALT He kept up with then all 100 percent.
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COX couldn't find any problem with them today. No.

PAO I»ynn Sheer.

LYNN SHERR (ABC News) Just to set ^he record strai^

DO you know what went wrong with the cowniunications system aurxng

the press conference?

cox Well, so glad you asked. I won't answer the last par*

cause I don't know and the first part is all I did was go to a

SSly^illoSSd to take it out once at the other side. That had

been checked somewhere - checked 3 or 4 hours before the

in right.

SHERR uet me just follow up if 1 could. Is because of

or is it just - was it the exact same system and it just aian z

work this time?

COX I think if you have that much of a manual
J*S*bv

iX.f rir«*h Of a Chance to make a mistake but it was aggravatea oy

^hS fllfthaJ thSrHere more wires over there. They estimated

SoL^SSre'af 3't!«es as many f<>S«f ^^^^iroHr^^^^
normally would have so it just adds to the confusion or cryxng
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see things. The troubleshooting just didn't get finished before

loss of satellite.

PAO And the plug was in. It just wasn't feeded.

Cox Right. Well that plug was the guy that was causing the

trouble. He shouldn't have been in at all.

PAO (ga, le)

.

AL MARSH (Aviation Week) Are you going an extra day? And what

will the leaking thruster effect those plans at all?

COX Okay. Two questions. The extra day thing is still up in

the air. I guess what we're doing right now is collecting

inputs. Anybody that would like to do something if we had an

extra day is trying to fill the bag up. The Orbiter people are

all proposing tests and what not and that's all going into the

bag and the POCC people are taking whatever inputs they get from

different investigators and we haven't checked it out to see

what's going to turn out to be the things were doing. When we

get down towards the end of the flight again, weather will be

probably the big driver of what we'll really will do. The extra

day if we have it. Would be added just prior to closing up the

shop. You just come up to the last place that you were making

payload attitude maneuvers and from that point on the other day

so we'll still be watching the weather. Now as far as the

leaking jet - the leaking jet will probably save itself if it

behaves like all the others. So noboby is anticipating that to

be a problem. The amount that was leaking was very low rate so

noboby - that's not going to be a margin problem on quantity or

anything so no I don't think the leaking jet going to be a

problem. And as a matter of fact as far as the rules are

concerned, that jet is perfectly available for reentry it's just

a little funny right now, we're working with, keeps the prop as

busy.

PAO (Garble) name and affiliation, John, you need to adjust the

trim on your mike.

DOUG MILLER (KTRH) How might the leak of hydrogen effect your

possibility of extending the mission? would that have any impact

whatsoever?

COX Mo, as far as duration goes, Brewster asked that question

during the flight and the guys went around and figured out the

numbers. It's .0005 pounds an hour which you can't even see m
hydrogen budget that we're using so as far as the amount that

we're consumaing that's no problem as far as it contaminating the

water or making it a drinking problem, the tank that the crew

drinks out of is basically filled preflight which just about

would be enough to be for the whole flight. We haven't had any
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Significant amount of hydrogen to that ^anj so that doesn't

appear to be any problem. And even if we did add it, it's not a

serious amount to get concerned about.

MILLER And what's the possibility of an extension? Could the

timeline be slid back in such a way - I don't know if this is

eitaetlv UP your alley, but could the timeline of some of the

SUpSriments^be slid bick in such way so that their not having to

fit so many potatoes in that small '4ck.

COX I think you have to ask those folks. ^ ««P«;J.^*^«t«Sr"
all the training we did with these folks, part of this fligJJ
they'll probably stay pretty much on the timeline up until that

poiXt in tlmS! And whSt we do after that is you're guess is as

good as mine at that moment.

MILLER And what else would you have to address before yo"

the decision to extend the mission. Could you give us a rundown

of things you're going to have to take and do —

COX Well, we're looking at consumraables. It looks J^day like

we're going to have good shape in the consuramables. You look at

tSe"elthel and the landing site opportunities, Jtate of the

lakebeds at Edwards and whether or not there is rain

iSt forecast for the upcoming days. Also, when you g«t the pilot

things all put together is it worth doing. Some of the

experiments will have consumed all the lf««»*^^«»7ii^5*^*
loSt their opportunities or it^may be very low priority things

that there asking for doing and don't reaily care "
it doesn't buy you much to stay in orbit yo"^J«2!«*'5:J 5i!d Sf
might be made not to stay up an extri day. It may seem kind of

Strange but on all other flight, we don't try to ?<3««;"
*Ji

consumables down to the last Uttle margin. It been that

sort of attitude with the Spacelab flight though Jhat - because

SS^ve tried to go for a fairly long flight and get a lot done.

All the discussions have always tried to
ff«««f«

the

consummables. So we found that we had a IJttle extra so

naturally the tendency is hey, we'll see if we <=an |«t a llttie

more. It's not necessarily in bias a whole lot to do that so

we'ri all looking at that. There's a lot of different

considerations.

***
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Wh«n you g«t the power of things all put together
is it worth doing. Some of the experiments would of consumed all
the consumables or have lost their opportunities or it may be
very low priority things that they are asking for doing and don't
really care about it so if it doesn't bother them much to stay in

orbit the decision might be made to stay up another day. It may
seem kinda strange, but on all other flights we don't try to
squeeze all the consumables down f. the last single margin, it

has been the that sort of attitude with the Spacelab flight
though, because we have tried to go fulfilling onflight and get a

lot done. All of the discussions have always tried to squeeze
all of the consumables, so, we found we had a little extra so
naturally the tendency is we'll see if we can get a little bit
more. It's not necessarily going to buy us a whole lot to do
that. So, we'll all look at that, there is alot different
considerations.

GARY SCHWEITZER SAN ANN It occurs to me that among the things
getting the extra workout with the largest crew and round the
clock, around the world mission, is the waste management system
and yet we've heard no problems, is it cured?

COX Well, let's hope so. I sure don't want to talk about that
one •

SCHWEITZER Vou haven't heard anything?

COX There was a (garble) but there was a c<»iinient that (garble)
Brewster came down with several different statuses of different
things, and that was one of the things they were having problems
with.

SUE (Time Magazine and Space World) I have two questions.
One of the crew members reported earlier on a horrendous smell, I

believe this was in one of the lockers, was it ever
established? What this odor was ?

COX 'Rtat went right by me, I don't know.

I think that was on Chuck Lewis' shift, and I'm not
sure what it was, it was something in the middeck, I guess.
Around one of the food storage lockers, and I don't think it was
anything serious.

SUE you don't know what item produced the odor?

To my knowledge, they never followed up on .that.
And it wouldn't be anything that happened during John's shift,
I'm afraid it was something like 4t00 this imsrning, I guess that
it occurred, and it was on Chuck Lewis' shift. We can leave a
note for Chuck and see if he can respond to that.
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COX Most things like that get scrubbed out pretty quick, if it

all this other package got opened and it had an odor in it, it

would be scrubbed out on the system anyhow, it wouldn't stay

around.

SUE Another question is, apparently there has been a problem

with the RAU 21, it was a problem and it now seems to be

working. Can you confirm that this RAU is working correctly?

COX Keep your fingers crossed, its working like a top.

SUE And one short question, then I get off the Mike, Is there

a power outage at White Sands and what exactly is causing it?

COX I don't know exactly what caused it, they have just

finished the troubleshooting that, ^JP*® liS tA-v
The (garble) was they lost a computer facility there. And they

did get the computer system back up and reverted, we «nd«<3 "P

lising one TDRSS pass Is a result of it. I think just on the

whole the White Sands support has been outstanding, .^^f^n t know

what caused it, I'm sure we'll learn here but
J

tried to stay out

their hair as they tried to get their problem fixed and up and

running again, and try not to bug them a whole lot. And

afterwards you ask them how did that happen?

PAO Jules Bergman please, and the folks in the MOCR

turned out to watch the press conference and the surgeon says

that was probably fresh fruit stored in one of the lockers that

was something less than fresh.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC NEWS) John, can you comment in |«;«"} ^"d
the, is the quality of communications so far and has TDRSS uvea

up to your expectations or been below them?

COX well, I think it's been very good, in fact even better than

expected. We expected outages kinda like today to happen a

little bit more frequently. I don't understand that whole White

sinds^acUUy! but^hey'L not built with quite the redundancy

they we have, at least they don't have it all

when thev have a little hiccup somwhere along the line then you

TnlrlTll eJ^c? Jhem to be dSwn, but we haven't had any problems

like that, they've been up supporting very well. As far as the

satellite coverage has been and the data that we've been

receiving, believe that it has been better than we expected

knowing that we had this forward link problem with them.

Couldn't use the tags, that's also the Problem m the fact that

you can't talk satellite dish to orbiter dish to keep them

pointed actively. And we've had real (garble) in order of

Plenty! We expected a lot more drop outs then we are actually

getting so I think just on the whole, we've been pleasantly
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BERGMAN Can you give us your version in 20 seconds or less of
why there has been so little TV?

COX I think there has been quite a bit* My shift has not had a
whole lot of television « If you look through the PAO scheduled
releases f there are quite a few* We don't do a lot of television
on this flight where we had in the past where a lot of show and
tell work and looking out in the bay^ and this type of thing*
Moat of thw television is science oriented, and is coming down in
support of different experiments and there a few of those other
things in there, but I think on the whole they are using the TV
system pretty much as a science data collector. And that doesn't
make a whole lot of interesting things for just the general
person on the street*

BERGMAN YOU also miss a lot of interesting things # when your
not in the right position to get them live* Like the rotating
chair experiment, like the dome, things like that*

COX Yes I I do think remember seeing the dome one of those
times*

BERQMAN Well you Stay awake ii^re 24 hours better than I do
then*

COX Well sometimes we get them to play seme of that back for
uSf during a along LOS»

PAO Craig Covault again.

COVAOIiT John, what have you sent up on the teleprinter today,
that might be worth discussing? Any visual ops type messages or
otherwise?

COX I think there was one vis ops thing, but it was just
standard type things. There was one vis ops that called up as
(garble) erupting and I think rev 58 they're supposed to give
camera settings and whatnot to get that. Plus, I think pretty
much looking at flood plans here of (garble) things that are
always there, any time you fly over you can always see them*

PAO — (garble)

IKJOG MILLER (KTRH) Could you review for us why the reluctance
to land on the concrete runway this time?
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COX I don't think we have very strong objectives, we have a

pretty good (garble) and I think just in general, with that heavy

a landing to have a lot of runway to land on. They could land on

the concrete i€ that need be.

Pl^,0 And no questions from the other centers, nothing

else here, thank you all very auch.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Okay. Thanks for coming so late in the evening.

Change-of-shift briefing from off-going Flight Director, Larry

Bourgeois. Larry, why don't you charge down through the day's

activities and we'll go to questions.

L. BOURGEOIS Okay. Well the day's activities were basically

nominal. All the Orbiter activities went PiJ^n^J- JJ® .
Ocblter systems are doing excellent, and speaking to Harry Craft

on the way over here, I asked him If he had any message for me to

csonvey to you, and he said "the only word I can say Is

fantastic . Extremely happy with what's going on. The Spacelab,

fclie data Is looking excellent. The thermal character Istcs of

Spacelab during this cold test are looking super. ^11 the

taa©ecature« are well within the expected range In basin bid

laol. It looks like roost of them went on the warm side, so

thermal In spacelab, as well as systems wise, Spacelab Is

performing superbly. Again, consumable status, we still are

cunning very good on the cryos as well as the propulsion

consumables. Cryos, as was stated yesterday, we still have

•nough PROP for another extension day If we needed It, in

PROP'S, the same. We've got about a 1000 lb positive margin tn

the propellant budget. As far as key activities we had today, we

did discover there was a basic generic problem In the SPA

computer In programming In that the program running In the SPA

computer will now require that we cycle the computer off once

•very 24 hr. Apparently there is a design problem that after th«

computer runs for a period of time. It gradually writes Into

areas of memory that could eventually wipe out the program If you

aon't reset It by turning power off and then on every 24 hr, and

from now on we'll be doing that, cycling power on that

computer . Ku-band tests this morning, we did have a event this

aornlng with Ku-band system where we went to command the Ku-oano

transmitter on the traveling wave tube and It wouldn't come on

for one pass. We subsequently went Into troubleshooting

procedure where we cycled power to the entire Ku-band system and

were able to reset the system and were able to turn on the power

to the Ku-band system. Subsequent to the event, we've learned

from the engineering people that this is a problem you couW
expect If the temperatures In the Ku-band system got down to

in the teens, 12 to 15, 12 deg and the temperatures were

approaching that at that time this morning. And as you <now,

we're In the cold case attitude. In that attitude the OMS pod

appears to shadow the Ku-band system so, essentially we're seeing

no Sun for this long period of time, so what we've done is, we ve

chosen to keep the traveling wave tube powered up continuously.

Normally, we would turn It off during periods of LOS to save

power, but we've decided to leave It on continuously and since

we've done that, the temperatures have warmed up to a comfortable

60 deg and the Ku-band system Is working properly, working

nomlally, so everything is looking real good there, we II

probably discontinue the continuous transmitter power on after we

terminate the Ku-band, I mean the Spacelab cold test. Another
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point of interest is, this upcoming shift, we had planned to
switch from the Spacelab pressure control system I to pressure
control system 2. We have two pressure control systems in the
Spacelab and this switch we were going to do was where we wanted
to operate on 1 for part of the flight and then 2 on the other
portion of the flight just to verify both systems are working
properly, but the spacecraft Orbiter configuration is so tight in
that we have such little leakage from •he vehicles, we haven't
see enough cycles from nitrogen to oxyyen in the pressure control
tyatem, so we decided to leave the pressure control system 1 on
longer just so we*d have time to see more pressure cycles in that

system. Another thing is, with the lower power usage, and again,
we're about 1-1/2 Xw's lower, klllowatts lower than we
expected. We're not boiling as much water from the flash

evaporator as we had expected and this has given us some
difficulty because with the Spacelab science going on, we have to

schedule our water dumps in particular periods of time where we
don't interfere with the science activities. This is becoming
more and more difficult because we have more water to dump, we're
having a harder and harder time trying to find a place to dump
the water, so we've decided to go ahead and stow the radiators.
We'll be doing that on this next upcoming shift. We'll stow the
radiators in hopes that stowing the radiators will cause us to

boil more water and reduce the requirement for our water dumps,
and hopefully that will solve this scheduling problem we're
getting into. And basically, that's all I had to say and I'm
willing to take questions now.

PAO Okay. Craig Covault, Aviation Week.

C. COVAULT (Aviation Week) Larry, it's a science question, but
since it's Orbiter attitude dependent, you may be able to help.

It looks here like they did get a metric camera path in. Do you

recall the area of the Earth over which they made it?

L. BOURGEOIS I don't know when they got the metric camera
pass in to be honest with you, Craig,

PAO Carlos Byars, Houston Chronicle.

C. BYARS (Houston Chronicle) Kind of a housekeeping question.
The temperatures, are they centigrade or farenheit?

L. BOURGEOIS They're farenheit.

C. BYARS Farenheit, okay. 12 to 15 deg you said.

L. BOURGEOIS Yes.
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C. BYARS Would you mind doing this thing on the buildup of

watec again, what the cause is and the basic cause for having

more water that's not boiling off, and what it is that you re

going to do about it, Larry.

L, BOORGEOIS Okay. Sure. The electrical power load on the

Orbiter and Spacelab is running about 17 Kw and we had expected^

soaewhat less - - somewhat more, excuse me, about an extra i-v
Kw. That's the reason we've got such a good margin in our cryo*,

because the power load is lower on the vehicle than we had^

expected, sow the water - - to cool the vehicle, we've got the

radiators and we've got the flash evaporators. The 'fafijtors
_

would normally cool - - take out a specific quantity of heat out

of the Orbiter freon loop, and the amount of heat being put into

that freon loop is a function of the amount of power we' refusing

in the Orbiter. Okay, so we're using less power, there's less

hSat going into the lieon loop. With the radiators d«Pi?y«5,'

there's very little supplemental cooling required from the fiasn

evaporator because the radiators are so efficient at cooling the

vehicle, when we stow the radiators, this makes the radiators

less efficient at radiating heat, therefore. It will require more

water boiling from the flash evaporator. Therefore, we use more

water.

C. BYARS I think I'm correct here. You're using leas power

so you've got less heat going to the flash evaporators. Right?

L. BOORGEOIS Going to the freon loop.

C. BYARS Okay now, the freon loop (garble)

L. BOORGEOIS flows through radiators and through the flash

evaporator. The flash evaporator only c<Mnes on if the radiators

do not reject enough heat.

C. BYARS Okay. So you're going to just, by stow, you mean

fold one of them in, or what.

L. BOORGEOIS Fold both radiators in. Right now, they're

deployed up so that we're radiating from both sides of the

radiators. By stowing them, we (garble).

C. BYARS Lay them down. Okay.

PAO Have one side working. Any more Carlos? Back

here. Yes.

TOM MENTER (C6N) The problem with the SPA, how close did you

come to dumping your computer program?
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T nnnsKSifQis I'm c«ally not sure. We did have an etroc

did not andetstand at tim txwm and we cycled power
J° J*;**

lhat 2a3 ptSbably aa early indication that we were having some

pcobleas.

TOM MtNTER Bi# actually lose anything?

L. 30a«E0lS *i. m did not, we cycled power and th^n fu..

function came bmk*

mm momm tcsm mm mm s^p'^c fired on^your^^ if it

S:icTeaS3.S-ll fhe^tSSS.:??^-?! iSs!^^"
^^^^^

iLSSnsS^w^te! Hacty CraCt would have to answer that.

PAO Oo«g Miller, KTRH. Way in the corner over there.

^^m^LE« (KTR«)
fna'pifloid!" TeTe Uuefso

we'vi be^n tJJSing tl iSch^^bout what happened aboard

SSL??Sf;nrsron! would you compare the performance of

^ Orbiter on this flight to past flights?

^. MmmmtS I viould say
f Jj- Sise^iiafifSSil no

doing better than we've seen it before, we essentia j

iignificant system anoxaaliea.

0. mtM we're hearing less and less
Jj*'^^ Pf^fJ^^^J^^^J?

the OrWtec. is that because we're just not P^c^i**?J^no? reallv
oftSe trinimissions since coming down on UHF ^ •ally

g»|Bi oyer air-to-ground and we're not hearing it, or

L. B0Umm%9 I think it is in •
j;«jy jjj'^^ ;

fw^'^m '^z^r ^:s'"^Tsr!.Jrt?rrnewit'si'orfii^ i
S'^irHo^Sir^Sitt^iu'cSniidiring how long it's b#en on tl»e

ground,

n MTffER Did you have some concern that perhaps it yrere left

Ik ?hi1?ound Hg and pick up some bugs on the ground?

L. BOORGBOIS Not really because, you know, it ^jes through a

viry thorough checkout before a launch and we had all tne

confidence in the world in it.

PAO Any other questions here? Any other centers up?

All gone to bed? Carlos.
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C BVARS Try one mote, Larry- Anything from th« crew at all

that you're eware of as far as where they're sleeping, how

they're sleeping, this sort of thing. Meals, any little

houiekeeping details aboard at all that you could share with us?

L. BOURGEOIS No. The only thing I could say was that early

this afternoon, Brewster said he had « thump down in the

middeck and he went down to investigate and there was no ptobl-m

down there, and so we said, well, maybe it was one of fJV*
down there sleeping kicked his bunk.

that, I thought they would have woken up". So from that, i

assumed they were sleeping pretty good because apparently they

were not awake when he went down there.

pj^O Any further questions? Thank you very much.

END OP TAPE
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JOHN Let me Start all over by saying Good Morning again. Next
to me John Cox, Flight Director, Orbiter 2 team, next to John,
Harry Craft, Mission Manager, Spacelab 1, and we'll begin with
their remarks and then invite your questions, John.

Cox (garble) last couple of shifts from the Orbiter side. The
activities have been pretty much by the time line and we -an i » to
a few things that we could fix them and get running into
operational state again, and was very pleased by that. The RAU
21 problem seems to work itself to a nonproblera now. The RAUs
been on for several hours and looks like its in super shape and
hopefully it will stay that way. We had a little funny on a jet
that acted up on us, did a little troubleshooting, and fixed that
one, there was a recorder problem in the Spacelab. Super Sluth
worked on that one and had that one up and running and that one
looks like its in good shape, and just before we came in here
today, we're in the middle of this cold test attitude that we've
been in now for several hours, and we had a funny with the KU*
Band atenna, had everybody looking at each other wondering what
happens nexts, and looks like the guys have that KU-Band atenna
up and running and that looks good. As far as the activities
been going, the crew has been performing excellently. The
consummables in exceptionally good shape, much better than we had
predicted. We accomplished trim burn 2 with a 3 foot per second
retrograde burn today. Everything else just looks super. It's
been a very good last couple of shifts, thank you.

JOHN Harry?

CRAFT Well a couple of notes I echo everything John said, we're
up and operating fine we have 27 experiments that either are
continuing taking data or have taken data and subsequently turned
off because of there particular point in the overall time line.
The major problem that we had over the last shift, he's
addressed, and that's was RAU21 and that thing is operating
fantastic now. and those experiments are up and operating and all
of them have checked out and we're ready to continue. The crew
is on time line, I checked before coming over here, and I really
believe Byron is now beginning to catch up and get a little bit
ahead and were gave him a few tasks to let him try to build up
some margins so it is looking really good. On the science stand
point I know you had a briefing earlier this morning, and I think
Rick Chappell and Karl Knott gave you a good understanding of the
results, so with that we'll take some questions.

JOHN Okay, questions. Craig Covault. Aviation Week.

COVAaiT Harry or John, explain in detail what you did to solve
the RAU problem.
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COX Wish we had the complete story of the one thing that did
the fix. There is a patch in there that inhibits the 100 hertz
triplet^ that is there at present^ we did turn the horizon sensor
off for a while, but it's back up and running* We thought that
maybe that was related to it, we*rc in the cold attitude, and
there is a thermal theory that says well maybe that*s helping the
problem. The other thing we*ve done is several times we*ve gone
in and done the knop and op function giving it a cool off time in
between of several minutes^ Those tasks have all been performed
and we must be up now running for 20 some hours on that RAU with
no problems since then, so it's hard to contribute what one thing
seems to be doing the job, but all those happened in a relative
Short period of time. I don't think there are any best guess,
maybe when we get rid of each of theories as the flight
progresses, but it's working*

COVAULT Follow for Harry, had you not been able to restore it,
how many hours were you away from really loosing some
significance science?

CRAFT Well we had two experiments that were going to be
adversely affected. One of them were 7 days away from loosing
any significant science. The other, SEPAC, we would have been,
we were within 8 to 10 hours, primarily you have to understand
even to this point, under our nominal time line SEPAC is only
going through checkout procedures. It has one more checkout
procedure to go through and the actual science data will begin.
So it's like day 3 before they really get science data, so we'd
miss those checkouts.

JOHN Me were asked yesterday, who the vendor for the RAOs were.
It' Standard Electric Lorents, of Stizgart, Germany, (garble)

I've got a few questions for you all, one, John on this 3 per
foot per second retroray burn, I've been told this has been made
necessary because you don't have the solar flux that you were
expecting, so your getting ahead of the li;ie on the nodes,
icrossing nodes, and your running continually faster, so you had
to do this to slow things down. Is that thing correct or
incorrect, or why did you do the retroray burn.

COX It's the drag that is the reason, you get different drag
affects and what they are really trying to do is keep the Orbiter
in sync with the preplan time line, keep it running together, so
whatever drag affects you get if they are more or less than what
you preflighted plan, your going to have to accommodate them with
the trim.. As far as whether you are head or behind, the retroray
burn actually speeds you up, and you get there quicker, the
(garble) slows you up and takes you longer to go around each
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Orbit. So (garble) we had to go retroray, to speed up. To get
the 3 foot per second is selected, what we do is look down
several days down the road and figure a time in the equator
crossing and use that as an acratiine and compute back to where we
are now and find out what the differences of times will be if we
use the same vector, and then we go ahead and make an adjustment
so that time is 0, we cross it at exactly the right time, it
turned out t' be a 3 foot per second adjustment.

Keeps you in sync with the time line and the computer.

COX Right.

Okay

COX And the POCC is running to,

CRAIG We were 30 seconds late, they said at the Handover, for
the

Harry, on the RAU, and I'm hearing stories, and one of the
theories is there is a i ntermi ttance wire connection there, that
when it gets warm, it opens up, and when it cools off it closes
and everything works normal, is that what you mean by thermal
theory?

CRAIG I don't think there is anyway to spedtulate the problem
is, John described it, and said we really don't have an answer.
I might point out that we do have a RAU under going test at
Marshall, trying to assumulate the kind of failure that we had
there where it continued to go aut. and do the skip, we're
looking at that and possibly later in the week and we'll have an
answer, better understand exactly possibly happened.

Okay, how much was lost, how much science data was lost as a

result of this problem and from what?

COX That's difficult, it's probably more question you want to
run past Rick Chappel\. As I pointed out the RAU has four
experiments that were attached to it, to this point, we've lost
no data, we had work arounds in progress, we operated two of the
experiments and had them ready operate in the mode that they we
had not planned. But as far as loosing, we did not loose any.

JOHN Your name and affiliation please.
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JOHN O'TOOLE (Washington Post) I'd like to ask a ijwjdane

question, about sleep, who slept where, when, last night, anjjre

they playing musical bunks up there. Other words there are two

shifts on, I'd justs like to know where they arc sleeping.

CRAFT They're still report of where the crew sleeps, but there

are 3 bunks, and it's a hard bunk system. There's 3 bunks that

are set up on the middeck. and when t»>at crew leaves, gets up in

the morning, the next crew then enter* those bunks, if they so

choose, they could sleep hanging on the wall someplace if they

think they can do that.

Somebody is sleeping upside down right? On top of the

middeck?

COX We've had no reports, or no Idea of that.

There Is one other question I have, and that is how many

attitude trimming controlman have you made so far.

CRAFT We made one on day one. which basically adjusts the semi-

major axis of the Orbiter. It fixes the Orbiter period, at known

value, and this second one lets that adjust so that as we repeat

these periods, you get to a point in time, th s was a correction

to that. And there is one more nominal one playing, you could do

as many as you needed, there is another nominal one playing on

RAV 97.

I guess 1 didn't make myself clear. I meant the manuevers to

point Spacclab In the right way. Aren't there 192 plans for the

whole mission? I wonder how many of those attitude manuevers.

COX There is something in that order of attitude.

CRAFT That's about the total. I don't know how many we have

made yet do you.

COX On the last couple of shifts, there weren't much at all.

we've been sitting In a thermal attitude.

CRAFT You have to understand the experiments that we have

operated so far have been microgravi ty, or (garble) primarily.

They start tomarrow. more or less, these manuevers?

CRAFT They'll start later in the shift today.

JOHN Jeff (garble) (Time) Is there a generic name for the

RAU? That piece of equipment.
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COX RAU is what we all have come down to RAU is Remote

Acquisition Unit and it is professionally

Located on the pallet? Is the patch a software modification?

CRAFT The patch is a software modification to the experiment

computer that reads the data coming in from the RAU and

communicates '"fith it,

JOHN Dave Dooling (Huntsville Times)

DOOLING Harry, what kind of VF5 data have you been getting back

and in the cold case test has there been any reports of

condensation of the laboratory or any spots that the crew has

encountered where they might feel the temperatures are lower than

normal then they expected.

COX To this point of the cold test. 1 have not heard any

reports of anything like that.
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To this pv*^irit in the cold test, I have not heard any reports
of anything like that*

PAO Ok

BRIAN SI3LAK (VGA) Does Owen Garriott still plan to try some
amateur radio broadcasts anytime today? And if so^ is there any
Idea when he might begin?

COX We've published, The Amateur Radio Organization has
published a list of opportunities that tells when he is over the
states and when he's off duty and awake and has all the right
ingredients and he proposes to do those, unless he tells us
differently, and he hasn't said anything yet about telling us
differently, and Roy Neal has got his hand up, and maybe he can
embelish that a little Roy.

NEAL Yes, the first opportunity would be tonight over Central
US, thats a rather bad pass, and there is another fairly decent
pass over the West Coast of US at about 8:30 Pacific Time* Those
will probably be the first opportunities, when he will have had
time off long enough to operate, so I'm told, I have a question
of totaly different context.

COX Well, before you do that, let me say, we*ve got that
transcribed and those opportunities are available in the
newcenter if you don't have it you can get it. We plan to go by
that unless Owen for some reason waves us off. We'll have that
word over there air-to-ground and the comentary will be sure and
repeat it as well*

NEAL That sign over there that says A R R L for the American
Radio Relay League, that's the group that would have the data and
information on it. Harry never have a group of astronauts been
so carefully studied up through and including their eyeball.
Which we have been seeing so much. I wonder if in the throws of
all this, you have detected anything out of the ordinary or if
you can discuss a little bit there adaptation to weightlessness
as observed under those conditions.

KRAFT Our observation is the TV that you see, and it's the
voice that we have with them all the time, and it's the time line
we try to keep up with. I would say in the r^.rly day, probably
the first day of the mission that the adaptation is about what we
expected, it looked like from time to time I'm sure on the loop,
it sounded like we were behind, but most of the time we were
within 15 to 30 minutes of a planned pre-mission timeline. We'd
like to point out again, that we plan those early days to off
load their capabilities, we plan them from anywhere to 50 to 70%
duty cycle for the crew. We knew from past experience that it
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would probably take that. As of this morning it looks like they
all have adapted quite well, we don^t see any problems at all,

NEAL I've seen or heard a lot of copy to the effect that they
were tired, they were frustrated, they were nervous, I haven*

t

detected this, have you?

COX No, I don* t think so. I think the first night , maybe some
of them didn't get as much sleep as had planned. As we said
yesterday, we put them to bed, I*m not sure that the excitement
of the first days didn't probably limit the amount of sleep that
they got to some extent

,

PAO Yes sir, right here please.

LEE DEMBARTEN (Los Angeles Times) How ill was Byron
Lichtenberg?

COX This morning his comment was, he felt great and he said
give me something to do.

DEMBARTEN How about yesterday? That was presumably in response
to how he felt yesterday,

COX Well, yesterday he was embarking on some life science
experiments and I think those are well displayed in the press
kits, as you know. They are built to be provacative and the crew
member, when he reaches a threshold that brings him to any kind
of uncomfort, he's suppose to stop. Byron stopped, and that was
what he was supposed to do.

DEMBARTEN Did he vomit.

COX I don*t have any idea.

PAO Craig Covault, again,

COVAULT John, did the cockpit crew describe any vis-ops that
were especialy interesting?

COX I haven* t been on when they've, no John did make a comment
during the night that he was, what was the volcano in Sicily that
he was coming up on?, that he thought he*d try to get to take
some pictures of It. So that's about the only comment. He
didn't come ba-^k and say I have had and seen some interesting
things. He ju^^t < ommented that he was going tc take the picture
shortly.
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COVAULT At the risk of being brash, would it be possible,
perhaps to get a note up on the teleprinter that asks, elicits
some comment on vis-ops in the high inclination orbit? Perhaps
during a lunch or dinner hour they could hold some
discriptions. Its quite unusal to flight that high an
inclination for . • •

COX You know, you talk about the, this is just a funny little
anectode, we noticed that John is vet* quiet during his shifts,
but he*s especialy quiet during the either the north and for the
south latitudes that he hits. In other words, if we want to talk
to him, we've learned that if we talk to him in the latitudes
that we normaly flight in, he's always available to talk*

COVAULT What does that tell you?

COX That he's looking out the window.

PAO Any other questions here? Lets try the ESA Press
Center at (garble) Germany, and see if there are any questions
there.

PAO Okay ESA Press Center, do you have any questions
there from Germany? Okay, I'm going to mark that down as a no
and thank you all very much.

END OP TAPE
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Gentletnen. At the conclusion of day 2, the Orbiter

will begin its cendszvous pcocedures over from 260 nautical miles

over to approximately 259 nautical miles, circular orbit to

rendezvous with the solar mass. The Orbiter will park

approximately 300 feet from spacecraft, the spacecraft has been

placed in a 1 degree per second rotation, roughly 1/6 of an RPM

in order to maintain stability. The astronauts, James Van

HofCton, and Dr. George Nelson, will then egress fro;n the

Orbiter's cabin wearing their extravehicular suits, pressure

suits. Dr. Nelson will board the man maneuvering unit while

James Van Hoffton will prepare the tools for the repair

activity. Once aboard the man maneuvering unit, Dr. Van Hoffton

will check It out and approach enclose the 300 feet distance

between the Orbiter and the spacecraft using the man maneuvering

unit. He will then close with the spacecraft, he'll put the man

maneuvering unit in a same rotation rate of 1/6 of an RPM, ana

he'll affect to capture with the spacecraft. The man maneuvering

unit and Dr. Nelson will than break the rotation rate and

stabilize the spacecraft so that it is in fact fixed in an

inertial space. The Orbiter will then come over and Terry Hart,

using the remote manipulator will, controlled from the cabin,

will reach u? and grapple the solar max spacecraft. At that

point in time the man maneuvering unit is released and Nelson and

the MMU will fly back into the Orbiter cargo area. The remote

manipulator system will park, position the spacecraft down on a

piece of hardware called the flight support system, which is used

to, electrically safe and mechanicaly support the spacecraft

during all of the repair activities. You'll be seeing that

hardware, that flight hardware here today inside the STS

simulator. Again on day 3, once the spacecraft is berth to that

life support system, Ox Van Hoffton will come forward, use the

special tools developed for module removal, he'll repet, remove

the malfunctioning subsystem, which is a 500 pound, 4 foot by 4

foot by 1-1/2 thick module, he'll store that temporarily and then

he'll olace a new subsystem, a new module of the same weight on

the spacecraft. On the fourth day the astronauts will rest, two

of the astronauts will rest, while the Goddard remote satellite

control center will undergo a complete checkout of the

spacecraft, will take some 18 hours to accomplish. During thav

period, Crippen and Skolby will reboost the spacecraft from the

269 nautical miles pickup point on up to the 290 nautical mile

altitude at which we want to begin the new era of

experimentation. So we will do this reboost mode on the fourth

day. On the fifth day we'll attempt perhaps the most ambious

aspect of the reoair. We will remove the malfunctioning main

electronics box of the pronography polar imeter instrument, which

is one of our major science instruments onboard, and we will

attempt to replace that entire electronics box with a brand new

electronics box we'll be bringing up. That box has never, was

never designed for in orbit repair and replacement. We will have

something in -he ord- r of 11 individual separate subminlture type

connectors, and you'i.1 see some on the tables around in the area.
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to remove and replace. Once that activity takes place, and we're

estimating about 3 to 4 hours to do that activity, we will do a

very brief checkout of the spacecraft while still attached to the

Orbiter. Then using the 50 foot arm, Terry Hart will left the

spacecraft off and hold it up while an antenna stored underneath

the spacecraft is deployed. At that point in time the EVA

activities will be terminated, the astronauts will go back

inside, another 4 hour, or 5 hour checkout period of the

spacecraft will occur during the sleep period of the astronauts,

and on the 6t!. day, tha astronauts will release the spacecraft

back into free flight. Preps will be made for the spacecraft for

the Orbiter to cowe back and on the 7th day will return the

entire system to the ground with these solar max observatory left

in orbit in free flight. We'll be bringing back all of the

hardware, the malfunctioning hardware that we removed on the

spacecraft and bring it back for intensive investigation as to

the effects of 4 years of free flight in obit so that our next

series in spacecrafts can in fact be built with more knowledge of

the effects of space exposure. Thank you. IM like to take an

opportunity to introduce our program scientist from NASA

headquarters, Dr. Dave Bolin, and our program manager at NASA

headquarters, Ron McCullen. Thank you Gene.

Thank you Frank.

We'll proceed with the questions and answers at

this time, taking the questions here at Goddard which will be

relayed to via satellite to Houston. Questions from the media

here. Would you please identify yourself and your affilliation

before your question.

SALESTAPF Al Salestaff, Baltimore Sun Can you hear me?

No, that didn't come through. That was Al

Salestaff the Baltimore Sun.

SALESTAPF Will Dr. Nelson explain precisely how he's going

to stabilize the rotating spacecraft.

George will you repeat the question so (garble)

.

MEI.SON The question was asking for an explanation of how

we're going to stabilize the satellite once we docked with it on

orbit. The man maneuvering unit, the backpack which I'll be

flying over to the satellite with, has the capability and enough

thrust or power to stop the rotation of the satellite fairly

easily. It has a gyro system in it which will both myself, the

backpack and the satellite, what's called inertially stable, in

other words it'll stop all of our motions and the maneuvering

unit has the capbility of doing that automatically, evidentually

at the press of a button. If that system fails we have the

capability of also flying out the motion by hand with the
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maneuvoring unit itself. So we will just use the same thtusters
they use for flying that backpack to stop the satellite's
cotation*

Other questions?

CORBUTT Warren Corbutt, American Business Network. Again
for Dr. Nelson. The cause of the various protrusions^ sharp
corners, sharp edges, and soforth on that satellite, how much
danger do yc see as involved in such things as getting a tear in
your suit or nic or a bump in the MMU itself. How do you
approach this thing physically, I presume very carefully, but.

NELSON That's exactally right, very carefully. If the
satellite does have a lot of things sticking out of it, the
larger of which is the two big solar arrays, and we approach the
satellite very slowly, by the time we're in close enough to be in
contact with any of the solar arrays we're moving at rates of
inches per second, so very slowly. And we practice backing with
the satellite many, many times before we do it so that you build
up the confidence and the skill to fly in and attach yourself
without hitting, but it is simply a manual flying task.

MILLBR Anthony Miller Prince George's Journal, for Dr.
Nelson. Are you the first astronaut to use this seat, is this
the first time sucha device has been used in extravehicular
space?

NELSON No the man maneuvering unit will be test flown on
the flight prior to this solar max repair flight, which is called
41 bravo now, I think. And they will be taking up two of the man
maneuvering units on that mission and doing extensive test
flights on both of them. The crew that will be doing that are
Bruce McKanlls, who was instrumental of the development of the
maneuvering unit and Bob Stewart, who was another mission
specialist on the mission.

Al before we get into the questions that came up
from Houston, do you have another question? Any other questions
here? We have had relay upped to us from Johnson at Houston
following questions, from Dave Dowling of the Huntsville Times,
now this question is for Prank Zeppelina or any other person who
would care to field it. Has the MMS, mult I mission module
spacecraft quality control been tightened as a result of SMM and
Landsat 4 failures? Frank.

ZEPPELINA Dave I stopped beating my wife, and you don't have
to worry anymore, the quality control of the spacecrafts have
been tightened* But the problems, let us remember that this was
a designed generic proVlem, and the important aspect here is that
anytime we recognize since the late 60*s, that anytime you build
complicated systems with over a million individual piece parts.
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ana you attempt to place those systems in orbit for operational

periods from anywhere from 2 to 5 to 10 years, things will

hapoen, errors will occur design error will occur, and in fact

individual piece parts will fail causing, degidations such as we

had on solar max. Recognizing that reality, years aqo we

designed the first of a whole family of spacecraft such that we

could handle that realily with the advent of this new
transportation system, and so what you see here Dave is the

result of at least 10 years of prior "-hinking, of prior concern

and of a desire on our part not co de^^reciate our assets, because

we have destroyed, because we have a flat tire or a broken rotor

cap, but rather to take advantage of this new transportation

system to preserve our assets to keep them up in orbit and to

have them operate for prolong periods of time and thereby get

more data for the investment. Thank you Dave.

**

i
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oiS. M--
morning, and welcome to the Solarmaximum

?! "i^^ '^^^^ briefinq here fromJSC, then we will go to Ooddard where we have the 41C crew andother members of the teaw that are workinq on this mission. I'dliKe to remind you that we have no 2 way cu= and a from Goddatd?
^^''f

gu3Stion3 that you would like to ask of the
SS!^'^?^?/®''''''''^"!^'

3"^^ 9ive them to Jim Elliot. Jim, wouldyou raise your hand, right here, and he'll take care;Of gettinqyoiar questions back to Goddard. we'U start off to my immediate
at\i\f^ ^f"^^"^"

I- Edelson, Associate Administrator Office of
M?e^''u^'2^''' ^ ^""'^"^^ SP^«=^ Science and Applications,NASA Headquarters, to his right is Lt. General James A.
Abraharnson, Associate Administrator ^ot Spaceflight, MASA
Headquarters, and we'll start off with General Abrahamson.

ABRAFAMSON I'd first like to comment that in the middle of one
mission is perhaps not the time to be talking about the next
misaion, because, of course, all of our attention is usuallydirected at the mission that is in the air. However, I thinktnats an _ indication of things to come in rather where we areindeed going on the Space Shuttle in the space transoortation
system in terras of the number of flights that we'll have. And,the excitement that each of the flights will have as we go aheadand of course, as we look ahead here to flight 41G, and I'll

n^l^itJ'tlU^^l^'^.^^^^ ^^^^ knows it, both the NASA
f«ML K*'Vr'^*;*'^^5,^*'^^

well as the media, that this will beanother^ challenging flight, quite, a different challenge
Sf^:Kl!!^L^^?" ^^"^ ^® that's going so successfullyat this point and time, but one that has again an extreme
liaportance both^to the space transportation system as part as of
ftl f^J^^i^ .

ef for t and impor tan t from a science viewooint . Now

,

I'd like to 3ust summarize very briefly my view of what this
. ^P^^® transportation system, and then Dr. Edelsonwould like to comment from a science viewpoint. If we think ofit In terms of the Shuttle itself, and horthe Shuttle will playthis very vidal role in bringing man up and combining them will

infra!st?»2?n;^r^??.«"'^
as an Important element of the Shuttle

^J! fiSfS'
capability, and putting the crew outsidewhere the action is and being able to repair this particularsatellite. This is a demonstration of the capabilitv. Now thisdemonstrated capability will certainly be worthwhile In jSst w^atIt will do for this particular satellite In terms of restoring it

iLffrtn^Ju^f'^'^Vi'?®
science community and again, that will be Dr.

f^^Si??2
tHat will comment on that. But, I thlAk of equal

asTre^ul'^ of ^nlt ^T""^ positively and
SSrfd SS^ L designers around the
^^ll^^

working on payload systems will come to gain
Slll hSSfn It'^H'' t""^

servicing as a concept and that theywill begin to think about that for future systems. And, In th^

tSf'coIt''if\ui}i''rf ^ «^ brl^g down
f«r f«ni ?

bulling payloads and operating payloads. As syster.sfor long term applications for the future. So, I think that's at
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least the kind of iinportance that in a sense transcends the
specific mission. And, we can see that this Is already happening
by the way. Just the fact that we fnade a cornittment some time
ago to go ahead and repair this mission and infact galvanized
people* s thinking already f and we do have commltties within NASA
who have been evaluating satellite servicing and repair, they've
been looking at not only the possibilities of how we should do it
on specific missions, but what policies v;e should undertake as we
fo forward in the acquisition part of any system. There 4s a
similar kind of little slightly different trend but there is L'vnte

similiar investigations that are going on within the Department
Of Oefense, As they look at some of their systemsi and we hope
that the commercial community will do the same thing. So, we
hope that it has groat significance for the future in addition to
being n dramatic mission in it 's own right. And, with that, I'd
like to tarn it over to you Bert,

EDELSON Oh, Thank you Abe, The point that I want to make,
which Abe referred to is what valuable science the solarmax
mission has done already and will continue to do so that this
repair capability will give us an opportunity to gain new
science. This is a valuable mission in itself, although it will
teach us how to repair objects in orbit. This one is well worth
repairing. We've made calculations which are being born out,
incidentally. It will cost us about a quarter the cost to
actually build a new space, build a new replacement spacecraft.
The solarmax satellite was launched in February of 1980, and it
worked for less than a year, failed in December 1980, This is a
spacecraft in 28 1/2 degree orbit up at 265 nautical miles, It*s
a large spacecraft, weighs about 21,000 lbs and it*s equiped with
7 scientific instruments to study the solar dynamics. The
internal structure of the Sun, and the activities on the solar
surface. Why do we study the Sun? Well, simply because the sun
is the nearest star, and^^ i^^ a great labratory for
astrophysics. It's the one star that we can examine closeup with
detailed instruments to get image and a very high resolution and
we can study the internal dynamics, and we can study on a close
scale what activities are underway. We can study the internal
structure, we can study the explosive invents, the enormous solar
flares and we can study and understand what's happening with the
solar sunspot activity, Solarmax mission in the 10 months that
it was operating made a number of very useful discoveries I

mentioned 2, One, it indicated that the so called solar
constant, the total flux coming from the Sun of energy was not
quite constant, and varies considerably. The energy decreases a
little bit with large sunspot activity. And, how this energy is
stored in the Sun during the large sunspot activity and later
released is a very basic question in solar dynamics. And, we are
very much interested in that. This is a first indication that
we've had at all that solar constant was not in fact steady, ^nd
the second thing that is quite exciting, is that the solar flare
energy is as much a hundred times greater than we ever suspected
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before. Highly energetic reactions such that we feel that

nuclear reactions are taking place right at the flare sights,

NOW, what I've mentioned then is that the solarmax mission has

been successful and that we've got an indication in 2 vary

important areas that are valuable to astcophysises Why shouxd

we repair it? In oar ticularly, that it's not going down on the

peak. The reason for launching in 1980 was that it was at a peak

of it's activity by the sunspot count. Now we are 4 years down

from that peak, and one might well ask the question is it still

worth while to do so. And the answei r:f course is yes it is for

a couple of reasons. One is, the sunspot activity is really

quite high. It turns out that the 1980 peak was the second

highest in the history of sunspot activity. The second is that 3

of the istruments on board will continue to provide very valuable

information even on the quite sun. They are the ultraviolet

spectromator and the ulimnoaity monitor so that we're repairing

for 2 very important reasons. One is that there is still a large

activity, it's about the half of the average that we've measured

over the past 150 years, and two, it's going to make very

valuable measuremer.ts on the quite Sun as it cools off. Now, I

should add that this repair capability which we're developing,

the idea of going out and capturina the satellite which you are

going to hear about in a minute, bringing it back on board ano

repairing it, is extremely important to us in all of the

scientific projects we're proposing in the future. The Huble

space telescope for example, over a billion dollar project, in

the centerpiece of our space science program is designed to be

serviced in orbit. Not only repaired, but serviced in orbit. So

that instruments can be removed from the focal plane of the space

telescope and new instruments put in. The whole value of the

space telescope program as well as the gamma ray observatory, vhe

x*ray facility which we're planning in the next few years is

going to be greatly enhanced and we're counting on the fact that

we can service and if necessary repair these spacecrafts in

orbit. ^
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SDEIiSON On tht spae© t^lmmpm protram as^ w as tht gamma
ray exhibitory, the x-ray facility which we're planning for the

m^t fm years is going to be greatly ^^ e^^

probably on the fact that we can service and if necessary repair
the spacecraft in orbit. So let me conclude with the thought
that while we're in the middle of the Spacelab-1 activity, we're
are demonstrating really for the first time, I hope Abe won't
harp me when I say this but really for the first time, we're
really demonF*" rating our capability of the space shuttle that
couldn't possibly have been done by unmanned expendable launched
vehicle* And the opportunity, the second capability will be

demonstrated in April with the 41-C flight in which we will do
something which absolutely couldn't be done in an expendable
launched vehicle nor any other way and that is repair of a
spacecraft in orbit; ThankSt

PAO Thank you gentlemen. We're now switched to the
Goddard Space Flight Center

PAO It's a pleasure to welcome you here today to join

in on this press eonference with JSC and Goddardv i believe that

what you are seeing is the first of what will become many* To me

what it represents is a slowly evolving and now with a step
function chain in the way we, ourselves view NASA. Ten years
ago, twenty years ago, you had a division. There was the manned
spaceflight world and the automated spaceflignt world. I think
with the capability now to repair our satellites with more and

more involvement of humms in space. We're seeing those
diitinctions just wipe out, disappear the mutual benefit of the

^

whole space program and the people involved in it, the scientif io
community • This all started about 10 years ago really here at
Goddard when some of forv^ard looking people, with the shuttle
coming along there must be an opportunity there to get more
science for the buck and that's where the whole concept of the
mult-mission modular spacecraft started, a decade ago. We're
looking forward now to doing new and intivated times a decade
from this time period. Many of you may not be aware that there
are 5 satellites now which are either in orbit or in the works
which are going to be fit for the repair and maintenance
function. First the Solarmax you know about and you just heard
Bert tell you about the space telescope. The LANDSAT also has
that capability and we're looking now at the potential for
retrieving or servicing, repairing the LANDSAT possibly as our
first mission out of Vandenberg in late 85 or early 86. The
Gamma Eay Observatory just recently started is going to have the
potential for being fixed, repaired, modified on orbit. The
upper Atmospheric Research Satellite which we hope will get
started this year in earnest will have that capability. So we
see it now not just as a one time thing but a whole new v?ay of
doing business which Goddard will participate with the rest of
NASA to giving us a much more efficient space program. Gene—
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GBNB Thank you Noel. May I present next William
Keithley, Director of Plight Projects here at Goddard.

KEITHLEY I'd like to pick up on one note that Noel just
referred to and make sure you recognize one point that often gets
lost in this process, that we have a lot of other soacecrafts in
the works right now that utilize this same capability, this
designed in capability. There is one aspect of this mission as I
say sometimes get lost. The crew here v/ill make some attempts at
repairing equipment that was not des.-^n^ci for reoair and with a
successful completion of that activity, we're going to find that
that capability will effect a lot of our future designs in a very
subs id ive way. So we're looking forward to seein'- that
particular aspect of the repair mission pulled off. I have the
pleasure of introducing the crew. I haven't worked with them as
closely as my people have but all of the effort that they've put
into this activity u? there has been a very refreshing thing to
Goddard and we're looking forward to continuing these kinds of
relationships. I'm sure all of you recognize Bob Crippen, Bob
was the pilot on the first STS-1 flight, he was the commander of
STS-7, I don't know what they're calling that one these days but
I guess the nomenclature still holds up there. The, and now
he'll be the commander of this flight. Bob Crippen. Jim Van
Hoften will be the pilot on this mission. Jim is better known as
"Ox" and I guess that's public. Jim joined NASA in the late 70'

s

after serving as a pilot in the Navy and receiving his PHD from
Colorado State University, Jim. George Nelson will be one of the
Mission Specialist on the crew, he will participate in the EVA
activity. George joined NASA in 1978 after receiving his PHD
from the University of Washington and serving as Opposed Doctoral
Research Associate at the Joint Institution for Laboratory and
Master Physics in Colorado. The third Mission Specialist, I'm
sorry, I missed Dick Scobey, I'm sorry.

(garble)

KEITHLEY That's right. Sorry, sorry I had him wrong. I got
one out of sequence. Dick Scobey will be the pilot and he came
to NASA in 1978 following a distinguished 20 year term in the
Airforce. So Dick, I'm sorry. Now I got it right, Jim or "Ox"
will be one of the three Mission Specialist and George Nelson
will also be a Mission Specialist and those two will participate
in the EVA activity or the repair activity. Now Terry Hart will
be the third Mission Specialist, Terry came to NASA in 1978
after serving as pilot in the Airforce and he also was an
employee at Bell Telephone Laboratory. He's got a Master's
degree in mechanical engineer from MIT and a Master's from
electrical engineer from Rutledge University. Terry will handle
the RMS activities onboard. And I think I got it straightened
out here. Bob. Okay, there's the crew and I'll turn it "back over
to Gene now

.
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G&m May I introduce next the SMRM ProiectManagec hare
at Goddard, Frank Zeppelina.

2EPPSLINA Okay Gene, I'd like to just run throuqh the
scenario for the missin trying to depict the in a descriptive
fashion, the roles and the activities of each of the astronauts
as we attempt this first time endeavor. Starting back with the
beginning of the scenario which began on February 14, 1980 when
we launched a three ton, very complicated, very sophisticated
solar observatory with the principle objective of doing solar
flare research on the surfaces and on the corona of the sun.
That observatory worked very well for the first ten months.
After the first ten months, we began to experience pointy
degredations as a result of a generic design problem within one
of the modular subsystems. In addition, we also encountered one
of the critical instruments, difficulties with it and some minor
difficulties with several of the other instruments. The next
aspect of the scenario begins with a decision, some 14, 15 months
ago for the agency to repair this v«ry valuable satellite and
bring it back to full operational capability and so on April 4 of
1984, we're going to launch the repair mission aboard stS*l 3,
also referred to as 41-C, along with that particular flight will
be a 17,000 pound , 30 foot length satellite called the long
duration exposure facility. So that will go along with this
mission and basically share the flight. That satellite will be
launched with us. It will be deployed on the second day in
orbit. Terry Hart will operate the HMS arm and he'll elevate the
spacecraft from its tied down points in the Orbiter, preoare it
for the correct attitude and then release the LDEF spacecraft
into free flight. Some year to two years later, that spacecraft
will be recovered and returned to the earth.

END OP TAPE
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And Dave Dooling has a question for Bill Keithly,
how much of UARSt upper atmospheric research satellite (garble)
gamma ray observatory and other MMS^ multimission modulist
spacecraft design of the three depend on Nelson making the
repairs?,' v

Let me distinguish two^ two aspects of the repair
now, there are modules that will be replaced during this repair
activity. Two of those modules will also used on the gamma
ray observatory so therefore! therefore there is that linkage
with the gamma ray observatory. The, in the case of the UARS,
all of the modules that are designed for repair will be used on
the spacecraft, the (garble) spacecraft that will be utilized on
the UARS. So therefore this is a demonstration of our ability to
implement that module repair on those particular missions^ I

have to answer the question completely by saying that we are also
again looking very closely and at the attempt to rtpair the main
electronics bOKV Because with the successful completion of that/
then it will allow us to start thinking about replacing or
repairing in orbit the wide band system on th^ landsat, wh^ch
also uses the (garble) spacee but the wideband system is not
a part of that spacecrafts So we are looking at that very
closely j^st to extrapolate it a bit further/ there is a
refueling demonstration going ^ planned for subsequent shuttle
flights and in the case of landsat a refueling would be required
to repair that in orbit so we are also looking at those
subsequent demonstrations on STS to tie that into a landsat
program too.

The next question from Johnson is from Mike Toner

^

the Miami Herold, for Prank Sepallina. What is the cost of the
repair mission including the training but exclusive of the MMU
development^ MMU being manned maneuvering unit?

Mike, the cost of that to do all of those
activities exclusive of the transportation flight which we share
with another 17 thousand pound, 30 foot long, pay load is 19
million dollars and that includes refurbishment or the hardware
that is brought back such that we can put it on the shelf as
flight and we fly it again on some other mission.

And wc have a question for Bob Crippen from Mike
Mecham of USA Today and Gannet News Service. What was the
development cost of the MMU?

CRIPPEN (garble) I'm afraid that none of here are qualified
to give an answer to that, there •s somebody back in Houston and
(garble)- there.

Mike, we'll get you an answer back in Houston from
one of the individuals who are working that particular area.
Just before coming up here I received a note, it appeares to be a
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question frow Johnson, and It looks like Its fcotft Time r4fe,

which would be Jetty Hannifan, the bureau chief at Washington.

And Bob this is the question again for you. The question is, if

you repair the SMM satellite and don't have to bring it back,

what are the pieces that you will be bringing back, known or

unknown?

CRIPPEN Okay, I think that was (garble) in the previous

discussions, the main thing that wa will be bringing back is the

attitude control system that Ox is going to be removing from the

vehicle and in addition to that the main electronics box that was

going to be removed will also be brought back. Those are the two

main components, (garble) you got any other significant parts

other than that?

Hope not.

CRIPPEN Hope not. That's all we attempt to bring back.

Last, we have a moment here for an opportunity if

there's any last minute questions here at Goddard. And the last

art of this press conference will be the STS-13 astronauts will

e moving into the bay and if we can move that lift up for the

television crews to get a shot down in of them in the bay that

will conclude the program and the astronauts, the crew will be

departing for lunch with the media in building 21, cafeteria.

There is a special section set aside in the south west part of

that building between 12:30 and 1:15. Thank you very much. For

Houston, we will be giving you a scan of the astronauts in the

open bay but without any narrative. Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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Good morning^ end welcome to the science brfefing
covering the second day of Spacelab 1. On my right is Or, Rick
Chappell of Marshall Flight Center* Mission Scientist for
Spacelab 1, and on his right Dr* Karl Knott who is the European
Space Agency project scientist* Or, Knott would you care to
begin this morning^

KNOTT Yes, I took care of the third shift during the
Spacelab 1 flight of the scientific e.tivities, and as far as co-
activities are concerned, this shift was full life science
Investigations. It started off right at the beginning of the
shift, immediately after change of crew with about one hour after
blood, we call it blood work, it was activity where the crew took
blood samples from each other, and stored them away in the
freezers which are available on board. And they also measured
the Venus pressure on the different crewmembers. This was the
first time this happened onboard. It will be repeated several
times before the end of the mission. That was the first activity
during yesterday's shift. We done then a fairly lengthly
experiment which has several hours allocated to it in the time
line, and that's experiment 104, it's called the drop and shock
test. It's a fairly involved experiment, basically consists in
dropping a crewmember inside it bungee strings. And while the
crewmember is dropped, while he is undergoing the acceleration by
the bungee cords, the crewmember at the same time is shocked
electrically, a mild electric shock is introduced into his leg
and the interplay between the two reflexes is studied. It's the
Interplay between the reflex which comes from ultralist, which is
in the brain, and the shock reflex which come from the
electrical shock, Interplayed between these two reflexes is
studied and what Is varied, is the acceleration during the drop
and the time delay between the reflex from the dropping and the
electrical shock and the results recorded and can also be seen
real time on ocllloscope on board. This task was successfully
completed except for some minor difficulties whicn developed
during the end of it, but this was overcome by workaround. The
crew then immediately continued with the hop and drop test, for
experiment 102. That^s the same activity which had already taken
place on the first shift and this has been reported on our
Oriefing yesterday, so I do not have lo report on this one
again. The next Investigation on the life science area was then
what we call the dome experiment. It's an experiment where a

crewmember views into a rotating dome, which has a particular
color pattern inside of It, and it Is tested, h:>w the eye is
trying to following this color pattern, when they are rotating in

front of the eye. And from the so called counter rolling of the
eye, the roll of the eye in the vestibular system, the support
vestibular system is studied in this investigation. The crew
then went into a checkout of a atmospheric experiment.
Experiment 3 was then checked out, the gimbal mechanism for
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experiment 3. which can be gimbal. it's a very faint camera, low
line level TV camera. This one is gimbal . and can be pointed in
several directions and the mechanism was tested how well the
because this is a very important activity which has to be done
before the re-entry. On experiments these ««re fairly heavy
experiments and they must be firmly locked before the shuttle cjn
go towards the re-entry acceleration. If this is not done, th^s
would be extremely critical for re-entry. So this was very
carefully cl..cked. in between two life scientist
investigations. And then the last life science Investigation
which then followed and completed this shift, was an easy one, a
fairly easy one, it's called position awareness. During thi' FO
the one crewmerober is just laying quiet in the module and he
cannot see. his eyes are covered and he must then point several
predefined directions and the other crewmember and TV record how
well the crewmerober can remember of where certain mark points in
the module, how well he can point to exactly to the right, or
whatever predefined direction had been agreed upon before. So It
ts basically an orientation test, how well can you orientate
yourself in 0 gravity when your eyes are covered. These were the
Investigation in the life science area during yesterdays shift.
Then we had quite a number of non attendant, non crew attendant
experiments running, these experiments are basically run by
telecommanding from the POCC, they are wore or less result a
major crew interaction to record only, has to deal with them when
they run into to any difficulties and then this was not the case
yesterday. So they could stay with the life science
investigations and these experiments were conducted fully
automatically and supervised from the ground. The attitude of
the shuttle during most of the shift yesterday, was with the bay
of the shuttle, pointing down to the earth and that enabled the
atmospheric physics experiments to carry out their
observations. The experiments which were running was the ISO
experiment. A atmospheric imaging spectometer. which took a
number of measurements on the day glow of the atmosphere, then
the glow spectrometer, which had undergone a successful
calibration on the blue shift before had it's first real
measurement of the atmosphere yesterday. It had 6 runs
scheduled, however, due to a onboard problem, which consisted of
the date not correctly stored in the Orbiter computer which was
transferred to the Spacelab computer then was in error by one
day, caused that the experiment did not get the right coordinate
to orient Itself. And therfore, the first three observations
were lost, due to this problem, however, the investigators in the
POCC reacted very quickly and developed a new problem which was
uplinked and this enabled the experiment during the, to the later
runs to orient itself to a lock on to the sun and do the
atmospheric measurements as they were planned. This morning they
reported after they had evaluated the data that thery have
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excellent data obtained with this spectometer. They

rinortinq that they still saw among the atmospheric constituant

q!l?e a lumErr of Constituant which they think at thjs time are

S^tgassing or contamination particles from the veh c e wh,ch

are easily to separate from the natural STS-9 SCIENCE

BRIEFING plOja 11/30/83 9:30 am PAGE 3

constituants. And expect these will be going down the further we

gSin the mission. Another experiment* a Spectrometr i

c

Dhotometer also from France, one of the major aims of this

Svni^^imint wis to detect the terrarium in the upper atmosphere.

52?? H^fb: g ?hf heSJy isatope of hydrogen and hydrogen being

of mass 1. terrarium being of mass 2. these two atoms was

?Jospect ieiy this moleculed. These two adams disfuss very

easily due to their low mass in the atmosphere, and if I know the
"

ei;tJ;?i5n of hydrogen in atmosphere 5;<l^.f«„/°;""/rf
terrarium in the upper atmosphere, then it is Possible to

determine what the atmospheric physics said called, so ca]led

EddrSefusion Coefficient. And this Eddie Defusion Coeff cient

"Ses you knowledge on mixing and transport Phenomenon which are

Occurring inside of the atmosphere and they have « '"1^°;^

influence on the basic what is happening inside, bas c «'echanism

iSiidrtSe atmosphere. So the
'"^^^^'"""S'J^iJnrrhi

a first that's a real discovery and a real first in tnis

Mission and the investigator must really be congradulated to

this very fine result. Then in the Plasma physics area, the

IEpAc! the huge beam experiment, which is on '>oard. was not

scheduled for any major operations yesterday, all
^J^y/J^;/^^^

irroSs^ifwrr^buS^for only a very short time ^{nd th s power i

not take from the Orbiter energy supplies, but it ^s taken from a

?S?ces?f»ny yesterday. I» fact, this "Perlnent «" aj'^ "
aenerate both In the electron beam and high beam, ^
innlsnhere and they studied the reaction of the lonisphere to the

{°nj«??o"of theSeMams. So plcpop had a «ry very successful,

they also yesterday.
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KNOTT , . . beam, so pic-pac had a very successful day also,
yesterday. Then in the area of astronomy, still not much is
going on because the Shuttle is not, the mission is not yet in
the phase were, in terms of attitude maneuvers are being done,
attitude roanuevers toward scientific targets, and therito^e
astronomy experiment is one experiment inactive at this time and
this experiment is basically doing background maasurements and it
has infact established that it \\zz a very, very low background
which will allow him to later on make its astronomy measuremtnts
with extremely high sensitivity. This low background is partly
caused by the fact that the Shuttle orbit is very low, its very
deep inside the minutesphere, and the engergetic particles which
are coming from outspace, cosmic-ray particles, they're all
deflected by the magnetic field of the Earth, so they are not
causing any noise inside of this experiment. So this is one
advantage of the (garble) Shuttle orbit that it gives for this
type of x-ray spectrometry and excellent low background and this
has been verified phisicaly yesterday. Apart from this a number
of experiments have been running which run over several day.
Among those are biological samples in the life science area that
are exposed to space to enegetical and solar (garble) over
several days. These were exposed and are running fine, and there
was one material science experiment, in fact the first material
science experiment started earlier on. And this is experiment
332. It is an experiment where a crystal is grown out of a

solution. This has been started, and the second on has been
started, experiment 338, that's one where a crystal is grown out
of vapor. And these two experiments are now on, and they will be
growing for several days now in order to generate a sufficiently
large crystal during this time. This basically was the content
of yesterday's shift. All in all, it has been an extremely
successful one. Me were not sure quite, last night when we left,
how successful it was because many investigators overnight only
studied the data, and they did it and we had excellent reports
for the shift this morning, so we are quite happy with what we
obtained during that shif number 3.

CHAPPELL Ok, let me pick up with shift number 4. And we began
to see a transition in shift number 4 from the life sciences type
of experiments, particular of the adaptation experiments which we
talked about a little bit yesterday, into the material sciences
Investigation. In addition to having some check out In space
plasma physics and in a number of experiments in the atmospheric
physics and astronomy beginning to run, and Karl has just
mentioned a number of those. Of the primary crew acitivities
involved coropleteing the 201 Investigation, the vestibular
investigation, the early mission runs, and they did and
experiment they call a caloric experiment, which is a stimulation
of the ear with a difference in temperature between the two
ears. And on the surface of the Earth, if you do that, you get a

strange reaction out of the vestibular system. The difference in
temperature causes the vestibular organ, the gradient in
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temperature across the vestibular organ, causes it to think you
are turning and it does so because the temperature difference
causes a density difference which in the l-g envirynment causes a
iircuUtion of the fluid in the semi-circular canal. And that
Cfrculation norraaly happens when you move your head, and the
br«1n interprets that as a motion, even though it is caused just
»y i ttmperature diffence. The hypothesis was. in 1914, that the
»ff»ct WBS caused by this flow of the fluid within the semi-
cfrciiiar canal. In evidence, indirect evidence, atleast, be*, .een
tilt tiae that was suggested and the present, is lead to that
1Ht«rptret«tion. although it has never been proven conclusively.

«ty f«« prove It conclusively of course, is you eliminate the
fravlty, t© tliat tli#re fs no convection when you apply a
t»i»pe^r»tur« gridient and see if the effect goes away. The effect
nanlftfts itself t» tlit ey«s beginning to twitch, which Is called
# nysti^«tts beciitse tM brain interprets the signal as saying
t*at y©«r rot«ttnf« ind fo the eyes start to try to move to try
to compensate for tie rotation that it thinlcs your doing. So the
proposal i»ai» that in when the gravity gees away, there is
n9 fluid motion, bmm^ tim ^ain won't think your rotating, hence
tike tf«s won't iio««, 1nf«6t nfcen that was done today, with Bob
#trls«r *f tfct fn^lect, ifti In fact, on the surface of the
iartli, its eyes mvt4 svinantf al ly during the caloric test,
today t%ey ditfn't irery mwth at all, and instead of a

»yst«fiii#us, tteey c«tlt<t ft a nicro.nystagroous or a
mninyti«#ft®»s, • wrjr tmatl meveiBent of the eyes. Indicating
that wiiet had b#eii pestitUled In tHe early part of the century as
%ting t%e ci»sf of tket was Indeed tl«« cause. So that was a very
ice verifi€tt*#« tf thet tlworetfcelly predicted affect. That
«lfo tkmm is ft fiirfAer stii#f ef tiie vestibular system itself,
liWch he* bee» the ttit>J«c%« •$ we mentioned yesterday, of a

wi«tber »f the e«p«r4fW!Bt$. Me dt^ ainither one with the
exj^erimeftt whfcli is tlw? wry !«tert«ting one I mentioned
f«fterday abo«t uslfis ecc«ler»»eter$ to measure the passing of
Hood thru the cartflevasetetir t#ste«. That was done again to
follow, iftjf after 4ft|r, to fellow the adaptation of the cardio-
visular sjriteai to t9m wefgfctlets environment. Then we got into
the, 1*11 tare jpo« s«ii on tlie live TV, watching Ulf Merbold doing
%me pl*«it selfctloii ft>r the lunfle^er experiment, and you saw
there very drftmatlcely tlie iiftportae^e f the onboard crew and the
ability of the $#«ctl«b to sttpl^ort the onboard crew as he went
irottud ani looked it the different flowers, or not flowers,
plants to be fleweri leter o«, if they grew long enough. Several
ef them didn't exist, I thiek you may have noticed that about
fcelf of tHe ones tMiy had planted, nothing came up. And that of
co»r$e wars plaitfied. It was planned for bi-m to be able to select
the best tpectmeiis. whic^ he then was able to do. And infact
they nfttf the reeUtlme TV then for the PI, on the ground or here
im tHe Oferatioflis area, to interact with Ulf and concur in the
selectlen of plents. So the laboratory ablity, the ipabilUies
of l%e l*M»ratory were used quite a bit there, and we all get a

clitiice te see the crew in action on this particular shift. Then
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they »#ent int<? a fairly extensive set up and check out of the
Material sciences double rack» and that is a very sophisticated
facility, it has a number of different furnaces as well as a
fluid physics module. And so for several hours then, Ulf was
actually setting things up, beginning to initialize the facility,
having interaction with the investigators, the material sciences
investigators on the ground. We did also have a checkout of the
SEPAC experiments, which is the electron beam experiment that
we've roent1;ned several times already. Today they actualy turned
on their monitor TV, that sits on a little pedestal up in the
back part of the payload bay and look forward toward the module,
$0 it looks out across the instruments on the pallet. It can see
the diagnostic package which measures the plasma and the waves
around the Shuttle. And then it can, it is set up focus wise,
and field of view wise, to be able to follow the electron beam,
once that beam is initiated. So today, they turned on all the
diagnostics, turned on the television, scanned it around, we got
some nice star fields, in black and white, checking out the TV
and everything worked well there. The SEPAC investigators are
quite encouraged about the status of things. The instrument is
fairly well set up now, they'd do I think one more sequence of
initialize type testing, and then i think they'll go into the
beam firing in another day. So I think that activity went
well. And then we did, as Karl mentioned, we continued a number
of the unattended experiments in astronomy and astrophysics, and
atmospheric physiscs. And I remember, in particular, what your
starting to see nov*, which is exciting to watch, as your starting
to see the results come out. The science is starting to manifest
Itself in various drawings and strip charts and graphs, and your
starting to see graphs go up on the wall of different spectrals
that they're measuring. Which is a nice stage of things to be
in. In particular, the growth spectrometer experiment 13 got its
first couple of runs in the absorbtion spectral. That's were
they look at the sun and as the spacecraft goes behing the Earth,
the Instrument tracks the Sun and then as the sunlight penetrates
the atmosphere, as the spacecraft moves behind the Earth, then
the instrument of field of view, and so it does a scan, an
altitude from they type of the atmospht^ -e down, and you look at
the absorbtion of the solar radiation by the atmosphere. Those
absorbtion lines then tell you what constituents are present in
the atmosphere. So you end up with an altitude profile of the
different constituents. In this case the instrument measures in
about the 2 to 10 micron range, which then gives it a survey of
on the order of 10 or so different specise In the upper-
atmosphere, but they had they're first absorbtion that was
immediately copied many times and passed around for everybody to
see, and the spectral, the resolution in the intrument is
excellent, the investigators are most pleased with it. We have
now started, about 33 of the 38 Investigation. So as you can see
already, at this early point in the mission, a number of, the

***
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. , .bulk of the instruments have been started and in fact
once the materials science double rack is in complete operation,
then there will be a number of samples and experiments cycled
through that facility, almost 40 different experiments will be
done using that single facility which is being activated now.
So, we're very far along in terms of having the payload set up
and running. And by in large things look extremely positive from
the stand point of all the investigations. Let's see, I wan*?d
to mention a couple of things that came up yesterday, one
yesterday and one today, we've talked about the RAU problem, the
RAU 21 problem yesterday, that was solved at the beginning of
this shift, so we had a big lift at the very beginning,
particularly those 4 investigations that are on that particular
RAU who had not been affected to date because a couple of them
had not been in operation yet. The solving of that problem was
quite a lift in the beginning of that shift, in fact that enabled
SEPAC to do all of it's checkout, which it was scheduled for, so
It was a very timely solution to the problem, I think Harry
Craft could probably talk more about that and the specifics of
that activity in his briefing later on this morning. Then the
timing problem that Carl mentioned that was essentially a mis
natch between the way the bookkeeping, the day bookkeeping was
done in the orbiter computer versus the in the spacelab
computer. That was worked out also very early in the shift which
then enabled the absorption measurements to be continued, and
eliminated that little glitz that we had at the end of the day
yesterday. We've seen very clearly in these activities today
with the spacelab the value of the scientists at the test subject
having a scientist onboard, having the man in the loop to carry
out the experiments to a payload equipment when needed to select
(garble) in this case for the planned growth experiment we've
continued with the study of the human physiology and in fact the
example I mentioned with the 201 is an excellent example of how
you use the micro-gravity environment to prove out elements of
physiology which are not easily proven on the ground, in this

*° 5^°** through this experiment done in space in
1983 to be able to verify a theory of how the vestibular system
works. It was put forth In 1914 when they didn't have this type
of marvelous labortory available to them to do the research. So,
we see that the application of this space results to just the man
on the street in this case the understanding of the human
physiology. And we began to see the use of the materials
processing facility MSDR, to begin the study of materials
properties and the making of new materials. And we continue
today with a very steady dialogue between the investigators on
the ground and the science crew in orbit maximizing the
iterations, maximizing the science return by exchanging
information on a continuous basis. The shift was a very good
one. Very comfortable one in the sense that things went very
smoothly, the crew is becoming oriented, they're becoming adapted
and I think we are off to a real good start.
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PAO Alright, we'll start with questions here in

Houston, and when I call on you please wait for the microphone,

and state your name and affiliation.

PAO Start right down here.

DAVE COOLING Huntsville Times Rick, yesterday you mentioned

that Anderson with his X-ray instrument in seeing some X-ray back

scatter from the upper atmosph'»re, 'Id he notice anything during

the pick pap operations, or is just still the low level activity?

CHAPPELl You say was there any enchancement In X-ray diagram

during the pic pap operations?

000LIN6 Right.

CHAPPELL Not that he has mentioned, and I'm not sure why

necessarily there should be. I would imagine what he Is seeing

Is the burn strawing from the drizzle of the radiation belts

which is a normal phemonena that takes place that gives you a

very difussed X-ray source at mid latitudes all the way around

the Earth.

PAO Here on the aisle, in the middle.

MARK KRAMER CBS Or. Chappell , it seems unusual, I can't recall

ever hearing about a scientific experiment flying on a Spacecraft

which produced such instaneous results as you have described

regarding the (garble) it seems we always hear about elaborate

experiments and you have to analyze the data and reduce it and

six months later you might see it In the Journal. I appreciate

your excitement about the fact that that you've got this

laboratory that can prove a 70 year theory, is there anything

though that you can say about what it might really mean to the

man on the street, rather than basic understanding of physiology,

is there some application to motion sickness or even SAS or

anything like that?

CHAPPELL Well, I'm not the expert on this. And I think

probably you should talk with Dr about the result, but in a

general sense, you're dealing with a better understanding of the

vestibular system. Which seems to be (garble) system in

influencing both motion sickness and of course the space

adaptation syndrome. So in that regard, it is direct application

back to the roan in the street in that area. To be more specific

then that, I think I should refer you to the PI.

POOLING So you can know if the results are instaneous. and it

seems gratifying in that way. One shouldn't get too excited

because you can't really say, you now have an answer to this

specific problem.
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CHAPPELL That's right. If you're question is, is the key result
which opens up the understanding of motion sickness^ I can*t say
t it is» no. It terms of an application to that specific
t:.;\g, is it a key result in understanding or verifying our
understanding of the vestibular system, yes it is.

PAO Okay, on the end.

Can you tell us more about the importance of the
detection and (garble) ?

As I said, the (garble) upper atmosphere, because
it's concentration is extremely low. It takes a very very
sensitive experiment to measure it. I should also say, that it
is not possible to measure (garble) which basically is looked for
in an altitude between 80 and 100 kilometers. It is impossible
to do any (garble) at these altitudes which is too high for
balloon experiments, and it is too low for a solid rocket
experiments, rocket experiments are still going too fast to this
altitude range. So the only way to solve this (garble) is to do
it by the (garble). But you have to do it from Space and not
from the Earth, because if you were to do it from the Earth you
would have to look to the (garble) atmosphere, so in fact
Spacelab opened us up a very nice way of attempting to do this,
to bring this (garble) and do this observation, and the
experiment of (garble) he knew that the concentration was very
very low, he was very doubtful whether he would be able to
measure it, and he was extremely excited, in fact yesterday when
he finally identified it, (garble) he can now use the (garble)
of the measure of (garble) concentration and to well known
concentration of hydrogen at this attitude, in order to determine
the so called (garble) which will oive him very (garble)
information about on going (garble) inside of the atmosphere,
which has influence on other species and constituents and on the
general atmospheric chemistry. So from this point of view,
simply because (qarble) because It is so light, next to hydrogen,
the next (garble) just because of this you can get a handle to
this very very important (garble) which atmospheric physicists
have been looking for for a quite some time now, and have never
been able to determine it.

Let me mention also, in that regard, you should
talk with Dr about this, there are relationships between
the measurements, that's measured in the Earth's atmosphere and
interpretations of measurements have been made in the (garble)
atmosphere. The early measurements that he has just made look to
him as if the ratio of (garble) hydrogen is about the same as it
is In the oceans. This then enables you to go to measurements of
this ratio, that have been made in the atmosphere of Venus. And
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make at least speculation as to how that ratio relates to the
content of water on the surface of Venus as it evolved. And
ffleasurments from the Pioneer Venus mission several years ago gave
that ratio on the order of 100 instead of 10 to the 4th, that has
led to speculation that if indeed you can relate the atmospheric
ratio to that ratio of water found on the planet. That then adds
to the speculation of how much water was originally on the
surface of Venus. A paper written by Ton Doriahue, I think within
the past few years, so it's using t» . aeasureroents of the Earth's
environment to understand what we have here in addition to being
able to tie into planetary speculations on planetary atmospheric
evoltuion.

PAO ..right here. Please remember to give your name
and affiliation.

JACKIE JUDD CBS A question not exactly about the experiments.
The crew seems to have had very little to say so far about the
comforts of working in Spacelab and the comforts of actually
living in the Orbiter. What is your sense of how they are making
out up there?

CHAPPELL They have had very little to say, and one can only
speculate, I think as they have adapted to the Space enviroment
in general, they are beginning to catch up on their sleep a
little bit, they are just getting used to it, and getting
adjusted, I heard just as we came in and Byron Litchenberg came
on shift, just as we started here, I heard him say good day I'm
feeling great, let's get started, and that's I think is an
indication that they are getting used to the environment and
getting more and more comfortable. Other than that. I haven't
heard specific comments one way or the other, so there is no way
to tell.

***
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CHAPPELL good day. I'm feeling great, lets get started and that
- I think that's an indication that there getting used to the
environment and getting more and more comfortable. Other than
that, I haven't heard specific comments one way or another so
there' s no way to tel 1

.

!*A0 Down here.

JULES BER6MANN (ABC News) This is for Dr. Knott or i« it
Knott.

KNOTT You pick your choice.

BERGMANN We pick up - I pick - we're picking up reports from
Europe that the German community is very disturbed and upset by
one, percent of money they spent on Spacelab, and two, the way
Spacelab is locked to the Shuttle. In other words, it cannot fly
without the Shuttle. Two, their locked to the Shuttle's launch
centers. Would you care to comment on that?

KNOTT Well, you're second remark first. The fact that that's
Spacelab being locked to the Shuttle, The Europeans built it
that way so they shouldn't complain if it cannot be unlocked from
the Shuttle. Do you understand your questior, right? You said
why should it be unlocked from the Shuttle. They built it this
way. It cannot be unlocked from the Shuttle. It is not a free
flyer space, it has to reaiain witn the Shuttle. Was that your
question?

BERGMANN Well, yes, but the iwolied criticism, there was a wire
service during yesterday in AP. Is that - this was agreed to 10
years ago but were it done now, it might be very different. In
other words Instead of building lab locked to the Shuttle, the
European community might go for their own vehicle.

KNOTT Well now, the pursuing way of designing more independent
carriers and in fact they have started doing something like this
but this has just been started and will be pursued in the
future. For the time being they should be quite happy that
Spacelab is a means locked to the Shuttle because it would be
unlocked from the Shuttle, It would be without any energy and it
would certainly not be able to combex, so I don't think where
this criticism came from, I'm most certainly convinced that it is
not Justified.

PAO John.

BERGMANN What about my first question? The criticism of
Spacelabs excessive costs?

KNOTT Okay, well you all know how much it has cost to build
Spacelab and what the European's obtain to in turn of course this
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first free flight and also the selling of the second Spacelab

(garble) Including several pettifolds and thrust barrier units

and so on which was a major number of parts and equipment. They

used to be delivered to us and paid for. Now if you make up

exactly the sums in terms of dollars you have to balance a shot

of fly%gatnst what it has cost to build Spacelab and in this

calculation you must remember that this money did not all go to

United States. A lot of this money has flown into European

industry. European industry I think has obtained a lot of krjw

how in the cause of this project and i agree If you make up the

bill in terms of dollars then it is perhaps not a very good deal

but if you add other advantage into it like obtaining know how

like the corporation to which we have gone or things we have been

picking up during this process. I think we should be reasonably

happy with this deal

.

PAO Right down here in front.

JOHN MILL (New York Times) Back to science. In the Eddy

defusion coefficient, is that another way of saying the dynamics

of circulation of the atmosphere currents in the atmosphere?

KNOTTS Tha.'s basically the (garble) exchange of constituents

inside of the atmosfhere.

WILL And why is terrarium such a key to that? Are there no

other species of molecules that could be traced to find the same

thing out?

KNOTT The fusion is dependent of mast. The light ftf the

constituents, the faster the fuses. So the best of fusion is

obtained for hydrogen and the next best of fusion is obtained for

deterior. So these two species are extremely sensistfve to the

fusion ard the fusion process are best studied using these two

constituents.

MILL Now is this region of the AO to 100 kilometers, is that

the region that you knew least about as far as the upper

atmosphere dynamics are concerned?

KNOTTS It is a very critical layer form (garble) physics

because it is a layer which is still filled up with constituents

which had the fusing up from the earth and it is a layover

extremely strong courses in terms of atmospheric photochemistry,

are going on because you realize this still source taking this

attitude.

WILL Thank you.

PAO Right here on second row.
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PAT JONES (National Space Institute) I get the ifnoresslon inrepsect to the scientific communications dSminating the
communications between Spacelab and the ground. Does that meanthat we probably won't get any feedback on the new galleyarrangements and new sleeping arrangements until debriefinqs onthe ground and flying home from that I know this time there issomeone in mission control to advise on photographic
possibilities during the course of Hp mission. Will there alsobe communicating time for this to go ahead, for example. I th nk

¥111 they be able to follow up on this?

CHAPPELL I think - I believe you should really address thequestions - those are Orbiter related questions and I think youshot, d address those to the I guess flight director n h

U

debriefing as opposed to the science.

JONES I think what I'm concerned with is the occupation of time

^I^f„^iI^^*^^^^^®;w? ^^^V^^ S^*"^ predominant to theexclusions of other things?

Ant^ill^f^ *.^tVH''l^ !!°* exclusion but we - science willdominate in the S-band communications and that has been veryeffective In allowng the interaction between the investigators
fJ"''®*''*' f"!*'; ^

^^^""^ *o exclusion of theseother things certainly. We're not familiar with the because ourpreoccupation is with the scientific communication and we havS

Jnr.?^?!; TLi'^f
s-band and that's gone quite well. Butcertainly that information is available and I think you just needto go to another source to get a reasonable answer.

SfS. mH!!!,**''*/!:!?
more questions here in Houston from Wyatt andMike Meecham and then we're going to go to Kennedy and Portfarand we do have to hurry a little bit because we've got to clear

bJiefinS!"^ ^" *° "'^^ ^^^r

?ni.<4'Ki"rl®! •'"ott. Or. Knott, is

lLfr<J?l%**';* 5"'^'^' J ""'^ ^^^^ ^•'o™ schedule, mightbegin it s bombardment into the atmosphere tonic: t. The secondquestion is. whenever it does, will we be able to see it frSm thecamera that we saw the starfield last night. And thirdly will

I«fi fMn! J 5
as signficant immediately as the detection

k! J
°^

'*®!!r^°'"' ^" the same vane will yoube able to see things out there immediately in the similar vanethat you were able to detect deterior last night?

^'^I'
**^''t <*°^"9 this present shift as a

JfpJr**^???"!®**
'° *^!r* "^^l

nothing going on in this shift.SEPAC will become active only under 3. That means in two shiftsfrom today And the beam (garble) if you know exactly where this
- you should look to see if the sky is clear you should be able
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to see a (garble) of the beam under certain conditions. If it's
fire down, it's not always fireing down but if it's firinq down,
it should in principal be possible to see it but I'm doubtful by
the opportunity of (garble) because the orbit coveres such a
large part of the world and then the weather is so uncertain that
maybe that difficult, but we could try to get you an idea on when
this happens and where the Shuttle is and so on, where to look
for,

WYATT I think I ment from the camera that's mounted on ...

KNOTT From the camera - this is one of the major aimes of this
investigations to it to study it yes, that's definitely being
done , yes.

PAD Mike.

HYATT The third part being whether or not there will be data.
You'll be able to tell what's out there instantly and if it will
be significant.

KNOTT Mell you will not be able to see what is out there. The
SEPAC experiment is more made to study basic action phenomena
between a beam generated by it and the surrounding plasma so it
is not, we are not going to investigate what's there but we are
going to in this experiment to investigate a basic physics a
process, a particle plasma in action. Perhaps the generation of
(garble) the generation of instabilities and things like this.
So SEPAC is not looking for something which is there but SEPAC is
generating a disturbing signal into the ionosphere and other
expeirments are trying to detect this disturbance.

PAO Mike.

MIKE MEECHAM (Connect News Service) Do I understand that you
have the module for determing the ratio between deteriura and
hydrogen or you hope to establish from this data a new model?

KNOTT There are a number of models which has a very critical
input, there is a very, very critical input, this so called eddy
defusion coefficient and if that eddy diffusion coefficient is
not determined (garble) as good as (garble) and fed into these
module, this will make these modules so much more accurate. So
if the diffusion coefficient is so ...

***
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on this...

This so called added fusion, co-cf feci ent , if that
(garble) is not determined with good accuracy and fed into these
models this will make these models so much more accurate. So far
they said» if the diffussion co-effecient is so large my (garble)
exists, this co-effecient so far then is a parameter, and
generated similiar atmospheres.

So, this helps verify the model that you have.

No, this helps bring in the model closer to
real ity.

Okay, I guess Pd call that verification. By
seeing more (garble) up there then you previously thought would
be there

This is what not has been accounted. What has been
accounted so far is that what has been seen is very close to what
was to be expected.

I see. okay.

PAO We will now go to the European Space Agency
newscenter, in Cologn Porz, West Germany.

(garble) this is Cologn Porz, West Germany, and we
have $o«ie questions.

PAO Okay, go ahead.

This is (garble) voice of Germany and Frankfort to
(garble). This is a more basic question. Do you see that the
spacelab is really a step forward in space, in other words, do
you see that the spacelab is, for instance, the metric camera
better than what you had on (garble) optical skeptical scanner or
is it in other areas better than what you had up to now in spite
of other (garble) or maybe even what the Soviets had on the
(garble) stations, do you think it's really a step forward?

Let me say that there is no doubt, that it is a
step forward and one can comment specifically on the metric
camera because that hasn't been turned on yet, and we don't have
results for compari si ons , one can anticipate a great deal of
excellent observations out of the metric camera. In comparing
v,ith Skylab,it's not a straight forward comparision because
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SkyUb was a long duration mission, and any of the experiments
H'u'***?^

a different nature than those done on SpaeeJab. However
the flexibiluy of Spacelab is so far superior to that of Skylab

^•''^^ J?
^^^^"^ Spacelab capability to whatever

scientific discipline you want to pursue, and use it again andagain. As well as the instruments that are built to roake with
It. So I think there is no doubt that Spacelab is a significantstep forward and a significant capability for the science
communi ty.

Let me add one point to this as far as the metriccamera is concerned, the fact that the metric camera will return
or will be in a position to reti?rn films to the ground is a verysignificant step. I do not believe that the electrical opticalsystems which exist at this time will be able to give you back
5:*^ "ruS*! n^r^^r 'resolution as the metric camera is able todo with it's film size of about 30 by 30 centimeter per frame.
This is a major acheivement to get this film back into obtaining
pictures with this type of resolution.

LEO ENWIR6HT ( ) (garble) report that the crew being

itntt iLl^t "''l^u^'^^fi * mistake to have them working
12 hours shifts, and has that had any impact on the science
results of the life science experiments, do you expect that it

stressed^*"*
^""^ results, the fact they were so

^^QTi The (garble) as far as the first day is

JJH'^!!?*?*
of all. the first day's a very important from

the point of Life science, life scientists have always insistedOf getting access to the crew, as soon as they are on-orbit inorder to get their first point in terms of adaptation of the crew
:I VA"^^^: therefore, the first day ran very very fullof this life science activities which can abstrain the crew quite
a bit because the crew has to test subject, later on their own
experiment, but during the first days, experiments are on
(garble) and it is simply the first few days when the crew has toget used to the new environment, and this is a load on the crewduring the first days of the mission. And. I think we have
overcome this period now. quite successfully without losing toomany of what he wanted to achieve. And. I think it was simply toexpect that these first days on orbit, our first shift would be
very very hard, (garble) hard but the crew managed extremely
well to deal with all the things that they are supposed to deal
with.

* .
I should add that a great deal of the tiredness

that you had felt that the crew displayed, is partially a result
of the adaptation to the zero g. One aspect of the adaptation is
a state of mind that causes you to work a little bit more
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deliberately and more carefully as you adjust. It's a new
environment, both in terms of the way the vestibular system
responds, as well as just getting around, positioning yourself to
do experiments all of these sorts of things.

Do the astronauts report on the (garble) in Space,
and If it's a subject to be studied apart from the (garble)?

CHAPPELL Was that dreams in space? They have not reported
such as yet.

PAO Any more questions from ESA newscenter?

That's all from

PAO Okay, we'll take 2 questions or 3 possibly 3
questions from the Kennedy Center, then we are going to have to
conclude the briefing.

LARRY BERNARD (Fort Lauderdale News) Very quickly Dr.
Chappell. I suppose it's too early, but concerning the (garble)
have we learned anything yet about how plants grow in space?

CHAPPELL Me have just selected the samples, and we're
beginning that part of the observation now. So we can't say
tnythlnf as ytt*

If the (garble) advised to take (garble) what is
the result of the successful efforts to provoke space sickness or
was he just plain tired?

KNOTT My impression was that he was exhausted at this

Excuse me, I didn't hear you.

PAO Are there any other questions from Kennedy?

(garble) to this British (garble) di scrlmi naton

,

can you tell me please whether we are going to get any TV with
this exptriment?

CHAPPELL I don't know, I don't believe so, but I am not
hundred percent sure, that that's not the case. Me can find that
out for you, if you would like.

Thank you.

PAO One more.
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Mr. Knott» I have not heard your answer earlier,
would you please repeat it about Litchenberg?

CHAPPELL Paul's voice is leaving him. let me say, that I think
Byron's situation was a combination of getting toward the end of
w>!at was a busy shift for him, and the adaptation in general,
which as I mentioned earlier causes the a slowing down in
performance to a certain degree. I think that's what we *aw a;
that stage, he did have one could say a rally toward the end of
the shfit and in fact was able to arry out two or three of the
experiment 102 functional objectives, very effeciently and came
up to a couple of workarounds that got some of the activities
back on schedule, so it went ending the shift he was in, I think
exceptionally good shape, and as I mentioned earlier when he got
up today and started his shift he was quite well and ready to go.

PAO Ladies and gentlement, I do know you have a couple
other questions and I apologize but we have another briefing
starting in precisely five minutes, so we are going to have to
conclude this, if one or two of you do have a question, this
gentlemen might be able to address that outside, thank you. this
concludes today's science briefing.

END OF TAPE
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PAO we have once announcement. There will be a Solar
Max Repair Mission News Conference tomorrow from 10:30 to 11:30
am central standard with the 41C Plight Crew at NASA Goddard
Spaceflight Center. General Abraharason and Dr. Burton Edelson,
NASA Ast^ociate Administrator for Space Science and Applications,
will lead off the Press Conference from JSC here before the
switch to Goddard. There's no two way audio on this for realtime
questions frcwn JSC so you need to submit your questions in
advance for relay to Goddard befor. the Press Conference
starts. Okay, the Flight Director Larry Bourgeois covering the
last 8 hours of 323-9, Larry.

LAPRY BURGEOIS Thank you. 1*11 start off. The last shift both
the orbiter activities and payload activities. I spoke to Karry
Craft on ray way over here. He is very happy with the activities
accomplished during the last shift. Basically all of the
objectives were accomplished from the orbiter standpoint. The
same holds true. It's going pretty well. We did have a couple
of activities during the day that I would like to tell you
«IN>at. The first one was RAU 21 which I'm sure most of you are
wv«re of. we had som difficulties with it yesterday. We made a

coMple att»iiii|>ts today to try to recover that RAU. We did a

n€Ni#ry write upd»«« to the experiment computer with the hopes of
cec##«ring that jUHJ. The theory was that the problem we had, the
concern we had with the SAU was that too much dat« was coming
frott the RAO to the experiment coi«|Hiter an4 essentially
owcflowing aatid causing tbt conput#)r to bypass on tiwi new ^/
tti«t: aAU. SO' the mt^v&re pm^ck tai|>Ie»ented essentially fe^o^c

part of that data and rflsnoved it ttem the, and caused the
coi^ater to ifsiore part of that dafca in hq^a that the lower data
rate the c<M»put«fc would si^^ woold aolve tm problem. Well, we
iii#Xement«!4 that fatch tMs afterno&n and fm about an hour the
RAO perf<»ntd noflilttally and **ien kt hfptmmM again. So, *i«'ve

since tried to op tha RAO to retatablish cmmmunicafcions with the
experi»€nt con^uter m& the same condition existed as existed
la«t night. So m*te bmk to reevaluating where we are and what
w« aMid to 4o for that RAO, So the status is baaically tlaa same
it waa earlier this morning the last press conference, fhe other

i» the m com^tec during Spacelab operations shifts an
oflrliter si-tate vector <*ver to the Spacelab computer. The SM is

fi;ii« #ystem« coaputer in the ocfelter. Shifts state vector to the
l^csTlab counter*. Thi* vector we found has a time (garble) in
th«t tile vector we're ghifttng «iMt of the SM computer has an
ad#iti<i^l day added onto |tte CUm time which has liad some affect
on tile e-ii^ciments rt<iuiring that state vector information. We
aaderstand tbfs probleai here. It's apparently a coding problem i

the m and th»ce»« a pitch in work to fix that and I would exp.;rt

by during this mxt shift that problem will probably be fixed.
Consumittable* wise we're run«iing very ^qII in consummables. The
cryos margins are significantly higher than we expected
pfeflig*»t. The pile laadliig is about a one and a half kw less
hilmmtts than we had expected therefore cryo budgets are
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very good. Prop consiimmables are looking good also. They're

running basically along the nominal plan so we're looking real

good for a complete mission and total success. And that's

basically all I had. Ready for questions now,

PAO Please wait for the mike, Craig Covault, Aviation

Week. First row.
.

CRAIG COVAJI^T (Aviation Week) Larry on the state vector

transferring from the Orbiter to the Spacelab, was this a

software programming error preflight that wasn't caught and

secondly, has that bias resulted in perhaps a cycling on or off

of some Spacelab instruments that was done in incorrect times.

BOURGEOIS Okay. That was a preflight programming error. The

e££«ct on the Spacelab experiments I can't say. Mission Manager

Harry Cr4lft should be able to answer that in the morning for you.

Pl^ Carlos Byars, Houston Chronicle.

CimiiOS SfARS (Houston Chronicle) Well Craig got my first

SaestlQn. You lay other things are going very smoothly Larry,

ow about the communication system through TORS both Ku and S-

i>and •

•OUi^lOIi INIth Ku*band and S-band are performing about as we

tilf«et«d prefltfht. Wc ar •xperiencing some problems as we

exptct«d with im fireuit JMicgins In both the nose of the vehicle

una tti« att «fi^ of the vthiol* where the gain from the omnl

m%mm%n is !•« fclsian it li for the other portions of the vehicle

m m are experienclnf nam difficulties there. But that was

mtmmM ptefli0| ana we w#e« not iurpeised there. ^The Ku-band

•^Ml If mmm, ^tt^tmim I say somewhat better than

m mwme^A^ tSMMSiNl** them are where w« had some concerns

4tl« to wm i^up table* in the pointing system that we may

kmm i0§t Bom igiHNMii b«««use of iniKSeuracles in the

fmlmimf *^ t«i^ only seen one o@®asion and that was a

V0tf 0^t, JfO^off •

$m Mlm m «iti^ caclos cmx iitft.

mM» eiM %omMp in tdrs be«fi updated?

fOOflOeOfS no, Looki^ e#fel«» tw^e not been updated. They' re

in a (garble) t^l^h cannot is* i^i«t#4.

ym .
9mlm€ BergpMift,

$mM mwmm (iMWI) t^rry, elie. ISO -odd attitude chanfts the

otWitmt has to make to mppott Sf*c«l«I> - how many have been made

so f»ff?
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COVAULT

BOURGEOIS
degree orbit?

When he said Hawfw "^u"*= ^ recall was « r»»«

Follow to thit on#
BOURGEOIS NO th,.

'
^'''^ -^^^"^

Brewster.
^^^S

Brewster?

BOURGEOIS Yes,

Okay. HOW about stat« of the h^.r^u
BOURGEOIS There's h

health, the crew?

t^-Xi„e and aoinTi%?-% j£ ther?e\-^^^^^^^

And back over here, 5th row.
JERRY SCHWEITZER (cum

BOURGEOIS o.a. / up on^^?!^^—«
on

Mission Manager would hluf^J?
couldn't comment on thaf «.k

SCHI»EITZER Ignor i

»tnu?eTo? ii'v'e"! ="7-"'o'l;i t":i'^r„:a'l%'\^ It -
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PAo That's really not an orbiter question. That's a

Spacclab experiment kind of question. We're here to talk about
the orbiter.

If you're running about 1 and a half kw low on
predicted power is there anyway to put a number on how much more

cryo you had in the fuel cells than you would have expected?

BOURGEOIS Right now we haven't fully, we can't say accurately
how much cryo we have but it appears we would have enough
hydrogen for probably another extension day if required. That's
very preliminary though.

PAO Jerry Schweitzer again.

SCHWEITZER I believe it is an Orbiter question to find out

then if we're ever going to get a dump of that vid^o that we
missed, is it not?

BOURGEOIS I couldn't say, I don't know.

SCHWEITZER Because at last call the recorder was switched over

and the tape was full.

BOURGEOIS Some of the power video is dumped and some of it is

held onboard and requires on tapes. And I couldn't say what the
pl^ns were for that video, I can say one thing about that video

though, and that I was watct;ing at the time and the video ended,
we had LOS about that time, at the time the video ended that's
why when it ended.

***
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BOURGEOIS
. . , video is dumped and some of it i«i h^-tti onK^^.^^on tapes, and couldn't say what the plJys were foJ that v?5o°^^can say one thing about that video, during ?Jatf J wafwltcM^cat the time, the video ended, we had LOS about at the timrti^^

:ia??sMf^i llTa Ll/^
^"'^^^

PAO Any more in here, back 4th row on this side.

SrSefifrihey^^nJ^^! ^^l^^l^^l^-
SrLlhaTSar^JL^Sinl^St^iL^^LS?^^^ Lc^hi^L*%^?^JL

difficSffi.c^Ir,!??*^
no comments that they are having anydifficulties at all. The only assumption I can make is that

«««2!Lf^ working out fine. ^We are sending 2p ?elepJinte?messages and I've hao no comments as to difficulties with that.

PAO Ok, over here on the side.

crew about alot of things, as a matter of fact. Is it that the

do^Ln%S'? ^^'^^ ""^^^ had time to talk, or whatdo you think is the reason we aren't hearing quite as mich!

OrhfL T^^L ^^^^ ''"^y' i'^" there is one guy In

o? a25s ?n%S2''«^*^
'^h* ^'^^'iter activities and a coJplSof guys in the Spacelab that are working pretty hard, and I would

?SLJ
^""^^^ although we have had%ome commeSti, So 1 Unitthink its an unusually quiet crew.

ow a wouxa

^AO Ok, over there.

??tting back over to the noise factor, is the teletype stillin the, on the middeck there, or have they moved thafthlre?
BOURGEOIS We launched with the teleprinter on the middeck and

l!'^^*
'^^^ too'^loud for tSe tS sleeo i

S? not theS^hfvi^moSfX
it, they have not said whetheror not they have moved it. I do not know,

^AO Any further questions? Jules

JULiSS BERGMAN (ABC) Larry, the TAGS system still is not
-working?

BOURGEOIS That's affirmative, we are not using the TAGS, it isnot powered up, ^ ic is
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BERGMAN As far as you know, the 3 bunk, one on top of the
other, 3 bunk system is working.

BOURGEOIS As far as I know, I have had not cotnments on it. And
the reason the TAGS isn't working is because as you know is
because we don't have the forward link on the Ku-band so we can't
the TAGS.

A scheduling question, '^o you know when Owen Garriott is

going to start using the HAM?

Do you know when Owen Garriott is going to start using the 2-

way radio the contact the HWt's?

PAO No, but I think the Amateur Radio League on
opportunities on when he can do it. I think its his option, when
all the things coming together: opportunity, stateside pass and
he's off duty.

BOURGEOIS As far as I know there is no schedule for those
activities, I'm not aware of a schedule, that is suppose to be

done on his own time, when he has an opportunity to do it.

PAO Carlos.

CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle) Lets see if we can find,
something they have commented on, do you want to volenteer
something, or do we start going down the list?

BOURGEOIS Something they have commented on?

BYARS Alright, the head, the food, the bugs in the capsule,
surely somebody has said something.

BOURGEOIS Well, Brewster said How are you, you look nicel"

PAO We just got word that Brewster Shaw commented that
they had not, are not going to move the teleprinter, and it was
working fine were it is. Well, there you go. That's the
question on the teleprinter. Anymore questions here? Ok, lets

go to KSC.

FRANK (GARBLE) (Today) The question to do with the RAU, are

there more procedures planned to try to overcome the problem, an:

are there some chance that they're not going to be solved, and

the particle ecceelerator experiment may have to be cancelled?

BOURGEOIS There is more analysis being done on the RAU, and I

would expect chere would be more procedures attempted to try to

recover the RAU, as to the probability of recovering it, I thin'<

we would probably have a good shot of recovering it, although I

can't say for certain. The affect on experiments, again I'd hav
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to deffer to the Mission Manager. I do know that, I spoke with
Harry on the way over here and the experiments on the RAU some
would loose a good portion of data, others would still have
considerable success, but I couldn't say which experiments, and
Harry could speak to them in the morning.

Ok, thank you. A follow up, quest ion, is it esasantialy a
software problem with the RAU?

BOURGEOIS Well, we don't know, we suspected a software problem
potential software problem, well let roe rephrase that, we

'

attempted to fix the problem by roodifing the software in the
experiment computer, so it would accomodate that which we thought
was the higher than normal data rate, but that didn't work so
we're back to the drawing board, and we're not realy certain what
the problem is.

Thank you.

PAO Ok, back to Houston, then. Any questions here?
Thank you very much.
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COX On Spacelab-1, on my right is Dr. Rick Chappell of NASA's
Marshall Space Flight Center, He is the Mission Scientist of
Spacelab-1, and on his right is Dr. Karl Knott, who is Project
Scientist for the European Space Agency. Since this is our first
briefing, I've asked Dr. Chappell to begin by giving you an idea
of how he and Dr. Knott intend to operate these briefings in

format, and then we'll begin with the science information.

CHAPPELL Thanks, John. What we want to do is to give you sort

of an overview of what happened on the 2 shifts that Karl and I

both work on, and in order to do that chronologically, Karl is on

shift before I am, so we'll start with his summary and then I'll
give you a summary of the second 12 hour period and then we'll
take your questions or problems, what ever detail you'd like to

go into. So Karl, why dcn't you go ahead, beginning with the
launch yesterday morning.

KNOTT I covered the first 12 hours of the Spacelab I Mission
and the first part of these 12 hours, the first 6 hours were just
viewer entertainment for me, because first I could view a

flawless launch, and then I could view the Spacelab activiation,
which was very nicely transmitted on real-time TV. And finally I

'ould witness a trim burn at about hour 5, which brought Spacelab
\to its final good orbit for our scientific data collection.

A-he purpose of my being at the console already at this early
stage of the mission, was to just give advice in case we would
not have achieved this absolute nominal orbit on this mission.
1«e would have then had some opportunities to do some corrections
and there were options open and we would have to advise on which
way we would gone in adjusting a non-nominus orbit. But
fortunately, we did not get into this situtation. Spacelab is in

a good orbit and at hour 6 of the mission, the activities were
turned over to the Marshall payload Operations Team, supported by

the (garble) Operations Team and payload activities begun. The
first activity which was carried out was the transfer of
Important life science experiment specimen from the roiddeck where

it was stored throughout the launch into the Spacelab module.
I'm speaking of experiment 31. This experiment is looking at the
proliferation of the lymphocytes in ^ero-gravity. It is expected
that they will proliferate at a different rate then they do on
Earth, and in order to demonstrate this, there are 2 identical
samples, one is kept on the ground, one is flow on Spacelab, and
into both samples, antigens are injected at a particular point in

time, at the same point in time in fact, into both samples and

the proliferation of the lymphocytes is then started. This Is

going on for about 72 hours, and the experiment is in fact still
running and after 2 hours, after 72 hours, mitogen is injected
into the lymphocytes, this is a radioactive material to which the

activated cells react more heavily than che 'nonactivated cells,
dnd as soon as this activation is completed, the experiment is

turned into a freezer and stopped and frozen in, and after the
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turn of the sample, the 2 samples the one which has been grown
on ground as a reference sample, and the one which has been grown
on Spacelab for 72 hours will be compared. So that experiment is
very successfuly on its way. The next activity was, co-activity
concerning experiment 25, that's an experiment which looks at the
possibility of the crew to do mass descrimination in zero-g and
the adaptation or the increase of skill of the crew of doing this
over the days. So this was the first activity which was also
achieved during this shift. Then the on«» activity which was not
entirely scientific but which caused us some difficulties and a
alight delay in our schedule was the installation of a plasma-
physics experiment on the airlock table. This was started at
about hour 7:30 and it took considerably longer than we had
anticipated, and this caused some difficulties toward the end of
the shift, however these difficulties could be worked around.
And in particular the hop and drop test of experiment 102, an
experiment where the otolith and spinal reflexes of the crew in
zero-gravity are studied. That experiment was completed before
the end of the shift, and the final messages which we obtained
toward the end of the shift was that experiment 20, the one which
goes into the airlock was successfuly extended into space and
experiment 19, which is a supporting plasma experiment, space
plasma experiment, had its cover successfully removed and was
-eady for the operation during the following shift. So all in

1, this was an extremely efficiant and good shift, in
„ articular in view of the fact that the crew had just gone thru
the excitement of the launch and thru the stress of the launch
and had to start working hard, acitivating Spacelab almost
immediately when they were on orbit, and I think the crew during
shift performed extremely well, getting all the acitivities which
had been scheduled for that particular shift, that they got it
all done in time and turned it over to the follow on red crew on
schedule. I think Rick is going to take over and tell you about
the achievements of the red crew during the last 12 hours of the
mission.

CHAPPELL Well beginning at 9 or 10 o'clock last night, there
was crew hand over and within the POCC we did our handover at the
same time period. What we do every 12 hours is we get together
representatives from each one of the disciplines and we look as a
group at the activities, the science activities over the previous
12 hours. So we did that last night and we in fact have just
ccanpleted a 2nd one of those meetings at the end of the second
shift, we assess how things have gone, we look at the balance of
science among the different disciplines, and we give guidance to
the timeline engineers for the replanning activities based on
particular imbalance that may be developing because of problems
of a given discipline or a given instrument or a replanning
opportunities that may be needed by a given instrument either
because of problems or because of new result's that may have been
een in some of the earlier observations. The shift that 1
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worked last night was a parti e»larly good demonstration of the

Spacelab as a micro-gravity laboratory. We did an awful lot of

life sciences over the past 12 hours. It's particularly
important at the beginning of the mission, early on, to do a

number of the life sciences investigations because the adaptation

to the weightless environment takes place fairly rapidly in the

first day or so. And there as-e a number of investigations on

this mission that are directed toward the study of the

adaptation. So --^ had, particularly during this shift, a great

deal of vestibular studies and these surround the study of the

balance organ, the vestibular organs, in the inner ear -

particularly the otolith organ which measures linear

acceleration. It is thought that one of the contributors to the

space adaptation syndrome is the conflict in cues that you

receive in low gravity where the vestibular organ does not
function as it does on the surface of the Earth because there's

no gravity, yet the eyes are trying to tell you which way is

up. The postural cues that you get from the muscles when you

stand or sit are trying to give you information on which way is

up and early on the brain seems to have trouble dealing with the

conflicts between all these cues. One of the theories is that in

the course of the adaptation over the first couple of days, that

the vestibular cues, the otolith for example, just lowers - that

^nsory mechanism just changes its output. It drops its output

jwn so that the conflict is less. Now that is one theory.
Another theory says that the brain just l«arns that that
vestibular cue is not a good cue and begins to disregard it. So

alot of the experiments, these 2 in particular, one by Larry
Young from MIT and one from Uri Von Baumgarten from Germany
address measurements of the change of the otolith organ in the

inner ear to try to see if indeed its threshold - the threshold

of output of the otolith organ does change rapidly in the first

couple of days. And the way you study that is that you look at

reflexes like changes that the eyes make when the body is

actually moved - it's called counterrolling or nastagmous -

adjustments that the eye makes as the body moves which are driven

directly by the vestibular organs just to see if those eye
movements change. And so, a number of the experiments then focus

on picturing the eye either with television or with film cameras
as the body is moved in zero-g to see if in the course of the

mission the response of the eyes, which then is an indication of

the response of the vestibular system, is changing or adjusting

to the low gravity. So we did a number of those and as I said,

these early days are important for the adaptation because it does

take place in the first couple of days. There were also a number

of experiments done in the second physiological adaptive part of

the body and that is the cardiovascular system.
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4APPELL There are a number of measurements just blood draws
that were made to see if the characteristics of the blood
changed. For example, we know that there is a decrease in red
blood cell masses as humans stay on orbit for longer periods of
time and one of the experiments addresses that. One in fact,
which is a very unique one addresses the dynamics of the blood in
the cardiovascular system. It's a set of accelerometers. This
is from Professor Scano in Italy. A set of accelerometers that
the payload specialists or mission speci .Msts wears, and the
subject is sort of suspended, floating, and the accelerometers
can measure the actual recoiling of the body as the blood moves
through the cardiovascular system. And this gives information
that is very difficult to get on the surface of the Earth because
of the inability to suspend people easily. In the 1-g
environment this sort of thing can be done on orbit very
nicely. So, there are a number of experiments then that address
the changes in the cardiovascular system. It has been, even
though it's only the second 12 hours of the mission, one that has
been full of a number of investigations that are getting started,
just being initialized, in fact, on the order of 20 to 25
investigations have been initialized or started in one way or
another in this first 24 hour period, and over 20 in the second
12 hours alone. And these investigations spread across the
^ammitt of life sciences and one in material sciences, a number
1 atmospheric physics and in space plasma physics, and 2 in

astronomy, and solar physics. And so we got a variety of things
that are getting started. And by in large, things are going
extremely well with all those investigations. I guess one of the
things that struck me about the middle of the night, I guess, I
think Owen Garriott was about ready to turn in and he, and as he
Is prone to do, he's a scientists right down to the heart and he
never stops looking for interesting scientific phenomena, and I
think he was apparently sitting up in the flight deck looking out
the window, and he commented to several of the investigators on
the shuttle both the phenomena that was going on, both of the
pods, the engine pods were going very clearly in this glow was
especially enhanced when the vernier thrusters were firing, so he
was passing on that information to two of the investigators in
particular. One of the astronomy experiments. Deter Andresen who
is from the Netherlands, his experiment which is an X-ray
spectroscopy experiment, turned on flawlessly, he got his high
voltage up, and then opened the shutters, and all, is verified
that his instrument is working very well. The back ground on the
instrument, the natural backgound on the instrument is quite low,
so he expects to have very sensitive measurements of X-ray
stellar sources. But one thing that happened last night, is that
the instrument was directed toward the Earth, because the shuttle
was in, the Spacelab was in that particular orientation for some
of the other experiments, and Deter's instrument verified that
ndeed the Earth is also a good X-ray source as you may know that
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.le energetic electrons and the radiation belts when they
interact with upper atmosphere they cause brim straw in the
electron. So, if you have a very powerful X-ray telescope and
turn it on the Earth itself, you'll find that the Earth is a good
X-ray emitter as well, and these instruments showed that very
clearly. In fact, he was suprised at the level of X-ray emission
that the instrument saw. And finally, in the active experiment
category. We had an excellent series of operations from the
electron and ION accelerators that are furnished by the French
Investigator Christian Beghin, This experiment, the accelerators
themselves are on the pallett, the diagnostic instruments were
deployed through the scientific airlock in the first shift as
Karl mentioned, and they had a number of successful beam firings,
both in the ION beam and the electron beam, it worked out very
well. So, we've been able to see in this first shift, the use of
the Spacelab as an observing platform, the use of the spacelab as
a microgravity laboratory for life sciences, and material
sciences investigations, and the Spacelab as a base for active
investigations, active stimulation of the iospheric environment
around the shuttle, and then the measurement of it's response.
So, even though we are only at the end of the first day, it's
been a very exciting day so far.

AO We'll take questions here in Houston, Craig Covault.

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week) Rick, in your planning sessions,
how much change traffic have you had ? And what has been
dominate" in terms of changes?

CBAPPELt A modest amount of change traffic so far, there have
been principally change requests that have addressed fine tuning
the timeline that was generated for the November 28th launch of
the investigators because we had only a short time to put that
together. In fact, the engineers, the timeline engineers, did
that job in a marvelous way, in less than two weeks. The
investigators had had a minimum time to fine tune that and so
they were able to make some adjustments, and the bulk of the
replanning requests that we've had so far have been in that
category.

DAVE DOOLING (Huntsvllle Times) Rick again, on the business
with this RAU 21. Will SEPAC essentially be lost If you can't
get the housekeeping data through it and could you describe a

little bit what kind of housekeeping data has to come out of It.

Does It have to Interact with the hardware that It has In the
module In order to operate? Is that the same problem with the
acroffi, and Is the horizon sensor also lost, or has that been
brought up?

\ICK Well let's see. All of those of course are
associated with the uncertainty in the RAU 21 eight now. I think
Harry talked that earlier today, and as I'm sure he mentioned
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.aere are a numb^i: of ways that are being looked at right now,
both software and then really thinking through the hardware
possiblities to look at workarounds, I guess I shouldn't
speculate as to what might happen to any of the given
investigations until we really have a chance to look at some mote
of that. They are affected in different ways. The ISOL for
example I all of the data return from ISOL experiment one, comes
down through the HRM and so they lose no data at all, since it
seems to be the ise now that the commanding is okay through the
RAti, so the instruments can be commanded and then the data have
to come back down. On the other hand of the spectrum, if it were
the case that we weren't able to find some workarounds, then the
active caddy radiometer depends entirely on the RA0 to get its
data back down so it will be impacted severely. Fortunately,
it's operations are toward the end of the mission, so I think
it's on day 7 or 8, so we have more time from the point of view
of the radiometer to work on things. SEPAC is a combination of
both, it gets data through the HRM it also gets data back through
the RAU, they are now looking at the ramifications of the RAU
situation, as we are the same time looking at ways to work around
It.

PAO Tom Knight.

ilGHT Rick, now that more and more of the experiments have
oeen turned on, do the power supplies seems to be handling that
without any problem.

CHAPPELL Really well. In fact we heard today that we have a
very substational energy margin at this point from the Orbiter,
which is always good news, because we have worked all along to
maximize the number of experiments we could get for the energy
budget that we had, and things look very good energy wise at this
point.

PAO Mark Kramer in the back.

KRAMER There seem to have a been a few instances over night
when one could detect, what could been interpreted as little
testiness on the part of the crew, might of been caused by them
being pushed and in fact there were a few remarks which said,
which were along the lines of we don't do things instantly here,
and that sort of thing. And on my part, makes me think back to
Skylab 4 when everyone got pushed, and everyone's performance
went straight down hill. And I wonder if it's too early to say
whether or not what you think you planned is too ambitious, or if
you think you can fit it all in, or if you think the crew is

going to continue along that line or what?
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APPELL That wasn't what we were tcying to «cco»plish.

BYARS No, but that's part of that game, some of those

experiments are, I think would probably make most of us sick

standing here with our feet on the ground. How has that been

going, and then I've got a couple of communications questions.

CHAPPELL Okay, the we have not noticed, none of the payload
specialists, mission specialists have got*-en sick. In fact we

haven't noticed any specific significant changes.
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MMVKLh TlNire «r« «n awful lot of lines of discussion on that
topic, I tfeisk 8Arry mentioned this inorning that we feel fairly
cwnifortable with the amoy»t of time thmt we have left available
in tite timeline, afki i certainly feel that w«y, I watched the
laiufieh f«»terday warning t«, and I didn't ride on top of the
tiiii»i, I was pretty tired in the middle of last night myself,
amd I in fact spent mo«t of the evening marveling at how well the
evew was doing after what they had t^en through with respect to
tHe preparations for the launch, the lau/jh itself, what has to
be a minimum first night's sleap, and then 12 hours of work,
which is hard m you when you've had plenty of sleep. I think
they did really well. Certainly, because in these early days you
i#ant to do the adaptation experiments in life sciences, ther<fe are
things that you want very much to get done in these early days,
and I think they did a great job at doing them. I would hate to
have tried to do that myself.

PAO Jim Addareson.

ADDAMSON First of all, you said that up to about 20 to 25
investigations have been initiated. So far, how many Pl»s have
fead the opportunity for direct commune iations with Spacelab?

"nh^fMMo Are you talking voice communication, or command -

AOOmsOH Voi«# coiMiunlcation • -

mm9'm*h Oh probably on tha order of $, $ something like
f^at. Many of the investigaticma ar« oommM only, and don't
ii^lve tha Qfw, flo they w«ran*t naedad, mt on the order of 5
0€ $f I may hava missed that by a factor or two, but its* —
AfiDOMSOM Okay« and the ot^ question it, we talked about
how well the craw has been holdiiif up, Htmt bout the ground
faraont^l in tha POCC and the Pis, imi ^» they holding up ao far
im the mission?

m^VEU* I think very well. Now fortutiataly, we didn't have
t» go rifHt, or anforunately depending om your approach, but we
didn't toava to rida fiwi top of tha vahlcla, so m<mt 0t the pocc
(farl^le) and Pis haire had an «^porttiiiity to adjust their
i^k/sieep cycles mws tha past aliBo#t week at least A m 5 days,m they* re in pretty food shape, and ©f coursa the excitement of
tbia event is such that you raally aon' t get tired.

PAO Carlos Byara

Wthm Sick there are two or three things 1*4 like to touch on
h«re briefly. One, space sickness, what havit you learned, has
nyo«« gotten kick, you know tbey ware supposed to. Did you
-ucceed?
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-lAFFELL He hair«n't noticed any specif i- significant
changes, srtut you se« they are fenerally, they are, I believe as

it h»« hmm dtescribe^ to i»e atleast, the early phases of the

adaptation involve tiredness, and jk^u see that, as I aai4 I think
I would be tired if I were working mi the ground at 12 hours a

day, b*at yo« see, you can sense that they are making the
iw8ju::,i:msnt in terms of the tiredaess. But they are caring out

all the investigations really well. "They haven't, and there has

beflWi no sickness that we detected.

Okay, on coioBiunicat ions, one, how are the

coBununications systems holding up in general voice and data
transfer, voice, video data transfer? There have been s<»e
problems last night, weak signals, strength scratching signal*,

possibly loss of data and seo<widly, last nifht, I was hearing of

what sound to m, like a lot of chatter, fsm the POCC ops and it

see«*td a bit of lack of communications discipline, I was
wondering if perhaps, this got the attention of the crew or your
attention, is sowething is beia^ discussed along that line?

CHAPtmi. You fenow that chatter is <^t this is all about.

m hmn the opportunity for the first tl»e to have this

interactive give and take between the acientist on the ground and

be scientist in orbit. We've never bean able to do that

afore. The chatter is freat. That's w*at it is all about for
iipacelctb. It is different. Iff not the regiment thing, the

elided phri^s that your used to. These are scientist that are
excited about what is going on, scientist on the ground, and

scientist in orbit who are also excited about what is going on
and there talking to each other about it. Their learning as they

go. Which is really a nice thing. The conwRunication liave been
fine, as you mention, there were times when there was
scratchiness, etc., and I think, I don't know specifically of a

loss of data, there have been only a couple of instances where we

didn't, for example, in one or two of the life sciences
experiments, when we needed high rate data and we weren't
configured right for it, so we had to delay that piece of the

investigation. But the communications have been fully adequate

and we haven't been hampered at all by bad communications.

PAO The gentlemen in the second row,

CaRIS JOYCE (News Scientist Magazine) Have there been any data
returned so far that can be interrupted, I was thinking for

instances the mass descr imination experiment when the crew was

asked to perform these dif ferentions before and they have been
doing them since they've been up, perhaps some of the video tape

of the eye movement, I wonder if any of these have set back any

data now that have been interrupted one way. or the other?

Knott is that yours?
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*,..OTT But the data for the laass descr iminatlon experiment 25,

they are return by voice. The crew is just determining which are

the lightest ball, which is the heaviest ball, and how they come

in sequence then. And the result of this basic descrimination

there are carried to the ground by voice. And this has been done

in the mean time. However, this was only the first data point,

over a whole secies of measurements which will be done almost

every day during the mission now, where the so called space

adaptation is determined. You can see that for example

experiment 25 have gotten yesterday it's first data point.

JOYCE Only data though, no interruptation yet, no diagnosis?

CHAPPELL Let me answer that

KNOTT The interruptation basically comes then from the looking

at the count, which is set up during the mission, which has no

particular interruptation from one point. Prom one point you
cannot draw a curve, for example.

CHAPPELL You mentioned the eye movement and what we did here

today as they were going, I'm sure your aware that one of the

experiments has a very high resolution television that watches

le eye and so we set here in the POCC and watched very close up

-•ry high resolution, Ulf Merbold eye and Bob Parker eye and they

were how many thousand miles away from us, but they were, you

could already begin to see the investigators sort of looking at

the way the eye was moving, responding or was not responding,

they were beginning, you could see the lights beginning to come

on about well maybe it fits this or maybe it fits that. People,

scientist are beginning to get ideas, if one is a careful
scientist though you begin to collect a lot more data of the

first view images.

PAO Craig Covalt Speak into the mike.

CRAIG COVALT {Aviation Week) Rick, on the ISO, have you heard

any conversations over the POCC loop from Marsha Toro over Coeye,

really her satisfaction with the data. What has she said,

CHAPPELL She, we in meeting which we just had, the instruments

working really well. She's very excited about what she is

gettimi,. So the command, and she is on RAU 21, the commands are

thru to her instrument and it's returning excellent data, she is

very excited about it.

COVALUT Can you put an qualitative on the type of data she is

seeing. Has she commented on any way on that?

:happeLL In terms of interruptation Craig?
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VALUT Just a little on the interruptation or the
sensitivities?

PAO Not yet, the spectro clean, decisive as she had expected,
that's a survey experiment, so you start to generate global
information on the upper atmosphere, so she is going to acquire
data for a while to begin to put a picture together* But the
instrument itself is working extremely well,- so far*

COVALT And quickly have you gone after an celestial targets yet
with any astromony?

PAO Not yet* The x-ray instrument is the one that has been
turned on first and it^s doing background measurements right now*

PAO Dave Dooling

DAVE DOOLING (Huntsville Times) Carl, on extending the pic paps
thru the airlock, what was the problem there, they just not have
foothold or having trouble adjusting to working ©••g or what*

KNOTT Well it is a fairly involved procedure of getting the
experiment, this part of experiment extended to space* They have
:o unstow the experiment, which is stowed safely for launch, they
we to unstow it, they have to place it onto the airlock before
.ney have to do that, they have to lower down the airlock table
and put it on there, fit it on mechanically, fit all the cables
to it, then have to do a calibration in fact, when its still on
the airlock, not deployed yet when it is still in the module, and
then finally after all the check out and all the scientific
calibration is okay then they can deploy it. It's quite an
involved activity, and I gather we haven't got a debriefing, a
detailed debriefing on this one by the crew, but I guess it was
just basic finger topple of not getting it ready in time. So it
over run just about 100 percent activity. But like I said it was
not detrimental for the men of the shift, the time could be
caught up at the expense of just one of oh, experiment 25 moving
further down, just before the sleep period of the new crew*

PAO Take one more question, then we'll move on to other centers,
and then come back here* Mike in the back?

MIKE MECHAM (Gannett News Service) Knowing what you know now
after the first day, can you look forward to todays activities
and kind of overview which you can be doing and how you think it
will go.

KNOTT Today will be a day which is just dominated as far as
crew activities concerned by life science investigations. We
nil have a second part of the shift several' more runs by
xperiment 102, the vestibular experiment and then this morning
these activities should already be running now, or atleast should
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-e prepared for right now is experiment 104. That's the drop
and, not hop and drop experiment like 102, its drop and shock
experiment, so it gets a bit more involved. The astronauts will
be fitted with small electrodes, and while they are being dropped
in this particular device, which is also being used by one and
two, they are mildly electrically shocked at the same time. And
the investigated by experimeut 104. So this is as far as the
life science activity this shift goes. We will then have quite a
number of nif's ->bservations during the forth coming shift. The
attitude of the week, of the dominating attitude of the week
during this particular shift will be with the -zataxis pointing
at (garble) that means we are looking down to the earth, which
enables a lot of atmospheric physics experiments to operate. One
major experiment which obtains its fast measurement of
opportunity will be the (garble) spectrometer, which is a
European experiment provided by M. Ackerman from Brussels, in
cooperation with a French Institute, and his experiment has
during the last shift, at the beginning of the last shift, been
successfully calibrated, so they are sure the experiment works,
and they will then start their routine operations of rbserving
the atmosphere during the shift today. And there will be some
investigation running in the Astro Physics discipline, that's the
experiment that Rick already mentioned the x-ray spectrometer,
hich is continuing its spec ground observation north celestial
minting yet, even after doing this particular shift and then the

number of long duration, life science experiments which do not
require any specific crew attendant, they are also being exposed
on the pallet, and we have even already one material science
experiment already activated, and that's an experiment which is
growing a crystal from a solution. Several methods of crystals
growths are pursued on board of this Spacelab 1. The first
crystal which is growing is crystal growths from solution. And
that crystal growth is a very slow process and this experiment
has run, has to be run over several days and it has been started
on the last shift and it will be running almost until the end of
the mission, just in order to get sufficiently large crystal
grown during this mission. That's basically what is happening in
the forthcoming 12 hours.

CHAPPELL Mike, I should add, you know in terms of just, in
general terms, if you look at what happened so far, the Spac*»lab
demonstarting its capability, you've got to be excited what's
coming because we're doing, the Spacelab is effectively doing
scientific work and this broad range of science now. The
scientist themselves feel the excitement, and we certainly do to
being part of it.
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lot questions/®'^^
the Kennedy Space Center in Florida

h^i^ni^i
(Washington Post) I'd like to hear more about thehop and drop experiment - what exactly you expected to see wh«*-you are looking for and what you've 3^X 30 far!

'

>!k®'^*^-^^! experiment uses the bungee
fcfjfinn fhin? "'^f- ^^Z^ * stimulus to the otolith that i SIstalking about earlier. The organ in the inner ear that meaaurA*
iirjJ/^'^^i^ff^^^" ^^^'^ '^^^ "^""^ee gives an acceleration ?o
IhI tiZU^'lJ^I

crewment unexpectedly Ind the electrodes mSasSre
a«L ^« automatic signal thatvestibular system to the legs when you drop in 1 a

mission to see if the magnitude of that signal - the

!f rJnn^??J« l^^
otolith in sending out that signal changes

SL?..
^^"^^'^ '^'^^P P*'*^ i« to measure this very

mSscle'Sf'tSeleg!'" '^^^P^

KNOTT Interesting part of this experiment is, by the wav. thatvhen you drop in gravity - when you just drop ^ wheS you jistamp from a chair onto the ground then you are in 0 g for lust a

th«^n«Sn«^r'"*f
""^^^^ dropping while in spice it's just

^" dropped by the pull of the bunaeecords and you are being accelerated so thJ drop^in space is qSi?edifferent in terms of acceleration from a drop on earth!

questions. First, could Karl
whtll ^riL-fn! ^^^^^^ ^'^"^ discrimination test.

SkS are taking part in this. How long doisit take and do they hold each of the steel balls in the hand and

i±rnn.'ct ^^h'd^ ??:%e\ira%"1^p^?„^:j^eir\r l^V"^they do they get a set of balls which^??^i^? ^K!**^^^®''w*'^*'

SisiL^r?
^ -i^^t!''Ld''iSe' all ort'he'laris'"'

''^^
basically to determine which is the lightest ball and which isthe heaviest ball and then solve all the ones which 00^^?^

ball and it is compl<»telv diff*»r<»n^ k-,ii
"eaviest

in sDAc*. a,.^
^^"'Pteceiy ditterent ball game on the ground andin space. And the investigator, which is Helen Ross
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Sterling University^ I think what she is basically after is
now quickly can the crew adapt its skill to just getting these
balls into the right order, I think she expects a lot of errors
and probably a lot of errors have been done yesterday during the
first run but I think she expects that after nine days or during
the last time a crewmember gets the opportunity to do this
experiment, he will have acquired a skill to just in no time
order the balls into the correct sequence* That*s basically how
this experiment* .

•

TURNELL Can you tell me how they're identified? Does each bear
a number or a color?

KNOTT Say again please*

TURNEIiL Can you tell me how these balls are identified. Are
they be colors or do they carry a number?

KNOTT They carry a certain identification which allows the crew
to, of course, right down the precise sequence. But if you want
to go into this detail of the investigation I think we'll get you
in touch with the prime investigator of this experiment*

^URNELL Thank you and a question on space sickness* If the
yload Specialists failed to make themselves space sick with

aese tests, I mean can one consider the tests a failure in that
they won*t have succeeded in finding out what causes space
sickness.

CHAPPELL Well as I mentioned earlier, I think there was good
reason to begin to refer to this as space adaptation syndrome
rather than space sickness* What's being studied is the way in
which the body physiologically adjusts to microgravity. Not
whether you get sick or not but what the adjustments are and
that's what's being studied* If the crewman doesn't get sick
that's marvelous. He will still adjust to the microgravity
environment and those adjustments are the things that are being
measured*

MICHAEL WATSON {World Astonomical Society Of Canada) I have a

question about the crews themselves* In past missions we've seen
of the crews of taking great pride in getting their assignments
done and the experiments completed in good time* Do you expect
to see, and more importantly, have you yet seen any evidence of
any rivalry between the crews - the red and blue crews - in terms
of getting their assignments done within proper time*

CHAPPELL Not at all* These are guys that have worked
together Viry closely for almost 5 years now* They are extremely
^ood friends, they are colleagues and throughout the training
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^e*ve never seen any of the rivalry sort of thing and for a
number of the years the Payload Specialists^ the four Payload
Specialists knew that only 2 of them would be flying and even in
that environment there was never a rivalry that surfaced. They
have always been mutually supportive and they continue to be.

KNOTT And apart from this, there is very little
opportunity for any rivalry because if you look into the timeline
you will discover that most of the investigations which are co-
attended, which require co-attention are done by both crew
members who are in Spacelab at the same time so that they are
basically doing experiment together. One very often is the test
subject and the other one is helping him to get on his electrodes
and perform these various tests. So they do alot of these
activities together and not in, certainly not in rivalry.

LARRY BERNARD (Ft. Lauderdale News) Dr. Chappell several
questions. First, have any theories concerning SAS been
confirmed or eliminated and could you answer that question for
any of the theories of any of the five disciplines?

CHAPPELL Larry, I think we're a little premature today on
day 1, or the end of day 0. I really believe that within the
''tpace adaptation syndrome that there'll be some significant
nformation that comes out shortly after the end of the

«aission. X think the number of tests and experiments that the
crew is able to go through on themselves will be such as to give
us information that we just haven •t had before and that's bound
to lead us down one path or another in the explanation of the
space adaptation syndrome. We don't have it today I don't think,
but I think we can look forward to information in the near future
after the launch. And probably in Life Sciences you'll see
results more rapidly than in many of the other disciplines.

BERNARD Okay, also the light from the electron beams -

could they have been seen from earth and if so, what part?

CHAPPELL Well, the specific timing of what the SEPAC people
call the artificial aurora experiment - the specific timing of
that is not set up yet because they have a number of experiments
that they go through as they checkout the electron beam and
understand its characteristics. So as of today, we can't say
exactly where that would take place as far as over what
particular part of the earth. I would hope that as we get closer
to that day which is in about the middle of the mission that we
will be able to make some prediction of at least the area of the
world that it could be seen^ It is a very faint light. It
should be a streak of light no more than a few degress, maybe 10
degrees in length and fairly narrow with an intensity of the
order of a moonlit cloud. So you could see* it if you knew the
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ection to look at the right time and I hope that will be the
^ se for some people some place in the world but we can't narrow

^ it down yet as of today.

BERNARD And finally, what has been the most exciting part
of the mission - most exciting data for you or any of the Pis?

CHAPPELL I think to me the exciting thing is seeing the
Spacelab in general in operation and seeing my scientific
colleagues have \is capability available to them to be able to
interact with the scientists onboard* All these things are just
brand new and it*s exciting to watch all that. Of course # it's
exciting in general to participate in manned spaceflight and the
Spacelab mission is significant in that it merges manned
spaceflight with space science which is largely done or has been
done largely from free-flying satellites. So it's a new arena
for the scientists and they feel the excitement of the new
capabilties and the new opportunities and we feel the same thing.

PAO No further questions from KSC?

PAO They will now go to Cologne-Porz to the European
Space Agency News Center.

This is Cologn^Porz. We have no questions here.

j^aO All right. Thank you. We'll take a few more
questions here in Houston. I might mention that I know Dr.
Chappell has been up since yesterday morning and has to be back
on shift tonight at about 7 so if we could be somewhat brief we
would appreciate that I think. Gentlemen from the Los Angelos
Times r white shirt.
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i! DENBAR (Los Ang#los Times) Is there any sitnlficanct to
Byron liichtanbergVs discomfort during the hop and drop
experiment?

PAG I think not, I believe, as I mentioned, that those are
bungee cords, and you do the acceleration that way. I think
Byron felt, and that is his type of investigation, in fact that
is his speciality. I think he felt the results would bo more
effective on his own particular situatior, once he got into zero*
g and using it, I think he used a single set of bungee "s as
opposed to the three. And I think he felt that vas just going to
give bad results. I don't think anybody attributed anything
significance to that in terms of discomfort.

PAO Carlos Byars

BYARS Carl, I had a follow up to a question, quite a bit
earlier, you were talking about the mass discrimination, you got
a single data point, and it's not enough to draw a curve. I'm
just wondering where that data point falls in relation to the
existing curves. Is it on it, or way off in one direction or
another, or do you know where it is plotted yet?

"WPT I think this type of experiments have not been,
irticularly type of experiment has not been carried out before,

.md I don't think there is any curve. I think the only thing you
can say the curve is increasing, or should be increasing
fhysically. But how much it is increasing or whether it goes
nto saturation or whether it is going to increase expansionally,

or whether it will level out after a few days. It's not yet
determined. I think there will be perhaps more feelings, done
once this experiment has been performed, I think it will trigger
also theorist to speculate about this type of experience and then
develop a theory perhaps to fit the result of them during the
mission.

PAO Dave Oooling

DOOLING Two quick ones. Rick. Has the rotating dome been
used on the 102 and is Marsha Tore keeping an eye out for
possible Atomic oxygen degradation on any of her optics.

RICK I'm sure she will be doing that. I guess hasn't been
operating long enough to see any effects like that yet. And the
rotating dome was used today.

PAO This Gentlemen here in the second row.
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RIS JOYCE (News Science Magazine) Dr* Chappell^ question
«itK>ut post landing, continuation of the space adaptation
syndrome* How long are those going to last? I understand one of
the reqairenients is that several crewmentbers have to lie prone
for several hours, or for quite some time* I would like to know
how long that is going to be* I also understand that it means
the last waking shift, aboard the flight, is then going to have
to stay awake another what will amount to 24. straight hours. Is
this going to caase any grousing?

CHAPPELL No grousing, I think it's not as bad as 24 hours, I

believe that there are some adjustments and it's a pretty
significant job to sort of match the base line data collection
that's done at (garble) with the things on Orbit, in that there
are a lot of experiments that are going to be covered there. And
you do want to let the crew, you need to make these measurements
right away as they readapt, and yet you don't want to drive them
too much. You have got to be reasonable in what you ask. I

think there's been a fairly good compromise schedule, testing
schedule put together for them. T'le question about being prone,
involves the fact that since your measuring, your trying to
understand the way the otolith organ changes it's output. You'd
like not to necessarily move, continuously move your head once
vou get back into 1-g, and unnaturally accelerate the
^adaptation. We'd like to see a natural readaptation, which
Aen means that you want to minimize the motion your head goes

through which then readapts the otolith organ.

JOYCE How long do they have to lie prone then?

PAO I believe that it's a matter of hours as they are moved
into the baseline data collection facility, and then there are a
number of test then that are done in the facility there that
involve using a sled, which then gives linear acceleration.

JOYCE Then how long does all that take?

PAO The overall Dryden activity is of a order of a week to 10
days, and specifics of it I can get you that information, I don't
have it on hand.

PAO We'll be addressing that in a briefing, a special briefing
on baseline data collection and flight day 6 I believe.

KNOTT (garble) the life scientist they have always made the
point that the prelaunch data collection, which they have already
accomplished, and then the data which they would like to assemble
during the flight, plus the post flight data collection is
basically their experiment. If they would lose any of the three
portions of this experiment, they would lose* basically the
xperiment.
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AO Have any other questions? Gentlemen in the blue coat, in
the front.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC NEWS) - Thank you John, I have a question for
Rick, and foe Dr. Knott if he cares to tackle it for I think it
involves him in a lesser way then involves us here. Rick, you
began to touch on what Spacelab would do in bridging tne gap as I
put it, or you may put it, between manned science and unmanned
science. Could you expand on that for a •.;oment?

BERGMAN In Other words does this end the jealousy between the
unmanned planetary scientist for example who accused the Space
Shuttle of taking all their money, etc. etc. etc?

RICK I think what it does Jules is it opens a new arena, if you
look at the history of Space flight in general, we all of us, as
scientist started with very puny little sounding rockets that
would barely punch up thru the atmosphere. We did the best
science that we could on that. Then as our rockets got better
and in fact we were able to Orbit things completely, that stayed
up for longer than 10 minutes, we modified our science to that,
to make best use that. Now, we are moving from a regime, in
which we dominately had small free flying satillite to do science
n a regime, in which we have a tremendous capability both in
inned space flight, capability of the shuttle; and now the

marvelous capability of the Spacelab. So, it's a new horizon,
and I think rather than competitive, what it's going to be is a
new capability that scientist who have done things historically
in free flying satillite, will look at and access as a new
potential way for them to do their science in the future. I
think it's going to help tremendously bridging the gap. Very
important in that regard. All of us who do, things like Space
plasma physic, and astromony, have largely used free flying
satillites, and you know your bound to a certain extent by your
history. You do things the way you've always done them, to a
certain extent. And now there's a new capability thats
available for us. It opens new horizons, I think Spacelab is
tremendously significant in that regard.

If there are no further questions, we'll conclude this science
briefing. Thank you very much.

END OP TAPE
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Good morning everybody, welcome back, let roe introduce on
..^ immediate right John Cox, the Plight Director of the off-going
Plight Control Team, and Harry Kraft, Mission Manager for
Spacelab-1, and as is our custom, I will let each of these
gentlemen make some statements about the evenings events and then
entertain your questions, John.

COX During the night we had a fairly quiet night and things
went very well from an Orbiter point of view; one of things we're
getting a hi»ndle -^ut right now is the consumable look pretty
good, they kind of look promising that all the concern we had
preflight about being realy tight on the hydrogen and the prop,
looks like that and the whole situtation is improving and looking
pretty good. We did a COAS CAL today on the Aft station and the
data on that compared to previous flights like it is right on the
money again. We've gone ahead and figured out the compensation
for the IMU's, we're running on 1 and 3 right now. They were
small drvss, typically we see, we went ahead and compensated
them, it looks like they are running on the money. We've done a
fuel cell purge, and we did the ECS redundant components check
and all that ran without finding any anomalies. We will begin
some interconnect operations towards the end of the upcoming
shift, and get us back on the situation where we use the OMS prop
for most of our attitude control. As far as the trim burn wind,

did the trim burn earlier, and that was required on the last
ift, one of the things we're seeing, we have lots of attitude

ittaneuvers going on and we're, more so than we typically see on
flights, so we've been updating the Orbiter State Vector from
time to time, but it does not necessarily take in all the changes
we're in about a 136 by 131, we'll see that excentricity go up
and down and what not, I think the averages were probably dropped
about a mile due to probably drag, which we're seeing. That will
go into computations for the trim burn that they'll be doing on
flight day 2. The only other work that took a great deal of time
was the RAU 21 work. We did some more troubleshooting, that has
been kind of a combined effort with the POCC and the MOCR team
and the HOSC folks, and we have probably a partialy working
valve, commands are going thru and we're having some data
problems coming back thru it, the folks are still working on what
we'll do with all that. There's some patchwork development
underway right now where maybe we could make some changes in the
experiment computer that is reading the data back from the RAU
and may improve the situtation. I'll let Harry go ahead and
explain what that's new in his experiments and where he plans to
go with it. That's all I had.

KRAPT Ok, just a couple of just top level statements. I wanted
to point out that we are in a very good orbit for the
experiments, the launch and all went realy flawlessly from a
nayload standpoint, and we got Spacelab activated on time. We've
srrently got 21 experiments that are activated and operating.
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ue of them have been turned down subsequently by preraission
-•sign, they take data at various times during the mission, but

we have seen data from 21 of the experiments. And we've seen
real good data by the way. The only realy concern we've had and
had to work with was the RAO 21 problem, we have 4 experiments
that are attached to that particular RAU. We are pretty
confident we have work-arounda for two of those, and infact 1 of
those 2 we have already gotten good science data down, we are now
looking at some patches, as John said, to allow us to continue to
operate all 4 exr-eriments, so that's quite promising this
morning, and we think we are going to be able to recover from
that. Rich Chapel will be up in about an hour or so, and I guess
its for the science briefing, and he'll fill you in on what some
of the results are, but there are a number of very excited
investigators in those user rooms and they're realy getting some
good data back. And that's realy all I have. We'll take some
questions and answers.

PAO We'll take your questions here in Houston, first and then
go to the other centers. Lets begin with Graig Covalt, please.
Aviation Week.

COVALT Harry, describe the degredation in the data you see
coming back thru the RAO before you completed your workarounds

-id can you describe in more detail what your workaround are to
ie RAO, and the 3rd part, the 2 experiments that you are

expecting a full recovery early on.

KRAFT Ok, lets see if I can keep those in order, the
degredation, the data on the RAO is primarily housekeeping data
and that is just looking at internal temperatures and how well
the experiments performing. For the experiments there, 3 of the
experiments have data that comes down, the science data comes
down thru the high rate multiplexer to the ground. So what we've
been able to do on 2 of the experiments is basically command them
to go ahead into their experiment operating mode, and without
that housekeeping data, just go ahead allow them to gather
science, and what we're basically doing is looking at good
science data and assuring ourselves that the instrument is within
Sarameters. The other 2 require the RAO in order to exchange
ata between the experiment computer. And that is the experiment

C-pack or referred to as 002 and the active cavity radiometer.
Those 2 need to exchange data with the RAO and we need to get
those patches incorporated into the experiment computer and get
that RAO back on line. Craig, did you want to follow that up
some more?

COVALT Yes, and doing it from the other way, Harry, the 2

experiments that are working, better than the c-pack and the
cavity.
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^ Those 2 ae« tiw mSifST, wltiei} is « t;«J.««cop» and its <S«fea
cornea back on fil», aoi so tfhat we*f« &««icaly ^im§ is
co»iian<|ing it to ^ akmet4' an4 take its pictmre* its
com9 back on fil», t&« »th«r •x^ciaent is the ltd iiiul tNi af^inCOMH»»M it to fo into a ^at« f«th«ri»f nodi« umi its teifli fate
data did oa»# do*fn on tlw hifli rate aialtiplajeec, a}»S it lo«ik6
t€»o#. faa, Craig?

»A0 Oa«« Dooiing^ «iMit»viile Timm*

titXium mtef, on th« i^. would tiie validity of tUm mtimmm im
comiwroaiaad any by not Having iioa««k««pij»g data o® t^ <mbtmti
tamperattfiraa, i beiiave? ofia of tha, <ma pusMrtiow, oiia ©f tisa
Modules ia the ISO waa aappoaed to be ooolad# and aaoondly oo«ld
you give a« a littie bit of information aboat tha tm itaalf

»

what kind of elaetconic device is it, and i^o is tha ^mmdm.

KBAPT Ok, aa far as ISO tbaee ara varification fUfht
maafurements in tlia area foe th«c»al, and aiso tliara ara standard
Sp«<:elab operational maaaurimanta that allow as to uadarstipiid tba
9<»ri«ral anvironment that ISO's taaing. m dim»t foraaa th*t a« a
j»roblein. As far aa the mm and tba vendor, wa need to, I don't
•fenow that answer, wa'll ^et that back tQ you, we'll fat that back
thru the PAO office here.

}X i can tell you a little bit RAU, The HAU, t don't know tha
vendor, but the RAU acts just like our M0M'a, where thay are a

gathering device, RAO atanda for Raiiiote Acgaiaition Unit,
ahd jerial data, and analog data and bilavel data is acquired by
the ea^'cimant computer and we bave aiiailar things for the
aybsyatem computer. We also then send coiwiands back thru thaw
and they route them out to the different experiments. So it acts
very much like our HDM's. In troubleshooting, we used the trick
we normaly use on MDM's, where we port mode MDM's, or we swap
oowplers with the RAU, which is a very similar thing and found
that didn't help the problem any. But you can treat them,
ment«Uy, you have very similar devices.

PAO Wayne Oeltsuphino with KTRH.

DEIiCUPHiNO We've had lots of communications problems today, we
had big lapses in silence and we've had lots of static and
acratcfh all morning long, and I'm wondering whether that's a
TD^S problem, because I heard it on UHF too, and I'm wondering
whether its the communications gear upstair or if its down here
or what the deal is?

CCX The problems we're having, there's a variety of them,
they're all mostly expected, and its a lot of its learning how to
work with the TORS system. When we're applying all these various
attitudes, we get into what is sort of a ratty calm situation.
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}« thm mi^&l, the s-band which we're all working off of for^ ^iem ttaffic, when the satellite view from the Obiter is off
tb* mm or off the tail or within 10 or 20 degrees of it, we get
^mtf msfim ai»i drop and out, and we get that ratty calm, I don't
tottw any xplaaation for the UHP other than we may have had
si^Q^l str«i^th problems at the particular site.

WHUlSPaiNO One other question, this may concern more of the
^•cel4i> p«ft of it. This was supposed to be a light day, and I
futss b«6«u«« o£ these little problems were already behind
TOli«dui#, we already had to cut off a third of the vestibular
•xpirim«ttt, and I'm wondering whether or not the time line was

ambitious experimentaly wise.

KRAJPf Well, I checked before walking over here, and our Payload
2«r»tieNa» Control Center people tell that the crew is about 15

nutea behind, l consider that very close to nominal. As far
•i whether we over taxed the crew, we off-loaded these early days
«iAd only went for about a 50 to 70 percent utilitzation because
WK knew there was going to be adapation problems just getting
a«ed to unstowing items and getting things set up. And right
now, we're not terribly uncomfortable with where we are.

COX I think though also you want to keep in mind, we have sent
hem troubleshooting procedures that have used up some time.

i»AO Your name and affiliation, please.

JOYCE (Newscientist Magazine) How many other Remote Acquisiton
Onits are operating, and how many experiments are they
controlling? Have you had any trouble with them, do you expect
them all to go alright?

KRAFT I don't know the exact count of the number of them, on
the order of a dozen or so, we haven't had any problems with any
others. Okay?

PAO And your name and affiliation, right back here please.
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.CKIE JUDWTH (CBS) Along the line of what Wayne was asking,
how much flexibility has been built into your schedule before you
start falling behind because of some of the problems the
Astronauts are having with the experiments?

COX Well, I'll go back in again the early days of the mission,
the first two days, we use something like a, invaried by crew
members, because all the test cannot be equally distributed, but
it's like a 50 to 70 percent utilization, of the crew by plan.
In addition to that in the early days of the mission we allowed a

25% error in our prediction of a task if we estimated a 5 minute
task, we would add a 25%, or a 10 minute or hour task, and we did
that again to provide flexibility so that they wouldn't get
behind. The 15 minutes or so they were running when I was left
to come over here, thats nominal.

PAO Your name and affiliation.

BRIAN SIZLACK (Voice of America) I'm a little bit confused.
We have basically four experiments running off this one random
axis unit that we talked about. Why is it that two of them has
been essentially restored and are generating data, while the
other two apparently haven't been, if they are going thru the
"ame box as it were.

-OX Better make sure we understand some of the remote
acquisition unit.

SIZLACK In Layman's term of the flex box, or what ever.

KRAFT Let me hit the RAO part and you can talk about the
way the experiment gathers data. As far as our ability with the
RAU is concerned, we're able to command thru it. That does not
aeem to be a problem, so when we want to send information to an
experiment or turn something on or off, the RAO seems to be

working alright in that direction. It's ability to gather data
from experiment, we turn it if we have a problem in the different
types of data and not all experiments have to send their data
back thru that RAO to collect it.

SIZLACK So in other words you can talk to the experiments thru
the Rm, but they cannot talk back to you basically. Or send
data back to you.

KRAFT Yes, I think that information is correct.

COX But we do get some data. Isn't that correct that it's just

getting — *

'RAFT We're getting the science data via another route on those
.xperiments.
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.ZIACK Oh, Okay.

COX Did you want to add something to that, Harry?

KRAFT No, I think John did fine.

PAO Okay, Right up here Peta, your name and affiliation.

ppER SPOTTS CThristian Science Monitor) Bearing in mind that
the major portion of this mission is designed to verify the
Spacelab system, is this problem with the RAUs something that you
would have, you would rather have it happen now than later or is
this the electronic equipment involved in something that probably
shouldn't had problems in the first place?

KRAFT John, do you want to try that one?

COX I don't know that you'd rather have it happen at any time
to tell you the truth, but we're going to obviously learn
something from this and probably by the time that we're finished
we'll find a way to work around it and acquire all that data, atleast that seems to be the way that we are headed. I don't know
if that answers enough of your question or not.

^0 Your name and affiliation.

JIM AOAMSON <Eye Witness News) With the RAU problem, I
understand that it is with the particle beam accelerators, and
the charge particle experiments aren't able to be used right
now. Are they going to have to be delayed or held off then until
you can correct the situation? And if so is that going to put a
crunch on the number of times they plan to release particles and
test that out?

COX We'll we have a premission timeline and any time we miss an
opportunity, it's something we have to look ahead to find out
when we can recover. Right now we don't see a problem,
fortunately where this has happened has been a very low level use
of the RAU. There's only been one or two experiments that needed
to operate with it at all. So we haven't really fallen that far
behind. Where we are right now, we're looking at some work
•rounds, and we really believe that in the next couple of hours
we'll have it up and operating and we don't think we will have a
situation that we can't recover from.

KR*FT Part of our lack of knowledge of the RAU is the fact that
It hasn't been used much. We're trying to troubleshoot with a
very little data.

''AO I'll take one more question here in Houston, and then go to
;h» other centers, Craig Covalt.
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^^VhVT Two quickies rtaXly* John, is the mm or Harry, the RAO
out on the pallet itself buried down on the floor there?

COX That is correct,

CQVAIiT To chanfe the subject dramaticallyf John is the lilcebed

net,

KRAFT Yes, the lakebed's wet and the r-n way, OhI I*m sorry,
I'll be John, go ahead,

COX It rained last week. Hasn't been rained on since. The

last report was of no standing water on it. It's different
experts guess on when it will be good for landing the shuttle on
it, the range goes anywhere from Wednesday to Thursday of this
week, all the way down to the intermissioni when it will be in

great shape. We'll be getting another report on that and they
will be checking it today.

Clear your overall situation on that-*-*

KRAFT The lake bed is a contingency entry would probably go use
22 now and intermission is still a good chance for the lake bed,

AAFT We expect to be using the lakebed at the intermission.
In fact, earlier than that if we need to, but at the moment were
using 22,

PAO Now that Kennedy Space Center, Florida, Then we'll ccwe
back here to Houston to pick up any remaining questions,

RBG6 TONN (IiBBC) I've been having reports that the French have
been lighting or going to light bondfires along the Greenwich
Merridian what seems to be an unofficial experiment. Can you
tell us anything about this and whether the Astronauts either
have seen these bondfires or going to look for them?

COX There were some experiments, like that, I think, the beet
way to categorize them were similar to student experiments that
NASA had considered in the past. Those were talked about between
the two agencies very late and it's my understanding at the time
of liftoff, we had decided the mission was - the timeline was
crowded and we were not going to try to accomplish some of those
proposed experiments,

TONiS But we have rep:)rts that the kH»ndf ires have act ua^^^^

occurred. Have ther^ been any commfnts from the crew about them?

cox I'm not aware of any, and I don't believe the crew has been
specifically instructed to try to locate them, as I point out
again it was something that both agencies agreed, had been
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jpoaed late, in that they would not tax th« crew to add those-udltional types of experiments late in the mission.

PAO Okay, now to the East Press Center, Kalone Pason, Germany.

oJSr tSe% p?eai:r"''
'^^'^ ^^"^

(Garble)

, ^'f 5**^ anything that time let's try once moreand ir It doesn't work we'll have you light some bondCires or
scwiie thing.

SENRy JOHNSON Can you hear Kalone?

PAO yes that's great. Thank you, go ahead.

LEO ENRIGHT (Irish Televtaion) Can you tell us if it's true
that Ulf Merbold wouldn't go to bed last night?

KRAFT I can't confirm that, m sent him to bed. I'll put it
that way .

«-

I don't have any input on that either. From past
ipec Ience, crews are generally pretty excited on that first

couple of days up there, they stay up late looking out of thewindow alot. So I wouldn't be surprised if someone was staying

PAO Any further questions?

ENRIGHT That's all from Kalone.

PW3 Anything remaining here in Houston?

K^.'I' is concerned with Space sickness, can you tell ushow people are feeling up there?

KRAFT I asked the question before I came over. I haven't heardany reports at all on any problems unless John has.

COX No indication.

KRAFT Pro work on them,

PAO Any lingering concerns your questions? Yes sir? Just wait
for the mike.

Could you describe what a typical RAO looks like? Is there
owe sort of general description that you can give?
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>X It's a typical «Xectronics box if your familiar with some
of th« typical packaging for Space flight, it's 15 inches, say 15by 8 by 12 rectangular box, sits on a cold plate, and the cold
plate that it is presently attached to is on the floor of the
pallet.

PAO Okay, thank you very much, we appreciate you coaiing out
this morning. Thank you Harry and John.
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<EN Weilr so far we have flown 9 of them, and we've gotten
CO Orbit with enough gas every time* I think we have a good
launch system^ and we've proved it and ar> long as v;e have the
performance, we can take any payload the system requires*

Also I think TDRS A was heavier than Spacelab as
far as payload went.

GREEM Probably was,

37|000 versus .33, 000.

GREEN Still any more questions at the Cape.

That's all

GREEN Okay, back here. Fifth row back.

CHRIS JOYCE - NEWS SCIENTIST MAGAZINE - The launch window was
shortened, to 9 minutes because of getting darker in Spain at
least faster than I anticipatedf was that because of weather or
because of miscalculation in the time it gets dark in Spain?

^REEN No, we set up the flight, we picked the flight
rbitarily, not arbitarily, but by pilot experience that we'd be

.illlng to land in Spain anyti.iae up until sunset plus 15
minutes. We also sent an observer from JSC out to Spain to fly
around the area in the days proceeding launch, and to make an
evaluation whether for that particular site local, 15 minutes was
the right number to be using. As we were making those flights in
the days leading up to launch, it became apparent that there was
a factor that we hadn't considered and that was the fact that the
farmers around the (garble) bay are burning off their fields.
And as the result to that, there is a haze condition, that nobody
anticipated and that was factor, that was the reason we sent
somebody out there, to find out what limitations were and we
decided that sunset plus 10 minutes was about where we ought to
call it a day.

joe, the farmers were not aware that NASA was
launching the Space Shuttle and they were therefore not prepared.

PAO Carlos,

BYERS Jay, have tht SRBs been recovered ?

GREEN I heard they were sited floating, I don't know whether
they are underground yet.

BYARS They inconf irm undertoe (garble)

.
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GREEM Impact point vzas about nominal.

We have an interest in those this time.

GREEN Anyone else here? Okay we stand adjourned.
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PAO Good afternoon. This is the first change "of shift Plight
Diiectof Press Conference for STS-9. Jay Greene, the Flight
Director for the ascent team. You're on Jay.

GREl-JNE Okay, fortunately there's not much to talk about during
this briefing. During the prelaunch phase of the flight we
experienced one failure and that was in one of the OMS engine TVC
systems. It was the left OMS secondary system. Pitch actuator
was inoperative. During our planning for contingencies and
eventual loosing of launch connnit criteria. We had looked
this possibility and we all agreed that we had enough redundancy
in engines, this engine is still working and is fine. We have
another engine that has 2 TVC systems, RCS is a translation means
and we waved the requirement for both TVC systems and pressed
on. Ascent was on time. At the time of liftoff we had
acceptable weather and our abort once around site Northrop at the
Cape for an RTLS if we had to do one. And at Zaragosa, Spain,
our transatlantic abort site. First stage of ascent was about
nominal. Th« trajectory might have been slightly loft although
not very much at all. Our adaptive guidance system indicated
that maybe the SRB's were a tad hot, performing better than
nominally predicted and that's measured by the depth of the
nirust bucket we go through during first stage. Nominally, the

rust bucket throttles the main engines down to about 80
-•rcent, they went down to about 78 percent which is compensation

for the higher thrust out of the solid rockets. Solid rocket
burn time was about nominal, maybe a little over a little quicker
than nominally and that coincides with a hot performance. All
our abort boundaries fell about the times predicted premission.
MECO was perfectly nominal. SRB's were located, they landed
within maybe half a mile to a mile of a nominal splash point.
External tank, you judge by the MECO target and how well you
achieved it by the way we achieve MECO the external tank went
into the Indian Ocean with no problem. On orbit the crew seemed
to be ahead of the timeline and accomplishing all events as.
expected or better. We had two minor problems with transducers
that failed. One was in the flash evaporator system and one was
in the hydraulic system number 3 if I remember, and both of these
transducers failures only. Not indicative of any problem. Side
from that when I left about an hour ago, everything was
progressing nominally and watching the TV it seems to be doing
rather well.

PAO Okay, please wait for the mike. Front row up here.
Identify yourself and your affiliation please.

AI. MARSH (Aviation Week) Were you doing an RCS burn to trim
the orbit?

;reene When I left there was some question about that.
Preliminary data indicated no but the ground tracking arcs was
just being established to make that decision.
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'XOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle) Jay, on youc - the failure on
the OMS, could you tell nr. what this little thing does in terms

GREENE Yes sure. Each engine - we have an engine bell and the
engine bell is gimballed with a thrust vector control system
TVC. Thrust vector control is accomplished in 2 axes, pitch and
yaw, up and down, left and riyht and the particular failure we
had is in the secondary of two totally independent systems. So
what that erys i- .;e have one system that was verified prelaunch
and post OMS 1 to be operating perfectly norsinally. We have a
backup system that is in op and should be of no consequences.

BYARS This is a little piece of machinery that moves this
engine bell around to help guide things better. Is this a
reasonably over simplified explanation?

GREENE Yes, yes. Perfectly acceptable.

BYARS On the 2 transducers these are simply sending you a
couple lines of data,

GREENE One of the transducers was on the topping evaporator is
-n exhaust duct that measures the temperature on that duct. That
arble> went off scale low, the other was a hydraulic line

..eturn line temperature with no consequences.

DAVE DOOLING (Huntsville Times) Earlier I missed getting the
Orbital parameters and also the alarms from the transducers. Are
those the ones that John Young's referring to as getting a number
of alarms?

GREENE Yes, he got two messages. The messages are referred to
by the display number that the crew is reference to when the
alarm comes up as spec 87 and 88. Those were the messages he was
referring to when they were caused by the transducers failures.

DOOLING OKay, he made the first call on those during ascent
didn't he?

#

GREENE No, he made a call during ascent regarding cabin
atmosphere message that was due to some PP02 sensors that were
running closed to caution and warning limit. Once we got onorbit
we told them to disregard the caution and warning and allowed
theiB to raise the limit a little bit.

POOLING Okay, and the orbit numbers?

GREENE Whatever is in the nominal flight plan is it.

jOOLING 134 by 136.
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iSENE 135 circ on the average.

PAO Back here on 3rd row,

BRIAN SIZLACK (BOA) A few minutes ago we saw that the
astronauts we're having some trouble opening the airlock leading
into the tunnel that goes to the Spacelab. is there any oossible
explanation why the doors was so difficult to open?

GREENE No, I was at home but I mi«sed .

SIZLACK It was a lot of fun to watch.

GREENE Sorry.

PAO Back here 4th row, identify yourself please.

DAVE JACKSON (Time Magazine) I noticed when they ace trying towrestle that door open it appeard that they had all six members

flight deck
°" unusual is that? Totally abandon the

GREENE Well, I don't think it was totally abandoned. As well
as this vehicle has performed so far, it was something to work

JACKSON In other words that's not unusual at all,

GREENE I wouldn't see anything unusual about it.

CHRIS JOYCE (New Scientist Magazine) I noticed that Merbold
and Lichtenberg both had head gear on with a metal pack in the
back. Which experiment is that? That's one of the vestibularones I think is it? Or (garble)

.

GREENE I don't know.

JOYCE Have they already - do you know whether they starteddoing any of the vestibular work already?

GREpE I don't know. I just came in. When I left them we had
3 ust completed ascent, Terry, maybe you could —

^ *^^*"'? "«'=^^o2.d had that gear on for the eye movement partof the experiment at launch. ^

JOYCE It was recording data.

PAO No, at launch. Any other questions here? Op front?
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i'ER SPOTS (Christian Science Monitor) Juat overall how would
you rate this launch cojapared to the last 8 in terms ofsmoothness of operation or —
GREENE Is was as smooth as any we've had and I think the last 4
or 5 maybe the last data comes so smooth that it becomes
meaningless to compare them, its going the way it should go.

PAO Okay, I understand there are some questions at KSC. Why
don't wo switch now to Florida.

REG TURNELL (BBC) DO you have an impact point please for the
ET?

GREENE Not off the top Of my head I don't. We don't
specifically measure the ET impact point. We put it in the
middle of the Indian Ocean and allow enough room that with worst
case dispersions we're in no problem of puttinq it in a bad
spot. As I said before the MECO conditions that we achieve were
essentially nominal and so from t"hat you deduce that the ET
impact point was nominal and even if you put dispersions on it
it's in the Indian Ocean and clear of any land mask.

'^0 Frank

.RANK Two questions. Can we get an exact time for the first
pass over European landmass and also second question, is there
any report yet of what oh, first words in space were?

GREENE Terry, take it.

PAO Who's first words?

FRANK Merbold.

PAO Merbold 's? It was during activation. I don't think I
heard hiro until then. But I don't recall what he said. Say
what? Also first landmass was on ascent orbit. It came overcentral Europe.

wv«*.

GREENE Would have been somewhere around 18 minutes maybe alittle earlier. '

PAO Yeah. Any more to Cape?

Al STEGANARO (Space Onit Astro Pile) I'd like to ask how does
this launch with the heaviest Shuttle payloads so far represent
in respectively a maturity of the Shuttle program and are you
confident that future payloads as heavy or heavier can be
aunohed and operated in orbit?




